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Static and Dynamic Aeroelastic Analysis of a High
Aspect Ratio Wing through CFD-CSD Coupled
Method
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self-developed deforming mesh code. LEE et al. [2]
conducted a study on a high altitude solar aircraft that could
fly 24 hours continuously by optimizing the wing. In their
study FSI was used to analyze the static aeroelastic of the
wing and NSGA-2 was optimized using multi-objective
genetic algorithm. KIM and Lee [3] performed the analysis
of load redistribution problem for a 3-D aircraft wings with
control surfaces. Ye et al. [4] conducted the time-domain
flutter analysis of AGARD Wing 445.6 model using Ansys
CFX module . The AGARD model was used for flutter
experiment at 1960's.

Abstract— The Solar powered unmanned aircraft have a
high-aspect-ratio wings because SPUAV must satisfy the
requirement of long endurance and high lift-drag ratio. Therefore,
the structure of SPUAV‘s wings are structurally very flexible. The
very high flexible wing might have large deformation and many
aeroelastic problems. In this paper have a static/dynamic
aeroelastic analysis through CFD-CSD coupled method. A
Computational Fluid Dynamic is used to compute the
aerodynamics and Finite Element Method is used for structural
analysis.
Keywords—High Aspect Ratio Wing; SPUAV; CFD; CSD;
Aeroelastic; Flutter

I.

An aircraft wing has various configurations to have the
best aerodynamic efficiency depending on the operation
purpose and flight conditions. It is because aerodynamic
performance is varied by the angle of incidence, the aspect
ratio of the wing, the shape of the wing tip, etc. And it
causes the difference on payload, fuel efficiency, range,
endurance, and so on. The unmanned solar aircraft with
High-Altitude Long-Endurance (HALE), which is expected
to be able to replace of the satellite, has a high aspect ratio
(AR) to achieve high aerodynamic efficiency by minimizing
the drag force. However, the high AR wing could cause
problems like large elastic deformation and aeroservoelastic
instability because it is very flexible.

INTRODUCTION

During flight, aeroelastic phenomenon can happen due
to interaction between elastic, inertial, and aerodynamic
forces. Such aeroelastic phenomenon can be categorized
into two groups; static and dynamic problems. One of the
typical examples of dynamic aeroelastic phenomenon is
flutter, which happens on certain flow conditions. It leads to
unexpected increase on the size of the fluid-induced
vibration, and it might result in the destruction of the
structure within a few seconds. For the static aeroelastic
phenomenon, there are the redistribution of the aerodynamic
load due to wing transformation, control surface reversal,
and divergence.

In the present study, a CFD-CSD coupled analysis of
high AR wing is performed to verify its static and dynamic
instability. CFX and Ansys were used to perform
Aerodynamic analysis and structural analysis respectively.
The method is by applying the generated aerodynamic force
of CFD results as the load condition on structural analysis
and once more using the displacement result of structural
analysis to perform CFD analysis. The iterations go on until

Recently, to solve such aeroelastic problems, the
research using CFD-CSD coupled method or FluidStructure Interaction (FSI) has been actively conducted.
Carnie and Qin [1] performed a static aeroelastic analysis of
the Helios HP03 model developed by NASA using common
CFD models, computerized structural analysis code, and
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the results converge. In the case of the flutter analysis, it
was conducted by passing each other's information of
pressure, velocity, and displacement between the
aerodynamic grid and structural grid.

flow field are 353,964 and the number of total elements is
1,070,665. About 50,000 grids are used for the wing surface
to increase the accuracy of results. The Reynolds number at
this time was about 220,000. The above conditions are
applied the same for each and every repeated flow analysis.

II. ANALYSIS MODEL

TABLE 1. SPUAV's specification

Fig. 1 shows the solar-powered for the present study. Fig.
2 shows the CATIA model of its wing whose AR is about
14. The base materials of the wing are balsa wood and
plywood which are commonly used in model aircrafts. In
addition, composite materials was partially used for
reinforcement on the wing. Aircraft specifications are
presented in Table 1.

Categorize

Wing
span
4.2m

Wing
area
1.25m2

Chord
length
0.3m

Aspect
ratio
14

Flight
weight
5.5kg

Fig. 3. Flow field

B. Verification of CFD Results
The present CFD results are verified for each boundary
conditions, grid, and turbulence models in computational
fluid dynamics. The calculation of steady-state
aerodynamics was done by XFL5 which is a Vortex Lattice
Method (VLM) widely used in the aerodynamic analysis of
subsonic region. The present chordwise and spanwise
pressure coefficient distributions of a rectangular wing are
compared with those of XFL5 as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
respectively. The present results are good agreement with
those of XFL5.

Fig. 1. SPUAV

Fig. 2. SPUAV Wing structure model

III. ANALYSIS
A. CFD anlysis
Fig. 3 shows the flow field and grid of the wing used for
the CFD calculations. The size of the flow field was
modeled 20 times larger based on the chord length so that
the flow could be stabilized. And the rear side was set three
times the length of the front to stable the wake. Inlet
conditions were set in the airspeed conditions of 11m/s and
37.5m/s for static aeroelastic analysis and flutter analysis,
respectively. Outlet conditions were set in pressure 1atm.
Even though un-structure grid is slower in calculation
compared to the structure grid, it is easy to create the mesh
of complex shapes and it is used in the present study. SST
model was used to model the turbulence and boundary layer
was built 20-ply up with 5mm thickness. Node points of

Fig. 4. Chord wise pressure distribute

C. FEM analysis
ANSYS v.13 which is commonly utilized commercial
computational analysis code was used for the structural
analysis. In the case of load case, pressures around the wing
are transformed directly on the surface mesh. For the
contact conditions of each component, bonded conditions
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were used to share the node point. The number of nodes and
elements used in the transformation between structural grids
and aerodynamic grids are about 50,000 and 48,000
respectively.

Fig. 6. Wing tip displacement

Fig. 5. Span wise pressure distribute
TABLE 2. Deformation of experiment & analysis
Load
Experiment
Analysis
Displacement(mm)

9.8N
19.6N

40mm
92mm

37.5mm
86.88mm

Error
5.8%
5.2%
Fig. 7. Von-mises stress

TABLE 3. SPUAV wing Natural frequency

Frequency(Hz)

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Mode 5

Mode 6

6.09

13.5

30.5

37.8

59.2

80.5

D. Static result verification
The static test of the present FEM model was performed
for its verification. Table 2 shows the static deformation
when the concentrated force is applied. The results show
that the errors between the present analysis and experiment
are under about 6%.
E. Free vibration alaysis
For the flutter analysis the free vibration analysis of the
present model was performed. The results are shown in
Table 3. The natural frequency of the fundamental mode is
6.09 Hz. These results in Table 3 and its mode shapes are
used in the following flutter analysis.

Fig. 8. Pressure contour of chord direction

IV. RESULT
A. Static aeroelastic anlysis
The computation condition for the static aeroelastic
analysis is the airspeed of 11m/s at the sea level. The
aerodynamic forces on the wing surface calculated from
CFD are transformed to the structural loads applied for
FEM analysis. The deformations of the wing from FEM are
re-transformed to the CFD grid. These transformations were
performed iteratively until converged. The number of
iteration for convergence was 7 as shown in Fig. 6. When
converged the stress distributions and pressure distributions
of the wing are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.
From the static aeroelastic results it can be concluded that
divergence does not occur since the cruise air speed of the
present wing is about 9 m/s.

F. MSC.Nastran flutter analysis
Prior to the CFD-CSD coupled analysis The flutter
analysis was performed by MSC.Nastran and its p-k method
was used. From the flutter analysis the flutter speed and
flutter frequency are 35m/s and 13.45Hz, respectively, for
sea-level condition. This flutter speed will be verified in the
preceding section.
TABLE 4. Yield stress versus maximum stress
Yield
stress(MPa)

Carbon

Plywood

Balsa

Maximum stress

3900

19

12.7

378.13
(front spar cap, carbon)
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B. Dynamic aeroelastic anlysis
Finally the present study performed the dynamic
areoelastic analysis of the high AR wing using ANSYS’s
CFX and transient structural analysis modules. The
computational condition is determined by the airspeed of
37.5 m/s from MSC.Nastran’s results. From the present
coupled analysis the vertical displacements of trailing edge
(TE) and leading edge (LE) of the wing tip are monitored
whether the flutter occurs or not. Fig. 9 shows the time
history of TE displacement of the wingtip. It is known that
the response is neutrally stable and the present coupled
results are in a good agreement with those of MSC.Nastran.
The flutter results shows that the present wing is
aeroelastically stable at the cruise speed.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Vertical displacement at trailing edge

In the present study, the CFD-CSD coupled analysis for
static and dynamic analysis were performed for the high AR
wing of the solar-powered UAV. FEM model and CFD
model of the present high AR wing are established and they
are verified. Static and dynamic aeroelastic analyses of the
wing using CFD-CSD coupled method are performed. The
results show that the present wing is aeroelastically stable
for both static and dynamic cases.
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lighter aircrafts. Marginal reduction in jet noise may be done
by nozzle design such as corrugated or teeth types for noise
reductions. Jet-flap interaction is another type of generated
noise when the engine jet exhaust interacts with the flaps. Most
old commercial aircraft such as Boing 727-737 and Tupolev tu154 is fitted with Hush kit to reduce noise from low-bypass
turbofan engines [4]. B52 and Concorde planes are of
tremendously high noises as high as 118dB [3].

Abstract—Three-dimensional global wavelets of aircraft
noises around Tripoli international airport (Libya) are presented.
The noises from the airplanes A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C130 are investigated. Remarkable response surfaces in terms of
scales and spaces are observed for noise levels emitted by these
planes compared with the scalograms. The noise peaks of A320
and C-130 are of the lowest and highest powers respectively. The
noise peaks of A300-600 and B737-800 are of comparable and
intermediate powers. The noise contours of low level affects far
away area from the runway and vice versa. The contours of 64dB
and 69dB affect the same crosswise area to the runway. The
contours of 60dB and 64dB affect the same parallel-wise area to
the runway. The noises alongside the runway are more
detrimental than crosswise.
Keywords—3D
wavelet
analysis;
details
approximations signals; aircraft noises ; Tripoli airport.

I.

Wavelet analysis is capable of revealing trends, breakdown
points, discontinuities in higher derivatives, and self-similarity
that other signal analysis techniques miss. Wavelet analysis can
also compress or de-noise a signal without appreciable
degradation. Wavelets have already proven themselves within
the signal processing field. A wavelet is an irregular and
asymmetric waveform of effectively limited duration that has
an average value of zero. Wavelets have scale and time aspects
for featured local analysis. Scale makes much more sense than
thinking in terms of frequency as for Fourier analysis. Wavelet
analysis decomposes a signal into a hierarchical set of
approximations and details over multi-level process. Wavelet
analysis offers a harmonious compromise between
decomposition and smoothing techniques. The methods of
wavelet analysis have been developed mainly by Y. Meyer and
his colleagues [5]. Research on wavelets has become
worldwide and particularly active in the United States by
Ingrid Daubechies, Ronald Coifman, and Victor Wickerhauser.
Several useful families of wavelets are such as Haar,
Daubechies, Biorthogonal, Coiflets, Symlets, Morlet, Meyer,
Other Real Wavelets and Complex Wavelets [6].

signals;

INTRODUCTION

Adverse effects of noise on the general public are range
from harmless to painful and physically damaging. Aircraft
noise goes beyond disturbed sleeps and damaged eardrums and
may cause hypertension, strokes, kidney diseases and
dementia. Eight hours of exposure to sound at 90dB may cause
ear damage and exposure of 140dB sound will cause acute pain
and inner ear damage [1]. Many cases are usually heard at the
courts as the penetration of noise souse grew. The response of
communities of exposure to aircraft noise depends on the land,
type of building construction, distance from the airport,
ambient noise level, and community attitudes.

Two-dimensional (2D) wavelet scalograms were produced
to analysis aircraft noises of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and
C-130 at Tripoli international airport during takeoffs and
landings [7]. The maximum noise levels were identified using
spectra lab software with calibrated microphone placed at 1.2m
above the ground [7]. Tripoli international airport is situated at
34km of the capital city Tripoli. The airport has 3.6km runway
and controls 25 airlines for 3 million passengers a year. Fig. 1
displays satellite picture of Tripoli airport. 20 sites were used to
probe the aircraft noises around Tripoli airport’s runway.
Obviously, a lot of houses are very close to the airport runway.
Only some degree of noises spectra were obtained in terms of
limited scale trends of energy coefficients.

Most noises are unsteady impulses or single events of long
duration as for an aircraft flyover. Engine-rotating imbalance
creates specific tones of their fundamental frequencies and
harmonics. The relationship of percent highly annoyed to day
night aircraft noise level (Ldn) is 0.036Ldn2-3.27Ldn+79 [2].
Since the appearance of commercial jet aircraft in 1958,
allowable noise range of 30dB becomes a serious problem
facing the aviation industry. Fan engine aircraft produces more
noises than jet engine aircraft particularly at high bypass ratio.
The dominant source noise during takeoff is the primary jet
whereas on approach the domain source is machinery noise [3].
Lower intensity sonic booms generated by the most transport
aircraft can cause a startle response. In general, fighter, larger
and heavier aircrafts produce more noise than transport and
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The RBF output can be computed by taking the weighted
average of the output associated with each receptive field (wi).
The Gaussian activation level of the ith receptive field units
(hidden units) is used. The simultaneous linear equations for
the unknown weight coefficients (Ci) can be shown in a matrix
form as [11]:

 
exp −
 
 
 
 d 1  exp −
   
d2  =  
 M  
  
d 10 
 
 
exp −
 

Fig. 1. Satellite picture of Tripoli airport

2D scalograms did not provide full insights on the noise
energy coefficients [8]. The paper basically attributes those
noises by viewing 3D response surfaces in terms of scale,
space and energy coefficients for the planes A300-600 at
86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at 90dB and Hercules C-130
at 98dB. The wavelet pseudo built-in functions of the
MATLAB were used to analysis noise nature of these aircraft
in the form of 3D wavelet global spectra. Both A320 and C130 have been identified as the source of the lowest and
highest noises being emitted around the Tripoli airport.
II.

A. Neural Network
The neural networks have adjustable parameters that are
updated till a satisfactory convergence seen for noise
frequency (f) and amplitude (A). Fig. 2 represents the Gaussian
radial basis function neural network (GRBFNN).

Pave

∑

2
 X −u10
X −u1 
−
L
exp
2

2 σ 12 
2 σ 10



I avg =

(1)


dB



(2)

Pavg
4πD 2

=

P2
= 2 ρcA2π 2 f 2
2 ρc

(3)

A

where Pavg is the power emitted by the source and D is the
distance from the source. P is the pressure, ρ is the average
density of the air, A is the maximum amplitude and c is the
speed of sound. Equation of the cusp signal with a very quick
local variation is represented by A = t r with t close to 0 and 0
< r < 1. The lower value of parameter r results in a sharper
signal.

f

B. Wavelet Technique
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can be expressed
[12] as:

Outputs
C42

M




2

  c1 
  
  c2 

 M 
 c10
 
2 




where Iref is a reference sound intensity of 1×10-12 W/m2.
The sound intensity of a wave is simply given by:

C11

Inputs

M

 I avg
SIL = 10 log
 I ref


Only a concise appearance of the methods is provided, for
in-depth views refer to [9-14].

∑

M

2 

where Ci is the output value associated with the ith receptive
field. ui is the Gaussian centre vector, σi is variances, and Ri(X)
is the ith RBFs. In order to speed up the learning process the
mean least square error (MLSE) is used to find C by
minimising the MLSE with respect to the weights [10].
Sound intensity level (SIL) is given by:

MATHMATICAL MODEL

t

2
 X −u
X −u1 
10
L exp −
2 
2

2σ 1
2 σ 10


2
 X −u
X −u1 
10
L exp −
2

2 σ 12 
2 σ 10



∞

Output layer

C ( scale, position) = ∫−∞ s (t )ψ ( scale, position, t )dt

Hidden layer

(4)

The sum over all time of the signal (S) multiplied by scaled,
shifted wavelet function (ψ) gives 2D wavelet [13] as:

Fig. 2. GRBFNN diagram
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C ( scale, position) = ∫R 2 S (t )

1
a1a2

 t − b1 t − b2 
dt
,
a2 
 a1

ψ 

III.

(5)

A. Noises Decompositios
Spectra lab software with calibrated microphone was used
to obtain the sound pressure levels (SIL) around 20 locations
of the Tripoli airport [7]. Of particular interests were the
planes A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130 during takeoff
and landing. Eq. (2) was used to obtain the averaged sound
intensity (Iavg) whereas Eq. (3) was used to predict averaged
noise power (Pavg) and noises’ time scales (t). GRBFNN was
used to predict noises in terms of amplitude (A) and frequency
(f) based on normalized time-scale and averaged noise power
(Pavg). The range of time scales was from 0.005msec to
0.05msec. Normalized time which was time scale over full
time scales was used due to the differences in the time scales
for aircraft noises. These noises were used to train and validate
the GRBFNN’s responses. GRBFNN was minimized using
MLSE for the optimal coefficients (C) of Eq. (1) required for
noises’ predictions. The maximum noise power of A300-600,
A320, B737-800 and C-130 were at 86dB, 88dB, 90dB and
98dB respectively.
The predictions at the highest noise power of A300-600,
A320, B737-800 and C-130 were used for wavelet analyses.
Spectral information of a signal was obtained using
continuous wavelet transform analysis shown in Eq. (7).
Observable signals had been analyzed by the wavelet to detect
the instant when the signals’ frequencies changed. Fig. 4
produces two levels approximation and details of A300-600
noise signal at 86dB. Fig. 5 depicts two levels approximation
and details of A320 noise signal at 88dB. Fig. 6 shows two
levels approximation and details of B737-800 noise signal at
90dB. Fig. 7 shows two levels approximation and details of C130 noise signal at 98dB. The analysis reinforces the traits and
makes all information more visible.

where the scale a is related to level j by 2j. The scale is in
inversely related to the resolution since the resolution is
defined as 1/a. The position b can be obtained by b = ka for
( j , k ) ∈ R . Large scales are useful features of global analyses.
The Gaussian wavelet function (ψ) may be written [14]
as:
2
 2

ψ (x ) =  π −1 4  1 − x 2 e− x 2
(6)
 3


(

)

The Gaussian wavelet function is rippling to accurately
analysis various levels of noises. It is expected that maximum
noise power occurred at the frequency of about 1.58Hz which
corresponds to the scale of 128.
The wavelet transform can be used to analyze, or
decompose signals. Wavelet analysis offers a harmonious
compromise between decomposition and smoothing
techniques. Wavelet analysis involves filtering and
downsampling. The downsampling of the signal components
introduces a distortion called aliasing. The wavelet transform
computes the approximation coefficients vector (cA) and
detail coefficients vector (cD). These vectors are obtained by
convolving the original signal vector (S) with the low-pass
filter (L) for approximation and with the high-pass filter and
(H) for detail, followed by downsampling, as shown
dramatically in Fig. 3. The continuous wavelet transform is a
reversible transform.
Wavelet analysis decomposes a signal into a hierarchical
set of approximations and details. S is the sum of its
approximation AJ and of its fine details. The general formula
of signal decomposition can be shown as [15], [16].

S = AJ + ∑ D j

Signal

1
0
-1
-2
-3

(7)

j≤J

0

where AJ is approximation at level j and Dj is detail at level j.
These extra coefficients are only used to ensure exact global
reconstruction provided that A J = ∑ D j .
H

0

cD
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0
-1
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-3

j>J

S

DISCUSSIONS

100

Details level 2, D2
2
1
0
-1

Downsampling

0
2
1
0
-1

cA
L
Fig. 3. Low- and high-pass decomposition filters.
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Details level 1, D1

0
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Fig. 4. Two levels approximation and details of A300-600 noise at 86dB.
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As can be seen, the general shapes were captured by the
approximations at level 2, but some interesting features are
lost. The signal (S) is the sum of approximated signal at level
2 (A2), detailed signal at level 2 (D2) and detailed signal at
level 1 (D1). Sampling rate was 500-5000 samples/sec and
samples were 25000. Obviously, noise from A320 had a small
amplitudes and fluctuations whereas C-130 showed a large
oscillation of noise features. A300-600 and A320 displayed
comparable averaged noises although A300-600 had clear
larger variations of noise pattern. B737-800 showed the
second high averaged noises after C-130. However, B737-800
and A300-600 had comparable variation patterns of noise.
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5

2
0
-2
-4
-6

0

Signal

0

100

200

300

200
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Approximations level 2, A2
2
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-8
0
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Details level 2, D2
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4
2
0
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0
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200

300

100

Details level 1, D1

Approximations level 2, A2
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5

Signal

100
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Fig. 7. Two levels approximation and details of C-130 noise signal at 98dB

400

Details level 2, D2
0.5
0
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0
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B. Noise Response Surfaces
The noise power of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130
were represented by 3D global response surfaces of space (b),
scale (a) and wavelet coefficients (signal amplitudes). 3D
noise spectra were obtained using Eqs. (5) and (6) of
continuous wavelet transform for comprehensive scale-space
trends of energy coefficients.

Details level 1, D1

0.5
0
-0.5
0

100

Space, b

Fig. 8 represents 3D response surface for wavelet
coefficients of A300-600. Fig. 9 represents 3D response
surface for wavelet coefficients of A320. Fig. 10 represents
3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of B737-800. Fig.
11 represents 3D response surface for wavelet coefficients of
C-130. The scales of 0 to 150 and the space of 0 to 400 were
used in four figures for consistent views. The numbers on the
space and scale axis are just the number of samples in the
computation. It shows good frequency resolution at high
frequencies (low scales) which corresponds to a detailed
information of a hidden pattern in the signal. The good
frequency resolution means the poor scale resolution and vice
versa. The large peaks correspond to the low frequency
components in the signals. The space (translation) is strictly
related to time of wavelet happened.

Fig. 5. Two levels approximation and details of A320 noise signal at 88dB
Signal
4
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0
0

100

200

300

400

300

400

Approximations level 2, A2
4
2
0
1

0

100

200

Details level 2, D2

0

Obviously, different trends of noises’ spectra can be seen.
Fig. 9 shows the lowest level of 3.305 emitted by the A320
plane at a = 89 and b = 389. The peaks of noise levels of the
A300-600 and B737-800 planes are very comparable. The
peak of noise level of A300-600 is at 7.462, spaces of 68 and
scales of 149. However, the peak of noise level of B737-800 is
at 8.959, spaces of 86 and scales of 280. Fig 11 shows the
highest noise level of 16.99 emitted by the C-130 plane at a =
149 and b = 260. The scalogram wavelets showed the average
powers of -4.14dB, 2.717dB, 6.534dB and 12.13dB were

-1
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-1

100

200

300

400

200

300

400

Details level 1, D1

0

100

Space, b

Fig. 6. Two levels approximation and details of B737-800 noise at 90dB
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assessed for A320, B737-800, A300-600 and C-130
respectively [7]. The averaged powers were found by the
integral of the power spectrum density over a frequency band
of 100Hz.
2D scalogram wavelets showed noise amplitude
discrepancies with 3D response surfaces of the four planes.
However, there were almost agreements for the scales and
spaces of the noise peaks. Clearly, 3D noise representations
are global spectra in terms of combinations of scale and span
variations. As a consequence, complex response surfaces of
the plane noises were seen preventing the exact integral of
noises (mean) being obtained. Thus, the maximum noise levels
of the four planes were used to produce the overall noise
power contours around Tripoli international airport runway.

Fig. 11. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of C-130

C. Noise Contours
Noise power contours are produced around Tripoli
international airport runway, as shown in Fig. 12. B52 and
Concorde planes could emit extremely high noises in
comparison to the C-130 plane on the order of 20-30dB. These
aircraft did not use Tripoli airport owing to the unavailability
of modern infrastructure. However, the other airport in Tripoli
(Mitiga airport) which is used for navy and civilian flight
could be worse from noise viewpoint since the surrounding
areas are more crowded by residents and buildings than
Tripoli airport.
The noise contours of 55dB affects far away area:
crosswise runway of about 4.2km and parallel-wise runway of
about 11.4km. The noise contours of 60dB affects middle-far
area: crosswise runway of about 3km and parallel-wise
runway of about 8.6km. The noise contours of 64dB affects
near area: crosswise runway of about 1.5km and parallel-wise
runway of about 8.2km. The noise contours of 69dB affects
very nearby area: crosswise runway of about 1.1km and
parallel-wise runway of about 5.7km.

Fig. 8. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of A300-600

Finally, the stair plots indicates that the noises’ contours of
64dB and 69dB affect almost the same crosswise area to the
airport runway. However, The noise contours of 60dB and
64dB affect almost the same parallel-wise area to the runway.

Fig. 9. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of A320

Crosswise axis to the runway, km

3
2
1
0
-1
-2

55dB
60dB
64dB
69dB
Runway

-3
-4
-5
-8

Fig. 10. 3D response surface for wavelet coefficient of B737-800

Takeoff direction

-6

-4
-2
0
2
Parallel wise axis to the runway, km

Fig. 12. Noise power contours around Tripoli airport runway
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IV.

[5]

CONCLUDING REMARKS

3D wavelet response surfaces are produced to inspect
aircrafts’ noises of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C130 at the Tripoli international airport during the
maximum takeoff and landing noises.
Global noise spectra are obtained in terms of combinations
of scale and span variations. Good frequency resolution
of a detailed hidden signal is obtained at high
frequencies (low scales). The large peaks correspond to
the low frequency signals. The space (translation) is
strictly related to time of wavelet.
Different trends of noises’ spectra are seen. The lowest
noise level is emitted by the A320 plane. The peaks of
noise levels of the A300-600 and B737-800 planes are
comparable and of intermediate powers. The highest
noise level is emitted by the C-130 plane.
The noise contours of low power level affect far away area
to the runway threshold and the noise contours of high
power level affect very nearby area to the runway. The
noises’ contours of 64dB and 69dB affect almost the
same crosswise area to the airport runway. However,
the noise contours of 60dB and 64dB affect almost the
same parallel-wise area to the runway.
The noises alongside the runway are more detrimental than
crosswise the flight path which confirms the attitudes of
citizens around the Tripoli airport.
A noise abatement zones should be created at the residents’
area around the airfield to diverting aircrafts from
flying over populated area.
Another important issue is due to a major maintenance at
night-time. The middle aged and elderly people were
more annoyed than younger people during engine runs
which takes a lot of time for maintenance purposes
troubleshooting.
Modern infrastructures including noise absorbing materials
and ground suppressors have to be implemented at the
new airport of Tripoli to reduce the high levels of
noises.
A330, Fokker-28, Cesna 212 and the other aircraft which
use the Tripoli airport should be considered due to the
high noises emissions. The other airport in Tripoli
(Mitiga) has to be also investigated till the Tripoli
airport refurbished.
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versions of aircraft engines are of high-bypass ratio which
could have a noise reduction of 10 %, i.e., about 15dB. Aircraft
experiences higher noise during takeoff than landing [5].
Contemporary aviation noise abatement laws and ICAO
regulations aim to control noise emissions [5]. Active and
passive controls of noise are commonly used such as
Helmholtz Resonators (HR) to minimize the sound propagation
[6]. The passive noise reductions are effective for the
frequency range from about 500Hz and up whereas the active
design is more suitable for the low-frequency below 400Hz [7].
The most well-known technique of signal analysis is
frequency-based Fourier transform. It breaks down a signal
into sinusoids of different frequencies [8]. However, time
information is lost in the case of transitory characteristics such
as drift, trends, abrupt changes, and beginnings and ends of
events. Dennis Gabor in 1946 used short-time Fourier
transform which maps a signal into a two-dimensional (2D)
function of time and frequency by windowing the signal where
the precision is limited by the size of the window [8]. Wavelet
analysis represents a windowing technique with variable-sized
regions. Wavelet analysis uses long time intervals for more
precise low-frequency information, and shorter regions for
high-frequency information [9]. The wavelets were first
presented by Jean Morlet at the Marseille Theoretical Physics
Center in France [8]. The main algorithm dates back to the
work of Stephane Mallat (1988) when a fast wavelet
decomposition and reconstruction algorithm for discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) was revealed [8].
This work aims to study the noise generated by crowded
aircraft at Tripoli international airport. It is the main busiest air
transportation station located at 34km south of the capital city
Tripoli. The runway length is 3.6Km and is made of asphalt
and concrete. The airport receives 25 airlines from many
destinations. The terminal capacity is about 3 million
passengers a year [10]. The calibrated microphone with spectra
lab software installed on portable computer is used to obtain
the database. The system is oriented carefully for accurate
maximum sound received as practically as possible. The
microphone is placed at approximately 1.2m above the ground,
and the 2238 mediator integrated sound level is used to
measure sound pressure noise level in dB. Fig. 1 shows the
distributions of 20 sites used to probe the aircraft noises around
Tripoli airport’s runway.

Abstract—The wavelet technique is used to analyze aircraft
noises during takeoff and landing at Tripoli international airport
(Libya). The noises from the airplanes A300-600, A320, B737-800
and C-130 are recorded around 20 sites on an area of 6km-eastwest and 5km-sides from the runway thresholds. The calibrated
microphone with Spectra-Lab software is used to obtain the noise
level database. Overall, no obvious trends of noise energies are
observed for maximum noise levels emitted by the planes with
scales and spaces. The maximum noise energy of A300-600
approximately occurs at frequency of 1.58Hz in a reasonable
agreement with power density spectrum. The maximum energies
of A300-600 and C-130 transpire at large scales and small spaces
whereas on contrary for A320 and B737-800. The scalograms of
noises agree with power spectrum when the time scales are
markedly small. It is found that the noises along the flight path
are more harmful than elsewhere.
Keywords—aircraft noises ;
international airport; scalograms

I.

wavelet

analysis;

Tripoli

INTRODUCTION

The noises generally refer to unwanted harmful
reverberations as remarked from automobiles, airplanes and
industrial workplaces. However, their effects cause an
immediate annoyance on human emotion ranges from
negligible to psychological disruptive and physiological
wellbeing of people [1].
Aircraft noise is one form of pollutions produced by aircraft
components during various phases of a flight running up from
propeller and/or jet exhaust or on the ground during parking
and/or taxing. Airport neighbors have increasingly complained
about the influences of potential aircraft noise upon their
normal life. Noise can also exert economic factors by
decreasing worker efficiency, affecting turnover, and
decreasing property values [2]. Aircraft sound sources produce
a time-varying sound pressure level over periods of typically
10 to 100 seconds [3]. The noise generated in an aircraft cabin
will have an uneven distribution of energy in the audible
frequency range of 20Hz to 20KHz [3]. Day Night Level
(DNL) is a standard for evaluating community noise exposure.
In 1973, the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) part 25
prescribes noise standards for all transport-category aircraft [3].
The main sources of the aircraft noise are the engines, fans,
compressor and turbine blades [4]. The fan and compressor
blade noise is radiated forward the engine while the turbine
blades noise is radiated aft the engine. However, the new
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speed of sound. Equation of the cusp signal with a very quick
local variation is represented by A  t r with t close to 0 and 0
< r < 1. The lower value of parameter r results in a sharper
signal.

North & south distance from
the center of the runway, km

12
10
8
6

Sites
Takeoff direction
Runway

4

B. Radial Basis Function Neural Network
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is a class
of feed-forward network. It comprises two layers: output and
hidden layers (HL). The hidden layer is a fixed functional
mapping that pre-processes t (x1) and Pave (x2) before passing
it to the output layer to generate the response (f and A). The
resulting networks have adjustable parameters that are updated
till a reasonable convergence seen [11]. Fig. 2 represents the
architecture of Gaussian Radial basis function neural network
(GRBFNN).
The Gaussian activation level of the ith receptive field units
(hidden units) is [12],
 X u 2 
i 

(4)


(
X
)
exp
, i  1, 2,, n.
wi Ri

2 i2 


where ui is the Gaussian centre vector, n is the number of
RBFs, σi is variances, and Ri(X) is the ith RBFs. Fig. 3 a and b
show scalar and surface GRBFs’ plots based on u = 0.5 and σ
= 0.2 respectively.
RBFNN training process approximates smooth continuous
function as a combination of simple basis functions. The RBF
output can be computed by taking the weighted average of the
output associated with each receptive field [13],

2
0
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-4
-4

-2
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2

4
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10

East & west distance from the center of the runway, km

12

Fig. 1. Database sites around Tripoli airport

In this study wavelet transform technique is used to
analyse nature of aircraft noises measured at 20 sites around
the Tripoli International Airport. Different types of planes,
A300-600 at 86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at 90dB and
turboprop Hercules C-130 at 98dB have been considered.
However, no extremely high noise planes such as B52 and
Concorde had been seen at the Tripoli Airport. These
extraordinary designs could emit noises with power as high as
118dB [3]. Wavelet analysis is a new and promising set of
techniques for analyzing the noises [8]. Wavelet Toolbox™
software which is a collection of built-in pseudo functions in
the MATLAB® provides tools for the analysis and synthesis of
signals [9]. This part is devoted to 2D scalograms analysis
while three-dimensional (3D) representations to be shown in
the future work in order of preventing extensive analyses
being given in a lengthy paper.
II.

d(X) 

i 1

x1 (t)

4r



P2
 2cA2  2f 2
2c

R1

R2

(5)

 Ri

i 1

C11
∑

w2

(2)

x2 (Pave)

R3

w3

R4

w4

Hidden layer

(3)

where Pavg is the power emitted by the source and r is the
distance from the source. P is the pressure, ρ is the average
density of the air, A is the maximum amplitude and c is the

Fig. 2. Architecture of GRBFNN
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where Iref is a reference sound intensity of 1×10-12 W/m2. The
intensity of a wave I is simply given by:
2

i 1
n

w1

where prms is a root mean square pressure and pref is air
reference sound pressure of 2×10-5 Pa which is widely used to
compare acoustic quantities on dB scale.
Sound intensity meters are becoming increasingly popular
for determining the quantity and location of sound energy
emission. Sound intensity level (SIL) in a specified direction at
a point is given by:

Pavg



 C i Ri

where Ci is the output value associated with the ith receptive
field.

A. Noise Measurements
Sound pressure level (SPL) based on logarithmic scale is
given by:
2
p
p
(1)
SPL  10 log rms 2  20 log rms
pref
pref

I avg 

i 1
n

 wi

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

 I avg 
dB
SIL  10 log
I

 ref 

n

n

 C i wi

C42

∑

Output layer

f
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The n simultaneous linear equations for the n unknown
weight coefficients (Ci) can be shown in a matrix form as [13]:
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Equation (6) may be reformulated as:
D  (G  I )C

C. Wavelet Transform
In a similar manner to Fourier analysis, the continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) is defined as the sum over all time
of the signal multiplied by scaled, shifted versions of the
wavelet function ψ [14],


(9)
C (scale, position)   s(t ) (scale, position, t )dt
Generally, it can be applied as [15],
1 t b
(10)
C ( scale, position)  R s(t )

dt
a  a 
where the scale a is related to level j by 2j. The scale is in
inversely related to the resolution since the resolution is
defined as 1/a. The position b can be obtained by b = ka for
( j, k )  R . A small scale and a large scale are useful features
of combining local and global analyses respectively, i.e., more
compressed wavelets. The Gaussian version of the wavelet
function ψ was used in this work. The Gaussian probability
density function is shown as [15]:

(6)

(7)

where D = [d1, d2, …, d10]T, C = [c1, c2, …, c10]T, I is identity
matrix and λ is regulation parameter (positive real number)
used to avoid the singularity in matrix G. In order to speed up
the time-consuming learning process the mean least square
error MLSE is used to find C [12]:

 2
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where ∆ is the sampling period and Fc is the center frequency
of a wavelet in Hz. Fig. 5 characterizes the correspondence
table of scales and frequencies so that the correlations with
Fourier specta being clear. The wavelet procedure was used to
compute a correspondence table between values of scales and
frequencies. This table dependes on the selected wavelet and
the scale corresponding to the frequency or vice versa. It is
expected that maximum noise power occurred about 1.58Hz
frequency which corresponds to the scale of 128.

0.6

-0.8



Fig. 4 shows Gaussian wavelet function of 8th order
derivatives. Note the difference with Gaussian radial basis
function given in Fig. 3. The Gaussian wavelet function is
more rippling than in Fig. 3 so that better accuracies obtained
to analysis various levels of noises’ signals. The pseudofrequency Fa, in Hz, corresponds to a scale by the following
relationship,
F
(12)
Fa  c
a.

(8)
C  (G I )T (G I ) T D
Clearly, the aim was to minimise the MLSE with respect
to the weights [12].
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Fig. 3. GRBF based on u = 0.5 and σ = 0.2
Fig. 4. Guassian wavelet function
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TABLE I.

Pseudo-frequency, Fa (Hz)

100
80

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL IN DB OF FOUR A/C CUSTOMER OF
TRIPOLI AIRPORT

Measurements:A/C

A300-600

A320

B737-800

C-130

80

71

76

90

86

76

81

93

1100m TO

90

83

86

98

271m TO

93

88

90

105

271m LGb

86

81

83

98

1100m LG

86

77

82

89

2100m LG

84

74

76

78

60

3000m TO

40

2100m TO

20
0
0

25

50

75
Scale a

100

125

150

Fig. 5. Correspondence table of scales and frequencies

a

a

III.

takeoff and b landing. The measurements were taken from the threshold
runway path as shown in Fig. 1.

ANALYSES AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Maximum Noise Predictions
The sound pressure levels in dB of four A/C customer of
Tripoli airport are summarized in Table I. The noises of A300600, A320, B737-800 and C-130 during takeoff and landing
measured at various sites were used to predict the noises’ time
scales. Fig. 6 shows raw signals of A/Cs’ noises around
Tripoli Airport. GRBFNN was used to predict various noises’
signals in terms of amplitude A and frequency f based on
normalized time-scale and averaged power in dB as inputs.
The noises emitted by A/Cs around Tripoli Airport were used
to validate the GRBFNN’s predictions. Eq. (8) was minimised
using MLSE with λ=0.24 and the optimal coefficients C
required were found to train and apply RBFNN for A/C
noises’ predictions. The predictions at the highest noise power
of A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130 were used in further
wavelet analyses. The maximum noise power of A300-600,
A320, B737-800 and C-130 were at 86dB, 88dB, 90dB and
98dB respectively. Normalized time (time scale/full time
scales) was used due to the differences in time scales for the
four types of aircraft noises. The range of time scales was
from 0.005msec to 0.05msec. Clearly, noise signal from A320
had a small amplitudes and fluctuations whereas C-130
showed a large oscillatory noise features. A300-600 and A320
displayed comparable averaged noises although A300-600 had
obvious larger variations of noise pattern. B737-800 showed
the second high averaged noises after C-130. However, B737800 and A300-600 had comparable variation patterns of noise.
4

10

A300-600, 86dB
A320, 88dB
B737-800, 90dB
C-130, 98dB

Power/frequency (dB/Hz)

6

B. Power Noise Spectra
Fig. 7 shows the one-sided Welch power spectral density
(PSD) estimate of A/Cs’ noises around Tripoli Airport. The
distribution of power per unit frequency (dB/Hz) was plotted
versus pseudo frequency (Hz). The number of samples was
25000 where the sampling rate was 500-5000 samples/sec.
A300-600 at 86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at 90dB and C130 at 98dB were compared. Clearly, C-130 emitted the
highest level of reverberations whereas A320 emitted the
lowest level. A300-600 and B737-800 released comparable
trends of noises’ spectra. However, the peaks of aircraft
noises’ power were at approximately comparable frequency of
1.56Hz. However, the peaks in the spectra are not the total
power at a given frequency. The noises’ spectra of A300-600
and B737-800 are very comparable although 4dB is difference
in maximum noise level. The averaged levels of -22dB/Hz, 31dB/Hz, -33.4dB/Hz and -37.3dB/Hz were seen at frequency
higher than 100Hz for A300-600, A320, B737-800 and C-130
respectively. B52 and Concorde planes could emit noises on
the order higher than C-130 by 20-30dB. Such aircrafts may
not be able to use the older airport of Tripoli due to an
unmodern infrastructure and could cause unforeseen harms.
The averaged powers were found by the integral of the PSD
over a given frequency band. The average powers of -4.14dB,
2.717dB, 6.534dB and 12.13dB were assessed for A320,
B737-800, A300-600 and C-130 respectively.
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Fig. 7. Welch power spectral density of A/Cs’ noises around Tripoli Airport.

Fig. 6. Analysed signals of A/Cs’ noises around Tripoli Airport.
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Scale a

C. Wavelet Noise Analysis
Two-level one-dimensional wavelet decompositions of the
noisy data vector (s) representing A/Cs’ noises with respect to
Gaussian wavelet were made. The wavelet transform
computes the approximation coefficients vector and detail
coefficients vector [16]. These vectors are obtained by
convolving (s) with the low-pass filter for approximation and
with the high-pass filter for detail, followed by downsampling
[17]. These extra coefficients were only used to ensure exact
global reconstruction [16]. The wavelet analysis may differ
with the Signal Processing Blockset which is designed for
real-time implementation [17]. Wavelet analysis produces
handle boundary conditions and filter states differently [17].
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) was used since its
redundancy tended to reinforce the traits and made all
information more visible [18]. Thus, it was easier to interpret
and was especially true of very subtle information. The
wavelet would have been able to detect the instant when the
signal’s frequency changed [19]. This procedure produced
approximate values. It was generally good enough when
applied to not too complex signals. This procedure was also
very efficient at detecting time or space events.
Two-dimensional scalograms of percentages of noise
energy were used to analyse four client aircrafts at Tripoli
airport. The same space b of 400 was used with the same scale
a of 150. As earlier clarified, time scale ranges from 0.005 to
0.05ms and some cases had fewer variations than others. The
dashed line of scale a = 128 corresponding with the frequency
of 1.58Hz as shown in Fig. 5 was indicated for all the figures
below. Fig. 8 displays 2D scalogram of percentage energy of
A300-600 at 86dB. Clearly, space b = 60 which corresponds
to 0.00075ms showed the highest noise energy percentage of
1.3% of 86dB. Fig. 9 displays 2D scalogram percentage of
energy of A320 at 88dB. Clearly, spaces b = 40 and 320
corresponding to 0.005 and 0.04ms showed the lowest noise
energy percentage of 0.18% of 88dB. However, the highest
noise energy percentage of 0.9% of 88dB was seen at a = 63 (f
= 8.4Hz) and b = 325 (0.0406ms) and b = 390 (0.0488ms).
Fig. 10 displays 2D scalogram percentage of energy of B737800 at 90dB. Once again, the highest noise energy percentage
of 1.2% of 90dB was seen at a = 63 (f = 8.4Hz) and b = 285
(0.0356ms). However, toes-like peaks of various noise energy
percentages were observed at diverse scales and spaces.
Unlike the previous cases the scale of 128 did not indicate
clear extremes. Fig. 11 displays 2D scalogram percentage of
energy of C-130 at 98dB. Here, the scale of 128 was very
close to energy extrema at space 154 (0.00193ms). Diverse
moderate energies were also distributed at various scales and
spaces. Overall, no obvious trends of noise energy percentages
were observed in a correlation between maximum noise levels
emitted by A300-600 at 86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at
90dB and C-130 at 98dB with scales and spaces. One of the
agreements with Fig. 5 was observed that the maximum noise
energy of A300-600 occurred at approximately a = 128 (f =
1.58Hz). The maximum energies of A300-600 and C-130
occurred at large scales and small spaces whereas on contrary
for A320 and B737-800.
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Fig. 8. Scalogram percentage of energy of A300-600 at 86dB
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Fig. 9. Scalogram percentage of energy of A320 at 88dB
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Fig. 10. Scalogram percentage of energy of B737-800 at 90dB
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Fig. 11. Scalogram percentage of energy of C-130 at 98dB
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IV.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

REFERENCES

In this paper the wavelet technique is used to analyze
different aircrafts noise levels during the phases of takeoff and
landing at Tripoli international airport. The most important
conclusions and recommendations are summarized below:
A significant advantage of wavelet transform over Fourier
has been observed. Scalograms of percentages of noise energy
have agreed with power density spectrum when the time scale
is too small.
Airplanes A320 and B737-800 show diverse moderate
energies distributed at various frequencies and times. Overall,
no obvious trends of noise energy percentages have been
observed in a correlation between maximum noise levels
emitted by A300-600 at 86dB, A320 at 88dB, B737-800 at
90dB and C-130 at 98dB with scales and spaces. The
maximum noise energy of A300-600 is occurred
approximately at f = 1.58Hz in a reasonable agreement with
power density spectrum. The maximum energies of A300-600
and C-130 have occurred at large scales and small spaces
whereas for A320 and B737-800 occurred at small scales and
large spaces.
The study confirms that the noises along the flight path
could be more harmful than elsewhere. The results have been
correlated with the social survey conducted on the citizens
around the airport about their attitudes on the aircraft noises.
As the extension of exist airport take place, a large area will
be effected around the airport. Well-designed facilities have to
be considered for the new airport of Tripoli to reduce those
noises. Of those steps should be regarded by the decision
markers using noise absorbing materials, ground suppressors
and allowable distances between working area and runway
thresholds.
The analysis could be extended to include other aircrafts
being flown at the Libyan airports. Also, 3D wavelet analyses
of noises’ spectra have to be considered to obtain more useful
and visible results for full scale trends of noises.
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Abstract
Numerical methods have been widelyused to simulate transient groundwater flow induced by pumping
wells in geometrically and mathematically complex systems.However, flow and transport simulation
using low-order numerical methods (e.g., finitedifference and finite element) can be unnecessarily
computationally expensive with a low rate of convergencein multi-scale problems. For example, the
steep hydraulic gradientclose to a pumping well mandates the implementation of fine spatial
discretization to ensurestability and desirable accuracy.Insufficientspatial discretization leads to poor
estimation of both the head at the well and flux in the vicinity of thewell (an important control on mass
transport). Numerical approaches based on high-order test functions,on the other hand, may better
emulate the global behavior of parabolic and/or elliptic groundwatergoverning equations with and
without the presence of pumping well(s). Here, we assess the appropriateness of high-order DQM
andRBF-DQM approachescompared to low-order finite difference and finite element methods.This
assessment is carried out using the exact analytical solution by Theisand observed head data as
benchmarks.Numerical results show thathigh-order DQM and RBF-DQM are more efficient schemes
compared to low-ordernumerical methods in the simulation of 1-D axisymmetric transient flow induced
by a pumping well. Mesh-less RBF-DQM properly simulates 2-Dtransient flow induced by pumping
wells in confined/unconfined aquifers with regular and irregular geometries, compared to the otherhighorder and low-order approaches presented in this paper. In addition, mesh-less RBF-DQM removes the
constraint of standard DQM on the application of arbitrary (e.g., adaptive) node distribution.
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2-Differential quadrature method
3-Finite difference method
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1. Introduction
Numerical approaches have been considered as efficient tools in the simulation of transient groundwater
flow in geometrically complex aquifers. However, for the modeling of multi-scale problems, widely
used low-order and mesh-based numerical techniques (e.g., finite difference and finite element) may
suffer from largecomputational demands, stability issues and low convergence rates (An et al., 2010;
Rushton, 2007; Samani et al., 2004). In well test analyses with high gradients in the vicinity of pumping
wells,the low-order nature of numerical schemes means accurate results can only be achieved
byadopting many nodes leading to high computational costs and low convergence rates.For example,
Haitjema et al. (2010) used a MODFLOW model of 1,846,314 cells to properly obtain the drawdowndischarge relationship of a single horizontal well in a small homogenous aquifer with a regular geometry
(a domain of 150m x 480m x 24m). The requirements forusing meshed-based, low-order numerical
approaches for the design of a group of pumping wells are even stricter: in the design process, the
assessment of different scenarios including various layouts and length of wells is required (Moore et al.,
2012).
Numerical methods with high-order test functions, on the other hand, are far more consistent with the
global behaviour of parabolic or elliptic groundwater governing equations. High-order test functions can
minimize the truncation error significantly (without having to employ many nodes) and can
thereforeincrease the rate of convergence. The use of the Differential Quadrature Method (DQM) as a
high-order numerical technique has been reported as an efficient alternative to low-order methods in
various branches of science (Hashemi et al., 2006; Hashemi et al., 2008; Malekzadeh et al., 2006;
Malekzadeh et al., 2007). However, it is known that DQM is only valid for simulation of the problems
with regular computational domains(Homayoon et al., 2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2012,
2013),whichcompromises the efficiency of DQM in groundwater modelling. In addition, DQM
simulation remains stable only upon employing certain types of node distribution, such asChebyshevGauss-Lobatto(Atkinson, 2008; Fung, 2001a, b; Zong et al., 2005),whichweakens the utilityof DQM
wherethe application of adaptive nodedistribution is required.
Recent advances in DQM have relaxed the constraints on geometry by augmenting the standard
polynomial-based basis function of DQM with mesh-less Radial basis Function (RBF); thiscoupled
scheme – called RBF-DQM– was recently used to emulate the behaviour of shallowsurface water and
Burger’s equation (Homayoon et al., 2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2012, 2013). In this study,
application of the RBF-DQMis extendedto a real transient groundwater problem with anaturally
complex domain, non-linear mathematical model and various types of boundary conditions. For this case
study, the efficiency of RBF-DQM as a high-order mesh-less approach is compared to the low-order
mesh-based finite element method and observed data.
In addition, the authors hypothesize that mesh-less RBF-DQM,in addition to relaxing standardDQM
constraints on geometry, can also address the aforementioned node distribution restriction of
standardDQM. To analyse this hypothesis, we consider 1-D and 2-D well test problems in confined
aquifers with regular domains. RBF-DQM and standardDQM efficiency, in terms of computational cost,
accuracy and rate of convergence are examined and compared to low-order finite element and finite
difference methods. The analytical Theissolution is employed as benchmark to assess these models.
2. Background
Numerous researchers have reported the efficiency of high-order techniques in terms of computational
cost, accuracy and rate of convergence compared to low-order numerical schemes (Homayoon et al.,
2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2012, 2013; Li and Mao, 2011). In groundwater simulation, these
methods have proved to be efficient in regular computational domains with trivialboundary conditions.
For example, Moridis and Kansa (1992), in simulation of theTheis problem, reported a comparable
accuracy between the results obtained via high-order Multi Quadratic (MQ) functions with only 7 nodes
and finite difference method with60 blocks. In addition, Golberg and Chen (1997) achieved the same
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level of accuracy usinga finite element approach with 71000 elements and 60 nodes built from theRBFCollocation method in numerical simulation of the 3-D Poisson equation. High-order spectral
methodswere also applied in groundwater numerical simulation by Dikow (1988) and Guidici and
Vassena (2008). Fagherazzi et al. (2004) also employed a discontinuous spectral Galerkin method to
simulate the parabolic groundwater equation with high-order polynomial-based test functions; they
reported better convergence and less CPU time inthis scheme as compared to the finite element method.
More recently, high-order coupled numerical-analytical (semi-analytical) series solution approaches
have also been used to address naturally and mathematically complex 2-D and 3-D steady-state
groundwater flow(Ameli and Craig, 2014; Ameli et al., 2013; Craig, 2009).
High-order DQM has beenused in various fields of computational mechanics. Many researchers have
indicated that DQM is a highly accurate scheme with minimum computational effort and high rate of
convergence (Bert and Malik, 1996; Hashemi et al., 2008; Malekzadeh and Rahideh, 2009; Malekzadeh
et al., 2007). This implicit method was also reported as an efficient tool in the simulation of high order
initial value problems(Fung, 2001a, b). In groundwater modeling, DQM was only used in the numerical
simulation of 1-D transient flow (Ghaheri and Meraji, 2011; Kaya and Arisoy, 2011).
While DQM has brought many advantages in terms of accuracy, convergence rate and computational
effort, recent studies have depicted the inability of DQM in handling irregular geometry (Homayoon et
al., 2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2012, 2013). In addition, DQM is efficient only when specific types
of node distribution are implemented in the computational domain discretization. Atkinson (2008)and
Fung (2001a)argued that even if the nodes are uniformly distributed, the numerical scheme may not be
stable asit does not converge to the true function as N (number of nodes in each direction)
approachesλ. Among non-uniform node distributions,Gauss-Chebyshev-Lobattohas been reported as
an efficient distribution which ensuresnumerical convergence and stability(e.g., Bert and Malik, 1996;
Zong et al., 2005). The authors believe that this node distribution cannot ensure accurate representation
of a wide range of physical processes in groundwater simulation where application of an adaptive mesh
is required(e.g., the Theis problem). A relevantquestion at this stage would be: Is there any connection
between node distribution and irregularity constraints within theDQM basis function(i.e. Lagrange
interpolating polynomials)?
The authors believe that adopting new basis functions in the standardDQM algorithm may improve
DQM efficiency in implementing arbitrary node distribution (e.g., adaptive mesh). This modification
may reduce computational efforts, increase accuracy and, more importantly, relax DQM limitations in
the simulation of multi-scale groundwater problemsin irregular domains. Here, we enhance traditional
DQM by replacing the conventional Lagrange interpolating polynomials basis functions with a meshless radial basis function (RBF) for derivative approximation. The coupled mesh-less method called
RBF-DQM was first introduced by Wu and Shu (2002)and used for the simulation of 2-D natural heat
convection in concentric annuli. The mesh-less nature of the method can easily simulate complex
geometry compared to mesh-based methods such as finite element, finite difference and standard DQM.
Although this efficiency has been proved in a few branches of science, such as shallow water equation
and Berger’s equation(Homayoon et al., 2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2012), the application of this
method has not been extended to geometrically complex multi-scale groundwater systems. In addition,
radial behaviour of some groundwater features (e.g., pumping well) may be well suited for the
application of radial basis functions, albeit the application of these basis functionsare not limited to
radial problems. It is known that high-order basis functions used in the RBF-DQM algorithm can rapidly
transfer the effect of various types of boundary conditions (including boundaries with “non-radial”
behaviour) into the internal domain(Homayoon et al., 2013; Khoshfetrat and Abedini, 2013).

3. Mathematical formulation
3.1. Transient flow in a confined aquifer(Theis Problem)
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3.1.1. Cartesian coordinate system.The 2-D transient partial differential equation which describes
groundwatermovement in anisotropic and homogeneous confined aquifer, can be obtained by
introducing Darcy’s equation into the continuity equation as follows:
߲
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߲ʹ ݔ



߲

ʹ݄

߲ʹݕ

ܵ ߲݄

ൌ ܶ ߲  ݐ









ሺͳሻ

whereh is the hydraulic head (L),T is the transmissivity (L2/T),S is the specificstorage (dimensionless)
andx and y are coordinates (L).Here, the efficiency of high-order and low-order numerical methods
areassessedcompared to theTheis analytical solution (Theis, 1935), which is developed for a confined
aquifer with the following characteristics: (1) homogeneous,(2) isotropic aquifer with (3) infinite
horizontal extent and(4) constant thickness subject to (a) a single fully-penetrated pumping well with (b)
a constant pumping rateequal to ܳand (c) negligible well diameter relative to the aquifer’s horizontal
dimensions. In light of the above assumptions, Equation (1) is subject to the following boundary and
initial conditions in Cartesian coordinate system:
At (xൌ  ݔ,  ݕൌ  ݕ, ݐሻ
h(x՜ λ, y՜ λǡ = )ݐh0
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h(x, yǡ Ͳ) =h0(2c)

Where ݔand  ݕare pumping well coordinates in plan view, ߂ݔand ߂ ݕare grid spacing in x and y
directions and h0is initial head condition.

3.1.2. Polar coordinate system. Radial simulation can properly emulate the behaviour of flow close to a
single vertical pumping well. Equation (1) can be represented in 1-D radial coordinate system by
ignoring the directional variation of hydraulic head (due to the symmetric radial flow through a single
well) as follows;
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Similarly, boundary conditions along the well screen and far away from the well screen are as follows
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h(r՜ λǡ = )ݐh0(3c)

h(rǡ Ͳ) =h0
(3d)
3.2. Transient flow in an unconfined aquifer
The transient non-linear partial differential equation which describes groundwatermovement in a
homogenous and isotropic unconfined aquifer with a priori unknown water table location
(variableaquifer thickness), can be obtained by introducing Darcy’s equation into the continuity equation
and employingthe Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation as follows:
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Where ܴis recharge rate,  ܭis isotropic hydraulic conductivity,ܵ ݕis specific yield and ܳ is equal to
pumping flux for the points which representthe pumping wells and zero for the remaining points inside
the modeled domain.The boundaries of thenaturally complexunconfined aquifer used in this paper (test
case 4)include:a river with constant head; ano-flow condition along the sides of the domain;and a ditch
with a constant flux (Figure10a). The latter condition can be described by the following non-linear
equationobtained based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation
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whereܳܿ is a constant flux along the ditch.

3.3. Differential Quadrature method (DQM)and RBF-DQM
The basic idea behind DQM is the approximation of function derivatives by using weighted sums of
function values:
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Here ࣈൌሾǡ ǡ ሿ is the spatial location where the derivative is expanded around, ܰ Ɍ is the number of
nodes in theࣈ direction,m is derivativeorder,ݎis the basis functionused to represent function f,and ݆݉݅ݓisa
weightingcoefficient. Quan and Chang (1989) used aLagrange interpolation polynomial as a basis
function:
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and obtained unknown weighting coefficients as follows:
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By using the aforementioned basis function, DQM is found to be most efficient only when following a
Chebyshev- Gauss-Lobatto node distribution:
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As noted earlier, this issue can be mitigated by replacing standard DQM basis function (Equation 6) with
amesh–less radial basis function:
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andfunction derivatives are
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whereX=(x1,x2… .xd), ݆ܺ is the center of the radial basis function and c and q are a priori unknown shape
parameters which depend upon node configuration and the number of nodes used to discretize the
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computational domain (Fornberg and Zuev, 2007; Kansa and Hon, 2000; Kansa, 1990; Wertz et al.,
2006). Shape parameters also affectthe shape of basis functions (Wang and Liu, 2002);this implies that
the optimum shape parametersmight be dependent upon the shape of the response surface. Note that
here the function f is estimated using all N nodes (used to discretize the modelled domain) and not only
the nodes in the derivative direction, as is common instandard DQM. In a manner similar to Quan and
Chang (1989), weighting coefficients in Equation 8c for RBF-DQM with arbitrary node distribution can
be obtained.
4. Evaluation of model performance
The validity and applicability of various numerical techniques are evaluated using conventional
statistical measures. Note that there are no appropriate guidelines for choosing the best model if different
error measures support different models. In the current study, differences between numerically
simulated results and exact analytical (or observed) ones are summarized using measures including
PercentAccuracy Ratio (PAR(k))and Percent Average Accuracy Ratio (PAAR) (Samani et al., 2004)as
follows:
For given t
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where  ݏܪሺ݇ሻ and  ܽܪሺ݇ሻ are the simulated and Theis analytical (or observed) values of hydraulichead in
the kth grid point of spatial domain, respectively, N is the total number of discretizationpoints in space,
and Jrefis the reference head (Samani et al., 2004). Note that PAR(k) is the error at thekthpoint of the
spatial domain at aspecified time step and PAAR is the average of all PAR(k) values at that time step.
Estimates are considered to be unbiased if either PAR(k) or PAAR is close to zero.
Furthermore,estimates are considered to be accurate if the NormalizedMean Square Error (NMSE) is
close to zero:
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Whereܵ ʹ is the sample variance.The Nash-Sutcliff (NS) value is also obtained as
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Whereܪ
ܽ is the average of analytical or observed values of hydraulichead in the entire spatial domain.
5. Discussion of results

High-order DQM and RBF-DQMare here assessed and compared to low order finite difference and
finite element methods in the simulation of groundwater flow induced by pumping well(s) in
confined/unconfined domains with regular and irregular geometries. For this purpose, four test cases
have been devised. In test case (1), 1-D groundwater flow induced by a single pumping well under
Theisassumptions and with a realistically large pumping well radius was evaluated usingstandard DQM
and SEEP/W software. SEEP/W implements finite element and finite difference schemes to discretize
the spatial and temporal domains, respectively; therefore it is referred to as FEM-FDM for the reminder
of this paper. In test case (2), the 1-D Theis problem with negligible pumping well diameter was
numerically solvedvia DQM and RBF-DQM approaches and the results were compared to modified
versions of MODFLOW. MODFLOW software and its modified versions use a finite difference scheme
for both spatial and temporal discretization. Test case (3)compared the efficiency of RBF-DQM, DQM,
SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) and standard MODFLOW (FDM) in the simulation ofa 2-D Theis problemin the
Cartesian coordinate system. In test case (4), we assessed the efficiency of mesh-less RBF-DQM
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compared to SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) in the simulation of transient flow in an unconfined aquifer with a
naturally complex geometry and boundary conditions, and a non-linear mathematical model. As noted
earlier, the application of standard DQM is restricted to regular domains and therefore it was not used in
the simulation of test case (4). Error statistics stated earlier allow us to evaluate the efficiency of each
method compared toTheis analytical results (for test cases 1-3) and observed head data (for test case 4).
Test case 1:1-D Theis problem with large well radius
As a first example, 1-D axisymmetric flow towards a pumping well of radius 0.15 m in a
confined aquifer under Theis assumptions was solved by implementing DQM to Equation 3 andthe
results were comparedto available SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) solutions. This hypothetical example was
originally solved in the SEEP/W manual during the verification phase of this software. The main
objective concerning this test case was to examine the efficiency of standard DQM for the numerical
solution of groundwater flowinduced by a pumping well when the well diameter is realistically large.
The values of material properties and other groundwaterflow parameters used by the SEEP/W manual in
this problem are: T = 0.01 m2/s, S= 0.05, h0 = 16 m,Q = 0.125 m3/s, the simulation period is = 3970 s,
the domain length is 40 m and the constant domain thickness is 5 m. Here SEEP/W models were
developed with spatial discretizations of 40, 400 and 1000quadrilateral elements with a constant
thickness of 5 m. A size ratio of 6 was used for each spatial domain discretization to provide ascending
mesh size from the pumping well to the model boundary. In temporal domain discretization, 10 nodes
were employed for all three SEEP/W models. DQM wasalso usedto solve this problem, with 40 and 55
nodes based ona Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto node distribution type (Equation 7) in spatial discretization
as shown in figure 1; both DQM modelsused 6 nodesin the temporal domain discretization.

Figure 1.DQM node distribution based on Chebyshev- Gauss-Lobattodistribution type (Equation 7) using 40 and 55 nodes in spatial
domain discretization of test case 1. Black circle shows the pumping well with a radius of 0.15 m located at r = 0.

Figure2 compares the Percent Accuracy Ratio of two methods (using various numbersof nodes)at
different spatial locations and at the end of the simulation period. Note that Jrefis equal to pumping well
drawdown in this example.
2,4
Percent Accuracy Ratio
(PAR)

DQM(40*6)
DQM(55*6)
FEM(40*10)
FEM(400*10)
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1,6
1,2
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Figure 2. Percent accuracy ratio versus radial distance for various numbers of nodes at t = 3970 s after pumping using DQM and SEEP/W
for test case#1. Values in parentheses depict the number of nodes (or elements) in the spatial and temporal domain discretization,
respectively.

It is apparent from this figure that using similar spatial discretization(40 nodes and 40 elements in DQM
and SEEP/W simulations, respectively), DQM ismore accurate than SEEP/W. Upon increasing the
nodes to only 55 in the spatial domain, DQM captures the dynamicsof head variation with minimal
error. In contrast, networkrefinement of SEEP/W up to 400 spatial elements does not reduce the Percent
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Accuracy Ratio appreciably.Attention should be directed towards the head simulation near the well
using DQM comparedto SEEP/W where the efficiency of DQM has to be highlighted. Table 1 makesa
detailed comparison between the efficiency of DQM and SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) over the entirespatial
domain at the end of simulation period where Nr and Ntare the number of spatial and temporal nodes,
respectively. This table highlights the successful performance of DQM using considerablyfewer nodes
as compared tothe SEEP/W simulation.

Table 1: Performance statistics for different methods over the entire domain of Test case #1 using various number of nodes at the end of
simulation period.

Nr

Nt

PAAR

NMSE X 10-6

30

6

1.339

1900

40

6

0.36

189

55

6

0.02

0.9

40

10

0.56

500

400

10

0.45

200

1000

10

0.23

40

Method
DQM

SEEP/W

Table 1 alsodepictsthe impact of increasing the number of nodes (elements) on the rate of convergence
andthe accuracy of thetwo approaches at the end of the simulation period. As can be seen,DQM enjoys
fastconvergence rate and upon increasing spatial nodes from 30 to 55,simulated heads converge to
accurate Theisresults;this accuracy cannot be obtained using SEEP/W even with 1000 spatial elements.
From this table we also see thata coarse mesh in spatial discretization (0.73 m) can be used when DQM
is a groundwater simulator of the Theis problem. This efficiency leads to the low computational cost of
DQM compared to FEM-FDM.Furthermore, a large transporttime step can be usedin contaminant
transport simulationwith a large spatial grid discretization(e.g., Civan, 1994).Table 2 also depictsthe
high accuracy of DQM and its fast rate of convergence compared to SEEP/W in the simulation of head
alongthe pumping well screen (i.e. at r =0.15 m) at the end of the simulation period.
Table 2: Accuracy of DQM and SEEP/W in simulation of head near the pumping well at t = 3970 s for Test case #1.

Method
DQM

Nr

Nt

r =0.15 m

30
40

6
6

4.11
4.61

55

6

4.77

Theis

4.77

SEEP/W
40
400
1000

10
10
10

5.04
4.85
4.79

Test case 2:1-D Theis problem with negligible well radius
In test case 2,DQM and RBF-DQM were used to simulatea 1-D Theis problem with a negligible
pumping well radius. This hypothetical example was originally solved by Samani et al. (2004)using
twomodified versions of MODFLOW(FDM).Samani et al. (2004) enhanced standard MODFLOW to
simulate radial flow near pumping well(s) and assessed the efficiency of this modified version of
MODFLOW, termed LSM, in the simulation of the Theis problem by comparing LSM results to another
MODFLOW modification by Barrash and Dougherty (1997). In the current study, the efficiency of
DQM with a Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto node distribution and mesh-less RBF-DQM with arbitrary node
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distribution were assessed and compared to finite difference results presented bySamani et al. (2004). As
the traditional groundwater software might fail as the radius of a pumping well becomesvery small, the
extent to which DQM is applicable using conventionalnode distribution must be explored. Figure 3
shows both RBF-DQM and standard DQM node distributions in spatial domain discretization. For
adaptive node distribution used by the two modified versions of MODFLOW, readers are referred to
Samani et al. (2004). It should be noted that while in RBF-DQM simulation, an adaptive node
distribution was considered for spatial discretization (ascending distance from pumping well to model
boundary), while the temporal domain is still discretizedusing standard DQM witha Gauss-ChebyshevLobatto node distribution (Equation 7).To find RBFs shape parameters, PEST (Non-linear parameter
optimization) software was used where the Theis analytical solution was considered the true solution.
Material properties andother groundwater flow parameters used by Samani et al. (2004)are: T = 8 × 10−5
m2/s,S = 8 × 10−3, h0 = 100 m, Q = 6.28 × 10−4 m3/s, simulation period = 19943 s,  = ݓݎ0.001 m, and Jref
= 12.5 m.RBF shape parameters for this example were found asc = 0.0055 and q = 1.57.

Figure 3. DQM node distribution based on Chebyshev- Gauss-Lobatto distribution type (Equation 7) using 220 nodes and RBF-DQM node
distribution based on ascending distance from pumping well using 140 nodes in spatial domain discretization of test case 2. Black circle
shows the pumping well with a radius of 0.001 m located at r = 0.

Figure4showsthe variation ofPercent Accuracy Ratio versus radial distance for both DQM and RBFDQM at the end of the simulationperiod. The Percent Accuracy Ratio of RBF-DQM in the simulation of
head near the pumping well point is 0.05%, which is better than DQM (0.32%). The associated figures
obtainedfor Barrash and Dougherty (1997)and LSM approaches reported by Samani et al. (2004) are
0.07% and 1%, respectively. We consider the consistencyof adaptive node distribution with a steep head
gradient near the well as the major causeof success in RBF-DQM compared to standardDQM,even
though fewer nodes are used in RBF- DQM as compared to DQM. Note that further increasing the
number of nodes in DQM can cause numerical instability. In our research, this fact seems tobe quite
important particularly when the aim of the simulation would be to obtain high accuracyfor a very small
radius with a significantly high head gradient.
Percent Accuracy Ratio (PAR)

0,35

DQM (220*6)

0,3

RBF-DQM (140*6)

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
0,001

0,01

0,1

1

10

Radial Distance (m)
Figure 4. Percent accuracy ratio versus radial distance for Test case #2 using DQM and RBF-DQM at the end of the
simulation period. Values in parenthesesdepict the number of nodes (or elements) in the spatial and temporal domain discretization,
respectively.

With respect to PAAR criteria, Table 3 shows the superior performance of RBF-DQM compared to the
LSM, DQM, and Barrash and Dougherty (1997) approaches inthe whole computational domain and at
the end of the simulation period. Note that for LSM andBarrash and Dougherty (1997), the number of
spatial nodes (Nr) mentioned in Table 3 is equalto number of columns × number of rows × number of
layers in their MODFLOW simulation(see Samani et al., 2004). Table 3 also indicates that DQM
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outperforms the LSM and Barrash and Dougherty approaches while using fewer nodes.In light of the
remarkably different number of nodes in the temporal domain, we intended to compareand contrast
computational cost in terms of CPU time for each method; however, we realizedthat due to different
computer architecture, this comparison cannot be considered fair.

Table 3: PAAR performance statistics over the entire spatial domain for Test case #2 using different approaches at the end of the simulation
period (r = 0.001 m).

Method

Nr

Nt

PAAR (%)

Samani et al. (2004) (LSM)

60 X 1 X 43

449

0.08

Barrash and Dougherty

41 X 81 X 43

449

3.7

DQM

30

6

2.68

DQM

140

6

0.09

DQM

160

6

0.07

DQM

220

6

0.03

RBF-DQM

140

6

0.02

Asnoted earlier, the optimized RBF’s shape parameters were found to be highly dependenton node
configuration and number of nodes.The shape of the responsesurface may also impact optimised shape
parameters; this fact received scant attention in relevant literature. Furthermore, the majorityof research
studieshave considered c as the only shape parameter with a fixed q equal to 0.5(Fornberg and Zuev,
2007; Kansa and Carlson, 1992; Kansa and Hon, 2000; Kansa, 1990). Here, we consider theeffect of
response surface shape on optimized shape parameters c and q and also assess the role of q in the
efficiency of the RBF-DQM approach.
As pumping well radius would affect the shape of response surface, we investigated the impact of well
radius onoptimised shape parameters. Upon increasing the well radius, the gradient nearthe well
decreases significantly and the steep response surface in the vicinity of the pumpingwell changes to a
milder one. To properly evaluate the effect of just the function responsesurface on shape parameters, the
number of nodes (140 nodes) and node configuration (ascendingdistance) were assumed to be constant
for all well radii.

Figure 5. Effect of pumping well radius on optimized RBF shape parameters–Test case #2.

As seen in Fig. 5, upon increasingwell radius from 0.001 m to 0.15 m, the optimized cand qvalues are
leveled off after a sharp increase and decrease, respectively. This figure implies that as long as surface
response varies very rapidly with well radius(when dealing with a very small range of radii), the
optimized shape parameters change.However, once the response surface is stabilized for a larger
pumping well radius, shape parameters do not show considerablechanges. This behavior implies that
although theoptimised shapeparametersaredependent uponresponse surface shape(or here,well radius),
for a realistically large pumping well radius (on the order of well radius in test case 1) the optimised
shape parameters are independent of pumping well radius.
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To assess the role of q in RBF-DQM efficiency, we obtained the variation of PAAR with q for different
values of the c parameter (figure6).As can be seen, the widely used value of q = 0.5 provides almost the
lowest level ofaccuracy for various cvalues compared to larger qvaluesin RBF-DQM simulation of a 1DTheisproblem;the PAAR varies from 1 × 102 to 3 × 105 for four different cvalues with q = 0.5. Figure6
also indicates that the sensitivity of PAAR to parameter c decreases significantlyas qincreases. It should
be noted that, the optimum range for q (0.98 to 1.03) reported by Wang and Liu (2002)in 2-D
interpolation using the radial point interpolation method isnot an optimal range for 1-D simulation of a
Theis problem. Apparently, optimizedqandcvalues depend on thedimension of the problem as well as the
number of nodes and node configuration.
Percent Average Accuracy Ratio
(PAAR)

1000000

c=.001
c=.0055
c=.01
c=.05

100000
10000
1000
100
10
1
0,1
0,01
0

0,5

q

1

1,5

2

Figure 6. Variation of PAAR with q at the end of simulation period for various c parameter values–Test case #2.

As the two previous1-D examples clearly indicate, DQMdisplays ahigh level of accuracy and rate of
convergence compared to SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) in the first example where pumping well radius is
large,but theappropriateness of this method decreases in example 2 as function responsebehavior
becomes disproportional to specific node distribution used with this scheme (i.e.Chebyshev-GaussLobatto node distribution). Augmenting conventional DQM with radial basis functions (RBF)removes
the constraints on the application of adaptive node distribution.
Test case 3:2-D Theis problem in Cartesian coordinates
The appropriateness of DQM and RBF-DQM is here assessed and compared to SEEP/W (FEM-FDM)
and standard MODFLOW(FDM) in 2-D simulation of groundwater flow induced by a single pumping
well (i.e., a 2-D representation of the Theis problem). The pumping well is located in the center of a
4000 m X 4000 m isotropic and homogeneous confined aquifer with a discharge of 4000 m3/day (Figure
7). Aquifer material properties areT=300m2/day and ܵ = 0.002. The pumping period considered for this
example is 13.20 days with an assumed initial head of 10 m at the start of pumping. In a manner similar
to Wang and Anderson (1995)and because of the symmetry of the flow around a single pumping well
with a radius of 0.5 m,only one quarter of the domain with a pumping well at (xp=0, yp=0) and two
impermeable sides was considered (figure 7). In addition, it was assumed that hydraulic head far away
from the pumping well (i.e. outside the radius of influence) is equal to 10 m. DQM was implemented
using the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto node distribution while RBF-DQM was applied with an ascending
distance node distribution from the pumping well (Figure 7a). Triangular elements including 210 and
5100 nodes with a size ratio of 6 were also used in SEEP/W models developed in this example to
discretize the spatial domain; figure 7b shows the latter case with almost 9000triangular elements. The
large size ratio used to develop the mesh of these models insures proper incorporation of the pumping
well where the elements in the vicinity of the pumping well (circle in figure 7b) are considerably finer
than those located farther away from the well. Finite difference blocks including 210 and 900 nodes
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were also implemented in MODFLOW software where both models were refined in the vicinity of the
pumping
well.
b)
a)

Figure 7. Mesh and nodes topology used to develop models for test case #3. a) DQM Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto node distribution
(gridlines) and RBF-DQM ascending distance node distributionand b) SEEP mesh topology with 9000 triangular elements (5100 nodes).
Bold black lines show the impermeable sides and red circles show the location of the pumping well.

Table 4 presents error indices, CPU time and the number of spatialand temporal discretization nodes at
the end of the simulation period (13.20 days). This tableshows thatRBF-DQM is more accurate than the
remaining high-order and low-order approaches presented in this paper in the simulation of 2-D
groundwater flow induced by a pumping well, even though asimilar numberof nodes (210 nodes)
wasused for all schemes in spatial discretization. RBF-DQMwith a coarse node distribution (210 nodes)
works almost similar to MODFLOW(900 nodes) and betterthan SEEP/W with a very fine mesh (5100
nodes). Note that the superiorityof DQM in terms of the temporaldomain discretization is considerable,
with only4 nodes employed.
Table 4: Performance indices of Test case #3 for various approaches in 2-D simulation of Theis problem at the end of the simulation period.

Method

# of spatial
nodes

# of temporal
nodes

CPU Time
(Sec)

NMSE

PAAR(%)

MODFLOW

210

13

1

0.062

0.52

SEEP/W

210

13

7

0.500

1.86

DQM

210

4

0.27

0.031

0.30

RBF-DQM

210

4

0.62

0.008

0.16

SEEP/W

5100

13

30

0.013

0.37

MODFLOW

900

13

3

0.002

0.37

In order to assessthe rate of convergence for various schemes, figure8 showsPAAR variation against the
number of spatial nodes at the end of the simulation period (13.20 days). As canbe seen, PAAR attains a
stable value for almost all numerical schemes for a specifiednumber of nodes. However, PAAR reaches
a lower value for RBF-DQM compared to othernumerical schemes at an early stage of increase in N.
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Figure 8.Percent accuracy ratio versus number of spatial nodes for Test case #3 using various numerical schemes.

The optimized values for RBF shape parameters were obtained by PEST (using weighted least squares
as an objective function) as 3and 0.98 for c and q, respectively. An effort is also made to evaluate the
feasibility of adapting the optimum range of q reported by Wang and Liu (2002)in 2-D interpolation
ofthe response surface using a radial basis function. Figure9demonstrates the variation of PAAR with
qfor different values of c.
Percent Average Accuracy Ratio
(PAAR)

0,45

c=1.42

c=2

c=3

0,4
0,35
0,3
0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
0,96

0,98

1

1,02

1,04

q
Figure 9. Variation of PAAR with q at the end of simulation period for various c parameter values –Test case #3.

PAAR for different values of c is within an acceptable range and the sensitivity of solution to the c
parameter is small. This implies that the cited range for q(0.98 to1.03 excluding q = 1)is optimum for the
simulationof a 2-D Theis problem using the RBF-DQM numerical scheme. In recent years, RBF-DQM
hasbeen criticized for its dependency on shape parameters. This evaluation gives another advantageto
RBF-DQM where sensitivity of the solution to c parameter is considerably reduced if the cited range of
q is implemented.
Based on results in this example, the general performance of DQM is better than SEEP/W and
MODFLOWresults with a similar numberof spatial nodes. This capability is related to high-order test
functions used in DQM algorithmscompared to low-order quadratic test functions employed by SEEP/W
(FEM-FDM) and block centerFDM in MODFLOW. This also provides faster convergence rate for
DQM. However, in the current 2-D simulation DQM is not as appropriate as 1-D simulations (test case1
and 2); thisstems from the disproportional 2-D node distribution (gridlines) used with the DQM scheme.
Employing a node distribution which is proportionalto the response surface in 2-D simulation is more
importantthan in 1-D simulation,in terms of accuracy and computational efforts. This could be attributed
to thefact that in 2-D mesh refinement, the number of nodes will increase by anorder of two, while
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thistrend would be just an order of one for 1-D refinement. This may explain whyrecent application of
DQM in groundwater hydrology has been limited to 1-D well-behavedproblems (Ghaheri and Meraji,
2011; Kaya and Arisoy, 2011).Augmenting standard DQM with RBFscan removethe DQM constraint
on employing only certain types of node distribution; this improves DQM efficiency in the simulation
ofmulti-scale 1-D, 2-D and even 3-D groundwater problems.
Test case 4: Real case study
In this example, the numerical behavior of RBF-DQMand SEEP/W (FEM-FDM) were assessed for the
simulation of transient groundwater flow ina naturally complex heterogeneous unconfined aquifer
(Figure 10). Observed head data collected at the monitoring points shown in figure 10a (in alphabetical
order) were used as a benchmark to calibrate and validate the developed models, and assess the
efficiency of both approaches. The modeled domain encompasses a 1500 m X 1500 m sand and gravel
aquifer in the presence of clay and silt lenses, as shown in the aquifer cross section (Figure 10b). Figure
10 also depicts the boundaries of the unconfined aquifer. The northern boundary is formed by a 100 m
wide river with constant head (heads are shown in figure 10a) and irregular shape. This river is underlain
by a mixture of sand and gravel of an approximately 30 m/day vertical hydraulic conductivity. The
southern boundary is a gravel-bottomed ditch with a 100 m width and a constant flux of ܳܿ =
45000m3/day. No-flow conditions represent bedrock along the sides (east and west) of the modelled
domain. The entire domain is subject to a constant recharge of R= 0.0001 m/day. Borehole tests at points
A and M estimated a hydraulic conductivity of K=75 m/day at these two points. Specific yield for this
sand and gravel aquifer was estimated as 0.10. Table 5 presents steady-state hydraulic heads collected
along the entire aquifer at monitoring points shown in figure 10a (column 7). In addition, observed heads
after 3 days of pumping at point A(fullypenetrating pumping well) with a pumping rate of ܳ = 20000
m3/day are presented in table 5 (column 2). Both observed data sets are highlighted in this table. The

Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation (Equation 4) is valid because the pumping well fully
penetrates the aquifer."

a)
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b)

Figure 10.Layout of the unconfined aquifer. a)plan view along with 7 hydrogeological zones (in red) used in the model development phase
and the monitoring points shown in alphabetical order. Constant heads in the river are also shown at the north of the domain. b) cross
section of the unconfined aquifer at x= 750 m. Figure was modified from Wang and Anderson (1995)
Table 5. Observed (O) and simulated (S) headsusing RBF-DQM and SEEP/W (with different mesh size) at monitoring points shown in
figure 10a. (SS) refers to steady-state heads and (T) refers to transient heads after 3 days pumping at point A.
Monitoring
points

O-T

S-T
RBF-DQM
100X100

S-T
SEEP/W
100X100

S-T
SEEP/W
50X50

S-T
SEEP/W
25X25

O-SS

S-SS
RBF-DQM
100X100

S-SS
SEEP/W
100X100

S-SS
SEEP/W
50X50

S-SS
SEEP/W
25X25

S

521.95

523.23

522.35

522.8

522.95

521.96

523.90

522.40

522.85

522.95

H

519.55

520.55

519.40

520.00

520.05

519.70

521.24

519.85

520.05

520.10

O

518.86

518.50

517.05

518.25

518.35

519.02

519.55

517.70

518.30

518.45

I

519.25

518.60

517.50

518.70

519.00

519.28

518.64

517.55

518.80

519.10

D

516.17

516.17

515.95

516.70

517.00

516.71

517.15

515.95

516.80

517.05

C

515.66

515.71

515.65

516.50

517.00

516.03

516.07

515.75

516.55

517.05

Q

518.18

517.63

515.65

516.60

517.00

518.32

517.65

515.70

516.65

517.05

M

516.68

516.03

514.95

515.75

516.00

517.12

516.74

515.10

515.75

516.50

K

512.21

512.37

513.65

514.40

515.00

513.88

513.44

513.70

514.40

514.65

J

515.71

514.93

513.85

514.45

514.75

515.71

514.87

513.85

514.65

515.00

E

513.04

512.29

512.75

513.45

514.00

513.17

512.72

512.85

513.50

514.15

A

508.8

509.90

511.10

509.90

509.00

512.22

511.77

512.55

513.30

513.50

B

511.29

510.93

512.30

513.00

513.15

511.95

511.38

512.40

513.20

513.30

N

512.83

512.56

511.95

512.70

513.00

512.83

512.68

512.05

512.70

513.00

G

507.99

509.38

510.30

511.00

511.00

508.19

509.57

510.35

511.10

511.15

F

507.79

507.64

509.95

510.70

510.80

508.71

508.05

510.05

510.80

510.90

P

509.11

509.80

510.05

510.40

510.50

509.12

509.81

510.05

510.40

510.50

Here we calibrated RBF-DQM and SEEP/W models to collected head data obtained after 3 days of
pumping at point A. Observed steady-state head data were used to validate the developed models. The
system of non-linear equations obtained based on equation 4 was solved using a trust-region-reflective
algorithm to simulate groundwater flow in an unconfined aquifer based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer
approximation and boundary conditions noted above. RBF-DQM node distribution consists of a
uniform node spacing of 100 m in both x and y directions;these nodes were located at the center of each
cell shown in figure 10a.The triangular mesh used in the SEEP/W model was also constructed with a
uniform node spacing of 100 m in both x and y directions. The modelled domain was divided into 7
hydrogeological zones (the zonation is shown in figure 10 in red) where for each zone a homogenous
isotropic hydraulic conductivity and a single specific yield parameter for the entire domain were
obtained through calibration. For RBF-DQM, shape parameters (i.e. c and q)in addition to thematerial
parameters werealso obtained in the calibration processes using the PEST software. Note that in
developing the RBF-DQM model, material properties and shape parameters were calibrated in separate
analyses and connected with each other using an iterative scheme; this ensures an efficient calibration
process where the sensitivity of the calibration objective function (i.e. sum of squared weighted residual
error with a weight equal to 1 for all observations) to the RBF shape parameters is larger than the
sensitivity to the material properties (based on sensitivity analysis done in PEST). Table 6 presents the
calibrated parameters for RBF-DQM and SEEP/W models. Again here the calibrated shape parameter
qis in the optimum range of q presented by Wang and Liu (2002).
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Table 6.Calibrated material and shape parameters for RBF-DQM and SEEP/W models.

Parameters
K1

RBF-DQM
SEEP/W
213.07
195

K2

254.82

260

K3

38.45

35

K4

70.67

70

K5

30.00

35

K6

69.79

70

K7

40.16

40

Sy

0.090

0.085

c

0.005

q

1.007

Table 5 presents the simulated heads after 3 days pumping at A using RBF-DQM and SEEP/W models
developed here (columns 3-6). In addition to the original node spacing (100 m X 100 m) used in the
calibration phase for the SEEP/W model, simulated results using finer node spacing (i.e. 50 m X 50 m
and 25 m X 25 m) were also obtained without further calibration to assess the effect of mesh refinement
on SEEP/W model efficiency. Figure 11a compares the efficiency of RBF-DQM and SEEP/W in the
calibration of simulated results to the observed head data after 3 days pumping at point A. This figure
shows that the percentage accuracy ratio of RBF-DQM using 100 m X 100 m node spacing is better than
SEEP/W in most monitoring points using an identical and even finer mesh discretization. Using RBFDQM, PAAR and Nash-Sutcliff values obtained based on all monitoring points are 0.11% and 0.97,
respectively. For the SEEP/W model, PAAR values using 100 m X 100 m, 50 m X 50 m and 25 m X 25
m node spacing are 0.25%, 0.23% and 0.22%, respectively; Nash-Sutcliff values for the corresponding
node spacing are 0.87, 0.88 and 0.88, respectively. Note that to obtain PAR and PAAR in this example,
Jref was considered as the average of observed head in the entire domain (equal to 514 m).
The validation of the model was performed with respect to the observed steady-state head data.
Simulated heads and PAR values at each monitoring points are shown in table 5 (columns 8-11) and
figure 11b, respectively. PAAR and Nash-Sutcliff values, using RBF-DQM, are 0.14% and 0.95,
respectively. Using SEEP/W model, PAAR values obtained based on 100 m X 100 m, 50 m X 50 m and
25 m X 25 m node spacing are 0.20%, 0.19% and 0.19%, respectively; Nash-Sutcliff values for the
corresponding node spacing are 0.90, 0.91 and 0.91.
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Figure 11.Comparison between the accuracy of RBF-DQM and SEEP/W for the simulation of groundwater flow in an unconfined aquifer.
a) calibration and b) validation phases .

This example showed that RBF-DQM can properly simulate transient groundwater flow in the vicinity
of a pumping well in a naturally complex unconfined aquifer with non-linear mathematical model. RBFDQM outperformed the SEEP/W modelusing an identical node distribution in both calibration and
validation phases. Optimum q value of RBF-DQM approach was obtained within the range suggested
by (Wang and Liu, 2002) similar to test case 3.
6. Concluding remarks
Results of the current paper indicate that a mesh-less RBF-DQM approach outperforms SEEP/W (FEMFDM)model in the simulation of transient groundwater flow near a vertical pumping well in an
unconfined aquifer with naturally complex geometry and a complex mathematical model. RBF-DQM
shows also a superior performance compared to finite element and finite difference approachesin the
simulation of 1-D and 2-D transient groundwater flow near a vertical pumping well in confined aquifers.
Based on high-order test functions used in the RBF-DQM algorithm, all nodes in the computational
domain have direct impact on the estimation of derivatives and state variables at every node; this can aid
in the rapid transfer of the effect of a pumping well and/or boundary conditions to the entire
computational domain. Therefore, accurate results with rapid rate of convergence through a few nodes
can be obtained using RBF-DQM compared to finite element and finite difference methods. Similar to
RBF-DQM, a high-order standard DQM approach can simulate groundwater flow with a high level of
accuracy and rate of convergence; albeit the application of standard DQM is limited to 1-D wellbehaved groundwater problems in a geometrically regular domain. However, the performance of DQM
in temporal discretization is much better than traditional methods like FDM without any fear of
instability and without limitations on the time step.
This paper also provides some insights into choosing RBF shape parameters used in the RBF-DQM
algorithm. Results indicated that considering q as a variable shape parameter,instead of assigning a fixed
value of 0.5, can increase the rate of convergence and levelof accuracy for RBF-DQM,since the
combination of c and q can construct the function response surfacemore accurately than only tuning c.
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Furthermore, in the presence ofa large q(larger than standard q = 0.5), thesensitivity of objective
functions toc can be significantly reduced. This research also showed that the suitable range of q
reported by Wang and Liu (2002) for 2-D point interpolation using RBF is an efficient range for solving
the 2-D groundwater flow equation using RBF-DQM. Proposing a methodology to avoid optimization of
shape parameters is underway and will be published in due course.
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Abstract— Urban growth phenomenon in cities is hinged upon the
presence of certain magnetic developments which serves as growth
factors and catalysts. These include institutions of higher learning,
roads, airports, industrial developments, among many others. The
study examined the contribution of Ladoke Akintola University of
Technology (LAUTECH) off-campus accommodation system to the
physical development, being the hub of the socio-economic
development, of abutting neighbourhoods. The aim is to measure
the physical growth impacts of the institution to glean lessons for
spatial planning. The number and type of building plans approved
by the town planning authority for development in the
neighbourhoods abutting the university over the span of ten years
was compared with the university population during the period
under examination based on ratio scale. This was coupled with
cross-sectional study of environmental quality of the
neighbourhoods. Result of analysis of the data shows a significant
relationship between the university population growth rate and
growth rate of physical development in the university
neighbourhoods. Sprawl, low environmental quality, progressively
increasing land value, violation of planning regulations, and poor
urban aesthetics were the outcomes of lack of pre-planning of the
neighbourhoods. Based on these findings, the study recommends
that neighbourhoods abutting institutions of higher learning should
be pre-planned since such institutions would always be magnetic
and serve as catalysts of growth.

the growth product exemplified by the high rate of
developmental projects that are attracted to the adjoining
neighbourhoods. They are analogous to Eco-cities of living
organisms. Like living organisms, these miniature cities,
among other attributes, exhibit growth by evolving/changing
over time [3].
This environmental product can be conceptualized into
physical, social, cultural, economic impacts, among others.
The campus thus creates an entirely new urban order
especially when a major aspect of the land use like residential
is not provided as part of the campus facilities in off-campus
accommodation systems. In a second level, residential land
use also attracts other land uses like commercial, religious and
recreational
services.
These
include
restaurants,
neighbourhood shopping places, hotels, churches, petrol
stations, and a host of others in the informal economy sector.
Consequent upon the difference in the strength of the pull
factors like roads in each adjoining neighbourhood to the
university campus, there exist inter and intra-neighbourhood
differentials in the rate of growth.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A.
Magnetic Developments
The resultant effect of magnetic physical developments has
never been doubted. For instance, in a study carried out by
Emmanuel [4] on the “effects of road dualisation on physical
development along Owode Onirin-Ikorodu road and Ikorodu
town of Lagos state”, Nigeria, it was discovered that the
development resulted to increase in land value, traffic volume,
noise pollution, evolution of church buildings and educational
institutions aside from population surge. At other times, the
effect is socially sporadic as is the case of Vance, Alabama
and Mercedes Benz Factory in the rural south of United States
[5]. However, the cumulative effect of these magnetic
developments on the social life of residents is often neglected
because of their economic justification [6] at face value at the
expense of the sustainability of the built environment. There is
pollution effect of industrial developments in cities despite
economic gains which the residents desires to be mitigated
while still enjoying the resultant economic benefits that
accrues to them [7]. Haphazard development was also
discovered through the study and suggests master planning
and prescription of standards for physical developments.

Keywords - off-campus, physical development,
catalyst, LAUTECH neighbourhood, planning.

I. INTRODUCTION
University campuses when newly established as a
miniature educational neighbourhood is symbolic of a seed. At
the germination of the seed, the impact of the presence of such
environmental living organism [1] with a growth character is
not limited to the primary space it occupies but has catalytic
effect on the growth of adjoining land uses. This magnetic
growth impact is particularly enhanced by the urban fringe
location of such institution being surrounded by mass of virgin
land yet to be developed and not pre-planned, especially in
developing nations. In view of Tisdel’s [2] distilled definition
of urbanization as a process of population concentration, the
internal growth process of the university campus is evident in
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Uncontrolled urbanization is a common feature in Nigeria [8]
and other developing nations of the world. It is evident in
sprawling characteristics of the cities. From a study of largescale Urban Development Projects (UDPs) in Europe,
Swyngedouw et al [9] concluded that the UDPs were poorly
integrated at best into the wider urban process and planning
system.

Nigerian context. The outcome of the study also promises to
be added to the existing body of knowledge on UDPs and
could find application in other countries of the world.
III. RESEARCH METHODS
Fadamiro and Adedeji [13] argued that statistical factor
in term of population growth can be singled out as the only
measure of growth and is a precursor to urbanization process.
It moves us away from ambiguity and other forms of
intellectual distress [2]. Thus, the study employed numerical
increase in student population of the university between 1998
and 2007, a 10-year period, and physical development during
the same period by the number of building plans approved for
construction by the Local Planning Authority. The required
data on the number and types of building plans approved and
the students’ enrolment was adapted as secondary data from
previous study [14].
The data reasonably assumed that the building plans
approved by the Ogbomoso North Local Planning Authority
during the period was eventually constructed as evident in the
progressive rate of physical development in the studied
neighbourhoods. This approach was adopted in view of a
peculiar limitation of the study in ascertaining the specific
year each of the buildings in the neighbourhoods would have
been constructed being occupied by tenants who were the only
available source of information during the field work.
Furthermore, the data on building and environmental
quality was obtained primarily from administered
questionnaire on 180 respondents. Each respondent was
randomly selected from each of the 180 randomly sampled
buildings, 60 from each zone named as Zone A, Zone B and
Zone C (Table I and Figure 1), of various land uses as shown
in Table 2.

B.

Magnetic Developments versus Environmental
Quality
Lack of adequate pre-planning of UDPs is the bane of
cities of today. Ordinarily, poor environmental quality should
have been limited to the urban core areas of cities
characterised by decay but has permeated the various strands
of the urban tissue including intermediate areas and,
surprisingly, the urban fringe where university campuses are
usually located. This is as a result of the lack of cognisance of
the magnetic effects of such large-scale UDPs in attracting
other physical developments.
While the key environmental quality factors at the
macro scale and key building quality factors at the micro scale
that are germane to overall built quality are either lacking or
meagrely present, the sprawling problems of urban fringes has
immensely contributed to their inhabitability. This precludes
the satisfaction of users. According to the UN Commissions of
Sustainable Development [10], serious challenges continue to
exist in urban settlements especially in the third world
countries including Nigeria ranging from scarcity of public
services to diverse environmental problems. Olotuah and
Adesiji [11] observed that the provision of public
infrastructure and social services has suffered neglect in
Nigeria leading to the “preponderance of large proportion of
urban dwellers living in housing and environmental conditions
that are clearly affronts to human dignity.” This is constituted
by lack of reasonable access to safe and ample water supply
and means of hygienic waste disposal, endangered
environmental health condition and other built anomalies [12].

TABLE I: SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION
Zone
Name
Sample size
Zone A
Inuofebi Area
60
Zone B
Under-G Area
60
Zone C
Adenike Area
60
TOTAL
180
Source: Authors’ fieldwork.

C.
Purpose of Study
This study seeks to measure the physical growth of the
neighbourhoods that abut LAUTECH Campus vis-a-vis the
students’ population growth and the resultant use-pressure on
the unplanned neighbourhoods and their facilities. This
becomes necessary considering the rate of establishment of
institutions of higher learning in Nigeria with similar offcampus accommodation systems without pre-planning of their
abutting neighbourhoods. Also, a casual observation of the
study area reveals many spatial planning transgressions. The
purpose of the study is to glean spatial planning lessons that
could be applicable to the existing and future institutions with
off-campus accommodation systems considering the dearth of
such institution-specific research outcomes in literature in

TABLE II: USE OF SAMPLED BUILDINGS
Use of Building
Frequency
Percentage
Students Hostel
77.2
139
Private Residence
33
18.3
Mixed Development
6
3.3
Guest House
1
0.6
Military Zone
1
0.6
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ fieldwork.
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Figure 1.0: Map Showing LAUTECH, Ogbomoso and Abutting Neighbourhoods
(Divided into three Zones)
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Beginning with a very low threshold of 13 approved building
plans as total for the three zones in 1998 and assuming that all
were constructed to give 13 buildings in addition to those
existing prior to 1998, the figure rose to 318 at the end of
2007. This result agrees with that of a study on changes in
land use in the study area [15] from agricultural through
residential to mixed land use. This geometric growth pattern is
very similar to that of the pattern of students’ enrolment of the
university.

The variables contained in the questionnaire include the
following among others: water supply, refuse disposal, source
of electric power supply, accommodation cost per annum and
duration of increase, building quality and users’ satisfaction
with various aspects of building quality and use. Statistical
analysis was carried out on the data obtained.
IV.

ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pattern of Physical Development
Table III shows the naturally occurring pattern of the rate of
physical development in the three zones of the neighbourhood.
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TABLE III: NUMBER OF BUILDING PLANS APPROVED IN LAUTECH NEIGHBOURHOOD BETWEEN 1998 AND 2007
Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Year total
Year
No of
No of
No of
No of
No of
No of
No of
No of
buildings
buildings
approved
buildings
approved
buildings
approved
approved
plans
plans
plans
plans
2007
4
70
25
163
6
85
35
318
2006
6
66
42
138
9
79
27
283
2005
4
60
32
96
4
70
40
226
2004
14
56
23
64
15
66
52
186
2003
3
42
12
41
7
51
22
134
2002
5
39
19
29
13
44
37
112
2001
10
34
4
10
7
31
21
75
2000
10
24
5
6
10
24
25
54
1999
6
14
1
1
9
14
16
29
1998
8
8
0
0
5
5
13
13
Source: Adapted from Adedeji et al [14]

population is observed with the minimum of 8,624 during the
1997/1998 academic session to 20,403 in the 2006/2007
academic session.

B. Pattern of Students’ Enrolment of the University
Table IV below shows the students’ enrolment of the
university during the period under study. A progressive
increase in

TABLE IV: ADMISSION AND TOTAL POPULATION OF STUDENTS OF LAUTECH OGBOMOSO
BETWEEN 1998 AND 2007
Academic
Total Students’
Session
Admission
2006/2007
8,779
2005/2006
7,918
2004/2005
8,111
2003/2004
3,346
2002/2003
5,853
2001/2002
5,407
2000/2001
5,638
1999/2000
5,441
1998/1999
4,016
1997/1998
3,932
Source: Adapted from Adedeji et al [14]

Total Students’ Population including
graduating students
20,403
18,028
16,359
14,761
13,815
13,740
12,834
12,432
10,524
8,624

TABLE V: ANNUAL COST OF A ROOM ACCOMMODATION IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Rent value
Frequency
Percentage
N5,000 – N10,000
2.2
4
N11,000 – N20,000
8
4.4
N21,000 – N30,000
32
17.8
N31,000 – N40,000
49
27.2
N41,000 and above
39
21.7
Not available
48
26.7
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.

The progressive increase in the number of buildings derived
from the cumulative number of building drawings approved
by the Ogbomoso North Local Planning Authority during the
period is a reflection of the progressive increase in housing
demand consequent upon population surge. This is because
majority of the students’ population usually desires to live as
close as possible to the campus.
C. Housing Cost and Land Value
As increase in housing demand continues to raise the cost of
housing, the effect is evident in the high cost of building land
in the neighbourhood [14]. This condition automatically led to
exorbitant house rental values as shown in Table 5. The
minimum number, 4(2.2%) for the lowest rent value range,
N5,000 - N10,000, and the frequency of 49 (27.2%) for upper
rent value in the sum of N31,000 – N40,000 is indicative of
the socio-economic stress being undergone by the population
of the neighbourhood.

The high cost of the accommodation rent and their poor
maintenance may have stemmed from the management
strategies of the buildings in the neighbourhood majorly by
Estate Agents who are out to maximise profit at the neglect of
users’ benefits as shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI: MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES OF THE BUILDINGS IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Strategy
Frequency
Percentage
Landlord
66
36.7
Landlady
3
1.7
Estate Agent
100
55.6
Owner’s rep.
5
2.8
Not available
6
3.3
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.
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D. Housing Condition
Despite the high rent value of accommodation in the
neighbourhood, the deplorable condition of the buildings is
unimaginable. Tables VII-IX shows the roof condition, door
condition and finishing condition of the buildings respectively.
The tables show leaking roof, bad door condition and
unpainted surfaces of such expensive accommodations.

TABLE VIII: DOOR CONDITION OF THE BUILDINGS
IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Doors in need of
Frequency
Percentage
repairs?
Yes
74
41.1
No
104
57.8
Not available
2
1.1
TOTAL
180
Source: Authors’ field survey.

100.0

TABLE VII: LEAKING ROOFS OF THE BUILDINGS
IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Is the roof leaking ?
Frequency
Percentage
Yes
7.8
14
No
165
91.7
Not available
1
0.6
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.
TABLE IX: FINISHING CONDITION OF THE BUILDINGS
IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Is the building
Frequency
Percentage
externally painted ?
Yes
147
81.7
No
32
17.8
Not available
1
0.6
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.

E. Environmental/ Infrastructural Condition
Lack of pre-planning of the neighbourhood is not only evident
upon the poor environmental aesthetics but affects the quality
of the access roads to the buildings. Table X shows that
majority (62.2%) of the buildings are accessible by poor road
that are not tarred and worst still, not graded. Only 11(6.1%)
of the sampled buildings are accessible through tarred roads
that are in good condition.
Tables XI and XII show the condition of household
solid waste management strategies employed in the
neighbourhood. Only 1 (0.6%) of the respondents indicated
government intervention in this direction while the largest
majority, 179 (99.4%), rely on private initiatives. Even though
the study reveals some reasonable level of satisfaction by
means of convenience factor by the respondents totalling
78(43.3%), the negative impacts of majority of the strategies
is destructive to the environment. For instance, burning
destroys the ecosystem and leads to the depletion of the ozone
layer, solid waste dumping in water ways leads to flooding
and open refuse dump sites can be implicated in health
hazards of the residents aside from creating poor urban
aesthetics. Recycling and actualisation of the slogan of turning
“waste to wealth” would have enhanced the sustainability of
the environment while supporting the health of the dwellers in
addition to numerous economic gains.

TABLE X: NATURE OF ACCESS ROADS TO THE BUILDINGS
Nature of road
Frequency
Percentage
Tarred and in good condition
11
6.1
Tarred and in bad condition
3
1.7
Not tarred but graded
54
30.0
Not tarred and not graded
112
62.2
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.

TABLE XI: HOUSEHOLD REFUSE DISPOSAL STRATEGIES
Strategy
Frequency
Percentage
Dumping outside the fence
78
43.3
Dumping at government approved
1
0.6
dump
Dumping inside water drainage
4
2.2
Commercial refuse collectors
6
3.3
Government refuse collectors
1
0.6
Burning
89
49.4
Disposal for recycling
1
0.6
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.
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TABLE XII: CONVENIENCE OF REFUSE DISPOSAL STRATEGIES
Level of Convenience
Frequency
Percentage
Not convenient at all (1)
26
14.4
Not convenient
(2)
76
42.2
Convenient
(3)
72
40.0
Very convenient
(4)
6
3.3
TOTAL
180
100.0
Source: Authors’ field survey.

Table XIII shows the source of water supply to the
residents of the neighbourhood. It is disheartening to discover
that a huge size of the sample, 81(45.0%), rely on manually
drawn well for water supply implying that 81 of the buildings

Total weight
26
152
216
24
418

in the sample is deficient of a basic building service in the
kitchen, toilets, laundry and dining.

TABLE XIII: SOURCE OF WATER SUPPLY
Source
Not available
Pipe-borne water
Manually drawn well
Pumped deep well
Borehole
Local water seller
Tanker water seller
TOTAL
Source: Authors’ field survey.

V.

Frequency
2
1
81
50
39
3
4
180

No. 2 December 2013, 53-62. Accessed on 19/07/15 from
http://puslit2.petra.ac.id/ejournal/index.php/ars/article/view/18
978/18644.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Magnetic developments are centripetal city-generating
factors in urban design parlance. Such developments attract
other forms of land use as sources of complimentary
requirements or entirely independent land uses especially in
developing nations. Land use prognosis and general
speculation in such neighbourhood should focus on the key
elements of human services like commercial and residential
developments. Often than not, the scale of attracted
developments may surpass the primary catalytic
developments.
On the whole, the present study reveal that sprawl, low
environmental quality, progressively increasing land value,
violation of planning regulations, and poor urban aesthetics
are the outcomes of lack of pre-planning of the
neighbourhoods abutting the university campus under study.
Therefore, neighbourhoods abutting institutions of higher
learning should be pre-planned since such institutions would
always be magnetic and serve as catalysts of growth. This will
enhance better urban design practices, morphological
functionality of urban enclaves, efficient circulation flows,
adequate land use mixes, general environmental quality and
city outlooks.
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South Africa as defined by the National Credit regulation
Act; given that the formal sector continues to shed jobs
when business transaction are not favourable [2]. SMEs
play a crucial role in national development and to reflect
its recognition towards economy development, federal
governments must make good small business policy as
their number one priority; it has to put up solid steps in
place to ensure they are able to grow and prosper
profitably [3]. The construction industry in South Africa
has experienced a decade of mixed circumstances, with
the drop in private projects due to recession and an
explosive increase of infrastructural projects thereafter
particularly by the spending of the government in
preparation for the 2010 FIFA World Cup. Notably the
development of SMMEs in the South African construction
industry not only strengthens the economy but also results
in improved construction infrastructure quality. More
generally, the development of SMEs is seen as
accelerating the achievement of wider economic and
socio-economic objectives, including poverty alleviation
[4].

Abstract — This exploratory study investigated ways to
improve the development of construction Small, Medium and
Micro Enterprises (SMME) in the Gauteng province of South
Africa. The data for this paper was collected from both primary
and secondary sources. The primary data was acquired through
the administration of structured questionnaires. The
questionnaire was distributed to construction SME firms in the
Gauteng Province construction industry. The questionnaire was
designed based on information emanating from an extant
review of literature. Out of the 140 distributed questionnaires,
120 were received back which represented 86% response rate.
Findings from the questionnaire analysis revealed that the most
recommended solutions for the further development of
construction SMMEs by the SMME construction firms in the
Gauteng Province of South Africa are; having the necessary
education / skills / qualifications; attending leadership training
courses; availability of financial benefits, rewards and
incentives; adapting practices of current larger construction
companies; and learning new skills that will enhance the firms
capabilities. The paper provides relevant recommendations to
policy makers, development agencies, entrepreneurs, and
SMME managers to ascertain the appropriate strategy to
improve the SMME sector in the South Africa construction
industry. The findings escalating from this paper will form a
basis for future research on construction SMMES in South
Africa.
Keywords— Construction
SMMEs, South Africa SMMEs

Wellington Thwala

University of Johannesburg,
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The development of a collection of highly skilled,
proficient and sustainable contractors for the construction
sector is vital to the industry and the economy. An
empowering environment, the availability of procurement
opportunities and technical, management and financial
support for the contracting entities should be promoted to
attain such contractors. The promotion of SMMEs in the
construction industry would mean that greater numbers of
workers would be employed there and an increased
employment of labour would in turn increase the scope
for the generation of skills and knowledge in the South
African economy. While the loss of an individual SMME
may not cause a significant impact on the local economy
in terms of the earnings it generates or the number of
people it employs, the collective losses of a number of
small businesses from a weather extreme may devastate a
local economy [5].

of

1. INTRODUCTION
All forms of governments have high expectations for
the growth of SMEs, but unless these desires are
congruent with the goals and aspirations of the owners
and entrepreneurs, these visions will not be attained [1]. It
is frequently emphasized that SMMEs performance, are
interrelated with the economic performance of a country.
SMMEs especially those that operate in the construction
sector are an important contributor to the economy and
are considered a driver for reducing unemployment in

Apart from policies many countries have a vast
amount of programmes they put in place to assist SMMEs
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SMMEs also improving the development of skills
amongst SMEs especially in generating innovation and
creating economic value from knowledge application.

in critical components of their enterprises, for instance
managerial skills, leadership training, marketing,
procurement and finances with the main goal of
empowering these construction SMMEs. Notably Ofori
and Toor [6] states that on many national contractor
development programmes, the package of assistance
offered depends on the needs of the target beneficiary
SME, mentoring is one of the arrangements ;The SME
entrepreneur is placed under the tutelage of an established
contractor with the training and even mentoring, focusing
on the development of technical and managerial expertise.
Additionally Munusamy [7] points out that several areas
for growth have been identified within the construction
and related services sectors, areas such as
entrepreneurship skills training, linkage of SMMEs and
Larger
firms,
technology
and
innovation.
Entrepreneurship programmes related with advisory and
outreach services are expanded to equip SMEs with new
and improved management and business practices
methods in production, quality improvement and
marketing and distribution. For instance the Italian
Government provides a curriculum on entrepreneurial
skills development as a vocational course to their citizens,
which enables them to start SME units and contribute to
the economic and social development of the country
where else Japan has SME support centres which provide
over the counter consultation, on-site professional
assistance, business feasibility assessments and
information services and similarly South Korea has
business incubators to increase management skills of
women entrepreneurs [8]. In the same view the
government of Botswana acknowledges that even though
suitable initiatives should be in place to encourage foreign
investments in the country hence they necessitated the
need to empower the local entrepreneurs at the same time
by ensuring they compile a policy for Small, Medium and
Micro Enterprises to encourage entrepreneurship from
locals within their borders.

It is evident that over the years many countries, have
availed programmes to support the development of
construction SMEs [6]. Various approaches have been
taken by governments and banking institutions from
around the world, with the aim of stimulating SMME
growth and development. In the case of South Africa the
existence of National contractor-development programme
(NCDP) aims to create an enabling environment for
selected existing contracting enterprises to develop into
sustainable contracting enterprises with preference
applied in the accessing of work so that enterprises owned
and controlled by blacks, women and disabled persons are
advantaged [9].The support measures include access to
mentorship, financial support, information and other
development support that would be relevant for contractor
development. In the past few years, the South African
National Government prioritized construction SMMEs;
they have awarded most projects to SMME construction
firms, for example, schools, refurbishment in the
Ministers offices at Union Buildings, police station
projects, magistrate court projects, defence force facilities
and many other projects however Small and medium and
micro sized enterprises [6]. Construction contractors also
receive assistance from the Construction Industry
Development Board [9] for registration plus free training
on business planning, modelling and marketing.
Therefore, this exploratory study investigated ways to
improve the development of construction Small, Medium
and Micro Enterprises (SMME) in the Gauteng province
of South Africa.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A quantitative research design was used for the
purpose of this study. The preferred research instrument
used in this research for collecting data was a
questionnaire that was delivered to small, medium and
micro sized contracting firms around the Gauteng
Province of South Africa targeted participants of this
study were construction SMME owner-managers, usually
positioned as project managers, construction managers,
and quantity surveyors in the construction SMME sector
of Gauteng, all registered with the professional
associations in South Africa. The main reason being that
these professionals are involved in these SMMEs
operations on a daily basis and based on their experiences
they are in better positions to analyze the factors they see
as relevant to succeed and survive in the industry. The
number of targeted firms was 140 firms. Out of the 140
questionnaires distributed to construction SMME within
the grade 1-5, the researcher retrieved a total of 120 back,
which represents an 86% response rate.

Hence the EXIM bank of India: Research Brief [8]
found that the Czech Republic has a Techno Programme
to support research, development and innovation in SMEs
by accelerating their rate of technology acquisition
through realisation of R&D projects, whilst South Korea
has established international cooperation programmes to
strengthen competitiveness through technology transfer.
Chinese government also assists SMEs to improve their
market access by helping them enhance their skills.
Construction SMMEs require training on how to use
technological innovation to improve their efficiency and
simplify certain prospects of running the SMMEs. Due to
its effectiveness in communication, organization prospects
as well as estimation programmes, technology has
become critical in the operation of any construction
enterprise. SMEs to link with large construction
companies to form a strong domestic sub-contracting base
to secure contracts locally and overseas furthermore the
use ICT to stimulate growth of techno-preneurs and
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A. MIS (mean item score)
The questionnaire comprised of questions that had to
be ranked from a 5-point Likert scale like that of the
critical success factors , which ranged as follows; 1 =
strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = Neither agree or
disagree, 4 = Agree, 5= Strongly Agree. The five-point
scale was transformed to mean item score (MIS) for each
of the critical success factors for survival of SMMEs as
assessed by the respondents. The indices were then used
to determine the rank of each item. The ranking made it
possible to cross compare the relative importance of the
items as perceived by the respondents. This method was
used to analyze the data collected from the questionnaires
survey. The mean item score (MIS) was calculated for
each item as follows;

Table 1: Factors of SMME development improvement in
South Africa

Factors of construction SMME
development
Having the necessary education / skills /
qualifications

MIS= 1n1 + 2n2 + 3n3 +4n4+5n5….Equation 1.0
∑N
Where; n1 = Number of respondents for strongly
disagree; n2 = Number of respondents for disagree; n3 =
Number of respondents for neutral; n4 = Number of
respondents for agree; n5 = Number of respondents for
strongly agree; N = Total number of respondents. After
mathematical calculations, the criteria are then ranked in
descending order of their mean item score.

N/
Frequency

N=69 (84.1%)

Rank
(R)
1

Attending leadership training courses

N=58 (70.7%)

2

Financial benefits, rewards and incentives
Adapting practices of current larger
construction companies where possible
Learn new skills that will enhance
capability.
Receiving mentorship from current large
construction enterprises

N=57 (69.5%)

3

Attending leadership training courses

N=38 (46.3%)

7

Taking responsibility for one’s decisions
Being exposed to new experiences and
new challenges

N=38 (46.3%)

8

N=52 (63.4%)
N=42 (51.2%)
N=41 (50%)

N=3 (3.7%)

Table 1.0 discloses the respondents’ rankings of
factors that can assist in further development of
construction SMMEs. Findings attained indicate that the
most selected was having the necessary education / skills /
qualifications with 84.1% selecting this factor (N=69;
R=1). 70.7% of all respondents regard attending
leadership training courses as a major factor to the
development of SMMEs (N=58; R= 2); 69.5% of all
respondents also chose availability of financial benefits,
rewards and incentives as a major player in the
development and growth of SMMEs (N=57; R=3).
Adapting practices of current larger construction
companies where possible was amongst the top selections
with 63.4% of all respondents selecting this factor (N=52;
R= 4). Moreover 51.2% of all respondents chose learning
new skills that will enhance capability as being critical to
the development of construction SMMEs (N=42; R= 5).

The data collected from the respondents were coded,
edited and recorded into the Microsoft Excel software
program. It was then imported into Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) a software program to convert it
into a suitable format for analysis. The data was then
interpreted in form of tables and graphs.
3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The study included 67% male respondents and 33%
female respondents , with a majority of the respondents
(26.8%) being within the age group of 41 – 50 years old,
closely followed by respondents in age groups of 3640years and that of over 50 years with 25.6% and 20.7 %
respectively. The ethnicity in the study contains a
majority of black Africans (54.3%) followed by (23.5%)
whites. The majority of respondents’ highest educational
qualification were baccalaureate degree (39 %) followed
by post matric diploma (32.9%), and the minority were
(1.2%) doctorates degree. With accordance to the CIDB
grading standards, respondents were asked to highlight
their grade, 43.9% majority were grade 4 contractors
followed by 29.3 % which were grade 3 contractors.

This findings are in agreement with Bolden [10]
which emphasises the importance of leadership in
organisations of all sizes and the pressing need to improve
leadership development in SMMEs in particular. Also
similar to the findings Anga [11] found that it is necessary
that the owner/manager and other key personnel in SMEs
attain an acceptable level of education in order to drive
SMEs activities. However, in Ghana for instance, they
have qualified personnel but there is an apparent
mismatch between the skills output of tertiary institutions
and the skills demand of labour market: this findings
being based on a 2002 report by the National Council for
Tertiary Education in Ghana and the World Bank that
revealed that there were serious gaps between supply and
demand as far as relevance of graduates was concerned.
Additionally CITB-Construction Skills told the London
Economy Committee that London has skills shortages in
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specific occupations, particularly glaziers, plasterers, dryliners and building envelope specialists, with inadequate
training provision in London for these areas (London EC
2013).

Proceedings of 25th International Business Research Conference 13 14 January, 2014, Taj Hotel, Cape Town, South Africa, 2014.
[4] J. Abor, J. and P. Quartey, P. Issues in SMEs in Ghana and South
Africa International Research. Journal of Finance and Economics, Issue
39. 218-228, 2010.
[5] K. Yoshida and R.E Deyle, R. E. Determinants of small business
hazard mitigation. Natural Hazards Review. 6 (1), 2005.
[6] G. Ofori and S. Toor, S. Leadership Development for Construction
SMES. Working Paper Proceedings Engineering Project
Organizations Conference. Rheden, the Netherlands. July 10-12,
2012.
[7] M. Munusamy. Development of SMES in Malaysia. Joint regional
workshop on SME development and regional economic
integration. 22 – 27 SEPTEMBER 2008. Tokyo, Japan
[8] Exim Bank (2005).Export Performance of Small and Medium Scale
Enterprises in India. Export-Import Bank of India, Mumbai,
Working Paper 13, October 2005.
[9] CIDB (2013). Subcontracting in the South African construction
industry; opportunities for development. CIDB ONLINE.
[10] R. Bolden. Leadership development in SMEs: designing a
customised solution. GITAM J. Management. Vol 5, No 3. pp 4053, 2007.
[11] R. M. Anga, R.M. Determinants of small and medium scale
enterprises
in
Nigeria.
Available
from:
www.transcampus.org/journals;
www.ajol.info/journals/jorind
Accessed on 15 July 2014.

4. CONCLUSION
The objective of the study was to recommend ways for
construction SMME development in the South African
construction industry. The literature reviewed reveals the
need to for leadership skills development and the
necessity that the owner/manager and other key personnel
in SMEs should attain acceptable level of education in
order to drive SMEs activities. Findings of the
questionnaire survey reveal that the most recommended
solutions for the further development of construction
SMMEs in Gauteng Province of South Africa were;
having the necessary education / skills / qualifications;
attending leadership training courses; availability of
financial benefits, rewards and incentives; adapting
practices of current larger construction companies;
learning new skills that will enhance capability. Thus it
can be recommended that a culture of evaluating the
impact of the available initiatives for SMMEs on an
annual bases per province and further promotion of the
SMME and entrepreneurship policies and programs to
achieve a favourable environment for both the large
contractors and the SMME contractors. It is also
recommended that larger enterprises in construction
should link to /adopt at least five SMMEs, to allow for
skills transfer. Skills that can be transferred between the
two can be financial knowledge such as tendering, cashflow management, and preparing payment claims;
managerial knowledge including resource management,
record keeping, time and performance management,
health and safety management, technology transfer
assimilating with construction techniques, materials or
equipment hiring.
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challenges was necessary [1]. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is
one of such tools, and it was developed to determine the
holistic environmental impact of a product or service or activity
or process. LCA evaluates the life of a product from - cradle to
grave, that is, from the extraction of raw materials all the way
to the disposal of the product.

Abstract— Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was developed to
determine the holistic environmental impact of a product or service or
activity or process to inform useful alternatives with fewer
environmental impacts. The built environment is one of the largest
sectors in any community, and buildings are one of the primary
products of the built environment. Since buildings comprise of six
life cycle stages; these phases significantly contribute to the
environmental impacts of building construction and when in use. The
objective of this paper is to determine the level of awareness and
usage of LCA in the building sector and how LCA methodology can
assist to achieve sustainable building practices in the built
environment. The study was conducted with reference to existing
theoretical literature, published and unpublished research. The study
is mainly a literature review on LCA, its features, applications
benefits and barriers regarding the building sector. Literature studied,
revealed that LCA is not significantly utilized in the construction
industry, particularly in the construction stage because most
contracting companies are not aware of it, and where they are aware,
there is resist to adopt the methodology. Also, the significant barriers
to building experts who are aware of the method are that the method
is termed complicated, time-consuming and costly. However, LCA
when adopted in the construction environment, will assist to achieve
sustainable building practices because its systems perspective avoids
problem shifting from one life cycle stage to another. Also, since
LCA procedure investigates a broad range of environmental impacts
associated with industrial products such as Climate Change,
Acidification, Ozone Depletion and Human toxicity. LCA, therefore,
informs producer decisions about alternative processes in their
attempt to improve industrial environmental performance.
Keywords—
Built
environment,
building
environmental impacts, Life cycle assessment

I.

The built environment is one of the largest sectors in any
National State that greatly contributes towards the
environmental impacts. The built environment contributes to
the environmental effects through the following ways: through
the emissions of Greenhouse gases by burning fossil fuels
during transportation of materials during the construction
activities and the incineration of waste that is generated from
construction as well demolition activities. Buildings are the
major products of the built environment, and they comprise of
six life cycle stages. These include extraction of raw materials,
manufacturing, construction, operation and maintenance,
demolition, and disposal. These six life cycle stages of a
building make the undertaking of LCA for the buildings almost
impossible because it involves a significant number of
stakeholders; companies, personnel, legislations, amongst
others. LCA is a tool that is originally developed in order to
encourage organizations to be environmentally friendly when
embarking on production processes or activities. Society has
become concerned about issues of natural resource depletion
and environmental degradation [2]. In light of the built
environment sector, Cassidy et al. [3] argues that architects,
engineers, contractors, building owners, environmentalists, and
government officials want assurance that the products and
materials they are using to design and construct buildings are
the most beneficial to the environment-―from cradle to grave‖.

industry,

INTRODUCTION

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess the level of
awareness and usage of LCA in the building construction
sector and how LCA methodology can assist to achieve
sustainable building practices in the built environment. This is
with the aim on how LCA can be used as a tool to reduce the
environmental impacts of buildings and thereby achieving
sustainable building practices. Besides, Amofo-Anti [4], argues
that to place a construction on a real sustainable path of green
building movement, it will need a method that goes beyond a
subjective checklist of green features. Amofo-Anti [4] further
informs that such methods must provide an objective guideline
for a comprehensive assessment of the environmental impacts

The increase in the awareness of natural resource depletion
and environmental impacts has led to the development and
establishment of tools designed to reduce the effects of human
activities on the environment. Humans have long been
concerned with the energy efficiency of technologies and the
services they provide [1]. According to Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) report of 2006, many businesses
have responded to the reduction of environmental awareness by
providing greener products and using greener processes. For an
increasing number of organizations, business drivers, public
environmental and social concerns had reached a level where a
more strategic and systematic approach to environmental
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environment, and identifying opportunities for environmental
improvements [10]. Also, LCA methodology provides a
quantitative basis for assessing potential improvements in
environmental performance of a system throughout the cycle
[11]. Furthermore, LCA enables the estimation of the
cumulative environmental impacts resulting from all stages in
the product life cycle, often including impacts not considered
in more traditional analyses (e.g. transportation of materials
[2].

of a product or process. Hence, this study contributes to the
body of knowledge of LCA methodology, and it value for the
construction industry, infrastructure development, and
sustainable urban development.
II. METHODOLOGY
The research was conducted with reference to existing
theoretical literature, published and unpublished literature with
a deep exploration of their context to meet the research
objectives. The study is mainly a literature review and looks at
the level of awareness and usage of LCA in the building
construction sector and how LCA methodology can assist to
achieve sustainable building practices in the built environment.
This is with the aim on how LCA can be used as a tool to
reduce the environmental impacts of buildings and thereby
achieving sustainable building practices.

Life cycle assessment is further an industrial environmental
management approach that takes a holistically and
comprehensively study of products, processes, and activities. In
addition, LCA is the only science-based and credible tool that
is actually designed to measure the environmental impacts of
product, [12] and this is due to its holistic approach on
products, services, or activities. Furthermore, United Nations
Environmental Programme [13] informs that the systems
perspective of LCA avoids problem shifting from one life cycle
stage to another, from one type of problem to another and from
one location to another. Instead, according to EPA [2], LCA
evaluates all stages of a product‘s life from the perspective that
they are interdependent, meaning that one operation leads to
the next. This tool allows decision makers the opportunity to
study the entire system of a product hence avoiding supoptimization that could result when just one process were the
focus of the study. Basically what LCA does, for example
when comparing two products in order to choose the one with
less environmental impacts, it informs about the underlying
impacts that are not easily thought of other than just choosing a
product based on what we see. For example between option
one and two, one might involve the use of less quantity of
natural resources and secondly a greater quantity; thereby
looking at that we might assume that option one is
environmentally friendly than the second. However, when an
LCA study is performed on both the options we might find out
that option one is actually affecting the environment more
through the use of more energy which will increase the release
of more greenhouse gas emissions as it might probably take
more time to extract the materials necessary to produce such a
product.

III. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW OF LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
Life cycle assessment (LCA) also known as life cycle
analysis is defined in many ways, however, what the various
definitions have in common is that the environmental impacts
of the life of a given product or process from cradle to grave,
(from extraction of raw materials to the disposal of such a
product or process) impacts negatively on the environment
when there is no methodology to manage the cradle to grave
process. Hence, Simonen [5] and Muigai et al. [6], informs that
LCA is not merely a cradle-to-grave methodology, but that it is
a cradle-to-cradle methodology. This is because cradle-tocradle includes all the stages covered by an LCA project. The
phases that constitute the ―well-known‖ cradle-to-grave, which
is correctly cradle-to-cradle, are: cradle-to-gate; gate-to-grave;
and grave-to-cradle. The cradle-to-gate process includes the
extraction of raw materials, processing and manufacturing
stages, transportation of the produced by-products. In light of
the building sector; the cradle-to-gate is the whole process prior
to the delivery of materials to the construction site. While the
gate-to-grave is the use of the delivered materials, (the
construction of a building using the delivered materials), as
well as its maintenance and repair processes. The last phase is
the grave-to-cradle, which comprises the disposal, reuse, or
recycling of the product, (demolition a building, and re-use or
recycling of certain materials where applicable).

LCA can be looked at together with other factors such as
time, cost, and performance. Time is not talked about in the
LCA research studies, and the researcher assumes that time has
not been effected as part of the tool thus developed to date.
However, the consideration of time into an LCA study may
inform even more practicable results. For example; how long
does it take to produce the product in comparison with the
other and during such time what is the rate of releases to the
three media; air, water and land (release may be in the form of
waste, greenhouse gas emissions, amongst others). Comparison
based on time may inform the issue of performance as part of
the LCA. Results may inform if whether a product that takes
more time to produce has more effect on the environment or
not, because maybe a product that is produced faster actually
releases more GHG into the environment than the other that is
slowly produced.

Likewise, the International Standard 14040 of 2006, and
Khasreen et al. [7] defined LCA as a technique for assessing
the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated
with a product, by: compiling an inventory of relevant inputs
and outputs of a product system: evaluating the potential
environmental impacts: and interpreting the results of the
support tool. It is a tool that is used to identify, determine,
quantify and evaluate the total environmental loadings and
impacts (inputs and outputs) of a particular service, product,
process or activity, from cradle to grave, i.e. the environmental
impacts of all phases of the product‘s life are assessed, from
the time materials are extracted through manufacture,
transportation, storage, use, recovery, reuse/recycle and
disposal, [8] [9]. LCA is also referred to as a measurement tool
that measures the environmental performance of a product or
process. It is a process of estimating environmental burdens for
energy and materials used and wastes released into the

Although, previous LCA have informed that LCA solves
many environmental problems associated with the product.
Also, Ampofo-Anti [4] informs that LCA procedure
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The following is informed by [9] and EPA [2]:

investigates a broad range of environmental impacts related to
industrial products such as Climate Change, Acidification,
Ozone Depletion and Human toxicity. LCA is also used to
assist producer decisions about alternative processes in an
attempt to improve industrial environmental performance [13].
Furthermore, LCA guides regulatory agencies and other
stakeholders on decision-making relating to design, selection
and evaluation of process [10]. Also, Grant and Hes (2002)
inform that LCA can be seen as a way of thinking because it
broadens our understanding of the environmental impacts of
products, to include upstream and downstream effects of
decisions. Khasreen et al. [7] further argues that LCA has
become a widely used methodology, because of its integrated
way of treating the framework, impact assessment and data
quality. LCA also assist the identification of problems through
tracing through all environmental media, namely, air, water,
and soil, (Ampofo-Anti, 2009). Another benefit of LCA is that
it is based on a chosen functional unit and can factor in many
geographic, technological and temporal variations in its
assessment [9]. By performing LCA, EPA [13] informs that
analysts can; i) develop a systematic evaluation of the
environmental consequences associated with a given product;
ii) analyse the environmental trade-offs associated with one or
more specific products/processes to help gain stakeholder
acceptance for a planned action; iii) quantify environmental
releases to air, water, and land in relation to each life stage
and/or major contributing process; iv) assist in identifying
significant shifts in environmental impacts between life cycle
stages and environmental media; v) assess human and
ecological effects of material consumption and environmental
releases to the local community, region, and world; vi)
compare health and ecological impacts between two or more
products/process or identify the impacts of a particular
product/process; and vii) identify impacts to one or more
specific environmental areas of concern. This approach is what
is advocated on sustainable construction concept [8].

1. Goal and scope definition: This is the phase of the
LCA process that defines the purpose and method of
including life cycle environmental impacts into the
decision-making process.
2. Creation of life cycle inventory (LCI): The process of
collecting data and undertaking relevant calculations
in order to quantify the inputs and outputs to the
product system over its entire life.
3. Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA): The process of
translating the results of LCIA into indicators for
specific categories of the environmental impacts or
loadings of the product system.
4. Interpretation: The process of combining the results
from LCI and LCIA in order to determine the most
important inputs, outputs nd potential environmental
impacts of any product system.
IV. LCA IN THE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
The importance of obtaining environment-related product
information by LCA is broadly recognised, although applying
LCA in the construction sector has become a distinct working
area within its practice [7]. Although LCA is becoming
accessible for use by building designers and other nonscientists; building professionals are still unlikely to be in a
position to carry out their LCA studies. This is due to that the
science behind it is very new and is still evolving. Hence,
Khasreen et al. [7] argues that the use of LCA in the building
sector is less developed than in other industries, including the
engineering and infrastructure sector. However, Cassidy et al.
[3] argues that LCA is arguably today‘s most talked about topic
in the green building movement as it is said to be one of the
tools that will assist to achieve sustainable building practices.
The built environment is one of the largest sectors in any
community and greatly contributes to the environmental
impacts. The built environment contributes to the
environmental impacts in the following ways: through the
emissions of Greenhouse gases by burning fossil fuels through
transportation of materials during the construction activities; or
incineration of waste that is generated from construction as
well demolition activities. Buildings are one of the major
products of the built environment and they comprise of six life
cycle stages, as already highlighted above; that include:
extraction of raw materials, manufacturing, construction,
operation and maintenance, demolition, and disposal. In each
operation, there are numerous environmental impacts
associated with each and every life cycle stage of a building.
One of the many reasons why buildings greatly contribute to
the total environmental impacts is that all their involved life
cycle stages take a considerable amount of time, for instance;
buildings operation stage is mostly over 10 years and with
heritage buildings, they are even more than that, with an
average of over 50 years. Reducing the impacts associated with
design, construction, operation and management of the built
environment will take a concerted effort on the part of the
many stakeholders involved across all of the stages of the built
environment life cycle [9].

The central motivation of LCA is the belief that products,
processes, and other economic activities causes environmental
harms that are not adequately controlled and use natural
resources that are not properly priced [13]. Hence, LCA is one
of the tools or solutions developed in order to increase
environmental awareness. It is a tool that is originally
developed in order to encourage organizations to be
environmentally friendly when embarking on production
processes or activities. Society has become concerned about
issues of natural resource depletion and environmental
degradation [2]. In light of the built environment sector,
Cassidy et al. [3] argues that architects, engineers, contractors,
building owners, environmentalists, and government officials
want assurance that the products and materials they are using to
design and construct buildings are the most beneficial to the
environment- from cradle to grave.
A. Phases of a Life cycle assessment project
LCA methodology is based on ISO 14040 and consists of
four distinct analytical steps: i) goal and scope definition, ii)
the creation life cycle inventory, iii) impact assessment and iv)
finally interpretation of the result, as shown in Figure 3. The
outcome of LCA study is called the ―ecoprofile‖ [12].
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the built environment is difficult to apply as the focus of the
current LCA exposure in the building industry is increasingly
on carrying out a more general analysis of the built
environment. Kohler and Mofatt [8] further inform that a
complete LCA is not affordable in most project unless it is
integrated with other tools such as quantity surveying or energy
simulation.

Although, undertaking an LCA for buildings will be fairly
difficult but according to Crawford [9], in order to alleviate
many of the environmental issues that humans are currently
facing, the built environment must be the central to any
environmental efforts where the LCA methodology need to be
applied.
LCA methodology is one of the tools currently talked about
in the current world green movement, and it is already being
used in many sectors. In addition, LCA is the only sciencebased and credible tool that is designed to measure the
environmental impacts of product [12], that is due to the
holistic approach LCA takes on products, services, or activities
amongst others. Furthermore, the systems perspective of LCA
avoids problem shifting from one life cycle stage to another,
from one type of problem to another and from one location to
another, [14] [2]. Moreover, LCA procedure investigates a
broad range of environmental impacts associated with
industrial products. With the adoption of LCA to reduce
environmental building impacts, producers‘ decisions about
alternative processes in their attempt to improve industrial
environmental performance will be greatly enhanced to reduce
the impacts of buildings to the environment.

A. LCA tools and systems in the building sector
According to Khasreen et al. [7] LCA has been widely used
in the building sector since 1990. However, a majority of the
LCA analysis systems are only developed for assessing the
environmental burdens of individual building materials and not
a holistic assessment of the impact of buildings. Such systems
include Athena, BeCost, BEES, Eco-Quantum, and Envest 2.
Athena, for instance, is an American life cycle assessment tool
for buildings and building assemblies. This tool complies with
ISO 140140. Also, BeCost was developed by VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland. It is used to assess and present
environmental impact data and maintenance costs. While,
BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic
Sustainability) was developed by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology in the USA. It is used to measure
the environmental performance of building products using a
life cycle approach aligned with ISO 14040. Eco-Quantum is
an Australian life-cycle assessment method based on ISO
14040. It is used to assess environmental impacts and
greenhouse gas emissions of products over their whole life
cycle. Envest 2 was developed by the British Research
Establishment to evaluate and present environmental and life
cycle costs of different materials and building assembly
options. In this system, twelve criteria‘s, ranging from climate
change to toxicity, are used to measure environmental impacts,
and these are agglomerated into a single Ecopoint score.
However, Zhang et al. [15], informs of eight systems or tools
that were as a result of the increased awareness of the
environmental impacts of buildings. The tools are; i) Building
Research Establishment‘s Environmental Assessment Method
(BREEAM), by the United Kingdom. Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED), by the United States.
Green Star, by Australia, Hong Kong Building Environmental
Assessment Method (HKBEAM), Japanese Comprehensive
Assessment Schemes for Building Environmental Efficiency
(CASBEE), South African Sustainable Building Assessment
Tool (SBAT), Arup‘s Sustainable Project Appraisal Routine
(Spear), and Hong Kong Comprehensive Environmental
Assessment Scheme (CEPAS). However, the increase in the
awareness of natural resource depletion and environmental
impacts has led to a great number of tools that were specifically
established and developed to reduce the incidence of human
activities on the environment. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is
one of these instruments, and it was drawn up to determine the
holistic environmental impact of a product or service or activity
or process.

The use of LCA in the built environment, with a particular
use in the building sector can help achieve the sustainable
building practices as advocated. LCA can be useful in the
design stage of the building to assess the potential
environmental impacts that may result from particular design
decisions or choices. If LCA is used in or during the design
phase it will allow comparison of materials before deciding
(such as: comparing two types of skirting; timber and
aluminum, or ceramic flooring). Being able to compare
different materials before making specification will mean that
the product with less environmental impacts will be chosen.
This means that the materials being compared against each
other should or will be assessed across their entire life cycle. In
this instance, natural resources; such as timber amongst others
will be taken into consideration in the selection of materials.
The manufacturing or processing or raw materials used in the
production of building materials will also be considered; the
impact of the materials while they are part of the buildings and
the maintenance that will be require within the lifespan of the
building. Lastly, LCA will assist to determine if building
materials can be reused, or be recycled after demolition and
how they will impact the environment. For example; if timber
skirting is to be part of the waste that is going to be incinerated
how much does timber contribute to greenhouse gas emissions?
However, it may be fairly difficult to assess -if none at all- all
the environmental impacts associated with a material and then
only realise them after the building has been built.
However, the awareness and use of LCA in the
construction sector is fairly low; a study by Khasreen et al. [7]
found that there is lack of an internationally comparable and
agreed data inventory and assessment methodology that is a
major obstacle to the application of LCA within the building
industry. Overall, LCA of buildings is less advanced than in
other industries. The currently available datasets for building
products are typically not transparent, and most of them are
based on local and simple materials but not components or
composites. While Kohler and Mofatt [8], inform that LCA of
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V. LESSON LEARNT
This study assesses the level of awareness and usage of
LCA in the building construction sector and how the LCA
methodology can assist to achieve sustainable building
practices in the built environment. The lesson learned from the
review of literature were:

VI. CONCLUSION
This study set out to determine the awareness level of the
usage of LCA in the building construction sector and how the
LCA methodology can assist to achieve sustainable building
practices in the built environment. It was found from the extant
review of literature that LCA evaluates the total life cycle of a
product, from -cradle to grave- i.e. from the extraction of raw
materials to the disposal of the product. Also, it was established
that the concept –cradle to grave- is referred to as life cycle
assessment, which is developed as one of the tools to help
reduce the impact of a product on the environment by looking
holistically at the life of such a product and thereby
encouraging and informing better alternative ways and
materials to reach the product with fewer amounts of
environmental impacts.

1. The level of awareness of LCA in the building
construction industry is still at its infant stage and not
totally embraced by the entire construction sector;
2. Also, the literature review revealed that there is lack
of an internationally comparable and agreed data
inventory and assessment methodology that is a
major obstacle to the application of LCA within the
building industry;
3. Also, it was discovered that LCA of buildings is less
advanced than in other industries and that

Furthermore, the study found that the level of awareness of
the usage of LCA in the building construction industry is still at
its infant stage and not totally embraced by the entire
construction sector. Also, the study found that the use of LCA
in the building sector will ensure a great reduction in the
environmental impacts of buildings and thereby less harm from
building construction activities to human and habitat life,
thereby ensuring the sustainability of buildings. This is as a
result of the fact that sustainable development is now closely
studied and implemented as a tool to reduce environmental
impacts. Hence, one such tool is LCA, which enables
sustainability of buildings to be seen in each and every its
stages.

4. The currently available datasets for building products
are typically not transparent, and most of them are
based on local and simple materials but not
components or composites.
5. LCA of the built environment is difficult to apply as
the focus of the current LCA exposure in the building
industry is increasingly on carrying out a more
general analysis of the built environment than on
specific parts which will improve the industry;
6. Also, a complete LCA is not affordable in
construction projects unless it is integrated with other
tools such as quantity surveying or energy simulation.
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come until economical recycling options are in full scale.
These voluminous generated wastes are however, often very
bulky and occupy significant dumping space; with the
challenges of fast filling up waste sites, disposal land is
becoming a whole new and huge problem as CDW continues
to affect the aesthetics of surroundings and constitute a
nuisance to the environment when openly piled. It is a close to
normal experience that in large projects, heavy mountains of
CDW are stacked on roads resulting in air congestion from
particles and dust as well as traffic disruption and congestion
[2]. For these and similar reasons, it is imperative that proper
management of CDW is given a closer look such that it should
be seen as a useful resource converted from waste to wealth. In
South Africa where land for disposal purposes are scarce,
environmental concerns are on the high and small scale
businesses are clamored for; CDW recycling, reuse,
reclamation and transformation should be seen as an
opportunity for a greener and resourceful approach towards
environmental, economic and social benefits. The conversion
of waste to wealth alongside the preservation of the
environment and conservation of rapidly depleting natural
resources, invariably securing the health state of inhabitants is
key to sustainable beneficial outcomes. As recorded by [3]
increasing
population,
industrial
and
infrastructure
development increases strains on already depleting natural
resources used as construction materials which consequently
heighten the stress on CDW disposal challenges in landfills.
These challenges as explained by [4] resulting from massive
concrete wastes in construction of new structures and
demolition of old ones contributes to environmental and
ecological issues. The recycling and reuse of waste aggregates
from CDW can be harnessed to ease the pressure both on
scarce resources and on waste disposal sites. Cheap and
appropriate technology can be utilized in recycling CDW
particularly concrete and masonry waste by sorting, crushing
and sieving into recycled materials. This conversion process of
waste into a useful resource can be utilized as aggregates for
buildings and roads. The skepticism of the public towards
recycled CDW can be relaxed by setting up producer targeted
product quality and ensuring a minimum quality requirement
for users. This can be achieved by initiating and adopting
quality standards for recycled aggregate and concrete materials
[2].

Abstract— Population growth, industrialization and infrastructure
development have continued to result in large amounts of
construction and demolition waste (CDW) been dumped in landfills.
The various enormous construction, demolition, remodeling,
restructuring, renovation and repairs on domestic and industrial
buildings as well as projects on infrastructure growth generate vast
amounts of CDW considered low risk but of high volume. In South
Africa and other African countries, CDW often ends up in landfills
for lack of feasible recycling and reuse options. Considering the
quantity of CDW insistently generated, it is expected that these
wastes are converted to wealth if appreciated as useful resource for
energy recovery, recycling or reuse. The need for recycling and reuse
alternatives have increased in recent years with pressing concerns on
the impacts of landfill disposal of CDW on the environment and
human health. Irrespective of growing concerns, it is clear that
landfilling will remain the main waste management disposal system
for CDW in the foreseeable future. Hence, the study pinpoints the
importance of recycling and reusing CDW towards beneficial
outcomes. CDW can be profitably harnessed if properly sorted,
crushed and sieved using the cheapest appropriate technology
possible for concrete works. If well established, recycling and reuse
alternatives can be efficiently implemented by incorporation into
concrete technology with keen eyes for low cost housing schemes for
social benefits.
Keywords Landfill, Construction and Demolition Waste,
Recycling, Appropriate technology

I.

INTRODUCTION

Continued developmental projects i.e., buildings, roads,
dams, bridges, demolition of old structures and construction of
new ones results in massive generation of CDW around the
world. In developing countries such as South Africa and other
African states, these activities are constantly on the rise thereby
constituting a significant amount of generated solid waste often
disposed in landfills for difficulties of optional handling
measures. Waste from construction and demolition activities
are often considered low risk to the health of inhabitants and
the environment. In recent times however, the co-disposal of
CDW with other hazardous elements from construction and
demolition of structures with toxic chemical demanding
operations have increased health concerns. South Africa
generates 41,000 tons of solid waste daily as recorded by [1]
which includes large amounts of CDW. South Africa will
continue to depend on the landfilling system for a long time to
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II.

infrastructure developmental projects amongst other uses of
land have drastically increased the cost and unavailability of
land for disposal purposes as recorded by [2]. Waste
transformation and reclamation or recycling and reuse have
become a vital management approach requiring cheap and
appropriate technology for sustainable benefits. This approach
outside the pressing challenges associated with management of
CDW, supports the initiation of reuse and recycling measures
towards reduced pressures on depleting raw materials, reduced
conveyance/transportation cost, improved profits/benefits and
reduced environmental and human health impact. Furthermore,
rapidly depleting natural resources of conventional aggregate
has warranted the adoption of recycling and reuse alternative
technology. As noted by [7] appropriate technology can help
conserve natural resources by reducing excessive demand and
providing
greener
approaches
and
optional
construction/building materials as products of recycling. In this
light, it is clear that from insistent waste generation and
increasing environmental concerns, recycling of CDW
materials can be harnessed within the building/construction
industry with the cheapest technology possible for sustainable
profitable outcomes.

CHARACTERIZATION OF CDW

A. CDW Categorization
Categorizing CDW may be a complex process as it differs
from place to place considering the myriad materials used in
the building and construction industry across the globe.
However, CDW materials may be generally categorized into a
few major and minor components as shown in Table 1.
Nevertheless, CDW have been further characterized by [5] into
6 categories as shown in Figure 1. The proper management of
CDW has become dire in recent times as such, involves a
number of systematic approach towards beneficial ends.
Table 1 Major and minor categories of CDW components

Major components
Bricks

Concrete
Mortar (i.e., plasters, putties,
pastes, gels, seals etc)
Rubble
Wood (i.e., planks, plywood,
logs etc)
Aggregates (i.e., coarse and
fine)
Steel (i.e., roof sheets,
railings, frames, bars etc)

Minor components
Panels (i.e., laminated,
wooden etc)
Pipes (i.e., plastic, iron etc)
Tapes
Fixtures and fittings (i.e.,
switches, insulators etc)
Paints

III. HANDLING OF CDW

Glass panes

A. CDW Collection and Conveyance
The collection and conveyance of CDW debris requires
certain plants and equipment depending the weight and volume
been dealt with. However, CDW are often heavy and bulky
especially where major construction projects are concerned.
This call for CDW to be stored in skips and then skip lifters
fitted with hydraulic crane system should be utilized for
efficient and quick removal effects. In some cases, trailers are
used and then tractors can be utilized to facilitate hastened
CDW conveyance. In instances where heavy voluminous
materials are to be conveyed, front-end loaders together with
tipper trucks may be utilized such that loading and offloading
is promptly done.

Tiles

B. CDW Storage and Separation
From site visits, it was found out that CDW are best and
mostly stored in piles at the generation source. As such, if
littered around or idly dumped on access roads they tend to
obstruct traffic leading to congestion as well as constituent
nuisance to the public among other risks of environmental
pollution. Proper barricades are often required to keep the
waste materials in safe and orderly manner not appearing
ghastly to the public. With respect to separation of CDW
materials, this can be done at the generation source during
construction or demolition activities by selecting and
processing the materials to remove unwanted components. As
stated by [2] separation at the waste generation source is
considered most efficient considering time, cost and energy
conservation benefits. The in-situ separation of CDW into
different waste components i.e., structural building materials,
road and paving materials, intact parts and site sweep-out is
crucial as it facilitates the conservation of time and energy as
well as aid the identification of waste materials to be
transformed to useful resources. In other cases, a more

Figure 1 Characterization of CDW from building material
components categorized into 6 culled from [5]

Hence, CDW management relates to appropriate storage,
collection and transportation, recovery and recycling,
processing, reusing and disposal of the reused product in ways
with little or no consequential impacts on human and
environmental health and conforms to all required standardized
considerations as noted by [6]. It is also noted that due to the
myriad building and construction methods as well as the
diverse building materials around the globe together with
different environmental protection regulations, management
approaches are bound to vary from place to place.
B. CDW Recycling and Reuse Alternatives
Considering the weight and volume of CDW often
generated from associated activities, its disposal poses a
number of challenges; as it is mostly unsuitable to be discarded
by either composting or incineration. Then again, the
increasing population
growth,
industrialization
and
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and slabs among other structural elements with less
complexity. The conversion of this waste to wealth in various
forms promotes sustainable beneficial outcomes by saving land
used as disposal sites and easing the pressures on scarce natural
resources while creating job opportunities for locals as well as
creating avenues for small scale businesses to thrive. Whereas
fixed plants are specially designed to execute the crushing,
screening and purification processes all at ago with the
products having the highest quality. However, certain factors
are considered when setting up a fixed recycling plant namely:
site and plant location, road and plant accessibility, land space
availability, availability of weigh stage and availability storage
space among other things. Figure 2a and b shows the view of a
CDW management setup with crushers and skippers/containers
as culled from [9].

specialized separation approach is needed to ensure the
salvaging, reusing and recycling of certain materials such as;
ceiling boards, plasters, plastics, frames, fittings and fixtures,
cables, ducts, pipes, glass etc., prior to demolition such that
recycled products will conform to required specifications and
standards.
C. CDW Disposal
Apart from the density and volume of CDW which poses a
disposal problem, it is mostly a non-degradable waste type as
such is considered inert as no chemical or bio-chemical
contamination is expected when disposed thereby, leaving no
consequential impact on the environment or on human health.
In recent times however, concerns are been raised with respect
to the co-deposition of CDW with other chemical containing
building/construction waste i.e., Chromated Copper Arsenate
(CCA) treated materials, paints and other heavy chemical
contaminants used in construction and demolition activities;
which have been found to have consequential impacts on the
environment and human health by contaminating air, soil,
surface and groundwater systems. In fast developing countries
like South Africa where enormous amounts of CDW are
constantly generated and disposed in landfills, utmost efforts
should be made to recycle and reuse these waste materials such
that waste becomes transformed to wealth for sustainable social
and economical benefits.

Figure 2 (a) View of a CDW management setup as per [9]

IV. 4 GENERAL DISCUSSIONS ON CDW
A. Concrete as Major CDW Component
There are concrete from structural elements of building
having reinforced concrete and also mass non-reinforced
concrete used in foundation construction. In construction
activities, top soil, clay, sand and gravel are excavated and
these materials may be reused/recycled for use as raw building
materials, sub base layers in road construction, liners in landfill
construction, backfills on completion of construction at the
same site or ground fills in recaptured land for future
development [2]. Concrete and masonry waste recycling
approach involves crushing larger debris to specified particle
sizes. As indicated by [2] plants and equipments for processing
demolition waste differ by virtue of sizes, mobility, type of
crusher and separation method. Three types of recycling plants
have been identified by [8] namely; mobile, semi-mobile and
fixed plants; where in the mobile plant the waste material is
crushed and screened with ferrous impurities extracted by
magnetic separation method. The crusher is usually transported
to operation site where selected suitable non-contaminated
concrete or masonry waste can be processed to meet specified
standards. In the case of the semi mobile plant, contaminated
components are manually separated by hand with the final
product also undergoing screening with the extraction of
ferrous impurities achieved by the magnetic method. It is
believed that the end product from the semi-plant has higher
quality than that of the mobile plant as recorded by [2]. Out of
the 41,000 tons of solid waste generated in South Africa daily,
a huge portion of it constitutes CDW composed of concrete and
masonry materials disposed in landfills which ideally can be
recycled and reused in the building industry in forms of blocks

Figure 2 (b) View of a mobile crusher and skippers/containers as
per [9]

B. CDW Applications
Recycled CDW as coarse or fine aggregates can be utilized
as bulk and backfill materials, sub base material in road and
pavement construction, landfill liners, canal lining, fills in land
reclamation and drainage projects as well as in the production
of new concrete with less structural complexities [2].
Considering ongoing concerns on environmental protection, it
must be ensured that materials in direct contact with the earth
as fillers are free of contaminants to avoid risk of soil, surface
and groundwater contamination. Well recycled CDW
aggregates are widely incorporated as sub base layers in road
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groundwater reserves from CDW generated leachate at
landfills or dump sites. Thus, if such illegally practices are not
checked it could attract more illegal disposal of other types of
waste i.e., conventional municipal waste, industrial waste and
in worst cases hazardous waste which will increase the impact
to the site as well as incur more cost during future clean up
processes. Open burning of demolition waste is discouraged as
it poses major health concerns from air pollution as plastic,
treated wood, insulation foam and painted materials among
others releases toxic fumes, ash and sooth residue when burnt.
In contact with water, leachate is formed from the ashes which
can consequentially impact groundwater [10].

and pavement construction. Demolition activities result in
masonry and brick waste which when proper recycled are
mixed with cement, mortar or lime to activate its properties and
used as a new material. They are often used as building
materials or in the construction of road and drainage layers or
in mechanical soil stabilization as a result of its inert nature.
Recycling of tiles and other ceramic materials undergo similar
processes as masonry and brick materials and are usually
mixed together to form the recycled product. In the case of
metal waste, it is often generated from demolition activities and
collected in forms of pipes, light sheets, wires and metal
fittings, reinforcement bars in the concrete etc., which are
easily separated by magnetic process and melted. Materials
made of aluminium are easily recovered without contamination
and are sold to recyclers. In cases where wood is recovered in
good state as frames, windows, doors, beams, roofing
members, partitions etc., they are easily cleaned up and reused.
Nevertheless, there are instances where wood is treated with
chemicals (CCA) to prevent fungi and termite attacks. In such
an instance, proper disposal methods must be ensured. High
quality waste wood members have high market value for reuse
in flooring and furniture while lower quality wood waste can
be recycled or in very common cases, burnt for energy
recovery. As noted by [2] wood scrap can be mechanically
shredded in-situ and sorted for metal scraps i.e., joints, screws,
nails, clips etc., using magnetic separation method which can
eventually be used as fuel energy source. Other applications
can include its use in the manufacture of fiber, laminated and
press boards. In road works, asphalt placement and
scarification results in bituminous materials which when
recycled in an asphalt plant by hot or cold mixing methods can
be reused thereby saving cost, asphalt material, energy and
constituent materials. Smaller waste materials i.e., paper,
plastic etc., can be easily recovered and treated/recycled for use
as emphasized by [2].

V. CONCLUSIONS
CDW will continually be disposed in landfills as the
primary form of waste management in South Africa and other
countries in the foreseeable future till economic recycling and
reuse options are initiated. The study has therefore highlighted
the significant importance of recycling CDW towards
sustainable social, economic and environmental benefits. In
light of this, the following conclusions were reached:

C. Environmental Implication of CDW
There are always significant environmental implications in
any construction project observed from the extraction of raw
materials, energy consumption in transportation and production
processes, production of massive byproducts which could lead
to consequential effects on the health state of inhabitants and
the environment. As earlier noted, disposal of CDW has
become a major concern present times as improper and illegal
disposal practices are engaged by some building owners, waste
haulers and demolition contractors avoiding transportation
costs and tipping charges at waste disposal facilities. As
recorded by [2] illegal disposition of CDW end up in gravel
pits, water logged areas, farm land and open dumps. This
practice poses a high risk of soil, surface and groundwater
contamination from trace amounts of hazardous constituents
present in the waste body [10]. A higher threat of
environmental contamination may result from the buildup of
trace amounts of hazardous constituents i.e., heavy metals,
chemical and organic compounds present in substances applied
to construction materials e.g., CCA treated materials or by the
improper disposal of residues or bulk chemicals in the waste
bodies. Ground water quality may also be degraded resulting
from significantly high concentrations of generally non-toxic
chemicals i.e., Na+, Cl+ NH3+ ions that may migrate to

i.

That CDW can be transformed from waste to wealth
using very cheap appropriate technology with
significantly low or no environmental impact at all.

ii.

That recycling and reuse of CDW normally disposed
in landfills or openly dumped will reduce the stress on
presently scarce and costly land as well as the strain
on already depleting natural reserves.

iii.

The illegal and improper disposal of CDW can over
time lead to environmental pollution particularly with
respect to migrating leachate containing hazardous
constituents as a result of co-deposition cases.

iv.

The need for recycling and reuse of CDW is in a dire
state and requires immediate action particularly for a
fast growing country like South Africa as this will
promote sustainable beneficial outcomes for locals,
mushroom industries and businesses towards social,
economic and environmental benefits.

In a nutshell, from the quantity of CDW continually
generated it is only normal that these wastes are converted to
useful resources in energy recovery, recycling or reutilization.
Considering that the need for recycling and reuse options have
increased lately over rising concerns on the impacts of
landfilling of CDW on the environment and human health, a
crucial paradigm shift is expected. It is however noted that,
regardless of growing concerns landfilling will remain the main
waste management disposal system for CDW until a drastic
and feasible recycling and reuse option is adopted with
particular interest in developing Africa. As such, the paper
pinpointed the relevance of recycling and reusing CDW
towards beneficial outcomes as this can be profitably harnessed
using the cheapest appropriate technology possible.
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sustainability of buildings. In buildings, the IEQ depends
mainly on three main parameters includes thermal comfort,
visual comfort and air quality [1]. Each of these parameters
depend also on some related measureable factors. For example,
the thermal comfort parameter depends on three main factors
including temperature, humidity, and air velocity, while the
indoor air quality parameter depends on many factors including
carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2). In addition,
visual comfort depends mainly on light intensity inside the
building. Measuring these factors and parameters helps in
evaluating the IEQ in buildings.

Abstract— Indoor environmental quality (IEQ) has become one

of the major aspects considered in the buildings’ design. IEQ
deals with providing a healthy and comfortable indoor
environment, reducing indoor pollutants, and improving the
factors that enhance the quality of indoor environment. Most of
international sustainability rating systems such as LEED,
NABERS, Green Star and Green Globes consider IEQ as a key
perspective for evaluating and developing sustainable buildings.
Educational buildings include large number of people which
increase the need to provide appropriate IEQ. Accordingly, there
is a critical need to frequently assess IEQ in this type of buildings
in order to maintain the satisfactory level of IEQ and improve
the educational environment. This paper aims to develop a
framework for assessing and improving the IEQ of educational
buildings in Saudi Arabia through measuring the IEQ
parameters and integrating these results with building
information modeling (BIM). The key parameters for IEQ
considered in this study includes thermal comfort, indoor air
quality, and visual comfort. The first IEQ parameter has been
measured by ComfortSense system. This system identifies the
thermal comfort according to many standards including EN
13182, ISO 7726, and ASHRAE 55, through measuring the
temperature, humidity, air velocity, and operative temperature.
The second and third IEQ parameters (indoor air quality and
visual comfort) have been measured by indoor air quality meter
and light meter, respectively. The IEQ parameters data are
integrated with BIM model in order to track the IEQ problems,
and to develop IEQ history over time. By using the proposed
framework, the IEQ can be tracked and improved. The IEQ
assessment framework has been implemented on educational
building in Saudi Arabia as a case study to validate the process
and to perform the necessary modifications and improvements.

The importance of maintaining acceptable quality of indoor
environment in buildings is to provide healthy and comfortable
environment inside the building. This importance increases in
public building such as educational buildings. According to
U.S General Accounting Office [2] educational buildings,
unlike other buildings, are seen as particularly likely to have
environmental deficiencies because of shortages in funding
which can contribute to inadequate operation and proper
maintenance. The quality of indoor environment in educational
buildings is a public concern because it is usually include large
number of people in limited area and also the people spend a
lot of time inside these buildings. In addition, the quality of
indoor environment contributing in the learning performance of
pupils [4, 5]. Lee et al. (2012), confirmed this relationship
between IEQ and learning performance through studying this
relationship in university teaching rooms through subjective
assessments and objective measurements and concluded that
there was a good correlation between learning performance and
IEQ [6]. Poor and compromised IEQ is thought to have bad
influence on learning and academic activities [7]. Mendell and
Heath (2005), also stated that an adverse environmental
condition can impaired the learning process and performance
of the students and this can have both immediate and lifelong
effects for the students and the society at large [8]. Also,
Polidori et al. (2013) postulated that students are prone to
health hazards related to poor IEQ [9]. Thereby, the quality of
indoor environment should be maintained in this type of
buildings in order to facilitate learning activities [10].

Keywords— IEQ, Environment, BIM, Thermal comfort, Visual
comfort, Building

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) is one of the major
issues that should be considered in developing sustainable
buildings. IEQ of buildings is a result of the interaction
between several factors such as the external climate, the
buildings' elements, the region, and the user behavior. Most of
sustainability rating systems such as LEED, NABERS, Green
Star and Green Globes cannot ignore IEQ during assessing the

BIM technology is a latest and promising approach in the
AEC (architecture, engineering and construction) industry
which is gradually gaining acceptance of clients, architects,
engineers and designers as the innovative process of generating
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to provide a proper visual comfort causes negative impact of
the students’ academic performance [19].

and managing building data during its lifecycle. This
sophisticated technology is both a visually accurate model of a
building and a database for recording the breadth of
information developed and associated with building
components. This technology offers a platform for enhanced
interdisciplinary collaboration, the capability to manage
changes, and the ability to extend information support
throughout the building lifecycle [11]. In a BIM, elements are
virtual simulations of building components. A column exists as
a column, a wall exists as a wall and all objects have identity
and attributes. As a data application, BIM can track the types
and quantities of materials, equipment and spaces. Marzouk et
al, (2010) described BIM technology as a software that allows
the physical and functional characteristics of a facility to be
modeled digitally [12]. This technology helps in integrating
different facility within a 3D model. Jung and Joo (2011) in
their work have developed a framework that integrates some
facilities into the model. Among what was integrated were
geometric data, non-geometric data and some others
applications [13]. This paper aims to develop a framework that
uses BIM for assessing and improving the IEQ in educational
buildings that suffering from extreme weather condition in
Saudi Arabia. Maintaining adequate IEQ improves the learning
performance through providing healthy and comfortable
environment.

BIM provides a very powerful tool that can be used for
tracking the IEQ problems and achieving better IEQ
assessment. Marzouk and Abdelaty (2012) proposed the
application of BIM into asset management [20]. They have
developed a semi-automated inspection system using a wireless
sensor network and data were obtained for temperature, gas,
humidity and others and were incorporated into BIM-based
model. Their proposed model helps the asset manager to
predict the location of any future problem of the facility.
Marzouk and Abdelaty (2013) also used the wireless sensor
network to obtain different parameters indicating the level of
thermal comfort in different subways and imported it into BIM
model to detect the location of poor environment quality [21].
III. IEQ ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Assessment and improving the IEQ of educational
buildings facilitate the learning process and reducing the
related hazards as a result of poor IEQ. The proposed
framework in this study tracks the IEQ in the educational
buildings through data obtained from different measurements.
This data is incorporated into a BIM model framework in
order to detect the immediate and future threats. Fig.1 shows
the main components for this framework. The following
subsections describe the main framework components.

II. BACKGROUND
The quality of indoor environment of a building affects the
comfort, health and productivity of the occupants [14]. A poor
quality of indoor environment will lead to an unhealthy
environment in buildings [3]. The need to ensure proper IEQ
increases in educational buildings. Thermal comfort is one of
the key parameters of IEQ. Schoer and Shaffran (1973)
conducted a research to assess the performance of students in
classrooms with and without air-condition [15]. They
concluded that providing a suitable temperature in classrooms
helps students to achieve better performance. For similar
purpose, Witterseh et al. (2002), set up a controlled laboratory
to assess the occupant performance based on standardized
tasks, symptoms, and perceived performance using a
questionnaire, in association with specific temperature ranging
from 22-26-30oC, with absolute humidity and other factors
kept constant [16]. They found that increased eye, nose, throat
irritation and headache intensity happened at a higher
temperature. Ventilation plays a major role in maintaining
thermal comfort, thereby, inadequate ventilation will increase
carbon dioxide concentration which also have adverse effects
on respiratory system [6]. Fang et al (2002) used a controlled
field lab setting, with 30 female subjects and exposed them to
280-min sessions at different combinations of ventilation rate
[17]. They concluded that fatigue, headache and difficulty in
thinking were results of poor indoor ventilation, also, there is a
decreased productivity of the subjects. Furthermore, ambient
concentration of carbon dioxide predicted daily absenteeism in
schools, based on a multivariate analysis controlling for
weather and other confounders using auto regression analysis
[18]. They further specified that when carbon dioxide
increases, absence rate increases 3.79 and 13.01%. In addition,
low visual comfort is a vital problem in poor IEQ [3]. Failure

Fig. 1. Components of IEQ assessment framework
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consumption of the building. Light meter (shown in Fig. 2c)
has been used to measure the amount of light inside the
building. This tool calculates the luminous intensity in lux or
foot-candles units.

A. Thermal Comfort
The human body has a very effective system of regulating
the temperature according to the surrounding environment [7].
Katafygiotou and Serghides, identified different means by
which occupants exchange heat with the environment via heat
transfer or convection, by radiation from human body to the
surrounding environment and vice versa [3]. Steemers et al.
(1992) highlighted some factors that influence thermal
comfort of occupants, which was categorized into
environmental and personal factors. The environmental factors
are the air temperature, the air relative humidity and the air
velocity. The personal factors are metabolic rate and the
insulation through clothing [22].

D. External Database
IEQ assessment framework depends on frequent
measuring for IEQ parameters and its factors over time. The
measured data is be stored in external database that should be
able to be integrated with BIM model. Microsoft Access has
been used to in the proposed framework as an external
database. This database tool has the ability to link with BIM
model that developed via Revit software through Revit DB
link. Revit DB link maintains a relationship between a BIMRevit model and Microsoft Access and ODBC (Open
Database Connectivity) database. This tool helps in exporting
BIM model data to the database, make changes to the data,
and import it back into the model.

Thermal comfort is one of the most important parameters
of the IEQ that has been defined by different standard such as
ISO 7730 (1994) and ASHRAE 55 (2010), as the state of mind
that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment in
which it is located [23, 24]. These standard gives conditions
for obtaining thermal comfort under thermal equilibrium
between the human body and its environments [1].
Accordingly, thermal comfort has been considered as one of
the main component of the proposed IEQ assessment
framework in this study.

The IEQ assessment framework exports the BIM data to
the external database using Revit DB link. The database
displays BIM model information in a tabular view that can be
edited before import it again. Thermal, air, and visual data
have been inserted in the external database through creating
new Revit parameters by adding new fields for those
parameters in the related tables. Any changes made to these
new fields within the database will update the developed new
Revit parameters upon future imports. The dynamic data
exchange between the external database and BIM model helps
in achieving IEQ assessment over time.

ComfortSense system (shown in Fig. 2a) has been used to
measure the thermal comfort data required to the IEQ
assessment framework. The ComfortSense system is a tool for
indoor climate studies which can be used for measuring the
thermal comfort through multi-point measurement of thermal
comfort factors. It is a multichannel system for measurement
humidity, air temperature, air velocity, and operative
temperature. Accordingly, the system measuring the thermal
comfort factors and identifying the thermal comfort level in
accordance with EN 13182, ISO 7726, ISO 7730, ASHRAE
55 and ASHRAE 113 [25].
B. Air quality
Indoor air quality is a subset of indoor environmental
quality which as carbon dioxides (CO2) as its major indicator.
Air quality can be regarded as ‘harmless’ if CO2 levels are
below 1000 ppm, ‘elevated’ if between 1000 and 2000 ppm
and ‘hygienically unacceptable’ if its above 2000 ppm [26].
Marzouk and Abdelaty (2013) stated that particulate matters
(PM10 and PM2.5) can also be used to measure the degree of
indoor air quality [21]. Park and Ha (2008) observed the
indoor air quality by monitoring the concentration of PM10,
PM2.5, Carbon dioxide and Carbon monoxide [27]. Indoor air
quality meter (shown in Fig. 2b) has been used as a tool to
measure the indoor air quality as a part of IEQ. This tool used
to check indoor air quality in office buildings, laboratories,
and anywhere that levels of carbon dioxide is a concern.

(a)

C. Visual comfort
Visual comfort depends primarily on the lighting conditions
of the indoor environment. When there is poor glare
phenomenon, the ability to see objects will be reduced. The
adequacy and the distribution of the lighting depend on the
geometry of the windows and of the space. Also, the proper
management of lighting directly affects the energy

(b)

ComfortSense system

Indoor air quality meter

(c) Light meter

Fig. 2. Measurement equipment of IEQ parameters
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E. IEQ Tracking
This part of IEQ framework starts with inserting the
standard values for the IEQ parameters to the database. After
that, the updated database with all new Revit parameters data
should be imported to the BIM model. Accordingly, the
framework then can determining the IEQ situation by
comparing the measured IEQ parameters data with the
standards values. Consequently, the BIM model identifies the
type of IEQ problem, the position of poor IEQ, and also
provides IEQ history over time for each position in the BIM
model. Furthermore, the proposed framework can be used also
for thermal simulation and energy analysis through linking the
database with other BIM software such as Ecotect and Green
Building Studio. According to IEQ assessment results, some
treatments can be done to address the IEQ problems and
insuring sufficient IEQ.
IV.

(b)

Fig. 3. Sample of IEQ measurements

CASE STUDY

The measurement procedure starts with identifying the
probes locations and room dimensions. In educational
buildings, the measurement locations should cover the places
that include large number of people such as classrooms. In
addition, the measurement process should be done in different
situations for a building such as measuring at different times
during a day and when classrooms are empty and full of
students. The building of college of engineering in King Saud
University has been selected to implement the proposed
framework. The probes were located in several classrooms and
labs in the building. A sample of IEQ measurements shown in
Figure 3 (a) and (b). These results come also in a table format
that can easily transferred to the database. The IEQ parameters
and their factors has been considered in BIM model as new
parameters as shown in Figure 4. The BIM model with new
parameters has been integrated with the database that includes
the measured data (Figure 5). Accordingly, the framework be
able to track the IEQ and achieve their purposes through
comparing the measured data with the allowable values of IEQ
parameters as discussed in the previous sections.

(a)

Temperature- sample measurement

Fig. 4. Developing new IEQ parameters in Revit

Air velocity- sample measurement

Fig. 5. Figure 5. Integrating BIM model with database
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V.

CONCLUSION

Tracking and improving the quality of indoor environment
in educational building help in providing healthy environment
and improving the educational performance. This research
provides a framework to integrate the indoor environmental
quality data into BIM model to detect and track the indoor
environment problems. BIM is a technology that is enriched
with visualization capabilities
and
interdisciplinary
information, this very useful in tracking and monitoring
environmental process of the model. The proposed BIM-IEQ
framework will help the educational authority and other
stakeholder in monitoring the conditions of IEQ parameters at
any section and at any time. Furthermore, this framework can
be used also as a tool for thermal simulation and energy
analysis for the building depending on the measured data that
included in BIM model.
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Bushfires and its implication on water supplies in
Victoria, Australia
Muhammed A Bhuiyan, Nira Jayasuriya and Michael J Schneider
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conditions. Two climatic phenomena that are thought to
increase the risk of fire are the El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO). These
phenomena make the Australian climate warmer and drier than
average [4]. References [5-6] stated that during an „El Nino‟
phase the inland eastern side of Australia will have
temperatures higher than average with precipitation being
lower than average, while a „La Nina‟ phase will consist of
temperatures lower than average with precipitation that is
higher than average.

Abstract — Australian bushfires have the ability to change the
catchment landscape quickly and dramatically. These changes
yet can lead to significant changes in both quantity and quality of
water yielded. This investigation was conducted to determine the
climatic conditions that lead to major bushfires and the response
of catchments in Victoria. This was achieved by investigating the
Dartmouth, Corryong and Buchan catchments that were burnt
out during the 2003 Alpine bushfire.
Two main climatic patterns El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) play a
major role in controlling the weather in eastern Australia. Both
negative ENSO and positive IPO tend to exhibit hot drier periods
and vice versa. It was found that the bulk of major bushfires
occurred during periods of positive IPO and negative ENSO.
However the relationship between IPO and ENSO was not strong
enough to predict the occurrence of bushfire. Following bushfire
the streamflow typically increases due to the reduction in
evapotranspiration for 1 to 5 years, followed by a reduction as
the forest regrows for 20 to 30 years, then returns to pre fire
levels in 120 to 150 years. The magnitude of this reduction
though varies widely depending on the type of vegetation, the age
of the vegetation and severity of the fire would have profound
impact. A recent model was used to predict the changes in
streamflow and compared to actual changes that had occurred in
the years following the fire. It was found that many measures of
water quality like turbidity, nitrogen, phosphorus, suspended
solids and nitrate levels have deteriorated significantly. It was
found that the probability of exceedance of a critical value for the
majority of the measures increased following the fires. Changes
in water quality have the ability to make water supplies unfit for
household purpose. Water authorities though have certain
measures they can undertake measures that can be taken before,
during and after the fires.Keywords—component; formatting;
style; styling; insert (key words)

Reference [7] found a strong relationship existed between
the ENSO and the calculated fire risk in Victoria. Similar
research by [8] into eight sites across Australia found that at the
majority of sites, with the strongest results occurring in south
east Australia that a more severe season of fire danger exists,
with twice as many days with high fire danger occurring, when
the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is negative compared to
when it is positive. This conclusion that a negative SOI leads to
increased fire danger now appears to be the general consensus.
Reference [9] explains that when the IPO is in positive
range temperatures warmer than average can be expected and
vice versa in Australia. The IPO has also been found to be
related to the ENSO. Reference [9] states that the IPO
modulates inter-annual ENSO related climate variability over
Australia due to strong link between ENSO and positive IPO
events. Reference [10] similarly found that during positive IPO
events the occurrence of intense El Nino events is more regular
which as discussed have a high correlation with producing
drought conditions leading to worse bushfire conditions.
Therefore many researchers believe that a positive IPO event
matched with an El Nino or positive Southern Oscillation can
be an indicator that a serious risk of bushfire could occur
during the summer season ahead. Reference [4] investigated
this theory and found that most of the serious bushfires that
have occurred in Canberra over the last century correspond
with a positive IPO and positive SOI.

Keywords – bushfires, Victoria; ENSO; IPO; streamflow; water
quality; stormwater.

I. INTRODUCTION

As can be seen above there appears to be a strong
connection between the climate and certain climate phenomena
and the bushfire risk and the actual occurrence of bushfires.
This study will focus on the occurrence of bushfires in Vitoria
and determine if there is a correlation with IPO and ENSO. If a
correlation did exist this would allow authorities to introduce
measures in seasons that are expected to be of high bushfire
threat to protect important water resources or attempt to
minimize the impacts that could result from bushfires occurring
in catchments.

Landscape altering bushfires are common place on the east
coast of Australia. Bushfires are occurring during periods of
high daily temperatures, high wind and low relative humidity.
The inextricable link between bushfires and climate has been
shown by many researchers throughout the years including [13]. While the links between temperature, precipitation and
humidity have been proven by all these researchers, this is of
limited value if one is unable to predict when these conditions
will occur. Recent research therefore has been into what
weather phenomena are responsible for producing these
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it was developed with. Similarly under some conditions, that is
when the catchment has 100% mixed species, the model
predicts an increase in runoff in the short and long terms.
Reference [13] explains that [15]‟s research findings that some
catchments while having large portions of regrowth did not
have significant reductions in streamflow could be attributed to
other factors like the researcher didn‟t have access to a
complete data set when he was conducting his investigations.
Reference [13] also believed that climatic variability could also
be masking the true changes that were occurring in streamflow
data. These criticisms and the availability of more complete
data sets were the basis for further investigations.

Recent history has shown us that these fires quite often
threaten major cities with recent bushfires threatening Sydney
in 2001, Canberra in 2003 and Melbourne in 2009. The effect
of these bushfires on the catchments that supply water for these
capital cities are of great concern for governments and water
authorities alike. This concern raised by bushfires is greater
when the majority of the city‟s water is sourced from forested
catchments. An example of this being Melbourne where almost
100% of the city‟s water for more than four million people is
sourced from forested catchments.
Bushfires can result in the reduction of catchment
vegetation and lead to increased catchment pollution from the
ash and burnt litter generated by the fire [11]. This can result in
changes to the water yield that is obtained from the catchment.
This usually consists of an initial increase followed by a
substantial decrease in the water yielded [12]. Along with this
water turbidity and ion concentrations within the water can
increase [4]. This presents a major concern for the reliability
and drinkability of water being supplied to cities.

When further data became available, [13] believed that
reassessment of earlier research was important. Reference [13]
similarly to [15] focussed his study on Mountain Ash forests as
against Mixed Species Eucalyptus due to the way in which they
respond to fire. Reference [13] believed that the age of the
Mountain Ash tree before and after the fire would have a large
impact on the reductions that would occur to streamflow
following the fire. Mountain Ash forests required vast amounts
of water when young due to the vast amount and rapidly
growing young trees increasing evapotranspiration. As the trees
mature though they start to thin out as they fight for survival
and growth rates decline resulting in a decrease in
evapotranspiration. Reference [13] therefore believed that the
linear model proposed by Reference [15] was unsatisfactory as
it was unable to incorporate these changes in age. Reference
[13] therefore developed a two parameter exponential model to
describe the reduction in water yield. The model developed
allowed for the different characteristics of the catchment to be
incorporated in the model while describing streamflow as
function of the forest age. The model developed though did not
take into account the initial increase in water yield that is seen
in forests in the years directly following a fire. This lead to
criticism of the model and was to form the basis of future
research.

Reference [13] explains that Mixed Species Eucalyptus are
better adapted to survive a bushfire while Eucalyptus Regnans
which is more commonly known as Mountain Ash are more
likely to be killed in fires. As further explained by [14] the
seeds that have been released by the Mountain Ash in a fire
begin growing into dense stands of seedlings. As the Mountain
Ash seedlings get more mature they begin to compete with
fellow seedlings for light, water and nutrients. This results in a
natural thinning of trees over time. These dense stands of
seedlings generate large amounts of evapotranspiration. Mixed
Species in comparison can survive the majority of fires. This
leads to a situation where many mature survivors can choke out
the developing seedlings that have germinated from the
released seeds by blocking sunlight to them. This results in the
Mountain Ash forests to possess extensive even aged stands
while Mixed Species forests tend to be composed of stands in
which the trees will vary widely in age. Reference [10]
explains that it is this distinct change in density with respect to
the age of the Mountain Ash stand that produces vastly
different levels of evapotranspiration and hence streamflow
and water yielded.

Reference [12] developed a model that was able to
overcome the shortcomings of [13] and incorporate these initial
increases in streamflow that are seen following fires. These
increases in streamflow are attributed to the reduction in
evapotranspiration due to the removal of large amounts of
foliage. The model developed by [12] was also based on the
Maroondah catchments and has four terms that provide a
flexible way of interpolating long term patterns of important
variable such as Leaf Area Index (LAI), water yield and
evapotranspiration. By combining the terms the initial increase
in streamflow in the 1 to 3 years following the fire can be
captured followed by the large decrease in streamflow peaking
between 20 to 30 years after the fire. Some criticisms though
have been raised of the model due to the large number of
parameters that are incorporated and the fact that at times the
parameters can have arbitrary or inconsistent values in order to
fit the data set. Even though it has been criticised it is widely
accepted and used due to its ability to accurately model the
changes seen in Mountain Ash forests following bushfires.

One of the first to investigate the changes of water yield
following bushfires in Mountain Ash forests was [15].
Reference [15] investigated the response of the Maroondah
catchment in Melbourne to severe fires that occurred in 1939
where large proportions of the predominate species, Mountain
Ash, was burnt out and caused to regenerate. It was found that
the replacement of the largely mature Mountain Ash forest
with a new regrowth forest resulted in a reduction of water
yields starting from about 3-5 years after the fire and peaking
around 15-20 years after the fire. Reference [15] was able to
develop a simple linear formula to predict the expected
reduction in runoff in a catchment based on the percentage of
the forest that had been regenerated by the fire and the
percentage of the fire that is mixed species. The research
though has drawn some criticisms from others including [13,
16]. Reference [16] explained that the model was developed
using only 4 groups of streamflow data. This results in errors
occurring when the model has to extrapolate to predict results
for catchments whose characteristics fall outside that of which

As seen above much literature has been devoted to the
impacts that bushfires have on the yield of water from forests
of Mountain Ash. The effects that bushfires have on the water
yield of Mountain Ash have been refined over the years and are
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yielded from the catchment. This information will then be
combined with the information gathered above to determine
what possible impacts bushfires could have on Victorian water
catchments and supplies into the future.

now widely accepted as being correct. The same though cannot
be said for other forests such as those largely made up of
Mixed Species Eucalyptus. The literature relating to changes in
Mixed Species Eucalyptus has found mixed results and will be
investigated below.

The effect of bushfires on the quality of water taken from
catchments is also an important consideration. If water quality
degrades too significantly extra treatment of the water may
become necessary or the water may have to be left to settle and
other sources utilised. Bushfires are able to change many
processes that could affect water quality including the amount
of runoff generated, the level of erosion occurring and the
release of nutrients and metals. Increased runoff and erosion
leads to degraded water quality as it allows the deliverance of
more sediment to streams while the release of nutrients and
metals changes the chemical balance in the water which may
require further treatment as stated by [26].

Research conducted by [17] into the regeneration of State
Forests in New South Wales was based on results taken from
research done by [18-21] into the effect of clear fell logging.
Reference [17] therefore believed that the response of the
Mixed Species Eucalyptus would be appropriate for developing
response curves for the effect of a fire that results in mortality
of the Mixed Species Eucalyptus. Reference [17] found that
when Mixed Species Eucalyptus was totally killed by the fire
the response in terms of water yielded from the catchment was
similar to that of Mountain Ash but somewhat smaller. It
attributed these changes in response to differences in
evapotranspiration between the different species. Similar
research into clear fell logging by [22] has found similar
responses by Mixed Species Eucalyptus under regeneration.
Other researchers though have undertaken studies that find
results that contradict those found above. Reference [23]
conducted research into the Licking Hole catchment in
Canberra following bushfires in 1983. It found that there was a
discernible increase in yield in the 36 months following the
fire, similar to Mountain Ash catchments. After those first 36
months though there was no long term decrease in water
yielded from the catchment. It attributed this to the fact that the
majority of the mature Mixed Species Eucalyptus trees in the
catchment had survived the fire and had regenerated by
epicormic growth; this resulted in an initial decrease in
evapotranspiration and reduction in interception but returned to
normal levels following the regrowth. Similar research
conducted by [4] in the Gingera Catchment in Canberra
following 2003 bushfires found no statistical evidence to
suggest that runoff had changed following the bushfire. The
bushfires that had burnt the Gingera catchment had similarly to
the bushfire in the Licking Hole catchment been of an intensity
to not kill the trees but just remove all vegetative layers.
Reference [14] therefore believes the response of Mixed
Species Eucalyptus is largely dependent on the severity of
bushfire that burns the vegetation.

Reference [27] found that bushfires have the ability to
decrease the infiltration capacity of the soil. This is thought to
occur in several ways including the fire increasing the water
repellence of the soil and also ash sealing soil pores. Another
way in which the runoff is increased following a bushfire as
discussed by [28, 29] is the removal of vegetation. Bushfires
can also increase the amount of erosion that occurs in a
catchment. Bushfires have the ability to change the soil
structure which can lead to increased soil erosion as explained
by [30].
The most common impact on water quality following a
bushfire is an increase in suspended sediment as highlighted by
[26]. Studies by [31] found that increases in suspended
sediment in terms of yield in tonnes per hectare per year rose
anywhere from 1.3 times to 1459 times. The reasons behind
these large variations are attributed to various factors by [26]
including the post fire rainfall patterns, the area and severity of
the catchment burnt, changes to erosion processes and the
location of sediment sources. Reference [32] explains these
sediment yields decline in the years following the fire as
vegetation cover is restored throughout the catchment and
impacts on the soil reduce and return to pre fire levels.
Turbidity following bushfires has also found that dramatic
increases have occurred following bushfires. Research by [11]
into the Bendora Reservoir following the 2003 bushfires in
Canberra found that a turbidity level 30 times the previously
recorded maximum occurred. This affected the entire depth of
the reservoir and resulted in the water supply being declared
unfit for consumption. Similar research into Lake Glenmaggie
in eastern Victoria following the 2003 and the 2006/7 bushfires
found similar results with large increases in turbidity (up to
1398 NTU) resulting in the water being declared unfit for
domestic consumption. Not all research though has come to the
same conclusion. Reference [31] found that the Dartmouth
Reservoir in north-eastern Victoria showed only small changes
in turbidity despite the 2003 bushfires burning over 95% of the
catchment. Similarly [33] found that no water quality impacts
occurred in the Mount Bold Reservoir following bushfires in
2007. Reference [26] believes these differences in impacts may
be largely based on the reservoir themselves and their capacity
and size and their attenuating capacity.

If the response of Mixed Species Eucalyptus is largely
dependent on the severity of the bushfire it is important to
understand the different classes of fires that can occur in
forests. These different classes of bushfire intensity in
eucalyptus forests have been classified by [24] and can be seen
in Table 1. The fire intensity and flame height have been
related to the effects that are had on a eucalyptus forest was
documented by [25]. It is only in the Very High rating fire
intensity where Mixed Species Eucalyptus are killed and in
lesser fires only the canopy is removed and the trees scorched.
These ratings are therefore very important in determining the
effect a bushfire will have on the response of a Mixed Species
Eucalyptus forest.
As can be seen above there is some disagreement between
how a Mixed Species Eucalyptus Forest will react following a
bushfire. The research following will focus on the 2003
bushfires in catchments in Victoria‟s north east to try and
determine the impacts of the bushfires on the quantity of water
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concentrations but further research is required to determine the
factors that affect the degree to which concentrations increase.

TABLE I. RANGE OF FIRE INTENSITIES AND FLAME HEIGHTS [24,
25]
Class

Low

<500

Max.
flame
height,
m
1.5

Moderate

501-3000

6

Scorch of
complete
crown
in
most forest.

High

3000-7000

15

Crown fires
in
low
forest types
- spotting >
2 km.
Crown fire
in
most
forest types
- fire storm
condition at
upper
intensities.

V. high

Fire
intensity,
KW/m2

7000-70,000

>15

Remarks

Severity effects in
Eucalypt forest

Upper limit
for
fuel
reduction
burning.

Partial removal of
litter and ground
cover layer. Scorch
or partial removal of
low shrub canopy.
More
complete
removal of litter
layer.
Low
and
medium shrub layer
canopy consumed.
Partial canopy scorch
depending on tree
height.
Litter layer removed
down to mineral soil.
100% canopy scorch
of tree layer.

Other impacts on water quality that can occur following
bushfires can include increased chloride and sulfates, increased
cyanide and decreases in dissolved oxygen. Limited research
has occurred in Australia into changes in chlorides and sulfates
following bushfires. Research overseas has had mixed results
with research by [39] finding significant increases while
research by [40] found no significant increases following fires.
Similarly limited research has been conducted into the effect of
bushfires on cyanide levels. Reference [41] found that impacts
are most likely to be felt in small catchments where dilution is
limited and that any increases will be short lived and related to
rainfall events directly after the bushfire. The level of dissolved
oxygen following bushfires is also limited. The studies that has
carried, including [42, 43], has found that dissolved oxygen can
reduce significantly in rainfall events following bushfires due
to sediment passing down the stream.
Changes in water quality following bushfires can affect
many of the differing uses of water. Drinking water is
negatively affected by most of the impacts that have been
discussed above. This can lead to the need to build new
treatment plants, cart water or impose water restrictions to
ensure that citizen‟s health is not affected by the water. An
example of this occurred in Canberra following the 2003
bushfires where water restrictions had to be enforced due to
turbidity levels [11]. Aquatic ecosystems can also be affected
by bushfires. Aquatic ecosystems are most affected by high
turbidity levels and low dissolved oxygen concentrations. This
can lead to a decline in fish and other aquatic creatures as was
found following bushfires in the north-east of Victoria in 2003
[42]. Bushfires can also impact on the use of water for
agriculture. Increased nitrogen, phosphorus and metal levels in
water can lead to the water being unfit for stock consumption
[44]. This can once again lead to the need to transport water.
Finally industrial users of water can also be affected by
changes in the quality of water. Many industries such as food
processing and manufacturing have strict guidelines on water
quality that can be exceeded following bushfires [26]. Overall
it can be seen that many different end users of water can be
affected from changes in water quality following bushfires.

Litter and top of soil
layer
completely
burnt. All vegetation
layers
completely
removed.

The level of chemical constituents in soils and their
availability may also be changed by bushfires. As explained by
[34] this can include large quantities of salts (including
calcium, magnesium, chloride), nutrients (nitrogen and
phosphorous) and trace metals that are deposited in ash beds
following the fires. Research by [35] into the East Kiewa River
in north east Victoria found that nitrogen and phosphorus
levels increased by six times following bushfires and that the
highest mean and median concentrations occurred in the first
three to six months. Similar research by [31] in Victoria‟s south
east found that nitrogen and phosphorus levels increased
anywhere from double to over one hundred times greater
following fires. Studies by [36] though resulted in different
findings. It found no significant increase in nitrogen or
phosphorus following bushfires in northern Australia. Several
factors have been highlighted that can explain the variability
that is seen in the increases. Reference [37] explains that
variability can occur due to differences in the area of forest
burnt, the severity of the fire responsible for the burn, differing
soil and forest vegetation types and the way in which the fire
changes the soil structure.

The potential to reduce bushfires in forested catchments
appears to be limited. While some measures can be
implemented such as fuel reduction burns, making catchment
restricted areas and having fire fighters ready to be
implemented, if the right circumstances present themselves
nothing can be done to stop these fires [8]. Plans therefore have
to be developed to guide the response of the relevant parties in
the wake of a major bushfire in a forested catchment. These
plans are used to ensure that sufficient potable water will be
available for use by the residents living in fire affected cities.
This involves ways of mitigating the effects of reduce yield and
decreased quality following bushfires. One of the most
effective ways of developing plans can be to analyze the effects
of previous bushfires on catchments.

Research into the effect bushfires have on the level of
metals in catchments is sparse and the results varied. Research
by [36] determined that metal levels (iron and manganese)
changed negligible following a bushfire in northern Australia.
On the other hand [12] found a noticeable increase in metal
(iron and manganese) concentrations following the 2003
bushfires in Canberra. Similar research by [38] found
significant increases in metal concentrations (iron, copper,
zinc, chromium, arsenic and lead) in the Ovens River in north
east Victoria following the 2003 bushfires. Overall most
researchers believe there will be an increase in metal

This paper will therefore analyze the effects of the 2003
Eastern Victorian Alpine Bushfires on several catchments in
Victoria‟s north east. As the fires only occurred few years ago
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archives, Victorian Water Resources Data Warehouse (2012)
[48, 49] setup specifically to store data relating to water
statistics and from the Murray-Darling Basin Authority [50]
that was established to investigate and maintain the health of
the Murray-Darling River system. Rainfall data relating to the
catchments was accessed from the Bureau of Meteorology [45]
who is responsible for weather forecasting and data collection
in Australia.

the long term impacts are not yet known but will be predicted
from previous researches including [12, 13, 26].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The investigation involved with the links between the
climate and the occurrence of bushfires was undertaken by
analysis of data related to the El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and
bushfire occurrence in Victoria. The IPO and Southern
Oscillation Index (SOI - used to define the ENSO) were plotted
for each year since the 1880‟s. Overlaid on this was the
occurrence of major bushfires in Victoria. From this it could be
determined whether bushfires occurred in the majority of years
where peaks in the two indexes coincide or if the majority of
these years passed without bushfires. If the majority of these
years where the peaks coincide were to have bushfires,
authorities would be able to take pre-emptive actions to secure
water supplies before the summer season and possible
bushfires occur. Data relating to the indexes was sourced from
the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (2012) [45] that monitor
the SOI and the Meteorology Office Hadley Centre for Climate
Change in the United Kingdom (2008) [46] who monitor the
IPO and its effects on the climate. IPO data was only available
up until the year 2008. This has resulted in not being able to
define the relationship with bushfire up unto 2012. Data
relating to the occurrence of bushfires in Victoria was sourced
from the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)
[47] who is responsible to monitor and control bushfires that
occur in national parks in Victoria. The bushfires selected were
based on the area burnt and not fatalities or structures burnt.

Finally the effect of bushfires on the quality of the water
that is yielded from catchments has been investigated. Two
catchments: Corryong and Buchan were utilized to analyze the
effects of bushfires on the quality of water yielded from
catchments. The impacts of the bushfires on water quality were
investigated by analyzing five different water quality
parameters: turbidity, total nitrogen, total phosphorus,
suspended solids and nitrates. These parameters were
investigated by plotting their levels for periods of time prior
and following to the fire. This allowed for any changes in the
quality of the water to be identified and the problems
associated with this discussed. This required data relating to
these different aspects of quality under investigation to be
obtained. This water quality data was acquired from the above
stated sources [48-50]. There were some incomplete data
available resulted in only two catchments instead of three being
able to be investigated.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Climate Data
As discussed above the SOI was plotted along with the IPO
and the occurrence of major bushfires in Victoria. This graph
can be seen in Fig 2. There appears to be five main phases in
the IPO during the 20th century. That is a positive phase at the
turn of the century (1896 -1911), a negative phase (19131924), a moderate positive phase (1926 -1944), another
negative phase (1946 -1977) and another positive phase (1978 1999). It also appears that a return to neutral will be followed
by a positive phase. The state of Victoria generally experiences
drier periods when the IPO is positive.

The next investigation involved with predicting, calculating
and comparing the effect bushfires have on the volume of
water yielded from catchments. Three different catchments:
Dartmouth (3579 km2, 90% burnt), Corryong (299 km2, 75%
burnt) and Buchan (822 km2, 77% burnt) were utilized to
analyze the effects of bushfires on water yield. These
catchments can be seen in Fig. 1 and are located in Victoria‟s
north east. The estimation of the impacts that bushfires have on
water catchments was done using methods developed by [12,
13]. These methods require some aspects of the catchment to
be known including the different types of vegetation, the age of
the vegetation and the severity of fire that burnt the vegetation.
These inputs can be acquired from the DSE. The next step was
to determine the actual impacts of the bushfires on the
catchments. This involved developing a curve representing the
runoff generated from the catchment to the rainfall that fell in
the catchment. A curve was developed based on the data
available in the years prior to the fire. The years following the
bushfire were then plotted on the graph to try and determine if
the runoff in the catchment had changed based on the amount
of rain that was falling. Following this the runoff coefficient
was calculated and plotted on a yearly basis and then an eight
year rolling average. This was undertaken to highlight any
changes that had been identified in the above graphs. This
required data relating to the daily streamflows and inflows that
were occurring in the streams and reservoirs under
investigation and data relating to the rainfall that was falling in
the catchments. Streamflow and reservoir data was acquired
from several different sources including government data

Fig. 1. Study area showing burnt catchments in north east Victoria, Australia
[51].
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From Fig. 2 it can also be seen that the SOI oscillates more
regularly than the IPO. It can also be seen that there is a
relationship between positive IPO events and the occurrence of
El Nino or negative SOI events. During positive IPO events the
occurrence of negative SOI events or El Nino events are more
frequent or more intense than during neutral or negative IPO
periods. El Nino events are highly correlated with the
occurrence of droughts in the Eastern States of Australia
including Victoria [10]. Drought conditions result in reduced
rainfall and higher temperature resulting in an increase in the
availability of dry fuel. This in turn increases the likeliness of
the occurrence of serious bushfires.

1) Prediction of changes: The predictions of the changes
in water yield were based on the function developed by [12]
that models the changes in evapotranspiration of vegetation
while regrowing following the fires. The variables in the
equation are set depending on the type of vegetation that is
present and also the mean annual rainfall for the catchment.
To predict the changes in water yield that occurred following
the bushfires several other parameters also need to be known.
One important parameter is the severity of the fire. The fire
severity needs to be known as the response of different kinds
of vegetation is dependent on how severe the fire is. The
response of Mixed Species Eucalyptus and Mountain Ash can
be seen below in Table II. Other important parameters include
the mean annual rainfall for the catchment, the mean annual
runoff, and the different types of vegetation present in the
catchment and the areas of vegetation that was burnt out in the
fire along with other parameters can be seen in Table III.
TABLE II. VEGETATION RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT FIRE SEVERITY
Severity

Mountain Ash

Mixed Species Eucalyptus

Severity One
Severity Two
Severity Three

Regrowth
Regrowth
Recover

Regrowth
60% Regrowth, 40% Recover
Recover

TABLE III. CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 2. SOI, IPO and major fire occurrence in Victoria.

Fig. 2 also shows that most of the major bushfires that have
occurred in Victoria have coincided with a positive IPO period.
This includes fires in 1898, 1939, 1944, 1983 and 2003. The
only major fire that didn‟t occur in a positive IPO period is the
1965 which did occur during a period where the IPO had
increased significantly following an extremely strong negative
period. While this shows that a relationship exists between the
occurrence of major bushfires and the changes in the IPO,
however it is not strong enough to use in predicting the
occurrence of bushfires in Victoria. Similarly the relationship
between the SOI and the occurrence of major bushfires isn‟t
strong enough to use to predict bushfire occurrence.
Nevertheless, the use of the SOI to predict the probability of
temperature and rainfall within the state of Victoria to be
significantly above or below the median can be used by
authorities to warn dangerous bushfire conditions during
certain seasons. This is largely due to the fact that other
interactions that have an impact on the weather. This includes
ocean/atmospheric systems including the Madden-Julian
Oscillation and Indian Ocean surface temperatures that impact
Australia‟ climate [52].

Parameter

Darmouth

Corryong

Buchan

Catchment area, Km2
% Mixed Species

3579
75

299
75

822
85

% recovered (severity 2-3)

44.41

47.2

39.0

% regrowth (severity 1-2)

23.09

9.8

26.5

% unburnt

7.5

18

19.5

% Mountain Ash

25

25

15

% recovered (severity 3)

10.57

13.7

5.5

% regrowth (severity 1-2)

11.93

5.3

6

% unburnt

2.5

6

3.5

Mean annual rainfall, mm

1040

1070

1020

Mean Annual Runoff, mm

221

376

277

These data were then used to calculate the
evapotranspiration that was expected to take place in the years
following the fire using the equation developed by [12]. An
example of how the level of evapotranspiration changes in the
years following the fire can be seen below in Fig. 3 for the
Dartmouth Reservoir in the Dartmouth Catchment. Once the
evapotranspiration levels were known the changes in
streamflow were calculated based on the mean average rainfall,
the mean average runoff and systems losses that had been
calculated on base data. The basic equation can be seen below.

B. Water Yield Data
This paper will investigate the Dartmouth, Corryong and
Buchan catchments and analyze the impacts the 2003 bushfires
had on them. This will include predicting the impacts using
previously developed methods and comparing this to the data
currently available for the catchments.

This change in streamflow has been plotted for the
Dartmouth (Dartmouth Reservoir), Corryong (Nariel Creek)
and Buchan (Buchan River) catchments in Figs. 4, 5 and 6
respectively. The streamflow in each of the catchments is
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expected to initially increase for 4 – 5 years followed by a
significant decrease which peaks between 20 and 30 years
following the fires. Following this decrease the streamflow
begins to slowly increase again but is not expected to return to
pre fire levels until over 150 years after the fire event. The
predicted streamflow changes investigated above will be
compared to the actual streamflow changes that have occurred.

2) Actual changes: The actual changes that had occurred
in the water yielded from the catchments in the years
following the fire were also investigated. This was achieved
by getting daily streamflow (ML/day) and rainfall data
(mm/day) for each of the catchments for over 30 years prior to
the bushfire. The streamflow and rainfall data for each of the
catchments was then condensed into monthly data and also
annual data. The monthly and annual streamflow data was
then converted from ML into mm by dividing it by the area of
the catchment so that a relationship between the rainfall and
streamflow data could be established. The comparison of
rainfall and streamflow and the line of best fit and associated
equation and goodness of fit were calculated for each
catchment prior to the bushfires. The rainfall and runoff for
each year following the fire was plotted individually to allow
for comparison. The rainfall and runoff comparison can be
seen in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 for the Dartmouth Catchment
(Dartmouth Reservoir), Corryong (Nariel Creek) and Buchan
(Buchan River) catchments respectively.

C. Units

Fig. 3. Expected changes in evapotranspiration following the fires.

It can be seen in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 that while there is a slight
increase in the water yielded from the catchment in the years
directly after the fire followed by a decrease in the water
yielded, there doesn‟t appear to be any significant change in the
yield of water that as expected. From the literature review it
was expected that a significant increase in the runoff would be
seen directly following the bushfires followed by a significant
decrease. This was similar to what was seen in the predictions
conducted above. Therefore further investigation was required
to see if any changes had in fact occurred. This was done by
assessing the changes that were occurring in the runoff
coefficient. The runoff coefficient is calculated by dividing the
runoff by the rainfall that is occurring. It represents the amount
of rainfall that is being converted into runoff. This was
calculated for each individual year and also on an 8 year
moving average to assess any changes that were occurring. The
graph of the runoff coefficients can be seen in Figs. 10, 11 and
12 for the catchment respectively.

Fig. 4. Predicted changes in Dartmouth stream flow following fire.

Fig. 5. Predicted changes in Nariel Creek stream flow following fire.

Fig. 7. Rainfall and runoff comparison for Dartmouth Reservoir.

It can be seen in Figs. 10, 11 and 12 that following the
bushfires there was a slight increase in the runoff coefficient in
all of the catchments. Following this slight initial increase a
decrease in the runoff coefficient can be seen particularly in the

Fig. 6. Predicted changes in Buchan River stream flow following fire.
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Dartmouth Reservoir and the Nariel Creek. It appears though
the changes in runoff have been more pronounced but the
periods before and after the bushfires were characterized by
drought. This decrease in rainfalls has resulted in the true effect
of the bushfires being somewhat masked as less rain has been
falling and the rain that has been falling has been used in
wetting the catchment which have become quite dry. This has
resulted in the catchment not producing the initial increase in
runoff as expected.

Fig. 11. Nariel Creek runoff coefficient.

Fig. 8. Rainfall and runoff comparison for Nariel Creek.
Fig. 12. Buchan River runoff coefficient.

Overall it can be seen that the runoff in the catchments
under investigation, have changed in regards to the amount of
water yield in the period following the fires. These impacts in
small amounts are expected to remain for up to 150 years
following the fire with a peak impact being experienced
between 20 and 30 years after the fire. These reductions have
the ability to reduce the total amount of water available for use
from the catchment and could lead to serious impacts for end
users. The impacts these decreases could have and the way in
which they could be mitigated will be discussed later.
C. Water Yield Data
The impact that bushfires has on the quality of water
yielded from catchments has been studied by numerous with
conflicting answers. As discussed earlier this study will
investigate the Corryong and Buchan catchments and analyze
the impacts the 2003 bushfires had on them. This will include
investigating the impacts of the bushfires on turbidity, nitrogen,
phosphorus, suspended solids and nitrate concentrations.

Fig. 9. Rainfall and runoff comparison for Buchan River.

The turbidity levels for the Buchan River and the Nariel
Creek can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. As can be
seen in both the figures the turbidity had been relatively stable
prior to the fires with only minor peaks occurring following
intense rainfall events. Before the fire the average turbidity
level in the Buchan River was 3.95 NTU and in Nariel Creek
1.95 NTU. Following the fires though it can be seen that the
turbidity level begins to fluctuate much more, the average level
of turbidity increase and larger peaks occur more often than
they did prior to the fire. Following the fire the average
turbidity level rose to 28.00 NTU in the Buchan River
and11.20 NTU in the Nariel Creek.

Fig. 10. Dartmouth Reservoir runoff coefficient.
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All the above findings on turbidity are summarized in Table
IV. Similarly the finding of all the other parameters are also
summarized in the same table. The table clearly shows the
averaged and probability of exceedance of all the parameters
before and after bushfires in Buchan and Nariel catchments. It
indicates that following a fire parameter levels increased
dramatically in the streams of the catchments analyzed. This
can result in the water being unfit for many purposes including
drinking and commercial and industrial applications. Measures
that can be taken prior, during and after fires that can be
implemented to try and mitigate these impacts on the water
supply will be investigated later.
TABLE IV. WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS BEFORE AND AFTER
BUSHFIRES

Fig. 13. Buchan River turbidity levels

Buchan River
Parameter

Avg
before
fires

Turbidity,
(CL: 5
3.95
NTU)
Nitrogen
(CL: 0.375
0.29
mg/L)
Phosphorus
(CL: 0.031
0.019
mg/L)
Suspended
solids (CL:
3.95
20 mg/L)
Nitrate
(CL: 0.03
0.038
mg/L)
Note - CL: critical level

Fig. 14. Nariel Creek turbidity levels.

This is supported by comparing the pre and post 2003 fire
turbidity exceedance values in the streams. The exceedance
probability graphs pre and post fire for the Buchan River and
the Nariel Creek can be seen in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively.
Taking the guideline level of problem turbidity as 5 NTU it can
be seen in Figure 15a that prior to the fires the probability of
exceedance of the problem turbidity level was 18.5% in the
Buchan River. Following the fire though this probability
exceedance rose to 46.5% as seen in Fig. 15b. Similarly in the
Nariel Creek it can be seen in Fig. 16a that prior to the fire the
probability of exceedance of the problem turbidity level was
7.8%. Following the fire this probability level increased to
19.8% as seen in Fig. 16b.

Nariel Creek

Avg
after
fires

Exceedance
prob, %
Before
After

Avg
before
fires

Avg
after
fires

Exceedance
prob, %
Before
After

28.0

18.5

46.5

1.95

11.2

7.8

19.8

0.53

19.5

31.5

0.11

0.28

2.7

5.2

0.088

11.4

28.2

0.024

0.042

17.1

16.5

28.7

17.3

23.6

5.3

19.3

2.5

7.7

0.11

42.5

68.7

0.01

0.04

10.8

21.1

IV. MITIGATORY STRATEGY
There are several steps water management authorities and
governments can take to attempt to mitigate the effect that
bushfires have on the quality of water that is sourced from
catchments. This includes steps that can be taken before the
bushfire season, during and following the bushfire. Mitigation
measures for each time will be investigated below.
The major mitigation measure that can be taken before the
bushfire season is those that relate to reducing the likelihood of
bushfires. This includes the undertaking of fuel reduction
burns. Fuel reduction burns reduce the amount of litter that is
present in the catchment and lowers the risk of bushfires during
the following season [47]. Care has to though during these
burns to ensure that the same negative effects of bushfires on
water quality aren‟t produced from the burn off. This is usually
avoided due to the low intensity of fuel reduction burns. Other
measures that can be taken by management authorities before
the bushfire season is a risk assessment of their catchments and
determine which of their catchments are most susceptible to
bushfires [26]. This would allow for a more rapid response to
occur during and after the bushfires to try and attempt
mitigating the effects of the bushfire. Some of the measures
that could be taken during and after the bushfire will be
investigated further.

Fig. 15. Buchan River – a) turbidity exceedance (pre-fire), b) turbidity
exceedance (post-fire).

During bushfires it is important that sensitive catchment
areas are known to fire-fighters and that codes of practices
(such as those specified by the Department of Sustainability
and Environment) are adhered to during the firefighting efforts.
This includes not using fire retardant foams in catchment areas

Fig. 16. Nariel Creek – a) turbidity exceedance (pre-fire), b) turbidity
exceedance (post-fire).
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and not constructing fire breaks in stream and riparian zones
[53]. Other measures that can be taken include minimizing the
use of heavy equipment in catchments and instead use foot
crews that are given access via the air as opposed to land. Also
when the use of heavy equipment cannot be avoided using GPS
tracking to monitor the areas that they access so that
reconstruction can be undertaken following the fire [26].

to those predicted or has responded in a different fashion. Also
further research could be conducted into the effect of bushfires
on different measures of water quality including dissolved
oxygen levels and metal concentrations including iron,
magnesium and lead.

Following bushfire management authorities need to
undertake several actions to ensure negative impacts on water
quality can be minimized. This includes the rapid assessment
of the impacts of the fires before intense rains occur. This
includes the changes to the soil profiles, vegetation cover, and
where disturbances from heavy equipment have occurred. This
allows for the worst affected areas to be prioritized and treated
first. Measures undertaken can include the establishment of
erosion control structures such as mulching, vegetation and soil
stabilization and the establishment of sediment control devices
such as silt fences, straw bales and barriers [43]. Another
measure that can be taken includes the removal of debris from
streams and creeks to ensure the flow isn‟t obstructed during
intense rainfall events. Constant water quality monitoring
should also be undertaken to ensure any changes are quickly
picked up. If some instances though no measures will be
successful in preventing negative impacts to water quality and
alternate water sources may be required or further treatment of
the water supply required to return it to a level suitable for use.
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Abstract—A numerical analysis is performed to investigate the
variation of pressure at the faces of octagonal plan shaped tall
building in the presence of two interfering buildings as well as three
interfering buildings of the same height for zero degree wind
incidence angle. Three cases are analyzed using Computational
Fluid Dynamics module and presented in this paper. Dynamic
analysis is also done in these three cases to further clarify the
interference effect on the octagonal plan shaped building.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS BY CFD
The octagonal plan shaped building in both isolated and
interfering conditions is analyzed by ANSYS CFX (version
14.5) package. Atmospheric Boundary Layer wind profile is
used which is governed by the equation
U(z) = U∞ (z/z0)α

(1)

z = Height at any point

Keywords—Tall building, interference effect, power spectral
density, computational fluid dynamics.

z0 = Boundary layer height

I. INTRODUCTION

U∞= Free stream velocity

The invention of high strength building materials as well as
introduction of superior construction techniques gave a boost in
constructing tall and supertall buildings. As the height of the
buildings increases, they become more susceptible to wind
load. In the large cities numerous tall structures are being built
very closely due to shortage of available land. So the
interference effect due to wind on the tall buildings has become
an important matter for consideration. The interference effect
between tall buildings should be analyzed minutely as there is
no way of predicting the actual behavior of a building under
various interfering condition. Many works were done in the
past in the field of wind engineering using both experimental
and analytical methods. Xie and Gu (2004) investigated the
mean interference effect between two buildings and three
buildings of square plan shape and the shielding effect in the
buildings. Thepmongkorn et al (2002) performed a series of
wind tunnel tests to find out the interference effect due to wind
induced coupled translational-torsional motion of the buildings.
Tang and Kwok (2004) conducted a comprehensive wind
tunnel test program to investigate the interference effect on
translational and torsional responses of an identical pair of
building. Blocken et al (2005) carried out wind tunnel tests as
well as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis to
determine the Ventury effect of wind in the passages at the
pedestrian level. In the present study interference effects on an
octagonal plan shaped tall building due presence of two square
plan shaped tall building as well as three square plan shaped
tall building for 0° wind angle are investigated. Dynamic
analysis of the cases is also done and presented in the form of
Power Spectral Density (PSD).

U(z) = Velocity at height ‘z’
The power law exponent α=0.133 is used which corresponds to
terrain category II in IS 875-part III (1987).
A. Details of Model
The octagonal and square plan shaped buildings as well as
the domain is modelled in 1:300 scale. The velocity scale is
1:5. The K-ε model is used for the numerical simulation. The
free stream velocity of wind at inlet is considered 10 m/s.
B. Domain and Meshing
The domain is constructed as per recommendation of Frank
et al (2004) providing upwind fetch 5H, downwind fetch 15H,
top and side clearances 5H each. H is the height of the
building. The domain for the isolated case is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Domain for isolated building model used for simulation
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Uniform wind flow of velocity 10 m/s is provided at the inlet.
The face average values of pressure coefficient are determined
by ANSYS CFX and compared with wind loading codes from
different countries in Table 1.

The main reason for providing a large domain is to facilitate
the formation of vortices in the leeward side and to prevent the
backflow of the wind. Also, no blockage correction is required
to nullify the effect of interaction of the building with top
surface and walls of the domain. Tetrahedral mesh elements are
used in the domain. Mesh inflation is provided near the
building to ensure regular wind flow near the building.
Building faces are considered as no slip wall. Top face and side
faces of the domain are considered as free slip wall. The
operating pressure in the domain is taken as 1 atm (i.e. 101325
Pa). The details of the meshing near the octagonal plan shaped
building for the isolated as well as the interfering cases is
shown in Fig. 2.

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF FACE AVERAGE VALUES OF PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS

Face-

Face-

Face-

Face-

A

B

C

D

By ANSYS CFX

0.83

-0.47

-0.60

-0.60

ASCE 7-10, 2010

0.80

-0.50

-0.70

-0.70

0.80

-0.50

-0.65

-0.65

0.80

-0.25

-0.80

-0.80

Wind loading Code

AS/NZSObject Buildings

1170.2(2002)

Standalone

IS: 875 (Part-3), 1987

From the table it is evident that the result found by the
package is almost same as the face average value of pressure
coefficient mentioned in AS/NZS-1170.2 (2002).
IV. PARAMETRIC STUDY

Interfering
Buildings

The height of the building is 500 mm and the diameter of the
circle inscribed in the plan shape is 100 mm for both octagonal
plan shaped principal building and square plan shaped
interfering buildings. The simulation is carried out for both two
building and three building case for 0° wind incidence angle.
Three cases are analyzed and cases are described in Table II.
The plan view of the setups is depicted in Fig. 4

Object
Buildings

TABLE II.

DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT CASES

Case
Case I
Interfering Buildings

Case II
Case III

Fig. 2 Details of meshing around building setup for different cases

Two buildings
Three buildings
Two buildings
Three buildings
Two buildings
Three buildings

S1
200
200
200
200
200
200

Spacing (mm)
S2
S3
200
200
200
500
500
300
1000
1000
500

III. VALIDATION
To ensure the validity of the ANSYS CFX package a square
plan shaped (Fig. 3) building of side 100 mm and height 500
mm is analyzed using K-ε model.

Fig. 3 Model plan with direction of wind

Wind flow

Three building case
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building case (S1= 200mm, S2= 200mm) and three building
case (S1=200mm, S2=200mm and S3=200mm). Similarly for
case II a comparison is made between isolated condition, two
building case (S1=200mm, S2=500mm) and three building case
(S1=200mm, S2=500mm, S3=300mm). And the last comparison
is made between isolated condition, two building condition
(S1=200mm, S2=1000mm) and three building condition
(S1=200mm, S2=1000mm and S3=500 mm). Interestingly, it
can be seen that, for these three cases, S1 is fixed, S2 and S3 are
changed. This is because, the variation of the effect of wind is
mainly influenced by these two spacing, i.e. S2 and S3. The
effect of interference is quantified by the non-dimensional
interference factors (IF) which is defined as follows.

Wind Flow

A fourth case is presented in the form of comparison
between Power Spectral Densities (PSD) which is derived from
the dynamic analysis of the Case I.

Two building case
Fig. 4 Plan view of building setup for two cases

A. Case I
In case I, firstly study of isolated condition is performed on
the analytical domain, to compare the results with those
obtained if surrounding buildings are present. Then study of
two building case and three building case is performed. The
mean surface pressure coefficient is plotted along the height of
the building and compared with the three different conditions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The study is carried out using ANSYS CFX. Three cases
are subjected to static analysis to study the effect of wind on
the octagonal building. In case I, comparisons are made
between isolated condition (stand-alone condition), two

Fig. 5 Comparison of variation of pressure coefficient along vertical centerline for different faces for Case I
Fig. 5 Comparison of variation of pressure coefficient along vertical centerline for different faces for Case I
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The interference factors for the different faces of Case I is
shown in Table III.

The mean surface pressure coefficient is plotted along the
height of the building and compared with the three different
conditions (Fig. 5). Interestingly, for face A, the three
conditions coincide with each other. It is due to the fact that,
as the wind angle is 0° and face A is windward face, so wind
strikes directly on this face. So, largely no variations are
observed in the three different conditions. For face B, the
values of Cp for two building condition are mostly equal to
isolated case, and after that height a large variation is
observed. But from height 300mm to 500mm, values of Cp for
the two buildings and three buildings condition are coincided,
i.e. no effect of the third building is observed in this height
range. For face F, isolated condition and two building
condition nearly coincided with each other. That means, no
effect of two buildings is observed for this face. But effect of
three buildings is very prominent. At the height range 400mm
to 500mm, this effect vanishes. One interesting phenomenon
is observed for face H. In isolated and two building condition,
this face experiences fully negative pressure (suction) along
the height. But in three building condition, up to 150mm
height from ground, face H is experienced positive pressure,
i.e. the nature of pressure is altered in case of three building
condition. Designers should consider this phenomenon while
designing.

TABLE III. MEAN INTERFERENCE FACTOR FOR EACH FACES OF
OCTAGONAL BUILDING FOR CASE I
S1

S2

S3

200
200

Interference Factor for the faces
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

-

0.93

1.6

0.86

0.83

0.98

0.91

0.91

1.75

200

0.95

1.86

1.08

1.1

1.09

1.64

0.84

0.54

200

B. Case II
For case II, firstly study of isolated condition is performed
on the analytical domain, to compare the results with those
obtained if surrounding buildings are present. Then study of
two building case and three building case is performed. The
mean surface pressure coefficient is plotted along the height of
the building and compared with the three different conditions
(Fig. 6).

B

C

A

D

G
E

F

Fig. 6 Comparison of variation of pressure coefficient along vertical centerline for different faces for Case II
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For face A, the three conditions perfectly coincides with
each other. It is due to the same reason as in the case I. For
face B, a large variation of pressure values are observed
between the three conditions. But for face C, there is nearly no
variation between the three conditions. For face E, as it is the
leeward face with respect to wind incidence angle, the two
building condition and three building condition are coincided
with each other and differs from stand-alone condition. That
is, the presence of three buildings is not influenced the
pressure on face E. For face G, two building case is nearly
coincided with isolated case except for the height range 0mm
to 100mm, where a small difference is present between
isolated and two building case. For face H, two building case
is largely differs from an isolated case. Pressures on face H is
changed. But when a third building is introduced, i.e. in case
of three building condition, the effect is nearly similar to
isolated condition. This is a very interesting phenomenon
observed in this face H.
The interference factors for the different faces of Case II is
shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. MEAN INTERFERENCE FACTOR FOR EACH FACES OF
OCTAGONAL BUILDING FOR CASE II
S1

S2

S3

500
500

Interference Factor for the faces
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

-

0.95

1.37

1.05

1.07

1.21

1.14

1.1

1.57

300

0.96

1.61

1.07

1.13

1.31

1.23

1.13

1.3

200

C. Case III
For case III, firstly study of isolated condition is performed
on the analytical domain, to compare the results with those
obtained if surrounding buildings are present. Then study of
two building case and three building case is performed. The
mean surface pressure coefficient is plotted along the height of
the building and compared with the three different conditions
(Fig.7).

Fig. 7 Comparison of variation of pressure coefficient along vertical centerline for different faces for Case III
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Modified Power spectral densities [nSp(n)/σp2] of pressures
are plotted against reduced frequency (nH/UH) for each point.

For this case also the same thing happens for face A, the
three conditions coincided with each other. It is due to the
same reason as in the case I and case II. A large variation
between pressures are observed for face B. The pressure on
face B is fully negative for all the three conditions. But
pressure is more negative in two building condition than
isolated condition. Negativity of pressure increases from
stand-alone condition to three building condition. On the other
hand, there is not so variations are observed for face C. Here
all the three conditions almost coincided with each other. For
face E, which is leeward face, pressure is more negative in the
case of two building condition compared to stand alone
condition. But when third building is introduced, i.e. in case of
three building condition, negativity of pressure decreases than
two building condition. But it is more negative than standalone condition. For face H, two building condition and three
building condition are coincided with each other, although
some variations are observed at the lower height of the
building. Thus, the introduction of third building has almost
no effect in case of face H.

n= Frequency
Sp(n)= Power Spectral Density of pressure
σp= Standard deviation of pressure variation with respect
to time at that point.
H= Height of the point from ground.
UH=Static Velocity of wind at height H.
Gauge time is taken as 3 seconds.
The Power Spectral densities (PSD) are plotted for the
previously mentioned eight points for the isolated case, two
interfering building case (S1=200 mm, S2=200 mm) and three
interfering building case (S1=200 mm, S2=200 mm, S3=200
mm). The key features deduced from the comparison are as
follows.

The interference factors for different faces of Case II is
shown in Table IV.
TABLE V.

S1

S2

S3

1000
1000



The first peak occurs at the same frequency (0.020.03) for all cases at all points (Fig. 9).



The two interfering building case almost coincides
with the isolated case for all points, whereas there is a
significant variation observed in the three interfering
building case.



The average power calculated (i.e. area under the PSD
curve) is more for three interfering building case for
all points except point h on face H. So, the
introduction of the third building results in increased
dynamic effect of wind on the octagonal plan shaped
building.



The average power calculated at point h in three
interfering building case is lower than both isolated
and two interfering building case. It can be concluded
that the shielding effect of the third interfering
building is prominent at face H.

MEAN INTERFERENCE FACTOR FOR EACH FACES OF
OCTAGONAL BUILDING FOR CASE III
Interference Factor for the faces
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

-

0.97

1.23

1.06

1.12

1.24

1.2

1.11

1.41

500

0.97

1.41

1.04

1.07

1.23

1.13

1.1

1.45

200

D. Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis is carried out for Case I. Power Spectral
Densities (PSD) of pressures due to dynamic effect of the
wind at a point at 470 mm from the bottom on each face of the
principal Octagonal building are studied for various cases. The
positions of the points are at a distance 10 mm from the edge
of the faces. The points are taken at the following positions as
shown in Fig. 8.

The comparison of the PSD curves for Case I at all the
points are depicted in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Position of points on each face
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Fig. 9 Comparison of power spectral density plot at specified points for Case I
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VI. CONCLUSION
This study mainly focuses on the differences in responses
of the two interfering buildings and three interfering buildings
condition. The significant outcomes of the present study can be
summarized as follows.




[2]

[3]

The variation of pressure coefficients at face A is
almost same for all cases. So, the front face is not
significantly affected by the presence of interfering
buildings.

[4]

The variation of pressure coefficients on side faces (i.e.
faces C and G) is not very significant for two
interfering building case as well as three interfering
building case.

[5]



For the rest of the faces variation of pressure
coefficients for both the interfering conditions shows
huge deviation with respect to isolated condition.



For Case I and Case II the IF for face H in two
interfering building condition is much greater than that
in three interfering building condition, which is due to
shielding effect of the third interfering building.

[8]



For Case III the introduction of third interfering
building does not have significant effect on face H.

[9]



There are some discrepancies in the pressure variation
for two interfering building condition (e.g. IF for
symmetrical faces are not same) which is due to the
random dynamic behavior of wind produced due to the
presence of the interfering buildings.



[6]

[7]

[10]

[11]

From dynamic analysis, it is evident that the dynamic
nature of wind increases if more interfering buildings
are introduced.

[12]
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Abstract— This study examines the influence of landscape
elements of home gardens on self-reported quality of life (QoL) of
residents towards suggesting guidelines for design decisions. This is
because homes and gardens have been identified as important
contiguous elements in the urban fabric. The gardens in particular
are akin to the domesticated nature in cities with numerous
documented advantages. However, detailed correlation studies
between gardens’ componential qualities and residents’ overall
QoL that can enhance design decisions are still largely missing in
the literature. Using the World Health Organization’s Quality of
Life Measures (QoLM), the present study examines the
components, their qualities and impact of gardens on residents’
QoL in Akure, Nigeria. To achieve this, purposive sampling of
homes that have gardens (n=404) was carried out in a survey and
their residents’ QoL examined. Inferential results suggest strong
positive correlations between overall quality of the gardens’
components and overall QoL. The study argues in favour of these
results and recommends vibrant home gardens as panacea to vital
QoL in cities.

different environments, the use of the results to guide
landscape design decisions of home gardens to enhance high
QoL are restricted. This is due to their general conceptual
framework, lack of connection to QoL, different research
settings, contexts and goals. Therefore the goal of biophilic
designs is defeated given despite the continuous high rate of
deforestation and its attendant negative influence on city
habitability.
These issues engender three important Research Questions
(RQ):
RQ1 - What is the effect of the quality of landscape elements
of home gardens on residents’ QoL?
RQ2 - What is the relationship between the overall quality of
home gardens and overall QoL of residents?
RQ3 - What is the effect of the overall home garden
experience of residents on overall QoL?
This study explores answers to these questions with the aim of
examining the influence of landscape elements of home
gardens on self-reported QoL towards establishing a
framework for nexus between the duos to enhance design
decisions. The objectives include:
1. To examine the socio-economic characteristics and QoL of
residents;
2. To identify and assess the quality of the landscape elements
in the home gardens and residents’ garden experience;
3. To determine the relationships between characteristics of
residents and home gardens.
These relationships were based on the statistical test of three
null hypotheses (H0) as follow:
H01- There is no significant relationship between the quality
of landscape elements
of the home gardens and the selfreported QoL of residents;
H02 - There is no significant relationship between the overall
quality of home gardens and QoL of residents;
H03 - There is no significant relationship between the overall
home garden’s experience of residents and overall QoL.

Keywords— Quality of Life, gardens, plants, animal
husbandry, greens.

I. INTRODUCTION
Homes and gardens are important adjoining elements in
the living environment of humans. Indeed the first home of
humans is the biblical Garden of Eden where all supports for
quality livelihood in an “untouched nature” were available.
Unfortunately, with the advent of urbanization, this
“untouched nature” has been “designed out” of the city
generally and home environments in particular, though with
numerous documented advantages that border on Quality of
Life (QoL) indices. These include enhancing “mental health
and cognitive function” of residents in buildings with gardens
[1], “high level of visual fascination and mystery” [2] and
improvement in “brain performance by providing a cognitive
break from the complex demands of urban life” [3], among
many others.
These evidence suggest the significance of biophilic
design of homes which is “the use of nature to create places
that are imbued with positive emotional experiences” [4] with
the ultimate goal of achieving high QoL evident in pleasure,
enjoyment, fascination, wonder and interest [5]. While
numerous studies have been carried out on these themes in

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Research has shown that environmental, economic, social,
physical, and health‐related indicators have impacts on
residents’ QoL satisfaction [6]. The home garden is very
prominent in the environmental domain especially of the
living environment of humans. It has always been in the
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form of kitchen gardens, front yard gardens and back yard
gardens. Also referred to as residential yards and domestic
gardens [4], home gardens “include mowed lawns, ornamental
flower beds, vegetable beds, hard paths and trees” [7] which
contribute largely to urban green spaces (Smith et al., 2005).
Gautam et al. [8] argues that there is no universal definition of
home garden while Kumar and Nair [9] defined it to mean
“the intimate, multi-storey combination of various trees and
crops in association with domestic animals around
homestead”. In the view of Eyzaguirre and Linares [10] home
garden includes “the management of multipurpose trees,
shrubs, annual and perennial agricultural crops, herbs, spices,
medicinal plants, fish, and animals on the same land unit, in a
spatial arrangement or on a temporal sequence”. They have
always met the multipurpose needs of households [11].

environment, transport), and finally the spiritual domain which
has only one factor, spiritual.
In the environment domain, the home is not only crucial
but central since more time is spent in the home than work and
leisure environments while for others who are engaged in selfemployment and some forms of informal activities the latter
two are subsumed in the former. In the home, the outdoors
occupies more space than indoors and therefore very
significant to QoL. In a model of QoL by Mitchell [21], these
components appear as follow: health (mental and physical),
physical environment (nuisance, visual perception and scenic
quality, climate, pollution), natural resources goods and
services (natural resources, goods, social infrastructure and
services) community development (community structure,
social networks and group relations, political participation)
personal development, (individual development through
recreation and
leisure, through learning) and security
(personal economic security and standard of living, housing,
administration of justice crime and safety).
The home environment and the mind environment are
therefore central measures of QoL and the duos are parts of
holistic ecosystem where the human nature interacts with the
non-human nature [22,23,24] as measures of self-reported well
being [20]. Accordingly, “positive emotions may contribute to
physical health in several ways (e.g. analgesic immuneenhancing effects), but they also directly affect psychological
well-being by making people feel better emotionally,” [25].
To emphasize the significance of the duos of the environment
and QoL, Newman’s [23] model considers health as an
indicator of liveability and “environmental quality is treated as
determinant of health” [26]. Highest satisfaction is therefore
reported for lots that directly border nature areas [27].

A. World Health Organization (WHO) Quality of Life
Indicators
This study is based on the WHO’s definition of QoL as
“an individual’s perception of their position in life in the
context of the culture and value systems in which they live,
and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and
concerns” [12,13]. The measures of QoL according to this
definition have been explored in many studies and in different
contexts [14,15]. These measures are inclusive of all the
indicators of QoL with different mixes as evident in the
literature. For instance, QoL has been measured as the four
domains of physical, psychological, social, and environmental
wellbeing [16], life satisfaction and subjective wellbeing [17],
among objective and subjective experiences of living
environment [6], among others. Most of the studies are general
in conceptual design while a few are specific. For instance
Parker et al [18] studied “Quality of Life and Building Design
in Residential and Nursing Homes for Older People” where
architectural design of buildings and building interiors only
were considered. Ogunseitan’s [16] study was specific on
“Topophilia and the Quality of Life” with emphasis on
“individual preferences for specific ecosystem components
and restorative environments”. Spyker’s [19] thesis on the
theme is also deficient in using fine-grained classification of
landscape elements that are needed for design purposes. This
study therefore sets out to bridge this gap in the literature on
the nexus between home gardens and QoL towards biophilic
landscape design of residential environments.
According to the World Health Organization Quality of
Life Assessment (WHOQOL) Group [13], the physical
environment in which we live is a recognised dimension of the
quality of life. The World Health Organization (WHO)
therefore identified six factors that span the physical and
psychological realms of life quality [20]: the physical domain
(measures pain, energy and sleep), the psychological domain
(measures positive feelings, concentration, self esteem, body
image and negative feelings), the independence domain
(measures mobility, activities of daily living, medication and
work capacity), the social domain (relationships,
social
support and sexual activity), the environment domain (safety,
home, finances, social care, new information, leisure,

B. Quality of Life and Home Gardens (QoL)
Quality of life (QoL) is a concept that has inspired much
research in the past decades [28,29,30] and in particular QoL
as implicated from quality of the physical environment in
residential areas [31]. With regard to green components of
home gardens, life satisfaction has been found to be enhanced
by the mere presence of plants and improve life satisfaction
[32]. McFarland, Waliczek and Zajicek [33] found that the
overall QoL of university students correlated with use of green
spaces. Ghosh [34] argued that gardens are important elements
of residential environments and they have “significant
sustainability potential similar to that of dwellings".
III. RESEARCH METHODS
The study was carried out in the urbanized areas of Akure
South and Akure North Local Government Areas of Akure,
excluding the peri-urban areas. Akure is a Millennium
Development Goal (MDG) city in Nigeria located on latitude
7’25°N and longitude 5’20°E with population of 500 000 in
2006 [35]. In view of the scantiness of green spaces generally
in the city, purposive sampling of homes that have gardens
was carried out in the enumeration method survey.
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The sample size was determined through the approach based
on precision rate and confidence level recommended by
Kothari [36] for infinite population. The study population was
judged to be infinite due to the unavailability of reliable
current data on number of homes in the study area. Therefore,
the minimum sample size for the study was calculated as
n =z2σ2/℮2

The data obtained were subjected to descriptive and inferential
analyses using SPSS 16. While the descriptive was on
frequencies, percentages, means, mode, median, standard
deviation and variance for all the nominal and interval data,
Spearman's rho rank order correlation was used for the ranked
data to test the three null hypotheses.

[36]

IV.

Therefore, the minimum sample size in view of the desired
precision rate and confidence level is 238.

ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Socio-Economic Characteristics of Respondents
Table I reports the Socio-Economic Characteristics of
Respondents. Out of the total sample size of 100%, 57% were
males while 43% were females. Their age distribution is as
follow: Under 25yrs, 16%; 25 - 50yrs, 68%; 51 - 70yrs, 15%;
Over 70ys, 1%. The distributions of their educational status
are: No former education, 19%; Primary Education, 5%;
Secondary School, 21%; ND/NCE,13%); HND/B.Sc., 32%);
others, 11%. Furthermore, the marital statuses of the
respondents are as follow: Single, 40%; Married, 59%);
Widow, 1%); Divorced, 1%; Separated, 1%. On the selfreported perception of the social status of the respondents, the
following reports were obtained: Lower Class, 11%; Middle
Class, 80%; Upper Class, 9%; Upper-Upper Class, 1%. The
natures of work of the respondents are: Unemployed, 4%);
Retired, 19%; Permanent, 42%); Temporary, 3%); Casual,
32%. These results suggest a varied socio-economic
distribution of the respondents that may be relied upon for
generalisation of other results from the analyses of the data.

The sampling instrument was a questionnaire designed to
collect information on the socio-economic characteristics and
QoL of residents and evaluation of landscape elements in the
home gardens. The most obliging resident in each sampled
home was interviewed. While gender, education, social,
marital and work status were measured nominally, age was
measure as interval variable. The landscape elements were
considered in groups and each categorized to the usual design
components in nominal scales. The QoL questions were based
on well-being items of the World Health Organizations’ QoL
Indicators in two categories. The first category in ordinal 5point likert scale consists of eight questions on health
satisfaction, feelings about life, emotions and opportunity for
leisure activities. The second category in ordinal 10-point
likert scale consist of three questions where respondents were
asked to rate their overall garden landscape, garden experience
and QoL.

TABLE I: SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS
Socio-economic Variables
Gender
Male
Female
Total

Age
Under 25
25 - 50yrs
51 - 70yrs
Over 70ys
Total
Educational Status
No former education
Primary Education
Secondary School
ND/NCE
HND/B.Sc
Others
Total
Source: Authors Field Survey, 2013

Frequency

Percent.

231
173
404

57.2
42.8
100.0

65
276
60
3
404

16.1
68.3
14.9
0.7
100.0

77
21
83
50
129
44
404

19.1
5.2
20.5
12.4
31.9
10.9
100.0

Socio-economic Variables
Marital Status
Single
Married
Widow
Divorced
Separated
Total
Status in the Society
Lower Class
Middle Class
Upper Class
Upper -Upper Class
Total
Nature of Work
Unemployed
Retired
Permanent
Temporary
Casual
Total

Frequency

Percent.

159
237
5
2
1
404

39.4
58.7
1.2
0.5
0.2
100.0

45
322
35
2
404

11.1
79.7
8.7
0.5
100.0

16
76
169
13
130
404

4.0
18.8
41.8
3.2
32.2
100.0

tailed), there is a high positive significant correlation
coefficient of 0.533 between overall QoL and overall garden
landscape. This suggests that high QoL of residents can be
achieved through high quality landscape of home gardens.
Similarly, a positive correlation coefficient of 0.369 exists
between overall QoL and overall garden experience of

B. Correlation Analyses of Overall QoL and Quality of
Landscape Elements of the Home Gardens
Tables II and III show the results of the Spearman's rank order
correlation analyses among overall QoL, garden landscape
elements and garden experience. At 99% confidence level (2-
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residents. Also, overall garden landscape and overall garden
experience are positively correlated at 0.263 at 99%
confidence level. The most likely implication for landscape
design of home gardens is that the overall landscape quality of

home gardens has direct positive impact on the quality of
garden experience of residents which in turn has positive
impacts on the QoL of residents.

TABLE II: CORRELATION OF SELF-REPORTED OVERALL QOL, GARDEN LANDSCAPE AND GARDEN EXPERIENCE
Overall garden landscape
Spearman's rho

Overall garden
experience

Overall
Quality of life

Correlation
.533**
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
404
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

.369**
.000
404

Source: Authors’ Field Survey (2013)
TABLE III: CORRELATION OF SELF-REPORTED OVERALL QOL, GARDEN LANDSCAPE AND GARDEN EXPERIENCE

Spearman's rho

Overall garden landscape

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Overall garden
experience
.262**
.000
404

Overall Quality of
life
.533**
.000
404

Source: Authors’ Field Survey (2013)

The next high value of Spearman's rho coefficient of
correlation is for tall trees which are at buildings’ scale. They
not only provide a balance in scale between built forms and
plant materials but can also enhance comfortable indoor
environmental temperature in addition to serving as wind
breakers. With very thick foliage system they can protect
major parts of the home building from excessive solar
insolation. Flowering trees has the third highest value. They
provide varieties of colours to the entire landscape of the
home garden and break the green colour monotony of most
gardens. The scents of the flowers provide natural aroma to
the landscape in addition to the balance they provide to the
entire ecosystem through the insects that feeds on the flower
nectars.

C. Correlation Analyses of QoL and Quality of Landscape
Elements of the Home Gardens
Table IV shows the Spearman's rho correlation values
between self-reported QoL as dependent variable and
landscape elements of the home gardens as independent
variables. In a descending order, the values are: short trees,
0.468; tall trees, 0.265; flowering trees, 0.242; animal
husbandry, 0.153; shading trees, 0.150; medicinal trees, 0.145;
medicinal shrubs, 0.139; flowering shrubs, 0.129; water body,
0.121 and grass lawn, 0.106. Since all the coefficients are
positive, the implication is that the more the measures of the
landscape elements of the home gardens, the more the QoL of
the home residents.

The result suggests a fourth position to animal husbandry
in the home gardens. While they may create health challenge
to the home residents in cases of lack of proper maintenance
culture, they are sources of nearby animal protein sources in a
fresh and unrefrigerated manner to the home residents and
therefore have the potential of enhancing QoL. Other results
suggest that shading trees, being in the fifth position, is also
important to good QoL.

These results not only suggest the rate of the influence of each
landscape elements of the home gardens on the QoL of
residents but also the order of significance of the elements in
achieving the best QoL. This implies that trees that normally
grow short at full age should not only be ensured are
incorporated into the landscape design but should be properly
located for the best views of residents depending on the
window openings of the building, the overall site planning and
general outdoor space layout. This may be due to the fact that
short trees can enhance an optimal visual contact of
concentrated greens from indoor and outdoor spaces of homes
especially when they have compact foliage. Their height scale
is also very compatible to the human height scale and species
can be selected to provide varieties of visual amenities to the
entire home garden landscape. In this way short tree may
provide the best contact with nature at humanly efficient
standing sight lines.

TABLE IV: CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OFQOL AND QUALITY
OF LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS OF THE HOME GARDENS
QoL
Remark
Spearman's rho
values
Shading Trees
0.150**
5th
Tall Trees
0.265**
2nd
Short Trees
0.468**
1st
Flowering Trees
0.242**
3rd
Medicinal Trees
0.145**
6th
Flowering Shrubs
0.129**
8th
Medicinal Shrubs
0.139**
7th
Grass Lawn
0.106*
10th
Water Body
0.121*
9th
Animal husbandry
0.153**
4th
**. Correlation is significant at p= 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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*. Correlation is significant at p= 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Source: Authors’ Field Survey (2013)

can serve better psychological well-being purposes than them
in that regard. Water body and grass lawns are respectively in
the ninth and tenth positions and have high potentials in
providing soothing and softening effects within the landscape.

. This can possibly be through proving outdoor recreation
spaces under the shades of the trees and thereby encouraging
healthy social interaction among the home population. The
sixth and seventh positions are for medicinal trees and
medicinal shrubs respectively. Since medicinal plants are
natural well-being enhancers, their incorporation into the
landscape design of home gardens will ensure better QoL of
residents. Flowering shrubs has the eighth high spearman
coefficient of correlation with QoL. Their general human scale
places them in better visual advantage than flowering trees and

Table V shows the correlation matrix of QoL measures as
dependent variables as quality of landscape elements of the
home gardens as the independent variables. While two of the
measures are negative measures of QoL, that is the need for
medical treatment to function and experience of negative
feelings, the others are positive measures. These two are either
mostly negatively correlated or not significantly correlated.

TABLE V: CORRELATIONS MATRIX OF RESPONDENTS’ QOL MEASURES AND QUALITY OF LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS OF HOME GARDENS
Spearman’s rho
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000
N
404
Do you need medical
treatment to function?
Do you enjoy life?
Do you feel life to be
meaningful?
Do you have enough
energy for daily life?
How often do you
experience negative
feeling?
Please rate your
health satisfaction
Please rate your
opportunity for
leisure activities

Shading
Trees

Tall
Trees

Short
Trees

Flowering
Trees

Medicinal
Trees

Flowering
Shrubs

Medicinal
Shrubs

Grass
Lawn

Water
Body

Animal
husbandry

-0.189**

0.002

0.222**

0.129**

0.220**

0.410**

0.163**

0.132**

0.117*

0.132**

0.016

0.124*

0.448**

0.356**

0.292**

0.373**

-0.004

0.078

0.099*

0.044

0.272**

0.433**

0.159**

0.379**

0.056

0.225**

-0.129**

0.024

-0.023

0.035

0.001

-0.019

0.244**

0.379**

0.048

0.379**

0.056

0.232**

0.028

0.108*

-0.534**

-0.593**

-0.229**

-0.269**

-0.320**

-0.195**

-0.079

-0.055

-0.035

0.020

-0.081

-0.080

0.370**

0.300**

0.370**

-0.082

0.134**

0.148**

-0.024

-0.174**

0.022

0.175**

0.560**

0.407**

0.483**

0.407**

0.179**

0.119*

0.104*

0.026

Source: Authors Field Survey, 2013

**. Correlation is significant at p= 0.01 level (2-tailed).

quality of home gardens has effects on the QoL of residents.
Therefore, vibrant home gardens are not only serving the
purposes of ecological balance and environmental
sustainability, they serve as panacea to vibrant QoL in cities.
However, the analyses of the data in this study excluded the
complexities of the filtering process of socio-economic
variables on the effects of home gardens on the QoL of
residents. Further studies with more expanded study areas and
robust data can be carried out in that direction. The outcomes
of such study can enhance landscape design decisions of
housing facilities at higher spatial scales.

For instance, the value of -0.534 between experience of
negative feelings and tall trees implies that increase in
measures of tall trees will lead to decrease in the experience of
negative feelings and vice-versa. The highest correlation
coefficient on the positive side that is significant at confidence
level of 99% (i.e. p=0.01, 2-tailed) is 0.560 for opportunity for
leisure activities and tall trees. This implies that increase in
measures of tall trees increases opportunity for leisure
activities by providing necessary outdoor spaces in
comfortable environments. Furthermore, presence of
flowering and medicinal trees and shrubs reduces the
incidences of negative feelings, as increase in flowering trees
brings increases meaning to life, energy for daily life and
health satisfaction, among others.

On the whole, the unfortunate circumstances of treating the
home grounds as left-over spaces used for undefined purposes
should be avoided. All indoor spaces should have their
compatible outdoor spaces zoned for living, service and
sleeping while home gardens as general garden, kitchen
garden, recreation and amusement garden, and gardens for
spiritual and meditation purposes should be given utmost
priority to achieve the best QoL of home residents.

V. CONCLUSION
Homes and gardens should be made creatively contiguous
in the living environments of humans in cities for the best QoL
outcomes. This becomes necessary in view of the numerous
benefits that enhance the well-being of residents. In particular,
there is need to pay close attention to the plant mixes, varieties
and their locations in the landscape design of home gardens in
compatible spatial functioning of the general landscape
planning of the home site. This study has revealed that the
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control them in such a way that we can respect the architectural
principles of design such as aesthetics, functionality, and
structural consistency, among others. But before advanced
design and construction systems became popular, an
architectural revolution and adaptation of such ideologies has
happened. And even before that, a series of experimentations
were supposed to take place in order to find the proper way to
integrate architecture and technology.

Abstract— There is no doubt that technology is a trend affecting
almost all professional fields including architecture. Within this
movement, a series of innovative strategies has emerged. Among
them, and probably one of the most affecting systems which links
computer design to construction, is the Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM).
In order to reach to the roots of the beginnings of application of
CAM technology in architecture, one of the most important and
unfinished projects designed by Antoni Gaudí, the Basilica of the
Sagrada Família in Barcelona, Spain, will be taken into
consideration. This masterpiece, defined as a challenging work of
great geometrical complexity, started in 1882 and has been
always short of tools to be built, thus proving that Gaudí was an
architect ahead of his time. It has been noticed since the
beginning that non-conventional ways of designing and building
had to be applied. As a result a very slow development of the
project on site was appreciated. Once the design process was
rationalized, the challenging amount of data needed to be
translated to workers on site in order to execute a specific
component was high and human resources were noticed not to be
sufficient.

For instance, in the field of design, robots are
allowing us to do almost everything we want. For example, and
arguably, any designer can draw anything and send it to a 3d
printer right next to his laptop. This is positively affecting
creativity and allowing us to appreciate the physical result of
the design by using a tool which is becoming hugely popular.
The same goes for CNC machines and robots, which if given
the right task, can do almost anything. This is contaminating
many professional fields related to design including
architecture. But how are these high tech tools helping in the
construction of something, which is considered by many as a
masterpiece, conceived more than 130 years ago?

By introducing high tech tools, both software and hardware, the
process of designing and building of the Sagrada Família is
becoming more dynamic, keeping the reliability of Gaudí’s
design principles, and a faster, optimized and totally consistent
product which comes directly from the designers’ parameters
and guidelines. With the help of high tech systems, it was possible
to optimize time and material in construction, in addition to
defining a series of options for components before approval, with
the aesthetic precision needed to be followed in order to comply
with Gaudí’s principles. With such a system, it was possible to
build an architectural component fully automated in the early
1990s, being this fact not just a total success, but an
unprecedented way to build architecture with the help of high
tech tools.

The Basilica of the Sagrada Família, “Fig. 1”, located
in Barcelona, Spain, is an architectural work of art based on
forms mainly inspired by nature and whose idea was conceived
in 1883 by Antoni Gaudí, one of the most innovative architects
of his time. Modifying the project initially entrusted to
Francesc Villar Palau in 1882, Gaudí was aware that the
change in the project and the radicalism of thoughts would
involve documenting it with the maximum possible amount of
detail. Villar had proposed to the Sagrada Família a neo-Gothic
church of Latin cross of three naves, with a large crypt under
the apse, a dome that reached the outside about 80 meters high,
and a tower at the main entrance of approximately 100 meters
height. Gaudí transformed, according to the actual chief
architect of the project, Jordi Faulí, "the first neo gothic project
from Villar into another of a personal architecture never seen."
[1]

Keywords— Architecture; Antoni Gaudí; Sagrada Família;
Technology; CAM

I.

In a personal conversation with Antoni Gaudí in 1902,
Buenaventura Conill writes that the creator of this great work
believed that the basilica of the Sagrada Família would need to
be "an offspring of a long time, the longer the better," keeping
the spirit of the monument and depending on "the generations
that transmit, live and incarnate." [2]

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays we are quite familiar with projects of
complex forms as technology is allowing us to design and
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Among the various well-defined projects that Antoni
Gaudí left is the model central nave at scale 1:10 “Fig. 3”.
This design is supported by a series of columns of a "new
order" in which he has worked hard to reach a comprehensive
solution. [4] These have been years of effort from Gaudí
devoted to the study of a design which would surpass the
classic style that over the centuries shaped architecture. [3]

Fig. 1. View from the Nativity Façade of the Basilica of the Sagrada Família
designed and built by Antoni Gaudí
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

Besides his strategies of planning to leave the
maximum amount of well-defined information possible, Antoni
Gaudí decided to define the project by combining few shapes,
working mainly with physical plaster models at scales 1:10 and
1:25. In addition, Gaudí adopted the same proportional system
to define the general measures of the temple, columns and
openings, among other components “Fig. 2”, in addition to
applying a logical and balanced structural system, with welldefined laws. [3]
Fig. 3. Gaudí’s original plaster model of the central nave of the basilica of
the Sagrada Família at scale 1/10 which could have information
extracted in order to build the project
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

The columns of the central nave in the Sagrada
Família have a peculiar history. They are forms geometrically
designed in a special way which could not be built until the late
1980s, and with an unsuccessful trial between 1954 and 1956
due to its misinterpretation of the geometrical transitions
height. In principle, Antoni Gaudí had left well defined
columns for the subsequent construction. [5] However, after his
death, and then during the civil war, the chief architect of the
construction of the church Francesc Quintana took the
challenge of building the first column of the temple “Fig. 4”,
known as the "column of Barcelona". [6] However, built with
great difficulty, and in accordance with the chief architect in
charge of the construction of the Sagrada Família from 1987
till 2012, Jordi Bonet, the component had not been resolved
geometrically. [7] Bonet says that the collaborators of Gaudí
"knew the task to be performed, but were not aware of the
whole process." [3]

Fig. 2. Photo of the model of the Central Nave Window at scale 1/10
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)
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built with plaster models at 1:10 scale, with intersecting
surfaces meeting when turning, according to the number of
sides of the polygon, and always turning the same polygon.

Fig. 4. Plan of the Basilica of the Sagrada Família with the corresponding
column names. Marked in blue is the “column of Tarragona” where it
is documented that in 1921 the first stone was put, in red the “column
of Barcelona” built in 1956 and I yellow the “column of Lleida”
which was produced using a numerical control machine
(Drawing from archive of the Sagrada Família)

Fig. 6. Geometric scheme of the helical column of octagonal base which
illustrates in plan and perspective the formal behavior of a double
twist column
(Image from author)

According to Jordi Bonet, Antoni Gaudí wanted to
innovate with the formal appearance of the structure in the
Sagrada Família by proposing helical columns of double twist.
The design principle was based on polygons, defined as the
hexagon and octagon, inscribed in parabolas rounding the
corners or vertices of each point of the star “Fig. 5”. The
Solomonic column could be obtained from this base with a
"sweeping" movement, encompassing the helix to the right. As
the next step, another Solomonic column is composed from the
same base, having the helix turned left.

II. HIGH TECH TOOLS FOR THE HISTORY OF THE
SAGRADA FAMÍLIA
Antoni Gaudí had a great appreciation for technology,
similar to Le Corbusier, one of the architects who perhaps tried
to link man to machines at his time and whose fascination to
this issue, according to Elisabeth Darling, was something
decisive in his character and later fame. [8] Le Corbusier tried
to express the new trend of modernism through his architecture
and the use of materials such as concrete, glass and steel. This
was something that was illustrated and defined in accordance
with "the twentieth century as the age of the machine,
dominated by technology and mass production." [9] But what
Gaudí needed was far from being achieved at the level of
technological advances of the time. There was a great need to
create manual ingenious tools and trust their reliability, despite
the huge consumption of time for many years. [3]
With the ambition of concretizing what Gaudí had
conceived, innovative ways to transform geometrical principles
to design and later to architecture had to be developed. In this
line of thinking, two main branches were created in the
technical office of the Sagrada Família with the intention of
playing a key role in effectiveness. Computer Aided Design
(CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) were
systems being developed in order to help industries such as the
aerospace or the automobilist, rather than architecture. Created

Fig. 5. Design principle of a double twist helical element, where Antoni
Gaudí uses the intersections of the column in order to obtain as a
result the “new order”
(Image from author)

When these movements are arranged in a progressive
multiplication of edges, the rotation is affected each time in a
decreasing height “Fig. 6”. So, from horizontal transitions of
one meter high, and with the aid of templates, Antoni Gaudí
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in different timeframes, and adapted by architects in a much
later stage, they are both technological innovations that can be
considered as the tools helping finishing Gaudí’s masterpiece.

Fig. 7. Van Voorden Sigma 4, the first numerically controlled machine
acquired by the Sagrada Família in 1988
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

With the increased popularity of CAD systems in the
market, Mark Burry appears in 1979 to join the technological
age in the church of the Sagrada Família with its previous
concerns, and later with his knowledge and interventions to a
highly advanced CAD level, performing the first study of the
church through the computer. [3] His role in research began
with the drawing of a window of the central nave left by
Antoni Gaudí, and his research advances led us today to the use
of parametric systems to work with geometric interpretations
that contrast with Gaudí’s formal principles to be validated as
faithfully as possible before being built. [10]

Fig. 8. The Column of Lleida in the process of fabrication and approval
published in January 1990
(Photo from the magazine El Temple)

Jordi Bonet, along with his technical team, was the
one responsible at that time to get this result, which can be
regarded as an important architectural achievement. They were
immersed in between two worlds that hitherto were unknown
challenges for the architects involved in the construction of the
Sagrada Família.

One of the most important facts that have
revolutionized the construction of the Sagrada Família has a
direct relation with high tech tools. Numerical Control
technology (NC) was in principle a challenge that would
require a new kind of dialogue in construction in addition to its
already complicated formal challenges “Fig. 7”. The use of
alphanumeric codes combined with the in depth formal study
of components at the project by the architect made it possible
to understand the behavior of a machine capable of such
precise movement which generated the possibility of
experiencing computer assisted construction for the first time
in the work site of the Basilica in November 1989“Fig. 8”.
Starting this year, a new language was incorporated into the
construction process of the work of Antoni Gaudí. These new
terms would be part of the different steps to meet the
requirements for the construction of the double twisted
columns using NC manufacturing in the first stage of
implementation of CAM technologies, where later many more
design elements would be translated into physical components
directly from the computer.

By rationalizing Gaudí’s geometry interpreted by
Jordi Bonet between 1987 and 1988, it was possible to draw
and describe the interior columns of the Sagrada Família in the
format of mathematical operations. This data would result in
the helical double twisted columns transformed into
alphanumerical data which would later be transformed into a
physical component. The first architectural element at the
basilica built by using such technology, the "column of Lleida",
would be fabricated in the form of stone cut non-conventional
components. The first piece to be machined was in early
November 1989, the first stones placed in- situ in November
1990, and its full completion presented in January 1991“Fig.
9”.
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Fig. 10. American Center in Paris (1988-1994) and the sculpture for the
Olympic Games of Barcelona (1988-1991) from Frank Gehry are
references that indicated to be built using Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) Technology
(Photos from author)

Having non rational complex forms would have
probably prevented the manufacture of the "column of Lleida"
with NC technology, acquired by the Sagrada Família in 1988,
as that without a clear CAD / CAM relationship such as the one
demonstrated in Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao
for example, it would be difficult to achieve the desired result.
A CAD system would be required as a must. Gaudí’s
geometric system was rational and therefore it was possible to
be described numerically through geometric relationship and
formulas. Certainly, the achievements of Gehry from
Barcelona have contaminated the digital architectural discourse
and have prompted many architects to develop new lines of
research in design and construction, perhaps with other
methodologies, but with the same intentions, which is to make
use of Computer Assisted Manufacturing Technology for the
service of architecture. And this is something that is promoted
in the temple of the Sagrada Família since 1989, with the first
stone built with a numerical control machine and the
presentation of the first architectural component of geometric
complexity, in this case of double helical twist, fully produced
robotically in January 1991.

Fig. 9. 21-01-1991: The “column of Lleida” finished, with all its components
fabricated with a numerically controlled machine
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

During the same period, Frank Gehry also succeeded
along with James Glymph regarding the use of CAD / CAM
for the construction of the sculpture for the Olympic Games in
Barcelona in 1992, along with the use of a CNC machine for
cutting stone components for the facades of the American
Center in Paris “Fig. 10”, and the Walt Disney Concert Hall in
Los Angeles at the end of 1991.[11] In the temple of the
Sagrada Família the "column of Lleida" was considered to be
the symbol of a new possibility of help from computer
numerically controlled technology, a not well recognized
achievement in the history of architecture linked to CAM.
Certainly, the achievements of Frank Gehry from Barcelona
have contaminated the digital architectural discourse and have
prompted many architects to develop lines of research in
design and construction, perhaps with other methodologies, but
with the same purpose, which is to use the Computer assisted
technology for construction in architecture. [12] But this is
something that is promoted in the basilica of the Sagrada
Família since July 1988 with the purchase of a CNC machine
in order to fabricate non-conventional stone components. The
great effort of technical staff at the church, which started in
February 1989, has been rewarded with a fully automated
Gaudinian element, formally demonstrating that the geometric
conceptualization created by Antoni Gaudí was ahead of his
time.

The architects involved in the construction of this
great work had the opportunity to contemplate thereafter
greater consistency and with a guarantee of success.
Communication between information technology and the
machines have been set to be, and remain until today,
completely faithful to the process. Thanks to the consistent
interpretation of Antoni Gaudí’s principles in addition of
technology’s application, it was possible to achieve the
construction of any component to perfection. Architecture
responded to the utility and this was the reason why technology
has been introduced in the Sagrada Família.
CAM technology is considered a tool which has been
used as a bridge providing communication between
information and final components. Sketches of Antoni Gaudí,
which were partly burned and destroyed during the Spanish
civil war, and plaster models of the many parts of the building,
especially the central nave, were rescued by Jordi Bonet as a
reinterpretation of numeric data relating to the generation of the
components of the church, and precisely built with the help of
high tech machines in order to transform the great challenge of
the creator of the Sagrada Família into reality, which was based
on achieving the new order. The achievement of the
construction of the "column of Lleida" was not only the first
double twist column to be built, but it was the first architectural
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element of a unique geometrical complexity ever built in the
world using NC technology.
III.

With the NC in 1989 and later the CAD/CAM in
2002, design consistency has been vigorously maintained in
construction. Furthermore, a first level of success was achieved
concerning time savings when fabricating geometrical
components as extruded polystyrene models to produce
negative molds which would be later placed on-site for the
final construction of components.

HIGH TECH TOOLS FOR THE FUTURE OF THE SAGRADA
FAMÍLIA

Since late 2004, a major update was made by the
Sagrada Família in the field of CAD / CAM “Fig. 12”. With a
team of specialized professionals, a wide structure in the
technical office, new computers, software, last generation 3D
printers, and new CNC machines and a robot, it has been
possible to carry out various researches to reach the primary
goals of Jordi Bonet regarding the implementation of robotic
technology in the basilica of the Sagrada Família taking into
account accuracy, already attained in the early 1990s with the
first numerically controlled machine, and economy in
construction.

Subsequent experiments of the "column of Lleida"
have shown that technology has been and remains a very useful
tool helping in the construction of the Sagrada Família. In
addition, with the increased investment in technology, both in
computer systems and robotics, the pace of construction
increased significantly. The link within the technical office
with this production process occurred very vigorously through
research developments and strategies linking CAD and CAM
media. Special forms needed special strategies to achieve first
its production and then material optimization and time for
manufacturing. The technical office of the Sagrada Família had
already reached accuracy back in the year 1989. Therefore, the
aim has been since then and is until now to endeavor to
optimize material and time. In addition, and as a result, this
system is providing models and site workers aid to enable them
to perform their work very effectively with real scale models,
in addition to three-dimensional supporting elements, and bidimensional data.
Following the first numerical control machine
acquired, the design and building staff at the Sagrada Família
increased their trust in technology. Machines have a tendency
to employ manufacturing processes closest to industry than
architecture, as it has been noted in the process of using the
first NC machine in the church. Therefore, architects needed to
apply mechanical application methodologies both at the
program level and at the machinery and production strategies
“Fig. 11”. It is required to employ background knowledge on
the part of designers, workers and industry to find innovative
solutions that first makes the production process more efficient
and diversified, and then accelerate the process in order to
optimize time. Saving production time would allow architects
to further investigate the processes of design and would help in
the creation of a greater number of proposals for a given
component of the Sagrada Família.

Fig. 12. Production process of a component which illustrates the process of
transformation of digital data into a final component during the
construction of the Sagrada Família, passing through the stages of
parametric design and fabrication, production and tools definition,
molds and placing in situ
(Image from author)

Fig. 11. Machines such as the saw disk numerically controlled machine
acquired to execute copy of components of reduced scale (left), and
the first prototype realized with the software CATIA and fabricated
with a CNC machine in May 2002, linking totally the CAD/CAM
process to the production of components at the Sagrada Família de
CAD/CAM (right)
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

With today's technology, knowledge is used and
processes are created so that both software and the machines
are always working up to its capacity limits in order to give the
desired results “Fig. 13”. The Sagrada Família project is
taking modern technology to its limits whenever digitally
designing or physically concretizing a new component of
Antoni Gaudí’s masterpiece. Therefore, technology is pushed
to its maximum potential to concretize the challenge of
building this spectacular work. Such a fact invites us to leave
the door open to technology since the project is not over and it
would be interesting to imagine, or even start to investigate,
which technology would be useful to continue the great
challenge to fulfill the dream of Antoni Gaudí and all those
who have followed their ideologies, and for achieving the
completion of this great work.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The balance between traditional and future technologies
was found and placed in the service of the basilica of the
Sagrada Família in the 1990s. The consistent coordination
between construction staff and architects opened up the
possibility to new production strategies that would help
accelerate the construction work. In manual construction, CAD
was a staunch ally to provide addition to production,
maintaining the fidelity of the drawings and the formal and
geometric principles that were defined by Antoni Gaudí. CAM
technology advances and its clearer link to CAD allowed not
only new design systems, such as three-dimensional or
parametric, but became a formal and rigorous principle of
transformation from a series of visual relationships from a
computer program on a screen to a physical component ready
to be assembled on site.
The implementation of CAM technology and its current
strategies studied for its continuation exemplify the difficulty
of the challenge that Antoni Gaudí proposed us and thanks to
technology and progress, today the construction of the basilica
progresses more accurately, quickly and economically. Today,
this technology is very appropriate but they are being taken to
their limits and the project has not finished yet. How will the
new and future technologies help to complete the construction
of this work is yet to be known. The question is to ask what
new practical instruments are needed to take advantage of the
opportunities created by the modes of production that are
applied in the Sagrada Família.

Fig. 13. Robot fabricating a stone component for the Passion Façade
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)

With the help of veteran architects, mathematicians,
and computer program experts, in addition to the great
motivation and respect for Antoni Gaudí’s work, it was
possible to achieve a great acceleration in the process of
construction of the basilica of the Sagrada Família. With some
projects, among the many which has been and continue to be
carried out, it has been possible to illustrate a complete process
from design to the production of finished parts made of
computer-assisted technology. Geometric principles were
already defined, but thanks to computers, it is possible to draw
and produce them in different ways “Fig. 14”. Geometric
principles from Antoni Gaudí were defined and what was
missing was actually deepening in concept thinking, trying to
find the best architectural coherence, seeking a rational system
of production and saving.

This is a project that makes us rethink what happened
between the 1950s and 1980s in relation to architecture and
technology, where all tools were created. For example, one of
the many basic tools of design such as Non-uniform rational bsplines (NURBS), computers and numerical control machines
have been developed over the decades and used in many fields.
It is true that such technology was unreachable for the architect
until recently. However, architecture has incorporated this
technology with some delay, and for example, could be
speaking today in schools of architecture could relate their field
with technology in a more advanced and natural way, and
expose students to issues such as post-production, 3D printed
models, or programs that serve as support tools in the process
of design and construction with more awareness.
The balance between industrial technology and human
resource has always existed in the Sagrada Família, and even
with high tech machines, this conformity continues to exist
today. The machine did not replace the man in this project and
will probably not replace it ever. Not for the reason that the
machine could not, but human sensitivity expressed in art is not
automated, although this factor could also be questioned.
Technology has been and should always be a tool that is
considered very useful in the construction of this work. For
example, when defining construction techniques of molds and
models for model makers, it is relatively easy to turn a milled
element into a component for the manufacture of precast
modules or to put them on-site to serve as a template or mold.
Model makers have less work to generate the geometry
manually because machines would be responsible for providing
information or some of the information that would result in the

Fig. 14. Three initial proposals for the central tower produced with 3D printers
in 2006, where for the first time different formal solutions and their
relations to the whole project were studied
(Photo from archive of the Sagrada Família)
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production of a physical element. It would be only a matter of
time and applying the right manufacturing strategy so that the
required component would be obtained.

[3]

J. Bonet, L’Últim Gaudí: El Modulat Geomètric del Temple de la
Sagrada Família, 2nd ed., Barcelona: Pòrtic, 2001, pp. 42-104.
[4] J. Bergós, “Las Conversaciones de Gaudí con Juan Bergós” in Hogar y
Arquitectura, May-June 1974, 175.
[5] J. Bonet, “El Templo de la Sagrada Família: nuevas aportaciones al
estudio de Gaudí” in Loggia: Arquitectura & Restauración, n. 09,
Barcelona: 1999, pp. 22-29.
[6] Worksheets. Templo, 01/1956, p. 04.
[7] J. Bonet, “Experimentació tecnològica sobre l'arquitectura de Gaudí a la
Sagrada Família” in Butlletí de la Reial Acadèmia Catalana de Belles
Arts de Sant Jordi, n. 11, 1997, pp. 279-290.
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2001
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Nevertheless, and looking ahead, it is questionable whether
a project like the Sagrada Família could be completely
automated, although the sentimental values, through for
example sculptures and handcrafts prevail. The machine, no
matter how innovative it is, is actually nothing more than a tool
in the service of man. However, and perhaps, a future machine
with feelings that were able to create natural sculptures through
digital means could one day revolutionize this concern.
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by evaluating the sorption characteristics of TDA and
establishing their mechanical properties. Compaction and
compressibility tests established the best tire-chip mixtures.
The results of these tests confirmed that TDAs are appropriate
for use in permeable reactive barriers especially for barriers
designed to resist residual free products and aqueous phase
hydrophobic organic contaminants [10].

The use of solid wastes has been highlighted in different
application of geotechnical engineering such as retaining walls,
embankments and roads. Waste tires have been used as light weight
material in the last decades. In this research, effect of Powdery
Waste Tire (PWT) on permeability of Kaolin was investigated. PWT
in percentages of 20%, 40% and 60% by weight were replaced and
mixed with Kaolin. A number of 20 permeability tests were conducted
on four different mixtures included pure Kaolin. Samples were
compacted before performing the permeability test. The results
indicated that permeability of Kaolin-PWT mixtures increased up to
467% for 60% of PWT replaced with Kaolin as compared to pure
Kaolin. In conclusion, increasing the amount of PWT increases the
permeability of mixtures and makes desirable mixtures to use as a fill
material which needed high permeability in constructions.

According to a review of study by Reddy and Marella [11],
a summary of tire shred hydraulic conductivity is presented in
TABLE I. Tire shred size ranged from 0.18 to 5.5 inches. The
hydraulic conductivity of the tire shreds based on shred tire
size ranged from 0.0005 to 59.3 cm/s. Variation of hydraulic
conductivity values can be explained by the size, composition,
and compaction level (initial density/void ratio) of the tire
shreds and normal stress.

Keywords: Powdery Waste Tire (PWT), Kaolin, Permeability

In general, the majority of studies in this area agree that
fine TDAs possess good drainage properties with permeability
values ranging from 1.1 to 7.7 cm/s [12, 13 and 14]. The
hydraulic conductivity of tire chips or shred is a property
related to size, density and pressure. Therefore, in this study,
effect of Powdery Waste Tire (PWT) as a kind of finest TDA
on permeability of Kaolin is investigated to complete the
previous researches based on TDA size and soil type.

I. INTRODUCTION
Hydraulic conductivity is a measurement of the rate that
water flows through a unit cross-sectional area of porous
medium under laminar flow conditions, unit hydraulic
gradients and standard temperature conditions. Hydraulic
conductivity is an important characteristic for drainage
materials.
Several researchers have contributed to the study of
geotechnical properties of tire modified soils [1-7]. Cetin et al.
[6] studied fine and coarse grained tire-chips in terms of
strength and permeability in mixtures that contained clayey
soils. The results of their study indicated that 20% and 30%
mixture of coarse grained fine grained tire-chips, respectively,
were most effective when low weight, low permeability, and
strength are needed. In their studies on tire chips, Edil and
Bosscher [8] looked at soil mixtures containing tire chips. They
concluded that hydraulic conductivity was reduced when 30%
to 50% sand was mixed with the tire chips.

II.

Material and test procedure

A. Kaolin
Water washed Kaolin is formed by slurring the raw clay
and then centrifuging it to remove impurities. The Kaolin used
in this study was purchased from Kaolin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
Kaolin properties are presented in TABLE II and Fig. 1
respectively.

The hydraulic retention time of water in the drainage areas
of a Tire Derived Aggregate (TDA) fill is typically low
depending on the degree of compaction and overload. The
moisture content of TDA is the result of any surface water and
any bound water is low because of the relatively large size of
the tire chips [9]. The suitability of shredded tire chips as a
material which is permeable reactive barriers has been studied
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TABLE I.
Reference
Bressette, 1984 ASTM, 1998

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF DIFFERENT SIZE TIRE SHREDS [11]
Tire Shred Size

Hydraulic

(inch)

Conductivity (cm/s)

1-2.5

2.9-23.5

-

0.2-2.0

3.8-59.3

-

1.5

1.43-2.64

0.75

0.79-2.74

0.4-2

7.7

Void ratio=0.925

Hall, 1991

Humphrey et al., 1992,
Humphrey and Sandford, 1993
ASTM, 1998

Edil et al., 1992
Edil and Bosscher, 1994
Ahmed and Lovell, 1993

Duffy, 1995

Specific Test Conditions

Simulated overburden of 0 to 35
feet of MSW
Simulated overburden of 0 to 25
feet of MSW

0.4-2

2.1

0.488

0.75-3

15.4

1.114

0.75-3

4.8

0.583

0.4-1.5

6.9

0.833

0.4-1.5

1.5

0.414

0.6

Stress (psf): 0

2-3

0.45

1440

0.4

2881

0.5-1.5

0.58

-

2

0.7

2500 psf (40 feet MSW)

0.53

5000 psf (80 feet MSW)

0.25

10000 psf (160 feet MSW)

0.12

15000 psf (240 feet MSW)

55.0

1879

20.0

3132

10.0

7308

6.0

11484

1.0

-

Narejo and Shettima, 1995

2.4-4.0

Andrews and Guay, 1996

1-2

Masad et al., 1996

0.18

510 4

7308

Cecich et al., 1996

0.2-0.6

0.03

ASTM D2434

Bernal et al., 1996

2

1.2

-

9.0

Void ratio=2.77

3.2

1.53

1.8

0.78

0.5-1.5

7.6

Void ratio=0.693

0.5-1.5

1.5

0.328

0.5-3

16.3

0.857

0.5-3

5.6

0.546

0.25-0.5

0.16

-

0.5-1.0

0.18

-

1.0-1.5

0.18

-

0.5-5.5

0.65

3400 psf, Compression - 50%

0.5-5.5

0.01

21000 psf Compression - 65%

Zimmerman, 1997

Lawrence et al., 1998

Chu, 1998

Reddy and Saichek, 1998

0.002

3132

-

8-16
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TABLE II.

KAOLIN PROPERTIES (KAOLIN MALAYSIA SDN. BHD.)
Physical Properties
In-house Test Method

Moisture Content

Below 5.0 %

60 Mesh per inch (24 Mesh per cm)
Residue

Below 20.0 %

Chemical Composition
XRF Test Method
Aluminium (Al2O3)

15.0 – 25.0 %

Silica (SiO2)

60.0 – 75.0 %

Iron (Fe2O3)

Below 5.0 %

Potassium (K2O)

Below 2.5 %

Magnesium (Mg O)

Below 1.0 %

Loss on Ignition 1025 o C

5.0 – 10.0 %

Fig. 2. Powdery Waste Tire (PWT)

C. Sample Preparation
In general, sample preparation was according to British
standard [15] for compaction test and the preparation of
samples for permeability test followed the optimum moisture
content (OMC) resulted from compaction test [16]. For each
test a 15 cm high cylindrical sample that was 10 cm in diameter
was prepared. According to TABLE III, material were mixed
and compacted in the mold in order to measure the
permeability as shown in Fig. 3.

TABLE III.

KAOLIN-PWT MIXTURE PERCENTAGE BY WEIGHT

Material

Kaolin
(%)

PWT
(%)

K100

100

-

K80-PWT20

80

20

K60-PWT40

60

40

K40-PWT60

40

60

Fig. 1. Kaolin used in this study

B. Powdery Waste Tire
Powdery Waste Tire (PWT) is derived from the used tires
which has low unit weight with high permeability and also
cheap compared with the other materials with the same
properties for geotechnical engineering usages. PWT was
collected from Yong Fong Rubber Industries Sdn. Bhd. while
the size of PWT was 80 meshes as shown in Fig. 2 where mesh
is defined as the number of particles per inch.
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K 100%

K 100% Saturated

K80-P20

K80-P20 Saturated

K60-P40

K60-P40 Saturated

K40-P60

K40-P60 Saturated

Fig. 3. Permeability samples

when 40% of PWT is replaced with Kaolin in the mixture. The
growth moderately is increased up to 5.17E-05 when 60%
PWT replaced with Kaolin. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the results
of Cetin et al [6] confirm the trend of permeability increment
when the amount of PWT is increased.

D. Permeability Test
A falling head method and a consolidated test apparatus
was use to assess the permeability tests of Kaolin and KaolinPWT mixtures. For each test a 15 cm high cylindrical sample
that was 10 cm in diameter was prepared and thoroughly
saturated as shown in Fig. 4. The permeability of each sample
was evaluated by applying headwater pressure in a graduated
glass burette. Permeability tests were conducted on different
Kaolin-PWT mixtures. The permeability and the PWT
percentage replaced with Kaolin are presented in TABLE IV. It
is obvious that the permeability is measured on several
mixtures such as 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% PWT replaced with
Kaolin.
III. RESULTS
TABLE IV presents changes in the amount of permeability
related to PWT percentage between 0% and 60% mixing with
Kaolin in this study and also tabulated the results of the study
by Cetin et al [6]. As can be seen in Fig. 5, adding the
percentage of PWT in mixtures increases the permeability of
Kaolin-PWT mixture gradually. It is correspondingly clear that
permeability of Kaolin-PWT is increased sharply to 3.66E-05
in the range of 0% to 20% then it gradually rises to 4.71E-05

Fig. 4. Permeability tank used for sample saturation
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TABLE IV.

PERMEABILITY OF KAOLIN-PWT MIXTURES AND COHESIVE
CLAY – FINE TIRE CHIPS MIXTURES

permeability tests were conducted on four different mixtures
included pure Kaolin. The results indicated that permeability of
Kaolin-PWT mixtures increased up to 467% for 60% of PWT
replaced with Kaolin in comparison with pure Kaolin.
Therefore, replacing more amount of PWT with Kaolin
increases the permeability.

Kaolin - PWT Mixtures (Current Study)
Rubber
Percentage

0%

20%

40%

60%

Permeability
(mm/s)

9.11E-06

3.66E-05

4.71E-05

5.17E-05

Cohesive Clay – Fine Tire Chips Mixtures [6]

Acknowledgment

Rubber
Percentage

0%

20%

40%

50%

Permeability
(mm/s)

9E-08

2.8E-07

4.7E-07

6.5E-07
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Abstract

Usually the rivers are exposed to sedimentation and
erosion, which affects the river morphology and its
protection policies. Thus, it is very important to
understand the mechanism of scouring and to control
the process. In this paper, the impact of groins as a
flow transverse structure for controlling the river
erosion is studied. Experiments were performed on
attracting groin series at Water Research Institute of
Ian under 135, 120 and 90 degrees. The tests were
repeated with the discharges of 80, 100, and 120 lit/s,
using bed load materials of average 2.5mm diameter.
The relative distance between the series of groins
were fixed at 1, 1.5, and 2. Therefore, total number of
27 experiments were conducted to understand the
process and express the scour depth in such
situations. A relationship was also suggested to
determine the scour depth with respect to the relative
distance, the transverse angle of groins, and the flow
conditions.
Keywords: River; Erosion; Groin; attracting; Scour
depth

I.
Introduction
Traditionally, rivers are known as the main source
of water supply for the societies. Archeologists
believe that well-known ancient human
civilizations were established close to the rivers to
make use of available water resources in river
systems. Therefore, the vital impact of rivers on
human life always remains an important subject.
However, riverbank settlements introduce many
benefits, as well as risks and hazard to their
habitants [1]. Lake of attention to the river
mechanisms, leads to adverse impacts to the
environment and water quality. This negligence
during the river floods causes environmental
degradation, and damage to the river structures and

life and properties of the residents [2]. Erosion of
bed and abutments is also associated with these
impacts. Amongst different river protection
techniques, barrier structures such as groins are
widely recommended as an effective river
protection method. These structures are used to
deviate the flow from the erodible river banks
towards the main stream. They also reduce the
approaching flow velocity to the walls and
improve the sedimentation on the river banks [3].
In this study, scouring around groins and its
dependence on flow hydraulics and sediment
characteristics and geometry conditions is
investigated.
II.
Erosion and Groin
Erosion is an important phenomenon which is
associated with the river evolution and alterations
including the riverbank and its bed layer. Slope of
the river, floods, meanders, sediment and
watershed characteristics, and geological and
geotechnical aspects are the main sources of river
morphology and its variation. Direct or indirect
intervention on river environment for utilization
purposes or river management may intensify the
erosion process [4]. Stability, safety, and operation
of groins in rivers need careful assessments of the
size and the domain of erosion around these
structures. However, the base level of the groin
and especially the nose should extent below the
scour depth. Length, height and side slope of the
groins and the relative distance between the groins
are the main factors in the design and application
of these structures. So far, these parameters have
been the core of many investigations.
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Groins are crossing structures to the river axis with
different angles, which are installed at the
riverbank. These structures have been designed
and implemented for a variety of purposes,
including the deviating of flow to the desired
direction, creating a proper width for the flow,
increasing flow depth for navigation purposes,
prevention of the riverbank erosion, and river
protection. Groins are also used to deviate the flow
from the outer bends and trapping the sediments to
create new river banks. They are made of different
materials such as, aggregates, rocks, sand and
gravel, gabion and piles. Groins are installed
transverse to the flow direction, to increase the
flow velocity in front of it [5]. This phenomenon
put the structure in destruction danger and causes a
pattern of scour hole in front of it.
These structures are usually observed in series.
The first groin on the upstream is constructed very
solid, stable, and well detailed to overcome the
major flow impact on it as a frontier [6]. They are
very simple structures, suitable for various flow
conditions, and widely applicable for river
management and especially bank preservation and
stability. Therefore, better understanding the
erosion process around groins is an important task
for the design, protection and retention of such
structures.
Erosion is a function of different factors such as,
type of groin, its structure and geometry, flow
discharge, fluid and sediment characteristics, the
distance between the groin series, and the angle of
the groins with flow direction [6]. Multiple types
of these structures can be found, based on their
geometry and their outcome on flow pattern.
Classification of the groins is based on the
following features:


Structural material: The groins are classified
into permeable and impermeable type. In this
work, the effect of pore pressure is neglected
and the groin is assumed impermeable.



The Crest submergence: The level of groin
crest with respect to the water surface
elevation introduces two types of submerged
and free groins. In this work, these two types
are considered together with the threshold
condition for further study.



The Groin angle with flow direction: Based on
the effect of groins on river flow, they are
divided into attracting or attracting, repelling
or inclined, and deflecting or normal.
Attracting groins are constructed with an
inclination downstream and thus, drag the
flow pattern. These are recommended in case
of water intakes lay close to the riverbanks.
Deflecting groins are normal to the flow

direction and are used to divert gently the flow
from riverbanks without causing intense
deviation towards the front shore. Repelling
groins are constructed with an inclination
upstream. These are used to protect river
shores for higher water flow elevations. This
kind of groins diverts the flow from the river
banks toward the front shore.


Shape of the groin nose: Based on the shape of
the nose, the groins are divided into different
types such as, straight, L shape, T shape,
Hockey, and kinked. The shape will affect the
erosion and sedimentation process and
introduced unpleasant consequences.

Ahmad (1951) performed experiments on the
effect of different groin shapes on the downstream
protection length and also the effect of two
installed groins on each other [7]. A group of
researchers attempted to interpret the flow around
the groin and especially vortex formation
downstream of the groin to determine the
appropriate location for the second groin. Roger et.
al. (1999) investigated the volume of the created
scour hole in front of angle of 90 degree [8]. It was
observed that in submerged groins, flow depth to
groin height ratio significantly affects the
geometry of the scour hole. For the highest flow
depth to groin height ratio, maximum scour depth
shifts from the groin to the channel sidewall and
causes secondary scour downstream of the groin.
Elawady et al. (2001) investigated flow and scour
patterns around thin plate groins located in a
straight channel [9]. They considered different
groin lengths (5, 10, and 15cm), groin heights (2.5,
5 and7.5cm), discharge (73, 90, 104, 120, 145, and
180 lit/sec), submergence ratio (low and high
submergence) and the groin angle to the bank (60,
90, and 120 degrees). They concluded that the
maximum scour depth occurred at the upstream
side of the groin. In submergence condition,
maximum scour depth reduces and by increasing
the groin length and decreasing the flow depth,
scour hole increases.
Kuhnle et al. (2002) investigated the scour around
the trapezoidal submerged groins in a straight
channel, considering three groin angles (attracting,
perpendicular and repulsive) [10]. They concluded
that the maximum scour hole occurs around the
repulsive groin, while the highest bank erosion
potential occurred in case of the attractive groin.
Ishigaki and Baba (2004) investigated the flow and
scour patterns around submerged and nonsubmerged trapezoidal groins with perpendicular
and attracting (25 degree angle relative to the
downstream) condition [11]. They observed a
scour hole that was less deep but closer to the
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groin, in case of the attracting condition. They
indicated that the perpendicular groin was more
appropriate to protect the riverbank.
Nagy (2005) investigated the scour pattern around
submerged and non-submerged groins in two
attracting and perpendicular conditions with 30, 60
and 90 degrees angle in a straight channel [12]. He
concluded that in case of the attracting groin, less
volume and maximum depth of scour hole
occurred. The rate of scour was higher in
perpendicular groins compared to the attracting
one. Maximum scour depth, width and volume of
non-submerged groin were also more than those of
submerged groin. Duan (2009) also experimentally
investigated three-dimensional bed deformations
around the impermeable groins in a straight
channel [13]. Table 1 presents a review of
relationships, which have been proposed by
previous investigators [14]. In these equations ys
:maximum scour depth, y1 : upstream water depth,
q: upstream discharge per unite width, ρs: specific
mass of the bed materials, b: width of the
abutments, L : length of the abutment, u : mean
upstream velocity, and uc : threshold critical
velocity. Other parameters are defined within the
table.

III.
Experimental setup
Experimental setup was constructed at Water
Research Institute of Iran. Experiments were
conducted in a concrete rectangular flume, having
6m length, 1.6m width, and 0.6m depth. Schematic
view of the flume is shown in Figures 1 and 2. A
series of three grones with the arrangement of120º
attracting, 135º inclined, and 90º normal were
used. Experiments were repeated for two types of
permeable and impermeable groins. Stony grains
with specific gravity of 2.565g/cm3 and the size of
2-4cm were used for the permeable groins.
Dimensions of the repulsive, perpendicular and
attractive groins are shown in Table 2. The first
groin was fixed at 50cm from the inlet to assure a
uniform and non turbulent approaching flow
condition.

Table 1. Previous equations for scour depth around
abutments and groins [14]
Notation

Equation

Discharge
per unit
width
(mm)

Author

Neil
(19731980)
Figure 1. Schematic view of experimental setup
Richard
son
(1975)
Lim et
al.
(1992)

The
equivalent
discharge
related to
the river
width
which is
open
Q
Total
discharge
width of b
abutment
B width of
the river
M=b/B

Critical Froude Number at :
threshold
Froude Number in floodplain :

Sturm
et al.
(1994)

Hoffma
n
(1995)
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Non-cohesive
fine-grained
particles
with
uniformity coefficient of less than 1.3 were used to
cover the bed of the flume with the thickness of
0.2m. Based on the maximum scour depth, the
equilibrium time of 8 hours was determined.
According to Figure 3, extending the experiments
will not result in significant increases of the scour
depth after this time.

Figure 3. Variation of scour depth with time
Froude number of flow varied from 0.29 to 0.33.
Three conditions of submerged, free and the
threshold for the groins were considered in this
study. task of this work is to determine the effect
of discharge (Q), relative distance between the
groins (S/L) with respect to their length (L), and
the type of grones on scouring around different
types of groins. Discharge is related to the
condition of submerged, free and threshold for
groins and the type of groins is related to
settlement angle of groin with respect to the flow
(θ). Therefore, 27 set of experiments based on
Table 3 were conducted.

Figure 2. Experimental process
S/L

Table 2. Characteristics of the groins used in this experiment
Groin
type
Groin
Characteristics

Upper crest
length
Nosing length
Total groin
length
Lower width
Upper width
Height
Bank slope
Angle to the
flume wall

Attractive
groin

Perpendicular
groin

2
1.5
1

Attractive
groin

S/L
27cm

27cm

27cm

23cm
50cm right
70 cm left
48cm
8cm
20cm
1:1

23cm

48cm
8cm
20cm
1:1

23cm
50cm right
75 cm left
48cm
8cm
20cm
1:1

135 degrees

90 degrees

120 degrees

50cm

2
1.5
1
S/L
2
1.5
1

Table 3. Description of the experiments
90 Degree Normal Groin
Test
Test
Q
S/L
Q
S/L
No.
No.
3
2
2
2
6
80
1.5
5
100
1.5
9
1
8
1
120º Degree Attracting Groin
Test
Test
Q
S/L
Q
S/L
No.
No.
12
2
11
2
15
80
1.5
14
100
1.5
18
1
17
1
135º Degree Inclined Groin
Test
Test
Q
S/L
Q
S/L
No.
No.
21
2
20
2
24
80
1.5
23
100
1.5
27
1
26
1
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Test
No.
1
4
7
Test
No.
10
13
16
Test
No.
19
22
25

Q
120

Q
120

Q
120
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IV.
Results
First of all, the channel bed with its fine materials
was smoothed and flatted, and then the groins with
the desired distances were located on the bed
surface. The flow pattern surrounding the groins
was associated with the formation of vortices. The
size of these vortices is a function of the main
parameters of Table 3. Figure 4 shows a typical
results of experiments for S/L=2, Q=80lit/s, and
θ=120º. Formation of dunes and pits on the
channel bed surface is observed around the groins.
The figure shows the longitudinal extension of bed
forms from 1st goyne towards the 2nd one. No
deformation is observed on other segments. On the
cross section, the deformation does not extend
towards the side walls. Maximum scour depth
happens between the 1st and the 2nd groins and
close to the 1st groin nose. Figure 5 and 6 also
show another results of two and three dimensional
view of bed deformation or topography of the
channel bed for S/L=2, Q=80lit/s, and θ=120º.
The figures show similar topography description
of the bed formation. Measurements showed a
maximum scour depth of 7mm downstream of the
1st groin.

Figure 6. Three dimensional bed deformation of the channel
(S/L=2. Q=80lit/s, θ=120º)

Different parameters are effective on the safe
operation of groins in shore protection and also
riverbank scouring. Based on the dimensional
analysis, relationship between the scour depth and
the main parameters can be derived. Therefore,
applying the Buckingham theory can lead to the
following equation [15]:
1)
(z) : maximum scour depth
Coefficients a, b, c, and d are determined by
regression analysis of the experimental results. The
following equation was determined with R2=0.85
for maximum scour depth:
(2)

Figure 4. Typical experimental results for S/L=2, Q=80lit/s,
and θ=120º

V.
Conclusion
In this study, experimental investigation of scour
depth around series of groins was studied.
Submergence condition, relative distance, and the
angle of groin with respect to flow direction were
considered. It was realized that scour depth (z)
increases with relative distance (S/L), the angle of
groins (θ) with flow direction, and also the Froude
number of flow (Fr). The effect of θ is pronounced
and then, Fr remains important. Based on the
dimensional analysis and the results of regression,
a new formula was suggested to determine the
scour depth in such conditions.
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Identification of earthquake ground motion using site
effects analysis in the case of Serres city, Greece
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presents the case of Serres, a city in northern Greece (resident
population 60000), that was investigated in the framework of
SeiVAS research project (Seismic Vulnerability Assessment
of the building stock in the city of Serres). The ultimate
purpose of the project is to evaluate the seismic vulnerability
and loss estimation of the building stock in the urban area
under consideration.

Abstract— In order to evaluate the seismic risk of the building
stock in urban areas, it is imperative to identify qualitatively and
quantitatively the components of the expected earthquake input
motion at ground level. Following the seismic hazard
determination, site effects analysis is a critical step of the
procedure to identify the seismic motion at the soil surface. This
paper presents the soil response calculation at three selected 1D
soil profiles, located at areas with different geological
characteristics in the city of Serres in northern Greece. Selection
of input motion at bedrock level, consideration of soil
nonlinearity during strong ground motion and obtained seismic
response at the soil surface, are presented in detail for the
investigated case, within the framework of the SeiVAS research
project. The variation of the soil response depending on the
specific soil deposit layering in different city areas is highlighted
and discussed accordingly.

The methodology followed during the presented research
is based on the principles set by several large scale research
projects, where highly esteemed institutions have cooperated
worldwide to investigate efficient approaches towards the
assessment of seismic risk at residential areas. Several Greek
research teams and Institutions participated in such projects,
e.g. RiskUE (2001-2004) [4], LESSLOSS (2004-2007) [5],
SRM-DGC (2006-2008) [6,7] and Syner-G (2009-2013) [8],
developing significant expertise in this scientific field.
Members of those research groups also participate in the
SeiVAS project, applying state of the art methods that were
either previously tested or they are currently under
development and verification.

Keywords - site effects analysis; soil non-linearity; seismic
response; input motion

I. INTRODUCTION
The significant construction growth of Greek cities during
the last decades of the 20th century, poses several questions
regarding the strength of the existing structures against
earthquake activity in the most seismic region of Europe. The
assessment of the structural environment vulnerability is
achieved with seismic risk studies that consider state of the art
approaches to evaluate the numerous parameters participating
in the structural response ([1-3]).

The SeiVAS research project includes all the phases that
compose a full scale seismic risk evaluation in properly
structured work packages (WP). After the assessment of
seismic hazard and the determination of the soil deposit
conditions at the first part of the project (WP1-WP2), in WP3
the seismic response at the soil surface (free field conditions)
is estimated employing soil response analysis procedures. At
the same time, using the rapid visual screening approach, the
inventory of a reliable sample of the building stock is
completed (WP4), involving the recording of the main
characteristics that affect the seismic response of the structures
in the investigated area. The obtained results of the first phase,
along with the database of the recorded building properties
and properly selected seismic vulnerability functions (WP5),
will then be utilized to assess the seismic vulnerability of the
building stock (WP6).

In order to evaluate the seismic risk of the building stock
in urban areas, it is imperative to identify qualitatively and
quantitatively the components of the expected earthquake
input motion at ground level. After performing a seismic
hazard analysis to obtain the expected level of seismic motion
at bedrock level, according to pre-defined scenarios and return
periods, site-effects analysis is commonly utilized to evaluate
the response of the soil deposit and to calculate the
acceleration time-histories at the ground surface. This paper
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TABLE I.

A brief description of the seismic hazard evaluation and
the geotechnical and geophysical investigation is first given in
the next paragraphs, followed by the detailed presentation of
the seismic soil response calculation procedure. The results of
the site effects analysis at the soil surface level are presented
and discussed accordingly.

Recording
properties
Earthquake
Date

ATH99T

KOZ95T

PEL84L

VSK14NS

Athens

Athens

Kozani

Kremidia

Cephalonia

Greece

Greece

Greece

Greece

Greece

5.9

5.9

6.6

5.0

6.1

PGA (g)

0.12g

0.11g

0.14g

0.17g

0.10g

Geology

type A

type A

type A

type A

type A

Fault type

normal

normal

normal

normal

strike-slip

Distance

17km

17km

16km

9km

34km

Mw

A. Seismic Hazard Analysis Results
The first step towards the seismic risk study is the seismic
hazard assessment in the broader city area. Seismic sources in
the investigated region along with ground motion prediction
equations are used to this end, to assess seismic hazard for
Serres city ‘rock’ sites in terms of expected peak acceleration
levels at predefined return periods of 100, 475 and 950 years.
Several study cases have been considered, comprising of both
near-field and far-field ground motion scenarios [9-10].
Moreover, for comparison purposes, it is of particular interest
to examine the results of the scenario that does not include
recent findings concerning an existing fault in the city area,
which corresponds to the seismic hazard considerations of the
contemporary Seismic Code regulations. As expected, if the
parameters of the aforementioned fault are taken into account,
estimated acceleration levels are significantly higher, differing
from the current Seismic Code predictions.

Earthquake Recordings
ATH99L

07/09/1999 07/09/1999 13/05/1995 25/10/1984 26/01/2014

Country

II. EXAMINED EARTHQUAKE SCENARIOS

SELECTED EARTHQUAKE RECORDINGS

a

a.

Peak Ground Acceleration

Input Motion Response Spectra (normalized)
4.5
ATH99L

ATH99T

VSK14NS

PEL84L

KOZ95T

MeanRS

3.0

ΕΑΚ2000

EC8

2.5

Mean+σ

Mean‐σ

4.0

Acc (m/s²)

3.5

2.0
1.5

B. Selection of Input Motions
The dynamic response of the soil deposit is significantly
affected from the input motion characteristics, i.e. the
amplitude and frequency content of the acceleration timehistory at bedrock level. It is therefore decided to employ five
different seismic motions, based on actual recordings of
earthquakes in Greece (Table 1). The seismotectonic
environment, earthquake magnitude and fault distance of the
motions, are selected in a manner to be consistent with the
particular case of Serres broader area [11-12]. During the soil
response analysis, each record is normalized to peak input
acceleration levels determined from the seismic hazard
assessment for predefined scenarios resulting from various
fault parameters and return periods of the earthquake event.

1.0
0.5
0.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

T (s)

2.5

3

3.5

4

Fig. 1. Acceleration response spectra (normalized) of the selected earthquake
recordings, compared to the EC8 and Greek Seismic Code (EAK 2000)
spectra for type A soil.

III. DETERMINATION OF SOIL DEPOSIT PROPERTIES
A. Geological and Geotechnical Data
In order to calculate the response at the soil surface it is
imperative to determine the soil deposit properties at various
city areas. To this end, existing geological and geotechnical
data can be utilized to obtain information for the soil
formations and subsoil characteristics. The geological map of
the area, although in small scale (1:50.000 [15]), gives a draft
idea of the formations in the broader Serres city area. An
approximate demonstration of the geological formations is
given in fig. 2, along with the map of the urban city area. The
northern region of the city has a moderate to steep slope
topography and is characterized by stiff Neogene formations.
The topography and soil properties are different at the centre
and southern part of the urban area, where softer soils such as
alluvial fans or recent alluvial deposits can be detected.

The selection of suitable input motions in this research,
concerns the vulnerability assessment of existing buildings
rather than the design of new structures. Nevertheless, it was
deemed appropriate to comply with the guidelines of EC8
related to the suitability of selected recordings for time-history
analysis (EN1998-1 [13], §3.2.3.1). More specifically, apart
from the requirements concerning the seismotectonical
environment, the mean acceleration response spectrum of the
selected normalized input motions is comparable with the
respective elastic response spectrum of EC8, for soil type “A”
conditions. In this way both tasks are achieved to a
satisfactory degree, i.e. to select representative for the site
time-history recordings and comply with seismic code
regulations. Fig. 1 shows normalized response spectra of the
selected earthquake recordings, compared to normalized soil
type “A” spectra from EC8 and from the previous Greek
Seismic Code EAK 2000 [14].

Available borehole data from geotechnical investigations
inside the residential area provide the number of blow counts
of the standard penetration test (NSPT) with depth. Such data
were provided from the Municipality records for shallow
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L4

the most suitable Vs-NSPT relationships according to the
investigated soil type and layer depth, are used for the efficient
design of the geophysical survey that follows. Indicatively,
fig. 3 shows the resulting Vs profiles of the first soil meters for
L1 and L21 locations of fig. 2.

Alluvial Fan

Neogene
formations

Array 3

L3

L2
L1

Array 2

B. Geophysical Investigation
The geophysical survey that follows, consists of both
single-station and array type measurements [10]. More
specifically, numerous single-station ambient noise
measurements are performed following a dense grid pattern
inside the residential area, according to the SESAME Project
[20] guidelines. Processing the recorded signal at each
location, i.e. calculation of the Horizontal to Vertical Spectral
Ratios (HVSR), can provide an estimation of the soil deposit
fundamental frequency f0. This frequency is indicative of the
entire soil deposit elastic characteristics and expected bedrock
level.

Recent Alluvia

Alluvial Fan

Recent Alluvia
L14

L16

L17

L20

Array 1

L21 L22

The spatial distribution of the obtained f0 results is
presented in fig. 4 (update of measurements presented in
Theodoulidis et al. [10]). Three main f0 ranges can be
identified, i.e. 1.0-1.5Hz at the north-western area, 0.25-0.5Hz
at the south and 0.5-1.0Hz in the centre and northeastern part
of the city. A small area at the southwestern city part also
belongs in the latter f0 zone (orange), whereas the blue point
inside the “yellow” results area is attributed to low quality
initial measurements, as confirmed by a second survey in
several neighboring points (depicted with larger circle
diameters in fig. 4), and is considered as a 1.0-1.5Hz site as
well. The general measurement trend is comparable to the
available geological map, indicating a transition from stiffer to
softer soil formations in the north-south direction. Yet, there
are distinct differences at several regions, whereas some
peculiar findings during the HVSR calculation at specific city
locations (circles with red perimeter exhibiting a second
resonance frequency at lower values), seem to require
additional measurements with different approaches, which are
beyond the scope of the SeiVAS research program.

Fig. 2. Geological formations (recent alluvia, alluvial fan and neogene
formations), available geotechnical investigations (L1-L4, L14, L16, L17,
L20, L21, L22) and sites of geophysical measurements (Array 1: TEI, 2:
Prefecture, 3: Tanks) (after [19], map source: Google™ maps web service).
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Pitilakis, Anastasiadis (1998)
Anastasiadis, Raptakis, Pitilakis (2001)
Wair et al. (2012)

Fig. 3. Evaluation of Vs profiles based on NSPT borehole data from various
expressions.

boreholes (up to 20m depth) inside the residential area (L1-L4
in fig. 2), and from Egnatia Odos S.A. [16] for larger depths
(up to 40-45m) at the city ring road (L14 to L22 in fig. 2). The
NSPT blow count number can be correlated with the seismic
shear wave velocity at the respective soil depth, according to
several literature expressions for different soil categories. A
state-of-the-art review of available relationships can be found
in Wair et al. [17] for various soil types as well as in Pitilakis
[18] for soils of Greece. The respective shear wave velocity
(Vs) profiles with depth, evaluated from the consideration of

Fig. 4. Locations of single station ambient noise measurements and obtained
f0 results (after [10], updated with new measurments).
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The next stage of the geophysical survey concerns the
determination of soil deposit dynamic characteristics in
carefully chosen city sites. The selection procedure for the
array measurements locations was based on the geological
map of Serres and was significantly aided by the processed
existing geotechnical data and the preliminary evaluation of
the single-station measurement results. The final choice is
given in fig. 2 and includes three locations (Array 1, 2 and 3),
one at each identified geological formation. The arrays setup
comprised of simultaneous measurements at points located in
the perimeter of concentric cycles. The cycle diameter can be
related to the soil depth range that the method would provide
reliable results concerning the dynamic soil properties. The
analysis of the obtained measurements, using the GEOPSY
tools [21], resulted in the proposal of 1D shear wave velocity
profiles at each examined location.

should be noted that in all cases sensitivity analysis was
performed, examining variations of the bedrock depth and soil
elastic properties.
IV. SEISMIC SOIL RESPONSE ANALYSIS
A. Theoretical Approach
The soil seismic response (or site effects) analysis
examines the vertical propagation of shear waves within a
one-dimensional soil deposit and calculates the expected
response at the surface. The soil deposit is considered to
consist of homogeneous and isotropic horizontal layers with
different elastic properties, laterally extended to infinity. Input
motion is considered at the seismic bedrock level, which is
related to the underlying rock formation characterized by
shear wave velocity values larger than 750m/s. The basic
parameters of each layer concern its thickness, density , shear
modulus G and damping factor , whereas the resulting shear
wave velocity in the layer can be calculated as:

As expected from existing data and in situ observations,
results at Array 1 location (TEI of Central Macedonia) reveal
a deep soil deposit (>280m) with relatively soft soil near the
surface. On the contrary, quite stiff soil properties are found in
the northern city region near Array 3 (Municipality Water
Tanks area), where large Vs velocity equal to 1000m/s
(adequate for bedrock level consideration) is found at the
depth of 60m from the surface (fig. 5). The most challenging
task of this stage was the evaluation of results in Array 2
(Prefecture building), where the measurements quality is
inevitably poor, due to the central location and the constant
traffic noise at the area, even at night hours that the
measurements took place. Intermediate soil stiffness properties
were identified and were properly correlated with existing
borehole data in several specific locations of the same f0 zone
(orange points in fig. 4), to provide representative soil Vs
profiles for the site effects analyses that follow.



C. Determination of Soil Deposit Layering
The final aim of the geophysical and geotechnical
investigation is to provide representative Vs profiles for the
residential area that will be used during the dynamic soil
response analyses. Therefore, it is required to identify zones of
similar expected soil response in the city, and assign in each
zone the appropriate 1D soil profile. The zonation of the city
is aided by the single station measurements, which are
indicative of the entire soil deposit properties (depth and
stiffness) in each location. Fig. 4 offers a nice first
approximation of regions with different soil deposit
characteristics, using the f0 range discrimination that was
mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, especially for the Array 2
location which belongs to the orange zone (0.5-1.0Hz) that
dominates the residential area, additional considerations are
required to make sure that the proposed Vs profile is indeed
representative. To this end, the soil dynamic characteristics at
the southwestern part of the orange zone (4 points in fig. 4)
were modified for the first 40m according to geotechnical data
from 4 existing boreholes at the ring road of the city. On the
other hand, a similar differentiation approach with alternate
surface soil properties was attempted at the northeastern area
using preliminary site effect analyses, revealing only slight
variation of the obtained results. Indicative Vs profiles with
depth are presented in fig. 6 for the investigated cases. It

VS 

G







Fig. 5. Indicative array measurement results in Array 3: Municipality Water
Tanks area (after [10]).
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Fig. 6. Examples of shear wave velocity (Vs) profiles examined during the
site effects analyses.
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The calculation of the amplitude of harmonic shear waves
propagating through the layered soil media is described in
Schnabel et al. [22]. The methodology is based on the analysis
of transient motions into harmonic components, using the
Fourier transformation, and subsequently the calculation of the
resulting harmonic response in any depth using appropriate
transfer functions. The final transient response can be then
obtained using the inverse Fourier transform. The soil
response analysis is performed using the program SHAKE
2000 [23], based on the initial SHAKE code [22] with minor
modifications.

Several curves for different soil properties and depths have
been considered, such as those proposed by [26] and [27], the
latter presented in fig. 7.
In order to closely reproduce the variation of the
developing shear deformation and soil properties modification
with depth, a detailed layering of the examined soil deposits is
introduced, based on an automated option of SHAKE 2000
that creates sub-layers according to the specific soil properties
at each depth. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis is carried out in
all examined cases, to verify that a slight variation of the
utilized G-gamma-D curves selection at several soil layers,
especially of soft soils near the surface, does not affect
significantly the obtained response.

During the analysis, input motion is applied at outcrop
conditions of the bedrock layer, considering ideally soil type
A properties according to EC8. The calculation of the deposit
seismic response takes into account soil nonlinear behavior, as
discussed in the following paragraph, and provides the
response in terms of acceleration time-histories at the surface.
Analysis concerns five different input motions, corresponding
to the particular site conditions and normalized to the desired
peak acceleration according to the examined seismic hazard
scenarios.

G‐gamma curves
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
G/Gmax

B. Soil Non-Linearity
The soil profile properties obtained from the geophysical
investigation correspond to negligible soil shear deformations,
where the soil behavior is essentially linear elastic.
Nevertheless, during an earthquake incident, the developing
shear deformation level is expected to reach significant values,
driving the soil response to the nonlinear behavior range.
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A simplified yet efficient and computationally
straightforward approach to consider soil nonlinearities during
seismic shaking is to employ an equivalent linear procedure.
During this approach, the soil shear modulus and damping at
various depths are modified with the respective shear strain
level, according to properly selected G-gamma-D curves [24,
25]. This method has been proved to provide well-constrained
results and is widely used to perform 1D dynamic soil
response analyses. The modification of the soil elastic
properties is based on an effective rather than the peak shear
strain time-history value, since the latter refers to a single
occurrence with limited effect on the soil column response
during the entire strong ground motion. The effective shear
strain value can be calculated from the following expression,
according to coefficient ratio [23]:


0.6

PI=0, 1.5m

PI=0, 6m
15


10

where M is the magnitude of the earthquake corresponding to
the examined seismic hazard scenario. Typical values for this
coefficient are between 0.40-0.75 [23].

PI=15, 1.5m

PI=15, 6m
PI=0, 22m


PI=15, 22m





PI=30, 22m
PI=0, 90m

5

Proper consideration of soil nonlinearity requires that the
utilized G-gamma-D curves correspond to the dynamic
behavior of the investigated soil types. In the soil profile cases
of the present research, borehole data from existing
geotechnical investigations were taken into consideration to
facilitate the selection of suitable curves from the literature.

0
0.0001

PI=15, 90m

0.001

0.01
Shear Strain (%)

Fig. 7. Utilized G-gamma (up) and D-gamma (down) curves for the
consideration of equivalent linear soil response (after [27], corresponding
approximately to specific soil depths).
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C. Site-Effects Analyses Results and Discussion
Evaluation of results during the site effects analyses for
five different input motions is more efficient using the
acceleration response spectra at surface level. Mean
acceleration response spectrum of the obtained results and
comparison with response spectra of the EC8 and Greek
Seismic Code is used to draw specific conclusions in each
examined location.

Response Spectra (return period 100 years)

Acc (m/s²)

20

The surface acceleration response spectra results in the
case of Array 2 (Prefecture) are indicatively presented in fig.
8, along with the mean values and one standard deviation, for
the investigated scenario (M=6.2, r=0.02) and earthquake
return periods of 100, 475 and 950 years respectively. The
expected increase of the response is obvious at the surface for
examined scenarios of larger return periods. The response of
all five input motions is quite similar in terms of peak ground
acceleration (PGA) values, whereas the response spectrum
shape at other periods is related to the particular frequency
characteristics of each earthquake recording along with the
eigen period of the soil deposit.
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Response Spectra (return period 475 years)
20
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Most interesting is the case of the 475 years return period
scenario, which is consistent with the 10% exceedance
probability in 50 years of the Seismic Codes for the design
earthquake in the region. A comparative evaluation of the
obtained results with the current Seismic Code predictions for
the area seismicity (Zone I) and the local soil conditions (soil
type C for EC8 and B for the Greek Seismic Code) is given in
fig. 9. It is evident that the obtained response is much larger
compared to the Seismic Codes elastic response spectra,
raising several questions regarding the adequacy of the
resistance capacity of the existing structures. The main reason
for this discrepancy is probably the consideration of the
recently identified fault in the broader city area that results in
significant peak acceleration values at bedrock level during
the seismic hazard assessment, larger than those adopted in the
Seismic Codes. When an alternative seismic hazard scenario
without this specific fault is examined, then the response
results are in much better agreement with the Seismic Codes,
as presented in fig. 10.
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The different soil deposit properties (bedrock depth and
soil layer elastic characteristics) result in a noticeable variation
of the obtained response when results in four different city
locations are compared (fig. 11). The response spectrum at
Array 1 location, where soft soils and deep deposit conditions
are met, is characterized by larger values at the period range
between 0.8-3.0sec, compared to the other locations. Yet, the
peak spectral acceleration is lower than other sites, mainly due
to the large developing shear strains and significant inelastic
behavior of the soft soils near the surface. When sites of stiffer
soil conditions are examined, peak ground acceleration is
increased whereas the period range of significant spectral
values is getting narrower, as clearly seen in the case of the
Array 3 location where the stiff Neogene formations are met.
It should be noted though that, in the northern part of the city,
the consideration of the steep slope topography using 2D site
effects analysis is still an open issue.
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Fig. 8. Array 2 - Prefecture location: Acceleration response spectra of five
input motions and respective mean values for the the investigated scenario
(M=6.2, r=0.02) and return periods of 100, 475 and 950 years (from top to
bottom).
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Response Spectra (5% damping)

The use of seismic risk studies is quite common during the
last decade in order to assess seismic vulnerability and loss
estimation of the building stock in urban areas. This paper
presents the first phase of the procedure, concerning the
identification of expected earthquake ground motion, in the
case of Serres city located in northern Greece.
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Data from existing geotechnical investigations in the
residential area are utilized, along with geophysical surveys
comprising of both single station and array type ambient noise
measurements, to provide reliable 1D shear wave velocity
profiles in selected locations in the city. Moreover, the single
station measurements in combination with existing geological
data facilitate the zonation of the city to areas of similar
seismic response.
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The soil seismic response analysis that follows, takes into
consideration properly selected input motions scaled to peak
acceleration values from predefined seismic hazard scenarios.
Soil response results at the surface, in terms of acceleration
response spectra, reveal a significant difference from the
current Seismic Code predictions, mainly due to the
consideration of a recently identified fault in the broader city
area. Also, response variation is evident between locations of
different deposit depth and soil elastic properties.

Fig. 9. Array 2 - Prefecture location: Mean acceleration response spectrum
coompared to Seismic Code predictions for the investigated scenario (M=6.2,
r=0.02, return period of 475 years).
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Fig. 10. Array 2 - Prefecture location: Mean acceleration response spectrum
coompared to Seismic Code predictions for the scenario without the Serres
fault consideration (475 years return period).
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determination of all the weaknesses of the structure which
could cause failure. With concrete structures that fracture
usually occurs due to excess stress of bending, shear and
torsion.

Abstract—Due to different loads, the failure of concrete
structures can be different. Most failures of this construction are
due to concrete failure or reinforcement failure. In this paper it is
presented an example of reinforced concrete frame failure
because of the different loads. Beam-sway mechanism of the
construction failure is considered. Limited function is defined for
ultimate limit states, for bending. Reliability indexes are different
for different fracture mechanisms. Results show how reliability
index is changed for different relations in rigidity of columns and
beams. Reliability calculation is carried out with FORM method
using “Vap” software.

II.

Reliability of reinforced concrete structures depends on the
used reinforcement, concrete quality and loads imposed on the
building. Reliability can be quantified with the help of
mathematical probability theory and statistics. If the failure of
building is marked with pf (probability of failure), then the
reliability is expressed with mark r (reliability) and then
follows the relation [1]:

Keywords—concrete failure; reinforcement failure; failure
mechanisms; reliability indexes

I.

RELIABILITY OF STRUCTURES

INTRODUCTION


Concrete structures are by themselves filled with defects,
micro cracks and damages, therefore the failure of these
constructions is sometimes unpredictable. Due to the fact that
concrete resistance on pressure is much higher than on tension,
tensile stress is mostly taken over the provided reinforcement.
Failure of these construction can be caused by the concrete
failure or reinforcement failure. Concrete is inhomogeneous
material which is prone to inductile failure. Knowing this
characteristic of concrete, this phenomenon should be avoided
by proper arrangement of structural elements and proper
reinforcement. Therefore the more ductile behavior of this
structures is preferable.

The problem of determining the reliability of the building is
in fact a problem of determining the probability of failure that
occurs in those cases when the load S (stress) is greater than
the resistance of construction itself R (resistance).

 
Here the
is joint density distribution for resistance and
the load. In the majority of cases of the density distribution
cannot be determined, nor is it possible to make the integration
of this function by a domain of failure. This problem of
determining the failure probability is further complicated if the
limit function is dependent on the time, as is the case with
loads that are dynamic in nature and which directly depend on
the function of time [2].

During the design of reinforced concrete structures we are
trying to respect the basic characteristics of stability and
security and that is that the structure should be rigid, ductile
enough and of adequate capacity. The capacity of the building
greatly influences the formation of plastic hinges in RC
structure, because with its increase, later will be created plastic
joints in the most stressed areas. In order to avoid brittle failure
and rapid destruction of the building it is necessary that the
object is as ductile and that is able to deform in a nonlinear
field without a breakdown. It is particularly important to keep
in mind that due to the horizontal forces such as wind or
seismic, plastic hinges are not caused in the columns of the
frame.

(3)
A. Form Method (First Order Second Moment Reliability
Method)
Determining the probability of fracture using the reliability
index is enabled by FORM method which is defined that the
probability of failure is equal to[1] [2]:

With the analysis of reliability of reinforced concrete
structures the probability of fracture and collapse of structures
is determined. The most important step in determining the
reliability is proper defining the limit functions and
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calculate the reduced value with properties of N(0.1), however,
if they are mutually interdependent the problem gets
complicated and comes down to a search for those values of x*
which are independent and such are translated in the form x'

(4)
and
are the mean values
Where Z is a limit function,
and standard deviation of the limit function. Limit function is
approximated by the Taylor first order [2] where G(X) is the
limit function, X is the vector of random variables and is the
mean of the variable .

For linear limit function the following formulations are
applied:




















Minimum distance of the limit function from the origin
then represents
.

In the formulation (4) the β is reliability index. The
reliability index multiplied by the standard deviation βσZ
represents measure of the mean value distance from the
beginning of the coordinate Z =0, and in this way we obtain a
point called calculation point which separates the failure
domain from reliability domain. FORM method converts all
the random variables that do not follow the Normal distribution
into the variables that follow a Normal distribution, and only
with such input data of all random variables defined in the limit
state we can determinate the mean and standard deviation [2].
This method of determining the structure failure has its
advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage of this
method is that the probability of failure can be determined
without knowing the common density distribution, and
integration of that distribution by the failure domain is not
needed.





In most cases, the limit function is not linear but is of a
higher order function. In this case the problem is solved by
finding the "design point" Fig.1 which is a point on the limit
function that is at least away from the origin. If this minimum
distance can be found it is easy to calculate the probability of
failure that is the reliability. Reliability index is a constant
value, bearing in mind that no matter how function of the limit
state looks its geometric shape and distance from the origin
remains constant.
The calculation of the minimum distance becomes an
optimization problem.

The disadvantages of this method are that sometimes it is
impossible to convert all of the random variables that do not
follow the Normal distribution into the Normal distribution.
Another disadvantage lies in the fact that sometimes the limit
function cannot be approximated with Taylor's first order, i.e. it
is not possible to ignore the members of a higher order because
it would be unrealistic date on structure failure.

(11)






B. Hasofer Lind Form Method (First Order Second Moment
Reliability Method)
Given the fact that the classic FORM method had many
disadvantages Hasofer and Lind had modified this method.
Hasofer-Lind method is a method which all the random
variables converts into a standard Normal variables N (0,1)
with a mean value equal to 0 and standard deviation equal to
the 1.




Also the joint density distribution is then a function of the
Normal variables with the property N (0.1) fx'(x') and the limit
function G (X'). If all the variable xi are mutually independent
random variables that follow a Normal distribution it is easy to


Fig. 1. Hasofer Linds Method of Reliability
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The reliability index in this case looks like:



D. Sorm (Second Order Reliability Method)
The method of the second order is used in cases when the
limit state function is not linear. There are many methods of the
second order used today, one of these is the method which the
curve of the limit function around the point which is minimum
distance from the origin approximates with the function of the
second order, i.e. quadratic function. In the Equation (19) ki is
the main curvature of the limit function in „design point“.



The calculation point and sensibility factors then look:


Probability of failure by Breitung is approximately equal to:



III.









RELIABILITY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

A. Failure Mechanisms
The representation of determination of the reliability index
and failure of structures will be considered on a reinforced
concrete frame on Fig. 2.

Sensibility factors αdi represent cosine of angles between
the individual axes of a random variables with the direction of
reliability index and represent the impact of certain variables
on the reliability [3].
If the random variable does not follow the Normal
distribution, it is necessary to convert it to a Normal
distribution, and then apply









Fig. 2. Reinforced frame with loads

Where fi and Fi are density distribution and cumulative
distribution of the random variable that does not follow a
Normal distribution, and are the density distribution and
cumulative distribution of a Normal random variable [2].
Today there are various methods of converting into the Normal
distribution among which is the approximate method of
Paloheimo-Hannus [3].

We will assume that the frame is loaded by its own weight,
variable load, with snow and horizontal forces of wind and by
the recommendations of the [4]. Since the wind force and snow
force dependent on the time factor this fact will be taken into
account in the design.
The frame, for simplicity of the design is taken as a simple,
two-storey, six times static indefinite.

C. Crude Monte Carlo Method
Monte Carlo simulation is a method that is often used when
an analytical solution of probability failure is not possible to
determine. This method is used in some very complex
problems with a large number of random variables when it is
not possible to apply other methods. The essence of this
method consists in counting the random variables that meet the
limit function g (x) <0 with the tag
and with the total
number of simulation which we mark with N. The downside of
this method is that for sufficiently accurate result it is necessary
a large number of these cycles. Then the probability of failure
is equal to their relationship:



Where



is work of external forces and
is work on internal forces on virtual displacement.

Based on the previous formulation (20) we can write the
limit function for the combined sway-beam mechanism [5].
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In the equation (21) Xi represent the places of plastic joints,
and W, G, Q and S are wind, permanent load, variable load and
snow load.



B. Resistance
In this case it will be considered only the impact of the
reliability index on the bending, where it will be ignored
influence of normal forces on the bending in beams. If the
concrete tensile stress is neglected and the concrete stress in the
entire compression zone is assumed constant and equal to fc
then (22) can be determinated from the horizontal equilibrium
of forces [5]:


Permanente load includes its own weight of construction
and the weight of unconstructive elements, where γc is volume
density of concrete and V is volume of concrete element [4].
2) Snow
Snow load according to Eurocode EN is


In this paper, in addition to snow, which is described with
maximal Gumbel distribution, the wind is present too. As the
wind is going to be modelled for construction period of 5 years
we will do a similar thing for snow, and on the basis of these
data determine the reliability of the return period T =50 years.
Typical snow load with a return period of T =5 years and
fractile of 5% is shown in the following equation [3] [6].






Characteristic snow load depends on the position of the
building, i.e., climatic conditions and altitude of the area where
the building is constructed. Since each state has its own
annexes on the basis of which builds policies for loads in this
paper load the values of snow were taken in accordance with
legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.



In the equation (22) b2 is beam with and other expressions
are defined in Table 3. If we assume that the failure occurred
entirely as a result of the failure in the reinforcement than we
get a simplified expression.







For moments of plasticity in the columns is valid according
to second order theory [4].

(28)
Where
is characteristic value of snow load on ground
for 1 year, N is return period, a is scale parameter of Gumbel
distribution and p is probability fractile of 5%.



3) Variable load
The main characteristics of variable load are shown on
Table 1 and Table 2 according to [1] [4].


TABLE I.

The Equation (24) is valid for N>0.5·0.85·b1·d1·fc,but the
other side for N<0.5·0.85·b1·d1·fc is valid (25) where N is a
normal force in column.








Category

Ao (m2)
correlation
area

mq
(kN/m2)
mean
value for
uniformly
distributed
long term
load

Office

20

0.5

TABLE II.

Modeling of random variables is shown below on the basis
of guidelines JCSS [4]. Description of all resistance variables
are shown on Table 3.

Category

C. Loads
1) Permanent load

LONG TERM LOAD FOR CATEGORY OF STRUCTURE
σu
(kN/m2)
Standard
deviation
with zero
mean
random
field
U(X,Y)
0.6

1/λ
(Years)
Return
period

5

SHORT TERM LOAD FOR CATEGORY OF STRUCTURES

Ao (m2)
correlation
area

mp
(kN/m2)
mean
value for
uniformly
distributed
short term
load
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σv
(kN/m2)
Standard
deviation
with zero
mean
random
variable
V
0.3

σu
(kN/m2)
Standard
deviation
with zero
mean
random
field
U(X,Y)

1/ν
(year)
Return
period

Dp
(days)
Duration
of short
term
load
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Office

20

0.2

0.4

0.3

1-3

d1 (m)
d2 (m)
e (m)
fc
(kN/m2)
fy
(kN/m2)
hs (m)
me
mq
mr
μi
ql
(kN/m2)
qs
(kN/m2)
ra
(kg/m3)
rc
(kN/m3)

The standard deviation of the long and short term load is:











In the Equation (29) and (30) k is reduction factor and A is
influence area.
4) Wind
Wind force equation is:

V (m/s)

(31)

sk
(kN/m2)

Basic distribution of these factors can follow the Lognormal or Normal distributions while the wind speed (in case
of maximum speed) follows Gumbel distribution. For wind
speed we will take the mean 10-minute value of v = 30m / s
with a coefficient of variation of 0.1, but if we want to
determine the wind speed for N years, the maximum wind
speed also follows Gumbel distribution and the mean value and
standard deviation of such distribution can be determined on
the basis of the maximum of mean values
and standard
deviations for one year [4]


Random
variable
a (m)
a1 (m)
a2 (m)
Aa s (m2)
Aaf (m2)
Aa c (m2)
B (m)
b1 (m)
b2 (m)
ca
ce
cg
cr
ct

concrete strenght

Normal

0.35; 0.0035

Normal
Deterministic

0.35; 0.0035
0.12

Log-Normal

30000; 5400

yield strenght

Log-Normal

height of column
uncertainty of loads
uncertainty of wind load
uncertainty of resistence
shape coefficient

Deterministic
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

400000;
24000
3
1; 0.2
0.8; 0.16
1.1; 0.05
0.8; 0.12

long term loads

Gamma

0.5;0.735

short term loads

Exponencial

0.2;0.29

mass density air

Deterministic

1.25

Normal

25;1

Gumbel

34; 3.4

Gumbel

1.3; 0.225

volume density of
concrete
ref wind speed for T=5
years
snow on ground for
return period T=5 years

IV.

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

By analyzing the combined failure mechanism taking into
account all already given values of random variables in the
limit function, different indexes of reliability are obtained for
different relationships between rigidity of beams and columns.
Based on the results from Fig. 3 it can be seen that increasing
the rigidity relationship between beams and columns increases
reliability index
By changing the dimension for only 5cm, reliability index
increases on average around 8%. This increase in the beginning
is a lot, because the dimension of 25cm reliability index is 2.83
while dimension of 30 cm index gains value 3.25 which is 15%
increase. This percentage considerably decreases for dimension
of 40cm and is 7.4%.



The main characteristics of the frame and their distribution
are shown in the following Table 3.
TABLE III.

column dimension (cross
section)
height of beam
thickness of slab

BASIC VARIABLES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTIONS

Description of variable

Distribution

concrete cover
with of the frame
distance between the
frames
surface of reinforcement
over the support of
beams
surface of reinforcement
in the field of beams
surface of reinforcement
in column
width of the pressed
concrete zone
column dimensions
(cross section)
beam width
aerodynamic factor
exposure coefficient
gust factor
roughness factor
thermal coefficient

Normal
Deterministic

Parameter(
m;s)
0.03;0.005
4

Deterministic

4

Deterministic

0.001134

Deterministic

0.001134

Deterministic

0.001134

Deterministic

1.64

Normal

0.35; 0.0035

Normal
Normal
Deterministic
Normal
Normal
Deterministic

0.35; 0.0035
1.1; 0.132
1
3.15; 0.378
0.784; 0.117
1

Fig. 3. Influence on stiffnes relations between beam and column on reliablity
index

Reliability indexes are approximately the same, if the ratio
of rigidity between columns and beams is equal to one or
greater than one. If their ratio is less than one, reliability index
is lower for lower rigidity of the beam.
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reinforcement in the columns stays unchangeable and is 11.34
cm2.

Reliability index from Table 4 is obtained when the ratio of
rigidity between beams and columns is the same and it
approximately meets standardized reliability index of 3.8
according to [7] [8] [9]. The probability of failure according to
FORM method is 1.587·10-4, while similar value is obtained
from the SORM to, 1.590·10-4.
TABLE IV.

Mechanism

Combined

RELIABILITY OF SWAY-BEAM MECHANISM

Reliability
index β for
return
period of 50
years
according
to FORM
Method

Probability
of failure Pf
for return
period of 50
years
according to
FORM
method

Reliability
index β for
return
period of
50 years
according
to SORM
Method

Probability
of failure Pf
for return
period of
50 years
according
to SORM
method

3.60

1.587*10'4

3.60

1.590*10'4
Fig. 5. The imact of increasing reinforcement in beams on reliability index

Data on the reliability indexes from Table IV and Fig. 3 are
got in the case when the surface of reinforcement in the
columns and beams is unchanged and is 4Rφ19 (11.34 cm2).

With the increase of reinforcement in the field it is clear
that it also comes to even bigger increase of reliability in
relation to the reinforcement increase in the field which is
logical if we look back on the limit function for combined
mechanism (21).

On Fig.4 is displayed a variation of the reliability index
depending on the different reinforcement in the columns and
beams while the geometry of columns and beams remains
unchangeable and all the dimensions of the cross section are 35
cm according to Table 3. The data shown on Fig. 4 are
obtained by assuming that the reinforcement in the beams is
simultaneously increased in the field and over the support.

V.

CONCLUSION

Based on all the diagrams Fig.3, Fig.4, and Fig.5 it is clear
that the influence of reinforcement is much bigger than
geometrical characteristic of the frame. The highest reliability
index is obtained by increasing the reinforcement in the beams
and in particular by increasing reinforcement in the field of
beam which is logical if we look at the limit function (21) for
combined mechanism.

Based on the results from Fig. 4 it is clear that with the
increase of reinforcement surface in the beams the reliability
index is significantly increased. For the average increase of the
reinforcement in beams of 3.37cm2 the reliability index is in
average increases for 21.5 %, while the maximum increase of
reliability index is 27.2% for the increase of reinforcement
from 4Rφ16 to 4Rφ19. With increase of the reinforcement of
the columns the reliability index is slightly increased. The
biggest increase of this index is 3.61% when the reinforcement
of the columns is increased from 4Rφ19 to 4Rφ22, while the
average increase is 2.76%.

Creating plastic hinges in the columns of the frame we try
to avoid, that is why the combined mechanism of the frame is
most desirable, because there is the smallest probability of
creating brittle fracture. Plastic joints that occur in beams in
areas of maximum impact should be as ductile as possible and
that they can deform longer without brittle fracture.
Other authors, such as [10] discussed the reliability of
reinforced concrete beams dimensioned according to ACI code
taking into account the effects of bending, shear and torsion, as
well as the influence of resistance and load on the reliability
index. Unlike [10] this paper is based only on determining the
probability of fracture, taking into account the presumption that
breakage will not occur due to fracture in concrete, it will occur
in the reinforcement, which corresponds to ductile behavior of
concrete structures. The paper [11] shows the reliability
analysis of very high beam dimensioned also with the ACI
code for several limit functions of fracture and comparative
analysis of the results obtained by numerical and laboratory
was conducted. Many researchers [12]. [13] analyzed the
reliability of reinforced concrete frame due to the effect of
horizontal seismic forces while this work is based on the
influence of wind forces.

Fig. 4. The impact of increasing reinforcement on reliability index

This paper had a task to show how the stiffness and bearing
capacity of some constructive elements of the frame have an
impact on the creation of the desired fracture mechanism. The
basic assumption of these results is that it is not taken into the

On Fig.5 is shown the influence of the increase of
reinforcement in the field of beam and over support, while the
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account the influence to shearing or torsion but only to bending
as the dominant influence.
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Abstract— Recycling processes offer materials which could be
employed in highway construction. Reclaimed asphalt, fly ash,
scrap tires, waste glass, steel plastic, slag, are candidates for such
a use. Slags being used in roadway and pavement construction
projects are by-products of the process of steel-making and
electric power production where coal is burnt. Slag types vary
according to their chemical composition, specific weight, and
porosity. This lack of uniformity does not exist only between slags
from different sources, but even in the same furnace and among
its different loadings. Hardness and durability tests have been
performed on various Greek slags, in order to define the
engineering properties and characterize the material for use in
pavement construction. The results have been compared with
outputs for conventional hard aggregates. Synthetic aggregates
can be used improving the costs of road products, while yielding
significant energy savings and having mild impacts on the
environment.
Keywords— slag; by-product; aggregate; road construction;
environmental impact

I. INTRODUCTION
The sustainable or viable management of natural resources
requires the decoupling of economic growth, use of resources
and the waste production. Building up road pavement layers
involve the use of large quantities of raw materials (cement,
asphalt and aggregates), the production of which is associated
to energy consumption and to the production of gas pollutants
in substantial quantities. On the other hand, in developed and
developing countries, the production of industrial waste or byproducts is essential. Recycling and re-use of these materials
can decrease the environmental impacts from the excavation
and treatment of raw material. The application of sustainable
development and management of natural resources leads to an
integrated study frame, taking into consideration -apart from
the technical cost- the social and environmental cost.
The use of alternative products -like scrap tires, reclaimed
asphalt, fly ash, iron and steel slags, etc- as aggregates in road
construction constitutes a research and application field in
European Union (EU) and USA in the context of sustainable
development. Especially slag products can be characterised as
sustainable materials because they are easily recycled and

could be reused in different applications. Valuable natural
resources are saved when slags are selected as pavement
aggregates while at the same time green house gases are
reduced [1].
The main by-product of metallurgical industries is often
defined with the general term “slag”. Different methods are
employed to cool the slag for disposal or use (air, pelletized,
foamed, or granulated). The most common metals for slag
production are iron, steel, as well as nonferrous metals, like
copper and nickel. Furnace steel slag is used in various
construction sectors, like the production of cement-based
materials (as mineral additive) the improvement of concrete
mechanical properties [2, 3] the production of Portland cement
[4], and the production of bricks [5]. Another application of
steel slag is the removal of some hazardous substances such as
ionic copper and ionic lead from waste water [6, 7]. It has
been confirmed [8, 9] there is a strong influence of steel slag
on mechanical properties and durability of concrete towards to
the improvement of the compressive and split tensile strength,
both being much higher than that with limestone. It was
advocated [1, 10] that steel slag could be used as an aggregate
for road construction. Reports refer the utilization of steel slag
as aggregate in asphalt mixture [11, 12].
The metallurgic by-products, like first and second mineral
treatment slags, are included in the list of dangerous waste
(CMD 69728/824) and their management is determined by
CMD 19396/1546 in harmonisation with the EC Directive
91/689. Nevertheless, environmental specifications for slag
use as aggregates in road construction are not determined by
the legislation and their suitability is evaluated based on their
engineering characteristics [13]. Slag suitability is examined
according to ASTM D 5106-03 specification, which -beyond
the engineering requirements- includes toxicity criteria based
on Toxicity Characterization Leaching Procedure (TCLP) test.
A research [14] on the slag exploitation possibilities in skid
resistant pavements has been completed in 2005.
The major objective of this research was to determine if it
physically makes sense to use slag in pavement layers and to
understand the environmental implications which include the
reduction of virgin materials use, thus yielding cost and
energy savings.
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TABLE I.

II. SLAG USE IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
Steel slags, blast furnace slag, and bottom slag have
already used in the past and are still being used in various
degrees and under different conditions for the replacement of
natural aggregates in highway construction projects either in
asphalt pavements, concrete pavements, subbase and base
courses or embankments. Some other uses are referred to ice
control (steel slag, blast furnace slag), lightweight concrete
(bottom slag) or abrasives. Aggregates from steel slag can
retain heat and are appropriate for hot mix asphalt (HMA)
construction. In pavement base courses, blast furnace slag is
suggested as a hard and durable aggregate, while in
embankments steel slag must be preferred. In concrete
pavements steel slags present poor performance characteristics
and bottom slag has not been investigated extensively.
Research has indicated good performance of both blast
furnace (base and friction layer) and steel slags. The high
frictional and abrasion resistance features, of steel slag make it
a perfect candidate for use in industrial roads, intersections
and parking areas.

Producer



Steel slag aggregate eliminates the need for quarrying
while in the same time avoids landfill of steelmaking
slag; thus sustainability is obviously added to the
environment.



Energy and natural resources savings are achieved
through the recycling processes of steel by-products
production



Acidic conditions are neutralized by slag making it
advantageous against natural aggregates



The natural landscape remains untouched, since all
excavations are avoided.



The need to transport aggregates from quarries located
in long distances from the construction site, creates
carbon emissions along with its high cost. These
emissions are reduced when locally available slag is
used and of course by the longer life of the pavement
requiring less maintenance and replacement in the
long-term.

Bucket

Filter

SIDENOR S.A.

0.17

0.05

0.03

Greek Steel Industry

0.016

0.025

0.036

Thessaly Steel Industry

0.012

0.05

0.01

“Chalivourgiki” Steel Industry

0.03

0.015

0.028

III. LABORATORY EXAMINATION OF GREEK STEEL SLAGS
It is recognized that steel slag is a material with high
specific weight and it has a very good anti-skid resistance
when used as an aggregate in pavement structures. [18] On the
other hand, steel slag is chemically stable and shows excellent
binding properties with bituminous materials [19]. As a whole,
steel slag has very good mechanical characteristics. The
addition of steel slag in asphalt mixtures enhances the
performance characteristics of pavement [20]. The skid
resistance expressed via the British Pendulum Number (BPN)
coefficient fits with an excellent performance of the surface
layer at in service temperatures [16]. The stability and rutting
resistance of the hot mix asphalt is increased because of the
specific value of steel slag and the interlocking properties
arising from the angular shape of the material.
Road construction is characterized by the use of large
quantities of aggregate materials. The aggregates market plays
an important role in Greece‟s economy, since it constitutes
45% of total mineral mining (roughly 58 Mt annually). Their
production supports the Greek economy, however the way of
mining and production has important environmental impacts
(gas pollutants, noise, dust, aesthetic nuisance).

The environmental benefits from the use of slag aggregates
in road construction are:
A high level of skid resistance is maintained
throughout the pavement‟s life due to the regeneration
of the aggregates surface texture with use.

Slag Type
Furnace

Slag production in Greece is depicted in Table I. The steel
industries are concentrated in Attica, Thessaloniki, and
Magnesia Districts. The Greek slags are mainly used as
alternative materials for the production of cement or highway
construction are steel slags being disposed in various forms.

Havanagi et al. [15] have investigated the suitability of
waste materials (copper, zinc, and steel slags, as well as pond
ash) as a replacement of fine aggregate in base and bituminous
layers of road pavement, in terms of their physical, chemical
and geotechnical properties. An effort has been made to
ensure the stability of steel slag and to judge its feasibility as
an aggregate to prepare stone mastic asphalt (SMA) mixtures,
due to its porous structure [16, 17]. A comparison to mixtures
with basalt aggregate employing X-ray diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as well as mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) has shown a higher resistance of
steel slag to permanent deformation at high temperature.



MEAN ANNUAL SLAG PRODUCTION (T X 106)

In Greece, slag has already been used in road construction
works. The main sites of such a use are located on the Attica
motorway, the Egnatia motorway (Northern Greece, WestEast) and on the Patras-Athens-Thessaloniki-Evzoni (PAThE)
motorway, namely in sections of the Skotina-Katerini, YlikiAgios Konstantinos, Agios Theodoros-Almiros segments.
Skid resistant surface layers (Type II) have been constructed
on the Lamia-Karpenisi National Road and on local Thessaly
highways like the Volos-Aghialos Provincial Road.
Samples of Greek slags from the steel industries in Lavrio
and Larymna (S1 and S2 respectively) have been tested in the
laboratory. Hardness and durability tests had been performed
in order to define the engineering properties and characterize
the material for use in pavement construction. For comparison
reasons, the same laboratory controls have been executed on
68 different rock aggregates sampled in different regions all
over Greece. The rock deposits consisted of basalts, gabbros,
granites, sandstones, limestones, porphyries, quartzites,
schists, and shingles.
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TABLE II.
Test
Flakiness

Slug Sample

Standard

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

BS812:115.1-89

19.3

18.7

16.7

14.5

22

21.8

BS812:114-89

51

62

61

66

45

64

ASTM C131-96

23

21

16

18

29

15

PSV
Los Angeles

SLAG ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

Aggregate soundness

ASTM C88-90

0.2

0.8

0.5

1.2

0.12

0.13

Specific gravity

ASTM C127-97

3.2

3.0

3.352

3.465

3.241

3.3

TABLE III.

GREEK TECHNICAL GUIDELINES CONCERNING LIMIT VALUES FOR SURFACE LAYERS‟ HARD AGGREGATES LOS ANGELES, PSV, AND AAV

Traffic Volume

Low

Medium

Heavy

Very Heavy

500

501-3,000

3,001-8,000

>8,000

30%

28%

26%

24%

A-Dangerous

50

55

60

65

B-Standard

45

50

55

60

C-Easy



45





14

12

10

8

Daily volume per lane
max fragmentation percentage by Los Angeles test
min PSV on site

Max AAV

required by the Greek specifications. Sandstones and
porphyries have shown the higher loss when the Los Angeles
testing procedure was applied, while at the same time they
have presented the higher variation in Los Angeles values,
ranging from 16 to 41 and from 19 to 40, respectively.

Slag samples have been tested for their resistance to
abrasion (Los Angeles, ASTM C131-96), and Polished Stone
Value (PSV, BS 812:114-89) values. The two tests aim the
determination of the gradate aggregates to wear under the
effect of friction and impact forces and the aggregates‟
behaviour under the polishing action of vehicle tires. The
results of both tests on S1 and S2 samples along with the test
outputs of other Greek slags by different researches S3, S4, S5
[13] and S6 [14] are listed in Table II. The laboratory test
results verify that the Greek slags conform to the Greek
guides. According to Greek specifications [21], the maximum
allowable Los Angeles value is taken as 40%, when the
intended use of aggregates is in base or subbase layers. For
surface layer aggregates, the maximum Los Angeles values
along with those of PSV and AAV are shown in Table III.

PSV values recorded for the slags tested in the present
research program were 51 and 62 for S1 and S2, respectively,
being lower than the limit values posed by the Greek
specifications. Limestones presented very low PSV values,
compared to other natural aggregates.
Slags have been proved appropriate for road works and if
successfully tested could be an alternative material to natural
aggregates. However, the use of alternative, environment
friendly materials as replacement of natural aggregates in road
construction must satisfy objectives in the frame of
environmental, technical and economic criteria as:

A comparison among the features of sixty eight natural
hard aggregates determined in the laboratory and the slags
tested has been made and is depicted graphically in Fig. 1 (Los
Angeles values) and Fig. 2 (PSV values).
Sixteen basalts, six gabbros, eight granites, six sandstones,
two limestones, nine porphyries, ten quartzites, four schists,
and six shingles distributed in the islander and land country
were included in Los Angeles and Polished Stone Value tests.
The variation of values is presented in figures 1 and 2 as the
upper part of columns starting at the lower value and ending at
the higher, e.g. the PSV value for basalts ranged between 45
and 65.
The results of the Los Angeles test showed that all slags
presented adequate resistance to abrasion and friction. The Los
Angeles coefficient was in all cases lower than the limit (30%)



the natural and chemical properties of new materials
have to be compatible with the environment (problems
of toxicity or high solubility in water are not
presented),



the materials‟ engineering attributes are compatible
with the attributes of aggregates,



the quantity of materials is sufficient and the
production rate constant (a by-product production rate
in the order of at least 50,000 tons per year ensures a
quantity for a wide scale technical application), and



the materials‟ treatment and transport cost to the
construction site is economically acceptable.
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Fig. 1. Los Angeles values for hard aggregates and slags.

Fig. 2. Polished Stone Value for hard aggregates and slags (On lower and top parts of each bar the min and max PSV values, respectively, are denoted).
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[6]

IV. CONCLUSIONS

[7]

Problems connected to the environmentally sound waste
disposal are continuously growing, while the issue of an
efficient disposal is highly ranked or even remains in the first
plane. In many regions all over the country, landfills have
been saturated. People thinking that a new landfill generates
health problems are opposing their establishment. An answer
to the high cost and the restrictions to waste types being
accepted by municipalities could be found to the community‟s
ability to choose alternative uses for waste products nowadays
remaining unexploited. For such a goal to be achieved,
highway construction works must be considered, since they
are a broad technical field. In this frame, the option of slag use
as aggregate material is very promising. Of course, reliable
laboratory controls, extensive on-site evaluations, practical
utilization in different projects and comprehensive research
there remains to be performed in the near future.

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

A crucial factor for the successful use of a particular slag is
the type of the material, which basically depends on the
procedures followed in the metallurgy industry. So, criteria
are needed for the mechanical behaviour of waste materials,
especially slag, in road pavement construction. For a complete
design procedure, a proper quantification of samples it is also
needed.

[13]

[14]

Industrial by-products are a challenging way of saving
energy and protecting the environment. The slags tested in the
laboratory conform to Greek specifications and could be play
a role in the construction of pavement layers. The comparison
to conventional materials has proved that the benefits from the
use of specific slags produced in Greece, particularly near
roadway construction sites, will enhanced the technical,
environmental, economic and social features of highway
works.

[15]

[16]
[17]
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every roadside program has to be integrated [2], administrative
issues of great significance in traffic island planting and
roadside vegetation management efforts are:

Abstract—The issues of roadside vegetation management and
the rules for planting available surfaces in road utilities have
drawn little attention in Greece. In an effort to add some
experience and methodological treatment of these features, this
research focused (a) on the characteristics of plants that could
offer to road users seasonality in terms of colour (coloured
leafage or flowers), pleasance through odours, as well as visibility
ensured by the placement and height of trees and lower plants (b)
on the ways slope erosion in the roadside region can be controlled
using proper maintenance of green or by applying new planting.
It has been inferred that properly selected and maintained green
for traffic islands, medians, road dividers and slopes could
contribute in both the stability of slopes, hence safety of road
users, and the beautification of roadsides and urban
transportation utilities, while the environmental quality is
maintained. Roadside environments and islands have been
studied in the broader area of Xanthi District, Northern Greece.
The trees and plants to be used have been selected and
characterised.

 maintaining highway plantings and desired vegetation
 managing erosion on slopes
 managing vegetation along the road edge, in drainage
ditches, as well as in unpaved areas
 maintaining the integrity of shoulder backing
 managing vegetation around signs and safety devices
 managing vegetation in paved areas, such as pavement
cracks
 maintaining environmental quality
A roadside vegetation management plan may provide a
framework for addressing a variety of issues associated with
management of road reserves with a focus on protecting native
vegetation. Compliance with guidelines presented in such a
plan will lead to sustainable management of native roadside
vegetation. The protection of biodiversity values in the area is
also warranted.

Keywords—management; roadsides; road dividers; slope;
traffic islands; vegetation

I. INTRODUCTION
Lowering costs, protecting ground water, reducing
herbicide use, and beautifying the zone around highways are
important goals that transportation engineers are making efforts
to satisfy. A firm way of addressing these issues is through
integrated roadside vegetation management programs. These
goals could be achieved, if beautiful, locally adapted native
plants are considered as an essential part of the program. In this
effort, it is obvious that many tools are available, more people
could be involved, many principles could be committed, added
resources can be protected, and a huge variety of plants exist
for traffic islands, medians and slopes to be covered with [1].
Fortunately, public works administrators have realised that a lot
more can be done in highway’s surrounding space in order to
serve the important goals as a whole.

Emissions from traffic activities are an important pollution
source to roadside ecosystems. The pollution can be
significantly mitigated [3, 4, 5] if care is taken to maintain the
native uncultivated plant and seed new plants in the space
occupied by the roadsides. However, there are certain criteria
for the selection of the green to be used on traffic islands, road
dividers and roadsides. The main issues covered by these
criteria include (a) the type of plants in association with their
irrigation demands; (b) the growth rate and trimming
frequency; (c) the climatic conditions prevailing in the region;
and (d) the uprooting and removal of grasses.
Adequate tolerance to pollution is exhibited by shrubs and
trees tolerant to drought [6, 7]. Miscellaneous factors can affect
the selection for this instance. Among these factors is worth
mentioning the plant’s growth rate and habit, dust scavenging
capacity, agro-climatic suitability and aesthetic effect, along
with its tolerance to pollution.

Because roadside green offers harmonic and safe function
has to attract due attention from the beginning of the design
phase of a road facility. Thus, the design and establishment of
roadside planting constitutes a serious technical issue. Since
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Q. robur ssp. pedunculiflora -Mouries Kilkis, Q. trojana Florina). The sites in Northern Greece where these plants can
be located are given in parentheses, along with the scientific
names of the species.

Measures that can maintain the planting of road dividers
and islands can be summarised in the following:
 Avoid narrow road dividers, since they pose problems
to irrigation and generally to their maintenance by the
municipal personnel

Plants sensitive to SO2 pollutant are: Fraxinus; Populus (P.
tremula -Thassos, Rhodopi, P. nigra -Nevrokopi Drama);
Ulmus (U. glabra -Rhodopi, U. procera -Aggitis Drama, U.
minor -Taxiarches Drama).

 Select appropriate trees and trim them so as to provide a
clear height of at least 3.0 m above the pavement
surface and 5.0 m above the travel way.

Plants resistant to HF pollutant are: Acer (A. campestre, A.
heldreichii -Rhodopi, A. hyrcanum -Macedonia, Falakro Mt.,
A. monspessulanum -Thassos, Samothraki, A. negundo, A.
obtusatum -Vikos Mt., A. palmatum, A. platanoides -Lailias,
Rhodopi, A. pseudoplatanus -Lailias, Rhodopi, A.
sempervirens -Samothraki, A. tataricum -Macedonia, Thrace,
Rhodopi); Betula (B. pendula -Paiko Mt., Vora Mt., Paggaio
Mt., Falakro Mt., Virgin Forest of Rhodopi); Castanea (C.
sativa -Paiko); Cupressus (C. sempervirens, C. macrocarpa, C.
arizonica); Fagus (F. sylvatica -Grammos Mt., Olympus Mt.,
Paiko Mt., Rhodopi, F. moesiaca -Rhodopi); Lingustrum
vulgare; and Pinus nigra -Thassos, Samos, Mitilini.

 Extend vegetation at least 20 cm above the top of curb
height.
 Limit vegetation to a maximum height of 60 cm above
the pavement surface to ensure the preservation of sight
distance lines.
 Do not design steep slide slopes and prefer to form
them adequately flat.
 Reduce maintenance work choosing planter pots instead
of continuous vegetation.
 Provide support to mowing efforts by planter strips.

Plant species resistant to drought are: Acer; Ailanthus (A.
altissima –Molivos Mitilini); Betula; Celtis (C. australis –
Paggaio Mt., C. glabrata or new name C. Planchoniana, C.
tournefortii –Pindos Mt. Mitilini, C. accidentalis), Crataegus
(C. Monogyna, C. rhipidophylla -Pindos Mt., Lailias, C.
azarolus -Lemnos, Mitilini, C. orientalis -Thassos, Samos,
Rhodopi, C. heldreichii -Monastiraki Drama, C. Pycnoloba, C.
pentagyna –Evros prefecture, Samos); Fraxinus; Gleditschia
(G. triacanthos), Prunus (P. spinosa –Thassos, Samothraki,
Samos, Paranesti, P. divaricata –Taxiarches Drama, P.
cocomilia –Thassos, Samos, Mitilini, P. laurocerasus);
Quercus; Sophora (S. japonica).

 Apply improved chemicals at the proper time to fight
off weeds without hurting wildflowers or desirable
species.
II. PLANTING THE ROADSIDE, MEDIANS AND ROAD ISLANDS
Along highways, two goals have to be fulfilled by the plant
species, either native or seeded. First, the aesthetic value of the
plants selected has to be high. Second, the pollution has to be
minimized. Therefore, ornamental plant species having
aesthetic value and tolerance to pollution capacities are
recommended (Table I). Since automobile exhausts directly
affect plants grown along road verges, road dividers, and traffic
islands, the selection should be based on pollution tolerance
consideration. In order for the drainage in road dividers to be
unhampered, woody and hardy plants must be planned. The
vegetation plans must be based on the use of native species.

Plant species resistant to high temperatures are: Acacia (A.
retinodes, A. saligna); Acer; Ailanthus; Celtis; Fraxinus; Melia
(M. azedarah); Morus (M. alba, M. nigra), Populus; Platanus
(P. hybrida, P. orientalis), Quercus; Sophora (S. japonica);
Tilia (T. argentea –Paggaio Mt., T. platyphyllos –Holy Mt., T.
cordata –Macedonia, Thrace, Chrysopigi Serres, T. americana,
T. tomentosa), Ulmus (as described in previous paragraphs).
The sites in Northern Greece where these plants can be located
are given in parentheses, along with the scientific names of the
species. Acer negudo causes an air temperature reduction by
5.9%. Rows of Aesculus hippocastanum, Platanus orientalis,
Robinia pseudoacacia, and Sophora japonica, reduce air
temperature by 15.4%, 11.0%, 9%, and 8.6%, respectively and
on cars surface by 45.8%, 44.4%, 36.3%, and 43.7%,
respectively [8].

The vegetation along road verges and on traffic islands
should be constituted of plant species resisting pollutants and
particularly the ozone (O3) that is generated by the
photochemical reactions -in the presence of solar light- the
carbohydrates and nitrogen oxides that are emitted by the
vehicles. The proposed species are mainly broadleaved,
because the renewal of leafage and the reduction of
concentration of pollutants is materialised more rapidly in these
plants.
Plants sensitive to O3 pollutant are: Fraxinus (F. ornus Rhodopi, F. excelsior -Rhodopi, Falakro Mt., F. angustifolia Thassos, Dion, Chilia Dentra Kilkis, F. pallisae -NE Greece,
Nestos Delta, Chilia Dentra Kilkis); Larix (L. decidua);
Liquidambar (L. orientalis); Platanus (P. hybrida, P.
orientalis); Populus (P. alba -Nestos, P. × canescens, P.
tremula -Thassos, Rhodopi, P. nigra -Nevrokopi Drama, P. x
canadensis); and Quercus (Q. aucheri, Q. cerris -Grammos
Mt., Q. cocciferra, Q. euboica, Q. frainetto -Livadero Drama,
Q. ilex Chalkidiki, Q. infectoria, Q. ithaburensis, Q. petraea Lailias, Paranesti, Samothraki, Q. pubescens -Mouries Kilkis,

Plant species offering anti-wind protection are: Acer, Alnus
glutinosa, Arbutus, Crataegus, Cupressus, Fraxinus, and Salix.
Roadside vegetation attends in a high quality aesthetic
integration of a road project, interrupting the cold monotony of
both the plains and the roadway works, particularly when it
does not obscure the scenery. The healthy prospect of
individuals, with the oppositions in shapes, lines, colours and
forms, of flowers fruits and leaves provides a peculiar
composition in the landscape, as well as a variety in the texture
of the space.
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TABLE I.
Species
Acer

PLANTS FOR ROADSIDE, ROAD DIVIDER AND TRAFFIC-ISLAND PLANTATION ALONG WITH THEIR TOLERANCE AGAINST DIFFERENT POLLUTANTS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Scientific Name

Pollutant or adverse condition

A. campestre

SO2, O3, HF, Resistant to winds & frost

Appearance in Northern Greece

A. heldreichii

Rhodopi

A. hyrcanum

Macedonia, Falakro Mt.

A. monspessulanum

Thassos, Samothraki

A. negundo

Resistant to drought, cold, winds
Vikos Mt.

A. obtusatum
A. palmatum

Abies

A. platanoides

Resistant to frost, winds

Lailias, Rhodopi

A. pseudoplatanus

Resistant to frost, winds

Lailias, Rhodopi

A. sempervirens

Samothraki

A. tataricum

Macedonia, Thrace, Vermio Mt., Rhodopi

A. alba

O3

Virgin Forest of Rhodopi

A. x borisi-regis
A. cephalonica
Aesculus

A. hippocastanum

O3, Resistant to frost

A. x carnea
Alnus

A. glutinosa Betula alnus var. glutinosa

SO2, Capacity of holding nitrogen

Ehinos Xanthi

A. incàna Betula alnus var. Incana

SO2

Elatia Drama

A. denticulate
A. vulgaris
Arbutus

Betula

A. unedo

Anti-wind protection

Thassos

A. andrachne

Resistant to drought

Nestos, Kerdyllion Mt.

B. pendula or B. verrucosa

SO2, O3, HF Tolerates the cold

Paiko Mt., Vora Mt., Paggaio Mt., Falakro Mt.,
Rhodopi, Virgin Forest of Rhodopi

Castanea
Cornus

C. sativa

HF, Resistant to cold, but sensitive to frost

C. mas

SO2, O3, Resistant to drought

Paiko Mt.

Resistant to high temperatures, frost, assaults
C. sanguinea

Resistant to cold, but sensitive to frost

Paiko Mt.

C. alba
Crataegus

C. monogyna

SO2

C. rhipidophylla

SO2

Pindos Mt., Lailias

C. azarolus

Mitilini, Lemnos

C. orientalis

Thassos, Samos, Rhodopi

C. heldreichii

Monastiraki Drama

C. pycnoloba
Evros prefecture, Samos

C. pentagyna
Cupressus

C. sempervirens

HF

C. macrocarpa

Sensitive to cold
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TABLE I. (cont…) PLANTS FOR ROADSIDE, ROAD DIVIDER AND TRAFFIC- ISLAND PLANTATION ALONG WITH THEIR TOLERANCE AGAINST DIFFERENT
POLLUTANTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Species
Fagus

Scientific Name

Pollutant or adverse condition

Appearance in Northern Greece

F. sylvatica

SO2, O3, HF

Grammos Mt., Olympus Mt., Paiko Mt., Rhodopi
Rhodopi

F. moesiaca
Gleditschia
Juglans

Juniperus

G. triacanthos

SO2, Resistant to drought, pollution, frost

J. nigra

O3

J. regia

Sensitive to frost

Falakro Mt.

J. communis

SO2

Macedonia, Livadero Drama, Falakro Mt., Rhodopi

J. drupacea
Macedonia, Thassos, Samothraki, Mitilini,

J. excelsa

Samos, Prespes Lakes
J. foetidissima

Thassos, Mitilini, Samos, Prespes Lakes

J. oxycedrus

Thassos, Chios, Samothraki, Mitilini, Samos,
Rhodopi

J. nana

Holy Mt.

J. phoenica
Falakro Mt.

J. sabina
Lingustrum
Picea

L. vulgare

HF

P. abies

SO2, O3, Sensitive to frost

Rhodopi

SO2, HF, Resistant to city’s exhaust gases

Thassos, Mitilini, Samos

P. pungens
Pinus

Pinus nigra ssp pallasiana
P. brutia

Platanus

Populus

P. hybrida

SO2

P. orientalis

Resistant to frost

P. alba

O3

Nestos

Resistant to winds, frost, scorchers

Euvoia, Thassos, Rhodopi

P. x canescens
P. tremula

Nevrokopi Drama

P. nigra
P. x canadensis
Prunus

P. spinosa

O3

Thassos, Samothraki, Samos, Paranesti

P. divaricata

Taxiarches Drama

P. cocomilia

Thassos, Samos, Mitilini

P. laurocerasus

Resistant to low temperatures

Pseudotsuga

P. menziesii

O3

Quercus

Q. aucheri

SO2

Northern Greece

Samos
Grammos

Q. cerris
Q. cocciferra
Q. euboica
Q. frainetto

Less resistant to cold

Livadero Drama
Chalkidiki

Q. ilex
Q. infectoria
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TABLE I. (cont…) PLANTS FOR ROADSIDE, ROAD DIVIDER AND TRAFFIC- ISLAND PLANTATION ALONG WITH THEIR TOLERANCE AGAINST DIFFERENT POLLUTANTS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Species
Quercus

Scientific Name

Pollutant or adverse condition

Appearance in Northern Greece

Q. ithaburensis
Q. petraea

Lailias, Samothraki, Paranesti

Q. pubescens

Mouries Kilkis

Q. robur ssp. pedunculiflora

Sensitive to late frost

Mouries Kilkis
Florina

Q. trojana
Robinia
Salix

R. pseudoacacia

O3, Resistant to cold

S. fragilis

O3, Resistant to cold

Paiko Mt.

S. alba

Prespes Lakes

S. triandra

Nestos

S. cinerea

Nestos

S. caprea

Thassos, Rhodopi

S. pedicellata

Ikaria

S. elaeagnos

Paiko

S. purpurea

Lailias Serres

S. amplexicaulis

Aggitis Drama

S. xanthicola

Rhodopi, Evros, Kossinthos Xanthi

Taxus

T. baccata

SO2

Paggaio Mt,. Samothraki, Thassos

Tilia

T. americana

O3

T. argentea

Sensitive to frost, Resistant to winds

Paggaio Mt.

T. cordata

Resistant to high and low temperatures

Holy Mt.

T. platyphyllos

Resistant to frost

Macedonia-Thrace, Chrysopigi Serres

T. tomentosa

For beautification purposes, plant species could be
discriminated in:

 Species with variety of shapes, texture and colour:
Sorbus

 Species with yellow-reddish leaves or flowers: Acer,
Aesculus, Betula, Carpinus, Cornus, Erica, Elaeagnus,
Fagus, Hybiscus, Populus, Prunus laurocerasus,
Spartium, Forsitia. In roadway with dangerous turning
areas it is suggested not to seed plants with flowers
having warm colours such as yellow, red, brown, since
they detract driver’s attention.

The role of medians is twofold: they provide a means of
physical separation between traffic flows in opposing
directions and on the other hand they serve as a refuge area for
non-vehicle users who are aiming to cross streets at given
locations. Medians could be either painted or raised. At rural
roadways, as well as at urban road intersections, medians can
channelize traffic. Especially with medians at intersections
with four or more lanes, the following three main functions are
served: (i) the opposing traffic flows are separated; (ii) vehicles
crossing traffic and making left or U-turns find a storage space;
(iii) pedestrians are shielded. A median in urban area offers an
added significant benefit by providing a green space where
trees and low growing plants can breed. However, there is a
need for careful consideration in order to properly select both
the location and type of plantings. Particularly in medians with
small width, maintenance problems could be brought about by
plantings, while trees can cause visual obstructions if not
carefully located [9]. In road dividers, planting has to be
limited to grasses and low growing ground covers or shrubs

 Species with mauve flowers: Cercis (C. siliquastrum)
 Species with greyish background: Acacia, Populus alba
 Species with pink or white flowers: Arbutus, Crataegus,
Fraxinus, Nerium, Prunus, Pittosporum.
 Species where green prevails: Buxus, Cistus (C.
creticus), Cupressus, Gleditschia, Hedera, Juniperus
oxycedrus, Juniperus communis, Laurus, Lingustrum,
Nerium, Pinus (P. pinea, P. brutia, P. nigra),
Pseudotsuga, Pyracanthos, Robinia, Sophora, Tilia, and
Tougia.
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wooded tree and shrub roots have on the ground. The main
mechanical effects which could be used as input parameters in
running processes of marginal balance for the analysis of slope
stability could be summarized as:

rather than trees, unless their width is sufficient for clear zone
requirements to be met.
Characteristic forms of planting islands, road dividers, and
medians in the broader area of Xanthi are depicted in Figs. 1 to
6. In many circumstances, roadside vegetation clearly defines
the route as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The traffic islands can
accommodate plants with colourful flowers, beautifying the
urban environments (Figs. 3 and 4).

 added effective cohesion due to vegetation (roots retain
soil grains on the surface, leading to a lowered
erodibility),
 increase of slice weight due to vegetation (trees weight
loads the slope, increasing the normal and the parallel to
the down-slope component),

In raised dividers, the plant’s height must not exceed the 60
cm (Fig. 5). The visibility is enhanced whenever the plants
used in traffic-islands have low height, especially in urban
areas (Fig. 6).

 tensile reinforcing force from the roots in the base of
each slice (when roots are developed in a sub-layer,
they support the surface layer, increasing the soil’s
shear strength),

III. SLOPE COVER VEGETATION
Soil stabilisation and reinforcement in inclined field are
probably one of least recognized and not-quantified effects that

 variations in water pore pressure

Fig. 1,2. Roadside vegetation clearly defines the route.

Fig. 3, 4. Planting road dividers, and traffic islands. For visibility reasons, plants have a low height.
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Fig. 5 Planted raised island.

Fig. 6. For beautification purposes mixed planting is used in an urban sidewalk.

sempervirens f. horizontalis, Lantana camara, Limoniastrum
monopetalum, Medicago arborea, Nerium oleander, Olea
europea, Phlomis fruticosa, Pinus pinea, Pinus halepensis,
Pistacia lentiscus, Pittosporum tobira, Pittosporum Sinensis,
Prunus
laurocerasus,
Ribes
grossularia,
Robinia
pseudoacacia, Spartium junceum, Spiraea x multiflora, Syringa
vulgaris, Taxus baccata, and Vitex agnus-castus.

 wind force (unfavourable effect, since vegetation
exposed to wind transfers dynamic loads to the slope)
and
 unstrained soil strength changes due to moisture
removal from the vegetation.
In order for the proposed plants to fulfil their prescribed
function, they must be selected based on the properties of the
reception soil, as well as on the possibility of stabilising the
slopes. Therefore, (a) in very calcareous soils, the species:
Lolium perenne (Poaceae family), Phleum pratense, and
Agrostis alba could be used; (b) in soils poor in calcium, the
species: Holens και Mοlis are appropriate for stabilizing a soil;
and (c) in dry soils, the species: Festuca longifolia, Poa
trivialis, Spartium junceum, and Deschampsia caespitosa fit
well.

Out of these plant types, an angiospermous, dicotyledon
plant, Spartium junceum, is widely used in slopes of national
roads. It is a bush which originates from the Mediterranean
region and it reaches 2 m in height. It is an evergreen plant
with particular radical system, which reaches 1 m in-depth and
has about 2 m secondary roots width. Consequently, is
rendered ideal to both withhold the slope grains, stabilizing it,
and absorb concentrating waters. Olea europea and Pinus
halepensis are evergreen, very resistant to urban pollution
trees, growing in any kind of soil.

In the middle and lower part in the deeper soils, frugal
plants, tolerant to drought, with deep and intense root system,
which is spreading, hooked and holds the soil (Robinia
pseudoacacia, Spartium junceum) will be placed, while, in the
intermediate space, slopes will be covered with sod at a rate of
10% of their surface area, with parcels of lops from live and/or
dead bowery and bushy material (as well as from the legumes
Hedera and Trifolium of the Fabaceae family, common in
roadsides and grasslands).

IV. CONCLUSIONS
With ever increasing use of roads for transportation in
modern life, the roadside vegetation has become one of the
major elements of the roadside environment which people
experience on a frequent basis. A properly designed and
established roadside planting makes the road safe, pleasant for
the driver and passengers, protective for vehicles and most of
all inexpensive for its maintenance.

The hydrological mechanisms mobilised in slopes are based
on the role of roots as well as that of the leafage. The
favourable effect leafage has on slope stability arises from its
action to intercept the rain causing water absorption and
evaporation, thus decreasing the available for percolation rain
water. The role of roots is favourable because they contribute
to the removal of moisture from the soil, leading to smaller
pore pressures [10]. However, roots increase the permeability
of soils increasing their capability to percolate, while they can
also contribute in crack formation due to moisture removal
from the soil.

Roadside development encompasses sustainable design and
installation of landscape elements to integrate the
transportation facility into the surrounding environment. The
resource management includes assessment protection of
mitigation strategies for highways projects with reference to
cultural and natural resources. Road pavements, road dividers,
traffic islands are the important components of the road
management Landscaping enhances both the visibility and the
visual quality of the road dividers. The two major concerns
with landscaping are sight distance and its maintenance. Sight
distance concerns are crucial in terms of signalised and unsignalized intersections. The maintenance concern includes the
labour safety accessibility and cost.

The main plants used for slope stabilisation in Xanthi
District are: Cupressus arizonica, Cupressus macrocarpa,
Cupressus sempervirens f. sempervirens, Cupressus
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A comprehensive roadside program must integrate multiple
issues referring to the beautification of the surroundings,
protection of soil and water, protection of rare plants, and
provisions for wildlife. The decision-making and quality
management process for roadside vegetation planting and
maintenance should integrally include the knowledge of plant
ecology, the methods of construction and maintenance,
governmental or prefecture regulations, the needs of highway
users, and technology developments.

[5]

[6]

[7]

Planting guidelines have to be prepared by the Greek
Ministry of Public Works. They must be based on assumptions
and recommendations taking into account that roadside
vegetation should be designed or maintained to accomplish
specific goals of sight-distance, clear view of obstructions,
erosion control, and aesthetics, plants must not be planted
where they may obstruct any signs, sightlines, or driver
visibility, plant use in intersection areas must be limited to lowgrowing varieties, plants must not be placed near merging
lanes, landscape improvements must avoid the creation of
unsafe conditions for motorists or maintenance personnel.

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
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which are capable of nonlinear analysis considering shear
mechanisms. One of these programs is VecTor5 [8], based on
the program TEMPEST [9] and it was developed by Vecchio
and Collins.

Abstract—Program FANADA is a calculation program oriented on nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete frame structures. Program is developed by authors. Analytical procedure
for nonlinear analysis adopted in this program is based on a
procedure developed by Vecchio and Guner on University of
Toronto. Procedure is capable of predicting nonlinear response
of reinforced concrete beams, columns and shear walls under
monotonic loading. It is capable of considering shear-related
mechanisms coupled with ﬂexural and axial effects. Procedure
itself consists of two processes, linear elastic global frame analysis
and nonlinear sectional analysis. Both are working iteratively. It is
based on unbalanced forces approach. The contribution describes
implementation of this procedure in the program FANADA. In
the second part it reveals limitation of proposed procedure in
some special cases and presents solution to this limitation.

I.

Intention of authors is to develop their own computational
program for this kind of analysis.
II.

P ROGRAM FANADA

Program FANADA was ﬁrst introduced in [10] and it
is developed by authors. It is oriented to nonlinear analysis
of reinforced concrete frame structures. FANADA is an autonomous calculation program, i.e. it do not use any thirdparty functions or libraries. It combines computational core
(nonlinear analysis procedure) at one side and graphic user
interface (GUI) on the other. Great emphasis was put also
on GUI. Nowadays, GUI is a very important part of modern
programs, which allows to user work with structural model
much quicker and easier. It is also important for user to have
at his disposal graphic presentation of results from different
types of analysis. Main window of the program is shown on
Figure 1.

I NTRODUCTION

Many procedures incorporated in modern design codes,
such as CSA [1], IBC [2], or FEMA 356 [3], are typically
based on linear elastic principles. Development of computer
technologies in past decades allowed to simplify and speed
up the usage of these procedures. Even though, that they are
not capable of to describe accurately every aspect of structural
behavior, they are widely used in modern programs because
of their simplicity and conservatism.
In some situations, there is need to describe structural
behavior more precisely. Such situations can occur, when
damaged structure is analyzed; structure was built according
to obsolete design codes; forensic analysis after collapse of
structure is needed; prediction of behavior of structure exposed
to special loading conditions such as earthquake is needed.
Nonlinear analysis can be performed by specialized computer programs, e.g. SAP2000 [4] and RUAUMOKO [5],
DRAIN/2DX [6]. Many of these programs ignore shear mechanisms during the analysis. Programs with nonlinear analytical
procedures can usually predict response of ﬂexural-critical
structures with very good accuracy. If they are analyzing shearcritical structures, there are often large differences between
observed results from different programs as it was shown in
[7]. Responses from such analytical procedures are often not
corresponding with real response from experiment.
In case of shear-critical structures, it is important to analyze
such structures with consideration of shear behavior, because
these structures usually fails in brittle manner with little or no
forewarning. There is lack of specialized computer programs

Fig. 1.

Program FANADA
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Diagram of overall global ﬁber nonlinear analysis algorithm

Name of the program was derived from ﬁrst letters of these
three phrases: ﬁber analysis, nonlinear analysis and dynamic
analysis. As a programming language was used Object Pascal.

of the main steps in this procedure are described in following
sections.

For the nonlinear analysis, analytical procedure presented
by Vecchio and Guner in [7] was adopted. Principles of the
algorithm are brieﬂy described in following sections.

A. Unbalanced forces approach

III.

GFNAA is based on the unbalanced forces, which represent
the differences between global and sectional member forces.
Basic analysis steps of the iteration of one load step are:

OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

Global ﬁber nonlinear analysis algorithm (GFNAA) is
based on total load, iteration and secant stiffness formulation.
It is capable of analyzing structure under mechanical and
temperature loading. It also considers few second order mechanisms, such as geometric nonlinearity and dowel effect. This
procedure consists of two interrelated analyses. First, linear
elastic global frame analysis, which uses a classical stiffness
ﬁnite element formulation, is used to obtain deformations on
all structure members. These deformations are input values
for nonlinear sectional analysis, which is performed to obtain
sectional member forces. Sectional analysis is based on the
distributed nonlinearity ﬁber approach and is performed for
each structure member.

1)

2)

3)

Main algorithm is based on the “unbalanced forces” approach. Unbalanced forces are the differences between global
and sectional forces. At the beginning of each iteration they are
added to compatibility restoring forces, which represent virtual
static loads on the structure. They are used to match deformations in the global frame analysis to those in the nonlinear
sectional analysis. Compatibility restoring forces are applied
to the ends of each member in self-equilibrating manner. This
double-iterative procedure is performed until all unbalanced
forces converge to zero. Figure 2 shows the overall procedure
diagram of GFNAA implemented in program FANADA. Few

4)

5)

Algorithm begins with updating compatibility restoring forces. It is done by addition of unbalanced forces
from previous iteration step. If it is ﬁrst iteration step,
unbalanced forces and compatibility restoring forces
are zero. Compatibility restoring forces are added to
ﬁxed-end forces on each member as virtual static
loading.
Linear elastic global frame analysis is performed to
obtain nodal displacements, reactions and end forces
for each member. Using averaging end factors are
calculated average axial forces N , shear forces V ,
and bending moments M on members.
For each member is calculated axial strain and shear
strain in the center of gravity of cross section.
Nonlinear sectional analysis is performed for each
member to calculate sectional forces Nsec , Vsec ,
and Msec . This step is a complex calculation of
stress-strain ﬁeld in each ﬁber of each member cross
section. For these calculations are adopted Modiﬁed
stress ﬁeld theory (MCFT) [11] or Disturbed stress
ﬁeld model (DSFM) [12].
Unbalanced forces are determined as the differences
between global forces N , V , M and sectional forces
Nsec , Vsec and Msec . These forces are added to
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αm
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χ L1

Fig. 3.

6)
7)

χ L2

χ

x

Principle of unbalanced forces approach

Fig. 4.

Beam element used for frame analysis in the program FANADA
-N R

compatibility restoring forces at the beginning of each
iteration step.
Steps 1 to 5 are repeated until all unbalanced forces
in all members are ideally zero or maximum number
of iterations is reached.
At the end of the iteration of one load step is updated
structure geometry to consider geometric nonlinearity.

node j
m

node i

M R - V R ₓ Lx/2

NR
-M R + V R ₓ Lx/2

For the illustration of the unbalanced forces approach, ﬁrst
two iterations are shown on Figure 3. It shows the relation
between forces and deformations. Straight line represents
linear elastic global analysis and curve represents nonlinear
sectional analysis. At the beginning of the iteration, response
of the member to an applied moment Ma and corresponding curvature χL1 are obtained from linear global analysis.
According to deformations of a member, which are input
values for nonlinear sectional analysis, is calculated nonlinear
member response MN 1 . The difference between Ma and
MN 1 is unbalanced bending moment MU 1 , which is added
to compatibility restoring force MR1 in the next iteration step
(MR1 = 0 + MU 1 ). In the second iteration will be the acting
load on the structure ML2 = Ma + MR1 . Using linear global
analysis is obtained new corresponding curvature χL2 , which
is input value for the sectional analysis. Nonlinear response
MN 2 is determined from the sectional analysis. New value of
unbalanced bending moment MU 2 = Ma − MN 2 is smaller
than in the previous step, while compatibility restoring force
MR2 = MR1 + MU 2 has increased. This procedure repeats,
until all unbalanced forces on all members become zero, i.e.
MN i = Ma .

Fig. 5.

Implementation of compatibility restoring forces on a member

C. Compatibility restoring forces
Compatibility restoring forces apply as virtual static loads.
They are used to match deformations on members from the
global analysis to deformations from the sectional analysis.
These forces are updated at the beginning of each iteration step
by addition of unbalanced forces from the previous iteration.
They are applied at the end of members in self-equilibrating
manner, i.e. they do not affect reactions.
Compatibility restoring axial force NR , shear force VR and
bending moment MR are deﬁned as
NR = NRpre + Nunbal × DAV G1 ,

MR = MRpre + Munbal × DAV G2 ,


12Ec I
pre
pre
DAV G3 ,
− VR
VR = VR + γltc
L2x

(2)
(3)
(4)

where NRpre , VRpre and MRpre are compatibility restoring axial
force, shear force, and bending moment from the previous
iteration step, Nunbal and Munbal are unbalanced axial force
and bending moment, DAV Gi are dynamic averaging factors,
I is moment of inertia of a member cross section, and Lx is
the length of a member.

B. Shear compatibility strain
Shear compatibility strain γltc is deﬁned by
Nunbal
pre
+ 1.15 ×
× DAV G3 ,
(1)
γltc = γltc
Gc × A
where γltc is shear compatibility strain used in the current
pre
global frame analysis iteration, γltc
is shear compatibility
strain from previous iteration, Nunbal is unbalanced shear
force, Gc is shear modulus of elasticity of concrete, A is
cross sectional area, and DAV G3 is dynamic averaging factor
for unbalanced shear force [13]. Shear compatibility strain is
calculated for each member of the structure.

Implementation of compatibility restoring forces on a
member (Figure 4) in the program FANADA is shown on
Figure 5. Their objective is to change deformations of the
member, but do not affect reactions on the member. Note
that to satisfy equilibrium, the inﬂuence of compatibility shear
forces VR × Lx /2 is added to the bending moment.

Load vector of compatibility restoring forces in selfequilibrating manner with respect to the positive direction of
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hi

ysj

fiber i

=

εxi

layer j

γ yxi

+
bi

(a)
Fig. 6.

(b)

Sectional analysis: (a) Cross section discretization into concrete ﬁbers and reinforcement layers; (b) Axial and shear strain diagram across the section

local axis of a member looks as
⎫
⎧
NR
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
L
x
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨−MR + VR ×

2
feq =
.
−NR
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩ MR − V R × L x ⎪
2

F. Nonlinear sectional analysis
The objective of the sectional analysis is to determine
nonlinear response of each member based on deformations
observed in global analysis. Cross section of each member
is discretized onto ﬁnite number of concrete ﬁbers and ﬁnite number of reinforcement layers (Figure 6a). All ﬁbers
and layers are deﬁned only by basic material and geometric
characteristics.

(5)

Global analysis provides curvature χ, axial strain εx and
shear strain γyx at the center of gravity of cross section of
a member as input data for sectional analysis. Main sectional
compatibility condition is that “plane section remains plane”,
which permits the calculation of axial and shear strain in each
ﬁber or layer as a function. The analysis assumes uniform
strains across the depth of a ﬁber or layer and they are equal
to the strains in the center of the ﬁber or layer as it is shown on
Figure 6b. Sectional equilibrium condition includes balancing
the axial force, shear force and bending moment, that are
calculated in global analysis.

D. Unbalanced forces

Unbalanced forces are the differences between member
forces from global and sectional analysis. They are deﬁned
as
Nunbal = N − Nsec ,
Vunbal = V − Vsec ,
Munbal = M − Msec .

(6)
(7)
(8)

Each ﬁber is then analyzed separately using MCFT [11] or
DSFM [12], but the compatibility and equilibrium conditions
are satisﬁed for the section as a whole. The objective of the
analysis of ﬁbers is to determine normal and shear stress on
each ﬁber. These stresses are then integrated over the cross
section to determine the resulting sectional member forces.

E. Convergence factor
Convergence factor is required at the end of each iteration
step of the global analysis. Convergence criterion in GFNAA
are unbalanced forces. The convergence factor is deﬁned by
�
�
n �
�
� 1 �
2
2
2
CF = �
(Nc,i ) + (Vc,i ) + (Mc,i ) ,
(9)
3n i=1
Nunbal,i
,
Nsec,i

(10)

Vc,i

Vunbal,i
,
=
Vsec,i

(11)

Mc,i

Munbal,i
=
,
Msec,i

Nc,i =

1) Resulting sectional member forces: After determining
the responses of concrete ﬁbers and reinforcement layers on
the cross section, the resultant sectional member forces can be
calculated using superposition as it is shown in (13), (14), and
(15), where ncl is the total number of concrete ﬁbers and nsl
is the total number of reinforcement layers.
Nsec =

ncl
�
i=1

Msec =

(12)

ncl
�
i=1

where n is number of members in structure.

σxi × bi × hi +

j=1

σxi × bi × hi × yci +
Vsec =

When the convergence is achieved or if the maximum
number of iterations is reached, GFNAA continue to the next
load step.

nsl
�

ncl
�
i=1

fsxj × Asj

nsl
�
j=1

(13)

fsxj × Asj ysj (14)

τyxi × bi × hi

(15)

Calculated forces are checked with member forces obtained
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Fig. 7.

N5

(b)

Vecchio-Shim beam: (a) Setup of experiment and cross section; (b) Computational model

IV.

Convergence factor

from global analysis to determine unbalanced forces. This
process is performed for each member until all unbalanced
forces become zero.
T ESTING GFNAA ALGORITHM

Previous sections brieﬂy described the original formulation
of main principles of GFNAA proposed by Vecchio and Guner
[7]. After the implementation in the program FANADA was
the algorithm tested. For the veriﬁcation of the implementation
was used one of the Vecchio-Shim beams [14].

1
CF

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1

5

10

15

20

Load step
Fig. 8.
Convergence factor of the beam A1 using original GFNAA
formulation

A. Vecchio-Shim beams

Unbalanced forces [kN], [kNm]

Series of beams tested by Bresler and Scordelis [15] are
very often used for the veriﬁcation purposes of various analytical procedures. These beams were prepared and designed in
shear-critical manner, i.e. they contained high amount of longitudinal reinforcement and low amount of shear reinforcement.
In 2004 Vecchio and Shim [14] repeated these experiments to
verify obtained results from experiments in 1963.
For veriﬁcation purposes was selected beam A1. It is
simple supported beam, where both ends of the beam are
supported with joint. Cross section of this beam and simple
setup of this experiment is shown on Figure 7a. Beam was
exposed to monotonically increasing force in the midspan of
the beam. Basic geometrical and material characteristics of the
beam can be found in [13]. Using the symmetry of the beam,
the computational model was created from the half of the beam
as it is shown on Figure 7b.

400
Nunbal
Vunbal
Munbal
200

0
−50

1

5

10

15

20

Load step
Fig. 9. Unbalanced forces on 6th element of the beam A1 using original
GFNAA formulation

B. Limitation of original GFNAA formulation
there is no change in the sectional axial force, the unbalanced
axial force is identical in the every following iteration step of
the load step, and the solution cannot converge.

During the veriﬁcation of the original GFNAA formulation
on the beam A1 it was observed, that the solution did not
converged. Convergence factor during all load steps are shown
on Figure 8. After more detailed analysis it was observed, that
the source of this problem is based on unbalanced axial forces.
On Figure 9 can be seen, that unbalanced axial forces are not
zero. This is caused by boundary conditions of computational
model of the beam A1. Since both ends of the beam cannot
displace in the direction of global axis x (because of supports),
it occurs in the analysis, that in some point of the iteration
axial compatibility restoring forces becomes equal on all
members. This causes, that these axial compatibility restoring
forces eliminate each other on all members and there will be
no change in axial strain from global analysis in the every
following iteration. If there is no change of axial strain for
a member, sectional axial force will remain same also. Since

Figure 10 shows simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of original formulation of GFNAA [13]. It shows the iteration of one load
step. Principle of this algorithm was described in previous
sections. To eliminate observed limitation of the algorithm are
proposed two solutions in this paper. Solution by changing the
computational model, and solution by the modiﬁcation of the
original algorithm.
C. Changing the computational model
Very simple solution is to change the computational model,
if it is possible. In the case of the beam A1, it is possible. If
the horizontal movement at one end of the beam is allowed,
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Linear global analysis

Nonlinear sectional analysis

Linear global analysis

Begin
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Compatibility
restoring forces

Compatibility
restoring forces
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Nsec , Vsec , Msec

FEM
Check N = Nsec ?

No

N, V , M

N, V , M

χ, εx , γyx

χ, εx , γyx

Estimate of new εx

Convergence
(17) achieved?

Vunbal , Munbal

Convergence
(9) achieved?

No

Nunbal , Vunbal , Munbal

Yes

it will permit the change of deformation on members between
iteration steps and the solution can simply converge. It is very
simple solution, but it requires responsible user with experience and professional knowledge with modeling structures.
On the other hand, there can be different structures, where this
solution will not be applicable. That is the reason why another
arbitrary solution is proposed.

Fig. 11.

Simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of modiﬁed formulation of GFNAA

Convergence factor

End load step

Simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of original formulation of GFNAA

1

D. Algorithm modiﬁcation



σxi × bi × hi +


Nsec

j=1

fsxj × Asj −N = 0.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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20

Fig. 12.
Convergence factor of the beam A1 using modiﬁed GFNAA
formulation

Unbalanced forces [kN], [kNm]

i=1

nsl


CF

0.8

Load step

The second possible solution of how to eliminate observed
limitation of GFNAA is to use of the basic principle of the
equilibrium state in the cross section based on [16]. This
principle says, that the sum of internal axial forces on the
ﬁbers and layers of the cross section is in the equilibrium with
the axial force caused by external loading. This condition is
deﬁned as
ncl


No

Yes

End load step

Fig. 10.

Yes

(16)



Condition is implemented directly in the sectional analysis
and it is checked after every iteration. If the condition is not
satisﬁed, algorithm estimates new value of axial strain εx , and
continue at the beginning of the sectional analysis. Simpliﬁed
ﬂowchart of modiﬁed GFNAA is shown on Figure 11. This
process repeats until (16) is satisﬁed. After that, GFNAA continues with calculation of unbalanced forces and convergence
factor. It should be noted, that the unbalanced axial force is
not calculated, because the condition of zero unbalanced axial
force is directly fulﬁlled in the sectional analysis. Also the
calculation of the convergence factor will now looks as



2 
2 
n
 1 
Munbal,i
Vunbal,i

CF =
+
. (17)
2n i=1
Vsec,i
Msec,i

400
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Vunbal
Munbal
200

0
−50

1

5

10

15

20

Load step
Fig. 13. Unbalanced forces on 6th element of the beam A1 using modiﬁed
GFNAA formulation

Convergence factor from analysis using modiﬁed GFNAA is
shown on Figure 12, and unbalanced forces using modiﬁed
GFNAA are shown on Figure 13.
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V.

C ONCLUSION
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Abstract: Responding to the issues of global warming and climate change, this research developed a procedure to estimate the effect of idling
stops on red light at signalized intersection under random arrival of vehicles. Two kinds of models, one for estimating the maximum idling stop
time and another for estimating the practical idling stop time, were at first proposed. The estimated idling stop time could then be converted into
fuel consumed, and the corresponding CO2 emissions based on the results of numerous tests, studies and investigations. The results of a case
study on one approach at a specified intersection in Taipei city show that the idling stops of motorcycles during the morning peak period on
holidays can save about 206 l fuel consumed per year, and reduce about 930 kg CO2 emissions correspondingly. If the evaluation base extends
to all approaches, and even to all intersections, the effect of idling stops would be remarkable and significant.
Keywords: idling stops; idling stop time; fuel consumed; CO2 emissions

1. INTRODUCTION
Aiming at the issues of global warming and climate change, many strategies and measures can be applied to reduce the
greenhouse gases. Idling stops, defined as turning off vehicle engine due to temporal parking, waiting on red light, or stopping by
traffic jam [1], could be regarded as one of the most effective ones for this purpose. Although the advantage of idling stops has not
yet been proven de facto, it can be expected and estimated in advance. Obviously, the effect of idling stops heavily depends on the
number of idling stops triggered by the vehicle drivers, and the duration of individual idling stops, based on which the idling stop
time (IST) is accumulated. Since some relationship exists between the IST and fuel consumed, the effect of idling stops on energy
saving and carbon reduction can be estimated through conversion functions as long as the IST can be determined. In this research,
we hence initiated estimation models to determine the IST, and then converted it further into fuel consumed and the corresponding
CO2 reduction to explore the potential effect of idling stops.
Two kinds of models were proposed to estimate the IST at signalized intersections under random arrival of vehicles. The first
one was used for the maximum IST under the ideal condition whereas the second one was applied to the practical IST by taking
account of the psychological needs of individual drivers in the real life. Moreover, the arrival pattern determines the vehicle arrival
time at the intersection, which reflects the potential of the IST. Some distribution models describing random behavior were thus
reviewed. As usual, we chose the most popular one, i.e. the negative exponential distribution, to describe the random arrival of
vehicles by low vehicular flows.
After estimating the IST, we converted the estimated IST into fuel consumed based on the test results by FORMOSUN
advanced kinetic research center [2], and then further converted the estimated fuel consumed into the corresponding CO2 emissions
using the emissions model suggested by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [3]. To realize the practical effect
of idling stops, we at last conducted a case study on the idling stops of motorcycles at a specified intersection in Taipei city, Taiwan,
for the morning peak period on holidays.
In spite of numerous researches about the issues of energy saving and carbon reduction, such as [1], [2], and [3], there has not
yet been any study focused on combining the idling stops of motor vehicles at signalized intersections with the emission reduction
of greenhouse gas. Therefore, it is quite meaningful and significant for this research in viewpoint of its pilot role in related domains,
on the one hand, and the environmental protection, on the other hand.
2. MODELING IDLING STOP TIME
Since this research focused on the vehicles arriving at the signalized intersection during red time, we developed the estimation
models based on signal red time, and measured the effect of vehicle idling stops in the IST at first. Assuming that the vehicular flow
on an approach at a signalized intersection is q (veh/hr), the signal cycle time is tc (sec), and the signal red time is tr (sec), the
number of vehicles arriving at the intersection during tr is then
qr 
1

q
 tr .
3600

(1)
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If the density function of vehicle arrival time during tr is f(t), the probability of vehicle arrival at time t is f(t)dt. The number of
vehicles arriving at time t is thus
qt  qr f t dt 

qtr
f t dt , 0≤t≤tr.
3600

(2)

Let the signal timing begin with red time proceeding from 0 to tr sec, then the rest cycle time from tr to tc sec would be set for
green and amber. If all drivers arriving at the intersection at time t during red time are willing to turn off vehicle engine, the IST
could be
Tt  tr  t qt  tr  t qr f t dt  qtr tr  t  f t dt , 0≤t≤tr,

(3)

3600

where (tr-t) is the remaining red time or the IST of individual vehicles. When all vehicle drivers arriving at the intersection during tr
are willing to trigger an idling stop, we obtain the IST in a signal cycle by integrating (3) with time.
Tc 



tr

0

t r  t qr f t dt  

tr

0

qt r
tr  t  f t dt  qt r
3600
3600



tr



tr

0

t r  t  f t dt .

(4)

tr  t  f t dt .

(5)

Using (4), we further derive the hourly IST as follows:
Th 

3600
3600 qtr
 Tc 

tc
tc 3600



tr

0

tr  t  f t dt

 q

tr
tc

0

When the density function f(t) is determined, both Tc and Th can be calculated by integration.
Equation (4) and (5) are formulated under the assumption that all drivers turn off vehicle engine on arriving at intersection, and
turn it on again until the red time expires. However, in practice, most drivers would rather restart vehicle engine a few seconds
earlier due to psychological reason [1]. As a result, the effective IST for each vehicle becomes (tr-ts-t) instead of (tr-t), where ts is
the advance restart time ahead of the end of red time. Equation (4) and (5) should accordingly be modified as follows:
t r t s

t r  t s  t q r f t dt =
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t c 3600
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3600
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t r  t s  t  f t dt , and

t r  t s  t  f t dt = q  tr 
tc

tr t s

0

(6)

tr  ts  t  f t dt .

(7)

As illustrated in Figure 1, the horizontal axis is the arrival time at intersection, and the vertical axis represents the corresponding
IST. For any vehicle arriving at time t, there will be an effective IST in an amount of (tr-ts-t) given by it. Integrating the function of
effective IST from 0 to (tr-ts), we obtain the total effective IST in a signal cycle, i.e. the shadow area in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Effective idling stop time

There are several density functions available for the arrival time in traffic stream, of which the Pearson type III distribution can
be regarded as one of the most widely used. Its probability density function is given as follows [4, 5]:

(8)
 t   K 1 e  t   ,
f t  
 K 

where  andare parameters, of which K and  are shape and shift parameter, respectively. (K) is gamma function. If K is
integer, (K) is equivalent to (K-1)!.
The Pearson type III distribution is, in fact, a family of density functions, from which subsets of distribution models can be
sorted out. When =0, the Pearson type III distribution can be simplified to gamma distribution
f t  



K 

t K 1 e  t .

(9)

When =0 but K is a positive integer, the Pearson type III distribution becomes Erlang distribution
f t  



K  1!

t K 1 e t .

(10)
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Let =0 and K=1, the Erlang distribution can be further simplified to a single distribution model called the negative exponential
distribution as shown in (11), which belongs to one of the most popular distributions for random arrival.
(11)
f t   e t ,
where  is the arrival rate.
The Weibul distribution [6], as shown in (12), belongs to another family of density functions probably applied to describing the
arrival time.

f t  


t



 1   t 
 
 





e



, for t>0

(12)

with scale parameter >0 and shape parameter >0.
The scale parameter  reflects the size of the units in which the random variable t is measured. By changing the value of the
shape parameter , we can generate a widely varying set of distribution models. For the case =1, the Weibul distribution is
identical to the negative exponential distribution. Also, the Raleigh distribution is a special case when =2.
A variety of composite distributions are another alternative for describing the arrival behavior. Dawson and Chimini [7]
developed the hyperlang distribution for the traffic stream on rural roads, which Wu [8] applied to generating the time headways for
the simulation of overtaking behavior on two-lane two-way highways in Germany. The hyperlang distribution consists of two
components: one is the shifted negative exponential distribution to describe the time headway of free flow, and the other is the
Erlang distribution to describe the time headway of disturbed flow. The cumulative function of hyperlang distribution by headway
h>t is
(13)
F h  t   a1Ps h  t   a2 Pe h  t  ,
where a1 is the proportion of free flow, a2 is the proportion of disturbed flow, Ps is the shifted negative exponential distribution, and
Pe is the Erlang distribution.
3. MAXIMUM IDLING STOP TIME
If all drivers trigger an idling stop on arriving at the intersection during red time, the IST attains to maximum, as described
above. Assume that vehicles randomly arrive at the intersection, and their arrival time conforms to the negative exponential
distribution as shown in (11). Letbe the arrival rate in veh/sec, then


q
.
3600

(14)

Substitute (11) for f(t) in (6), we obtain
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By integration by parts, we have the condensed form
uv  dx  uv  vu  dx .
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tr  ts  t et dt in (15) with (17), we obtain the maximum IST in a signal cycle
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In (19), further substitute qr 
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From (7) and (18),
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(21)

Replace qr in (21) with (1), we have another form of the maximum hourly IST
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(22)

(23)

4. PRACTICAL IDLING STOP TIME
In practice, the driver’s willingness for idling stops is often restricted by the remaining red time on arriving at the intersection,
which depends on the psychological needs of individual drivers. Let the required remaining red time for idling stop be ti sec, an
idling stop is then triggered when the arrival time t is earlier as (tr-ti) sec. Referring to (6), we remodeled the IST in a signal cycle
conditioned by a required remaining red time as
Tci 



t r ti

0

t r  t s  t q r f t dt  q r 

tr ti

0

t r  t s  t  f t dt , ti>ts.

(24)

Replace f(t) again with the negative exponential distribution in (11), we obtain
Tci  q r



t r ti

0

t r  t s  t e t dt  qr 

t r ti

0

t r  t s  t e t dt .

(25)

As illustrated in Figure 2, for any vehicle arriving at time t within (tr-ti), there will be the same effective IST of (tr-ts-t) as that in
Figure 1, but for vehicles arriving later than (tr-ti), the willingness to trigger an idling stop exists no longer due to insufficient
remaining red time. As a result, the practical IST in a signal cycle reduces to the shadow area in Figure 2, which can be obtained by
integrating the IST function only from 0 to (tr-ti).

Figure 2. Practical idling stop time

In the same way to integrate by parts for (25), then
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Substituting qr 

q
 t r in (27), we have another form of the practical IST in a signal cycle
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Similarly, we derived the practical hourly IST from (7) as
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(31)

5. CASE STUDY
According to the statistics issued by the Minister of Transportation and Communications [9], the number of motorcycles in
Taiwan area has reached 15,174 thousands at the end of 2011, which is double so many as that of the other motor vehicles. It is,
therefore, reasonable to focus the case study on the motorcycles. In addition, the countdown devices for signal red time at
intersections in Taiwan provide also good condition to implement idling stops. As a specific case, we selected the southbound
approach at Keelung-Xinhai intersection in Taipei city, Taiwan, to estimate the effect of idling stops by motorcycles. During the
morning peak period on holidays, an average traffic flow of 301 motorcycles per hour was observed on this approach. At this
intersection, the signal cycle time is 200 sec, and a 152 sec red time is given to this approach. By a questionnaire survey of the
behavior of motorcyclists, Hsiao [10] found that by idling stops, most motorcyclists would rather restart engine earlier than the end
of red time to avoid start delay, and the advance restart time was 2.67 sec in average. We, thus, set ts=2.67 sec by evaluating the IST.
To measure the required remaining red time for idling stops, Hsieh [11] adopted contingent valuation to survey the
motorcyclists’ willingness for idling stops. Contingent valuation is often referred to as a stated preference model. It is a utility-based
economic technique for the valuation of non-market resources. In the study, the survey explored how much remaining red time the
motorcyclists are willing to accept for idling stops in order to improve the environment. The results are showed in Table I. About
23% of motorcyclists were, for instance, willing to turn off engine to wait for green if the remaining red time is more than 30 sec,
and about 34% required more than 50 sec for idling stops. However, even if the remaining red time is more than 150 sec, there were
still 10.77% of motorcyclists unwilling to trigger any idling stop.
TABLE I.

REQUIRED REMAINING RED TIME FOR IDLING STOPS

Remaining red time (sec)

Percentage (%)

30

23.05

50

33.99

70

13.99

90

5.14

110

7.13

130

3.81

150

2.15

unwilling

10.77

Total

100

In this case study, hourly flow q=301, cycle time tc=200, red time tr=152, and advance restart time ts=2.67. Using (31), we could
estimate the hourly IST for various required remaining red times in Table I by
q t t 
301152 ti 
 3600
  r i
3600 
3600 
152  3600
  3600
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 ti  t s e 3600  t r  t s 
 t i  2.67 e
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301152 ti 



 228.7614.63  t i e 3600  137.37 .



Thi  q 

tr
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(32)

As an instance, by ti=30 sec, the hourly IST amounts to

301152 30 



3600
 137.37 = 31,425 sec = 8.729 hrs.
Thi  228.7614.63  30e



In the same way, the hourly IST for each required remaining red time was estimated. After weighting by the percentage, we
obtained an hourly IST of 7.575 hours, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

ESTIMATION OF HOURLY IDLING STOP TIME

Remaining red time
(sec)

Hourly IST
(hrs)

Percentage
(%)

Weighted hourly IST
(hrs)

30

8.729

23.05

2.012

50

8.729

33.99

2.967

70

8.725

13.99

1.221
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90

8.702

5.14

0.447

110

8.548

7.13

0.609

130

7.564

3.81

0.288

150

1.452

2.15

0.031

unwilling

0

10.77

0.000

100

7.575

Total

The estimated IST can be converted into fuel saving directly. The IST indicates the saved time of fuel combustion by engine. If
no idling stop is applied, the vehicle engine runs at idle speed, and consumes fuel continuously. On the contrary, by idling stop, the
engine is turned off, and stops combusting fuel. Therefore, the fuel saving by idling stops corresponds to the amount of fuel
combusted by vehicle engine at idle speed during the IST. According to the study of FORMOSUN advanced kinetic research center
[2], the fuel consumed by motorcycles at idle speed is proportional to the time. The test results showed that in average, the
motorcycle engine consumed 4.35 ml petrol per minute at idle speed. In other words, the fuel saving in the IST is equivalent to
Fuel consumed (l) = IST (hr)×(4.35 ml/min)×(60 min/hr)×(1 l/1000 ml) = 0.261×IST (hr).
(33)
By IST=7.575 hrs, we can determine the equivalent fuel saving or consumed as
Fuel consumed = 0.261×7.575 = 1.977 l.
The fuel consumed by vehicle engine can be further converted into emissions of greenhouse gas. The IPCC [3] indicated that
emissions by road transportation can be estimated from either the fuel consumed (represented by fuel sold) or the distance travelled
by the vehicles. In general, the fuel sold is appropriate for CO2, and the distance travelled by vehicles is appropriate for CH4 and
N2O. In this study, we focused on the emissions of CO2, which is regarded as one of the major factors resulting in the global
warming. Accordingly, we converted the estimated fuel consumed into emissions of CO2 using the following equation suggested by
the IPCC [3] on the basis of the amount and type of fuel sold, and its carbon content:
Emissions of CO2 (kg) = fuel sold or consumed (l)×CO2 emission factor (kg/l)
(34)
The CO2 emission factor is equal to the carbon content of the fuel multiplied by 44/12. As a rule, the country-specific carbon
content of the fuel sold is used, i.e. the CO2 emission factor is based on the actual carbon content of fuel consumed (sold) in the
country during the inventory year. It is good practice to use country-specific net-calorific values (NCV) and CO2 emission factor
data if possible. After a nation-wide investigation of greenhouse gas inventories, the Environmental Protection Administration
(EPA) [12] suggested a CO2 emission factor of 2.26 kg/l for mobile combustion of vehicle petrol. Multiplying this value by the
estimated fuel consumed, we obtain the CO2 emissions as
Emissions of CO2 = 1.977 l×2.26 kg/l = 4.468 kg.
The 4.468 kg CO2 emissions can also be regarded as the amount of CO2 reduction due to idling stops. For the 2 hours morning
peak period on holiday, the CO2 emissions or reduction will be doubled to 8.936 kg. In general, there are two holidays in each week,
and 52 weeks in a year. Thus, the number of holidays in a year is 104 days. The total CO2 emissions or reduction in a year becomes
8.936 kg×104=929.344 kg, almost equal to 1 ton. The related estimation results are shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

One hour in morning
peak period on holiday

Morning peak
period on holiday

Morning peak period
on holidays in one year

Idling stop time (hrs)

7.575

15.15

787.80

Fuel saving (l)

1.977

3.954

205.608

CO2 reduction (kg)

4.468

8.936

929.344

Effect

Period

FUEL SAVING AND CO2 REDUCTION DUE TO IDLING STOPS

The above proposed equations calculate the IST based on the individual idling stops, which incur concern about the increase of
fuel consumed and CO2 emissions by restarting the engine that might offset the effect of idling stops. To realize the variation of fuel
consumed and CO2 emissions by time after restarting the engine, the EPA [13] conducted a tedious test for motorcycles. The test
found that both fuel consumed and CO2 emissions were not significantly increased by restarting the motorcycle engine after a three
minute idling stop. In other words, even a large amount of idling stops by motorcycles will not cause extra fuel consumed and CO2
emissions. Therefore, the estimated results in Table III are reasonable.

6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this research, two kinds of models were developed to estimate the IST at signalized intersections under random arrival of
vehicles. The first one was used to estimate the maximum IST under the ideal condition where each driver is willing to trigger an
idling stop on arriving at the intersection during the red time. In contrast, the second one appeared more practical to take account of
the diversity of individual needs for the required remaining red time in the real life, by which the practical IST could be evaluated.
Based on the test results by FORMOSUN advanced kinetic research center [2], we could further convert the estimated IST into fuel
consumed, and subsequently the corresponding CO2 emissions using the emissions model suggested by the IPCC [3].
A case study, specified for an approach at Keelung-Xinhai intersection in Taipei city, showed that the practical IST of
motorcycles would amount to 787.8 hrs for the morning peak period on holidays in a year. A corresponding fuel saving of 205.608 l
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could be obtained, which was equivalent to 929.344 kg CO2 reduction after combusted by the motorcycle engines. The results
indicate that idling stops will really help to improve the energy saving and carbon reduction due to the occurrence of a large amount
of the IST. If we extend the observation to the four approaches of the intersection, and assume the same traffic flow on these
approaches, we can attain about 822 l fuel saving, and 3,717 kg CO2 reduction. These figures merely represent the effect of idling
stops by motorcycles at one intersection during two hour morning peak period on holidays in a year. There are more than 2,000
intersections, mostly installed with countdown devices for red time, in Taipei city, and over 15 million motorcycles in Taiwan [9].
If all motorcyclists are willing to conduct idling stops on red at intersections, the total effects on the environmental protection will
be remarkable and significant.
In addition, if measures take effect to raise the driver’s willingness for idling stop, not only the proportion of idling stops but
also the required remaining red time will be improved. Both will then result in increasing the IST. The Cox proportional hazard
model (Cox PHM), based on the survival analysis, is quite appropriate for investigating the factors significantly influencing driver’s
willingness for idling stops [14]. By changing the value of influence factors, i.e. taking measures to raise driver’s willingness for
idling stops, we may forecast the increase of the IST, and then the fuel saving as well as the CO2 reduction in advance. The
increment of the IST can be obtained by the median survival times used as the required remaining red times, and depicted in the
survival curves. Multiplying it by the increased proportion of willingness estimated by means of analyzing the relative risk, we
attain the potential increment of the IST for individual influence factors. Moreover, from the macroscopic point of view, the CO2
emissions approximated to 3.28 tons per 10 second idling of all motorcycles in Taiwan, estimated by the Institute of Transportation
[15]. This amount also reflects a tremendous potential for energy saving and carbon reduction by idling stops. Therefore, it is
meaningful and significant to develop estimation models to explore these effects in advance.
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-Chemical Properties:
The chemical composition of the lime is generally the
following:
- CaO > 50 %
- MgO <6 %
- SO3 <3 %
This composition varies according to lime classes.

Abstract— the lime addition to asphalt mix is interesting
for a useful life for the mix. Many experiences were
interested in this matter, especially in the United States
and Europe. This document demonstrates the ability of
lime, as an active filler addition, to increase the
performances of the mix through multiple mechanisms,
which extends significantly the useful life of pavements.

III. EFFECTS OF LIME ON AGGREGATES AND
ASPHALT:

Keywords—Aggregate, aging, asphalt, fatigue, lime, mix.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Effects on aggregates:
1) Adhesivity aggregate-asphalt:

For an extended useful life of pavement, and its capacity,
to withdraw the load of heavy trucks, it comes necessary, to
improve the asphalt mix performances especially the fatigue.
Therefore, the use of lime as a solution, proved some
satisfaction that was shown in the results of the experiences
carried out. The use of lime in hot mix asphalt improves
several characteristics of the mix. Plus, hydrated lime is more
than a simple additive allowing reducing damages caused by
the water, but it also has several advantages:

The siliceous aggregates adhesivity properties using
asphalt are better more than calcareous ones. The reason
behind it is that, the anionic as well as the cationic surfactants
naturally present in the asphalt, form strong connections with
the calcium ions, while cationic surfactants form strong
connections only with the siliceous groupings. So, the anionic
surfactants are easily moved by water on the siliceous
aggregates [1].

-Improving the adhesivity asphalt/aggregate;
-Stopping the oxidation of asphalt;
-Improving the mix fatigue.
II. HYDRATED LIME AND ITS PROPERTIES
A. Hydrated lime:
The hydrated lime is obtained by hydrating the lime (the
calcium oxide CaO) using hydrators. The lime is produced by
burning very high pure lime in temperatures about 900°C in
ovens conceived specifically for this purpose, and then the
water is added (approximately 28 %) to obtain the hydrated
lime.

Fig.1. Effects of hydrated lime to precipitate the calcium ions on the
surface of the siliceous aggregates

2) Effect on clay aggregates
In the case of the clay aggregates, the hydrated lime allows
to increase considerably the fracture resistance. More
specifically, clays are generally present in small inclusions in
the rock and they result from crushing. In this case, the role of
the hydrated lime is similar to one in clay soils [2].

B. Properties of hydrated lime:
-Physical properties:
-Lower elements at 80µm > 90 %
-Porosity > 50 %
-Content of water 2 %
-Index of space Rigden from 60 to 70
- Density 2,2 Mg / m3

B. Effects on asphalt
1) Chemical effect on asphalt
The big problem is the chemical aging of the asphalt,
because it makes it more fragile. This aging, which comes in
particular of oxidation reactions within asphalt, generates a
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hardening of binder, which lowers the mix capacity to
decrease constraints; for this fact, the addition of lime remains
an excellent solution of this problem.

According to the results:
- The asphalt complex modulus increases at least by 42.8 %
with the addition of lime (sign of stiffness power of lime).
- Tanθ (which is the result of the division of the asphalt
viscous modulus by its elastic modulus, and it expresses the
greater or lesser ability of the binder to diminish the
constraints), decreases much less during the aging using lime,
which confirms the aging inhibitive effect of lime.

The chemical effect between the hydrated lime and the
asphalt was observed by Plancher and his colleagues at the
Western Research Institute (WRI, the United States) in 1976
[3].
Aging resistance :TFAAT test (test aging
accelerated thin film)
It was quickly observed that the hydrated lime reduces the
chemical aging of asphalt. The first observation of this effect
on the mix asphalt dates from the end of 1960s in Utah, when
C.V. Chachas and his colleagues at the State Department of
highways observed that mix bituminous with hydrated lime
were more flexible than reference materials [4].
a)

3) - Physical effect:
The hydrated lime has a better porosity (space Rigden) than
the mineral fillers, with typical values going from 60 to 70 %
while fillers have generally 30 to 34 %. This porosity
ameliorates the stiffness power of asphalt.

Fig.3.The porosity of hydrated lime (on the right) is higher than that of
the mineral fillers (on the left).

Fig. 2.: Index of aging at 60°C for various sources of asphalt modified
with proportions of hydrated lime and dolomitic hydrated lime .

For the mineral fillers, the porosity comes essentially from
the space between the particles; and for the hydrated lime, the
porosity inside particles is added to the one between particles.

We notice that the addition of lime reduces the index of
aging for the various sources of asphalt.
b) Aging resistance: PAV test (Press Aging Vessel)

IV. EFFECTS OF THE HYDRATED LIME ON THE PROPERTIES OF
BITUMINOUS MIXTURES

L. Johansson from the Swedish Royal Institute of
Technology and his collaborator Branthver both developed a
work (in 1995), on the beneficial effects of lime resulting from
its stiffness [5]. In their study, they incorporated 20 % of the
weight of lime in relation to the weight of asphalt, and they
carried out some asphalt aged test tubes, the latter have
undergone the PAV for two weeks under a temperature of
60C° and a pressure of 2.07MPa; the results are given in the
following table:

In this part, we are going to examine the lime effects on
asphalt mixtures to improve the mix fatigue.
The two types of mix asphalt studied are:
- Mix asphalt with 5.2 % of pure asphalt 40/50.
- Mix asphalt with 5.2 % of pure asphalt 40/50, and 2 % of
lime. The fatigue of mix asphalt was measured
corresponding to the standard EN12697-24 (2005).

Table II. Results of the PAV tests with and without adding lime
Aging time
(weeks)
0
1
2

asphalt complex modulus
(daN/cm2)
No lime
With lime
3.98 .105
9.02.105
2.15. 106
3.07. 106
3.43. 106
5.61. 106

Tan θ (θ phase angle)
No lime
4.6
2.3
2.0

The obtained results are presented in the following table:

With lime
3.6
2.4
2.0
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which proves the advantage of lime to increase the resistance
of mix to fatigue, which extends the useful life of pavement by
at least 20%.

Table III: Results of improvement of mix fatigue with lime addition
Deformation ɛ
(µdef)

Cycle number
Without lime

Cycle number
With lime

Increasing
due to lime
%

94

1 116 892

1 362 105

21.9

126

889 741

1 082 056

21.6

215

770 134

928 145

20.5

252

502 326

602 548

19.9

V. CONCLUSION
The lime acts on the components of mix asphalt; it improves
the adhesiveness of the aggregates and asphalt, which
improves the mix resistance to fatigue, but it is necessary to
indicate that the nature of the aggregates, as well as the
characteristics of the lime, are important parameters to achieve
satisfactory results, so lime avoids the damages of the road,
and it increases its useful life, a thing which allows the
optimization of the costs generated by maintenances.

Deformation ɛ

300

250
200
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solution to replace human vision in some traditional

Abstract—With the development of Image Assisted Total Stations,

measurements. It combines all the advantages of total station

some original calibration methods which were tested on

and cameras such as high automatization, few personal errors

prototypes can be improved for new instruments. This paper

and so on.

proposes an improved calibration method in telescope camera of

MS50 is one of the Geo-robot produced by Leica which

total station MS50. Coded Targets are detected automatically

has step servo motors and is equipped with two video cameras:

with the help of open source library OpenCV. With enough

overview camera and telescope camera. They have different

number of the pixel coordinates obtained by CTs and the angular

field-of-view (FoV). The calibration method in this paper is

readings obtained from total station, we can calculate all the

for the built-in telescope camera which has a small FoV. The

calibration parameters at a certain focus position. New group of

maximum resolution of telescope camera is 2560×1920 and

parameters can be interpolated by focus position. To accomplish

the camera axis is paralleled with the collimation axis. One of

a highly accurate measurement, some details should also be

the principal problems in IATS is to establish the relationship

considered. Distance measurement is not involved in this method

from image points to its corresponding angles in theodolite

because of its relatively low accuracy compared with the angular

coordinate system, which is the calibration procedure in IATS.

measurement in close range. Thus only the two-dimensional

Most of existing calibration methods are tested on different

relationship between angles and image coordinate values are

self-made prototypes (e.g. [1], [2], [3]).

studied. Finally, the longtime stability of this method is tested by

Reference [3] made an overview of traditional active

a longtime monitor example which verified the stability and

automated target recognition (ATR) technique and its

accuracy of this method. The standard deviation of calculated

limitations, while adaptation of appropriate CCD camera can

angles from the image pixels can be no more than 0.1mgon with

help solve some of these problems. Automatic detection of

the given conditions. Instead of automated target recognition

targets on image helps improve the efficiency of IATS

technique which requires prisms for each target position,

applications and has various ways to accomplish such as

estimated angles obtained from image point using coded targets

ellipse detection, cross line detection, template matching and

save much cost and are more convenient for application in

so on. For actual applications, coded targets (CTs) are perhaps

monitoring.

the best method because by CTs we can obtain both the pixel

Keywords—Image Assisted Total Station; Coded Targets; Stability

coordinate value and the ID of the target on image at the same

of Monitor; Calibration

time. CTs are one of the basic tools in photogrammetry and
primarily used for initial exterior orientation determination [4].

I.

There are two main types of CTs, concentric rings and dot

INTRODUCTION

distribution [5]. We choose the first one because it’s more
robust in detection. CTs in this paper are studied to
automatically detect the pixel coordinate of the target in the

Image assisted total station (IATS) is a promising
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image based on open source libraries [6].

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CALIBRATION

Existing literature [7] originally proposed a camera
calibration method without real control array. It’s suitable not
only for the built-in telescope camera, but also for other

Fig. 1 Relationship between pixel coordinates and image coordinates

cameras which is rigidly installed on the telescope. But for the
telescope camera in MS50 whose accuracy of distance

Supposing there is a virtual plane which is perpendicular

measurement is relatively lower than that of angular

to the collimation axis, we also define the 3D telescope LH

measurement for most of total stations. It demands more

coordinate system in which the Z axis is opposite to the

stringent requirements for the distance measurement if we

pointing direction and Y axis is the horizontal axis. The X and

want to obtain higher accuracy of 3D coordinate. Thus,

Y axis in virtual plane coordinate system are paralleled to the

distance measurement is not involved in this method and we

telescope axis, so X and Y coordinate value in virtual plane

only concentrate on the 2D transformation relationship

are the same in telescope coordinate. Besides, the telescope

between angular measurement and image coordinate.

camera axis is always paralleled to the collimation axis in

Pixel coordinate is a left handed (LH) coordinate. The

MS50. The relationship is shown in Fig. 2.

origin point is the left top point in the image. We define the
image coordinate also as a LH coordinate. The origin is the
distortion center of the lens and has a value  x0 , y0  which
can be fixed at the center of image in pixel coordinate. The
relationship between the two coordinate sets is as shown in
Fig. 1, and we have:

xI
yI

= y0
=  x0


+

yP
xP

where xP , yP are pixel coordinates and xI ,

(1)

yI are

Fig. 2 Relationships among telescope coordinate, virtual plane and image

image coordinates.

plane

Distortion occurs inevitably in lens system especially in
The virtual constant should be always fixed because the

wide FoV lenses ([8], [9]). But in our case where the FoV is

shape in virtual plane can change by a scalar factor in

1.5 diagonal, the distortion error is much smaller. Thus, we

different virtual constant as shown in Fig. 3. We set

only consider one radial distortion parameter. Experimental

c  105 (unit: pixel).

result shows it is sufficient. The corrected image coordinate is:

xI _ c  xI  xI  K1  r 2
yI _ c  yI  yI  K1  r 2

(2)

where xI _ c , yI _ c are corrected image coordinates,


r2

 xI

2

 yI 2  and K1 is the radial distortion parameter.
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pointing to the zenith direction and the X axis is pointing to
initial zero direction. Different instrument errors will always
influence the angular measurement. So before using the angles
to do the coordinate transformation, we need to compensate
these instrument errors first. These errors are brought by the
instrument itself and should be independent to the calibration
parameters. We use the same mathematical model for
calculating the theodolite axis errors in [1] and we will not
discuss it here. The compensated angles are

Hz _ thC and

V _ thC . With the help of the crosshair in telescope we can
calculate the instrument errors before calibration. This is one
Fig. 3 Different virtual constant can have different shape size in virtual plane

of the major differences between Walser’s method and ours.

The coordinate in virtual plane is obtained from image
coordinate by 4 affine transformation parameters (Fig. 4).
These 4 parameters ( a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 ) are equivalent to those in
Walser’s method [1] which is expressed as
scale factor in both directions,

sx , s y for the

s for shear factor and 

for rotation angle.

Fig. 5 Relationship between theodolite coordinate and telescope coordinate

There are two steps to do the 3D coordinate transfer from
telescope coordinate to the theodolite coordinate. The first
Fig. 4 Affine transformation between image coordinate and virtual plane
coordinate

Then rotate

The formula is quite simple and easy for differentiation:

x _ tel  a1  xI _ c  a2  yI _ c
y _ tel  b1  xI _ c  b2  yI _ c
where

step is to rotate

(3)

x _ tel and y _ tel are telescope coordinates

and have the same value in virtual plane coordinate.

Hz _ thC around Z_tel along counter clockwise.

 x _ the 
 x _ tel 





 y _ the  Rz ( Hz _ thC )  Ry (V _ thC   )   y _ tel 
 z _ the 
 c 
 x _ tel 
 R   y _ tel 
 c 

 x _ tel; y _ tel; c , and from telescope

coordinates we can also get the corresponding theodolite

(4)

coordinates by two rotation angles - horizontal angle and

where

vertical angle.
For a leveled instrument, the theodolite Z axis should be

around Y_tel along clockwise.

We have :

For each target point we can always have a 3D
coordinate value

 -V _ thC

Ry(V _ thC   ) , Rz ( Hz ) and R are

rotation matrix in 3  3
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 x _ the

the focus position when calculating those parameters at a

z _ the is theodolite
T

y _ the

specific focus position. Once we get different calibration

coordinate.

parameters in different focus position, we can interpolate

If we define the positive direction of the rotation matrix

unknown parameters by cubic polynomial function and a new

is counter clockwise, we have :

focus position.

 cos   0 sin   


Ry    
0
1
0 
  sin   0 cos   
cos  

Rz     sin  
 0
where



III. AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF CODED TARGETS
(5)

 sin   0 

cos   0 
0
1 

Actually

another

edge-based

template-based method and point-based method. In literature
[3], detection based on image processing algorithms has
special benefits compared with Automated Target Recognition
(ATR) functions. Detailed comparisons are given in that paper,

can get the corresponding horizontal angle, vertical angle and

so we will not discuss again. For CTs, we can also get the ID

slope distance of the target. We don’t need the slope distance

of each target which makes the detection a fully automation

in our method.

procedure.

 y _ the 
Hz _ tar  arctan 

 x _ the 

z _ the

V _ tar
 arctan 
 x _ the2  y _ the 2
2


CTs have been used in photogrammetry for decades. In
literature [12], different types of CTs were summarized and a






(6)

circular CTs automatic detection was presented. The CTs we
are using can be obtained by PhotoModeler and many other
photogrammetry software.
After some basic processing such as Gauss filter and

So every time we point to the target direction within the

image binarization with a given threshold, we use Canny

FoV of telescope camera, we can get the pixel coordinate in

algorithm [13] to get the edges in image. With all the edges,

the target and the estimated horizontal and vertical angles of

we can fit the corresponding ellipse boxes. These fundamental

the target with the method above. The parameters to be

functions are involved in OpenCV libraries which are open

estimated are :

Xˆ   aˆ1

aˆ2

bˆ1

bˆ2

Kˆ 1

Hzˆ Vˆ 

T

and can be compiled in different platforms [6]. The most
important thing in CTs detection of concentric rings relies on

(7)

two crucial steps. One is to correctly find inner ellipse for

where Ĥz and Vˆ are estimated angles of the target

position; the other is to obtain the robust and unique code in
the outer code region for ID. The whole detection procedure is

in theodolite coordinate. The 5 parameters ahead determine
between

pixel

coordinates

and

shown in Fig.6.

the

corresponding angles of the target in theodolite system at a

A.

specific focus position.
Each point pair can establish two observation equations,

Correct Ellipse Capture
According to each contours, we can obtain the area and

so we need at least 4 point pairs to calculate the parameters. A

perimeter as

least-squares adjustment method is used to estimate the
variables with an identical weight matrix and an initial value:

SCount , LCount by counting pixels. With the

existing ellipse fitting method [14], we can calculate the


a10 1,
a20 0,
b10 0,
b20 1,
K10 0,
x00 1280,
y00 960
Hz 0

is

method is the most precise detection method compared with

is the rotation angle.

relationship

detection

measurement method. As is described in [11], edge-based

With the 3D theodolite coordinate obtained by (4), we

the

CTs

estimated area and perimeter for each ellipse box:

S Esti    a  b

mean

( Hz _ thC (i)), V 0 mean(V _ thC (i))

LEsti  2    b  4   a  b 

(8)
We must be aware that the 5 parameters ahead will

where

change when the focus position changes. As is mentioned in

(9)

a is semi-major axis and b is semi-minor axis.

Besides, we define the center of the ith ellipse:

literature (e.g. [3], [10]), the calibration parameters are

C , C 
x

potentially subject to variations. So every time we need to fix
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Fig.6 Flow chart of automatic CTs detection
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All the ellipses in the image should satisfy these basic
constraints below:

a  k1  b, a  RMax , b  RMin
k2 

(11.a)

SCount
L
 k3 , k4  Count  k5
S Esti
LEsti

(11.b)
(c)

0  Cx  k6  a  w, 0  C y  k6  a  h
where

Fig. 7 Code region (red circles)

(11.c)

We can check the binarization image by code point

w and h are the width and height of the image

resolution respectively; RMax and

coordinate in image. Then a 14bit binary code is obtained. If

RMin are predefined

we choose a different starting point, the binary value is also
different. But we can choose the smallest value among 14

maximum and minimum ellipse size in image. (11.a) restricts

codes as the unique code. In Fig.7(c) for example, the smallest

the length of estimated semi axis which can avoid large

code value is 00000110001111 and the corresponding decimal

eccentric-errors when the surface of CTs is not perpendicular

number is 399 which is used as its ID code.

to aiming direction. (11.b) can help delete part of wrong

Correct inner ellipse capturing is the prerequisite of

shapes. (11.c) can make it sure that the detected complete

correct decoding. But we can never make it sure the inner

target is within the image bounding. In our case, we set

ellipse is always correctly captured in front of complex

k
2, k
k
0.9, k
k
1.1, k
3.
1
2
4
3
5
6
B.

background. We use two groups of code points to check the
code region. As is shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), two code rings

Decoding

are

Code region is the outer ring of the fitted ellipse which is

k7 and k8 larger in size of inner ellipse which is green

separated into some specific sections. The code-bit determines

and blue ring respectively. The decimal number obtained by

the number of sections. Suppose we use code-bit as 14.

these two group rings should be the same result; otherwise the

Standard ellipse is shown as Fig.7(a). We can calculate the

inner ellipse is wrong. Here we set

coordinate of 14 red dots (i.e. code point) as:

2
 
)
xi 
a  cos(i 


14 ,  0,1,...,13
i

2
 y 
)
b  sin(i 
i


14

k7  2.9 and

k8  2.5 .
(12)

where xi and yi are local ellipse coordinate. In fact,
the ellipse is not always standard and has a rotation angle
(Fig. 7(b) blue ellipse) and the center is

C , C 
x

y


(a)

in the

(b)

Fig.8 Check of codes

image coordinate. Thus, the coordinate of code point in image
coordinate is:


 xi  Cx  xi  cos( )  yi  sin( )


 yi  C y  xi  sin( )  yi  cos( )

(13)

Fig.9 Wrongly detected ellipses

We must be aware that not all the codes can be used for
detection. Some codes can be wrongly detected quite often by
(a)

the background. As is shown in Fig.9, even a part of the code

(b)

ring can easily be detected as ellipse by mistake. We can
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investigate a more complex ellipse detection algorithm to

accuracy than the latter one. Thus, the absolute accuracy of

avoid this problem but we need to pay more for the cost of

the final result is mainly determined by the angular accuracy

efficiency. In a simpler way, we solve this problem by

of total station itself. But if the aiming direction of the

abandon the corresponding codes which are listed in Tab.1.

telescope remains stable, the relative deformation captured

TABLE I.

from the telescope camera can be precisely detected. Once the

Abandoned codes

precise relationship from pixel points to corresponding angles

0000000000000

0000000000000

0000000000001

0000000000010

is established, we can get at least no lower accuracy of

0

1

1

1

angular monitoring compared with the traditional way which

0000000000011

0000000000100

0000000000101

0000000000110

uses ATR functions with prisms.

1

1

1

1

Because of the instrument manufacturing, the angular

0000000000111

0000000001000

0000000001001

0000000010000

1

1

1

1

0000000010001

0000000010010

0000000010100

0000000010110

1

1

1

1

0000000011000

0000000100001

0000000110000

0000000110001

1

1

1

1

0000000110100

0000000110101

0111111111111

1111111111111

1

1

1

1

readings will be a little different if we aim at the same target
from different telescope positions. Existing literature [10]
solves this problem by aiming to the target randomly and this
systematic error will be averaged to all the calibration
parameters. To avoid this error which will influence the
accuracy of calibration result, we always need to preserve the
same procedure when translating the telescope to target
direction. Fig.10 shows the way how we translate from
left-top corner to the target P each time we do the
measurement in calibration.

IV. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
The FoV of telescope camera is

1.5 diagonal and the

resolution is 3200 pixel diagonal. If the CTs detection has
subpixel accuracy position ([11], [12]), the corresponding
angular accuracy is 0.052mgon.

Fig.10 The translation way of telescope to a target P

According to least-squares method, we have:

A   xˆ  L

res
 res _ Hz 
 res _ V 


where



ˆ  Hz _ tar 
 Hz
A   xˆ  

 Vˆ  V _ tar 

V. EXPERIMENT
(14)
A.

res is the residual vector of observations, A is

Preparations
Warming-up procedure is the first crucial preparation.

ˆ is corrections of variables
linearized design matrix,  x
using identical weight matrix. It’s an iterative procedure with

The internal temperature can influence the output of angles

an initial value given by formula (8). The posterior variance of

previous literatures (e.g. [10], [11]).

and image point. This issue has been studied and tested in

unit weight is:

ˆ 02 =

resT  res
r

(15)

r is the degree of freedom. There are 7 variables
to estimate in this method. If there are n pairs of
where

observations, we obtain r  2  n  7 . The value of

(a)

ˆ 02

(b)

Fig.11 Angle, pixel deviation and inner temperature in warming-up procedure

reflects the quality of original observations.

This procedure is shown as Fig.11. It is 2 minutes interval

From equations (1)~(6), we can see that there are two

between each experiment index. We can see from Fig.11(a)

kinds of observations: one is the angular measurements

that horizontal angle can deviate for 1.2 mgon and vertical

obtained by total station; the other is the detected pixel

angle will stay stable. Fig.11(b) tells that warming-up

coordinates obtained by CTs. The former one has much lower
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procedure will influence the CTs detection by 4.2 pixel on the

calibration positions and there are many CTs on the plate, and

image.

we only choose one of the CTs as our study target. We have 12

Theodolite axes errors should also be considered before

pairs aiming directions near our study target to estimate the

calibration. As is mentioned in literature [1], theodolite axes

calibration parameters for each focus position of CTs.

errors always occur when some axes conditions are not met.

Different focus position of CTs means different parameter

These errors involve vertical-index error, collimation error

relationships between theodolite system and image system.

and tilting-axis error which can be determined and eliminated.

We obtained 8 positions and the relationship between focus

The relevant formulas have been discussed before, so we will

position and distance from CTs is shown in Fig.13.

not discuss it in this paper. These errors are calculated by
existing formulas.
B.

Image Capturing and Corresponding Measurement

Fig.13 Relationship between focus position and distance from CTs

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
According to the mathematical model and formula (15),

Fig.12 Experiment at focus position of 803

we can estimate all the calibration parameters and the
accuracy of the result by least-squares method in different

After the preparations mentioned before, we can start to

positions.

obtain calibration data then. As is described in literature [7]
for case of single target, every time we translate to a position
near the target, we can obtain a pair of angular readings and
pixel coordinates of detected CTs. Fig.12 shows one of the
TABLE II.

Calculated results of 8 positions

803

637

548

460

365

295

228

167

2.024

2.529

2.942

3.540

4.577

5.902

8.302

13.205

a1

0.960226

0.955317

0.953185

0.951738

0.950733

0.950469

0.950563

0.950744

a2

0.002545

0.002672

0.002646

0.002681

0.002596

0.002609

0.002570

0.002589

b1

-0.002609

-0.002291

-0.002385

-0.002503

-0.002475

-0.002483

-0.002356

-0.002468

b2

0.960263

0.955375

0.953383

0.952056

0.951149

0.950798

0.950818

0.950884

K1 (106 )

-1.1862

-1.1394

-0.9646

-0.9734

-1.0500

-1.0919

-1.1431

-1.0489

ˆ 0 (mgon)

0.084

0.068

0.065

0.059

0.064

0.064

0.102

0.091

Focus Position
3-D Distance
(m)
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The results above are estimated based on equal weights.

9

0.335

-1.856

-0.348

-0.006

0.053

-0.037

With the estimated parameters in Tab.2, we can obtain all the

10

0.086

-0.685

0.250

-0.061

0.090

0.067

new parameters by interpolating focus positions with a new

11

-0.792

0.419

-0.279

-0.042

-0.050

0.092

focus position. As is described in literature (Knoblach, 2009),

12

-1.323

1.700

0.040

0.175

-0.200

0.135

we can also establish polynomial functions between focus

13

-0.371

-1.910

-0.670

0.303

0.038

0.082

position and these calibration parameters. More focus

14

-0.652

-1.065

-0.043

-0.162

-0.001

0.028

positions mean more precise sampling of the parameters for

15

-1.290

0.035

-0.236

-0.151

-0.021

0.083

modeling. One thing needed to keep in mind is the virtual

16

-1.745

1.647

0.316

0.489

-0.082

0.262

constant shown in Fig.2 should always be fixed both in

The longtime stability is rather important for a method.

calibration and application. Different virtual constants will

To test it in this method, we monitored the CTs at focus

obtain different groups of calibration parameters because of a

position of 705 for 13 hours and 40 minutes. Inner

scale factor.

temperature finally stabilized at 38.8℃.

Fig.14 and Tab. 3 show residuals of estimated angles in

From formulas (1) to (6), we can calculate horizontal and

16 directions nearby the same target with different methods at

vertical angles of the target in theodolite coordinate system

a new focus position of 508.

based on theodolite readings, detected pixel positions on
image and the interpolated parameters. We choose a part of
the stable observations which lasted for 200 minutes (Fig.15).

(a). Gnomonic projection

(b). Walser’s method

Fig.15 Deviation of estimated angles by this paper’s method at 38.8℃

The standard deviation of calculated horizontal and
vertical angle are:

(c). Method in this paper

Hz 0  0.053mgon

Fig.14 Residuals of different calibration approaches using the same data at
focus position of 508

(16)

V 0  0.062mgon

Fig.14(a) and Fig.14(b) refers to the same calibration
methods and parameters in literature [15], Fig.14(c) is the
VII. CONCLUSION AND EXPECTATION

residual result calculated in this method.
TABLE III.

There is an exact relationship between telescope camera

Residuals of target angles calculated by different

coordinate and total station coordinate. We can use CTs

methods(Unit:mgon)
Point
index

instead of ATR functions which always require prisms for

Gnomonic
projection

Walser’s method

This method

Hz

V

Hz

V

Hz

V

1

1.476

-1.651

-0.460

-0.494

-0.005

-0.234

2

1.299

-0.170

0.290

0.120

0.064

-0.065

3

0.627

0.908

0.054

0.112

-0.015

-0.106

4

0.240

2.005

0.611

-0.212

-0.066

0.003

5

1.315

-1.626

-0.126

-0.197

0.199

-0.106

6

0.887

-0.394

0.303

0.034

0.052

-0.145

7

0.165

0.750

-0.076

0.143

-0.012

-0.064

8

-0.260

1.892

0.375

-0.050

-0.044

0.005

each point to automatically find the target.
Higher accuracy of CTs detection can help improve the
quality of the final results in further study. Once we combined
angles from total station and images from the built-in camera,
we can use various image processing algorithms such as
template matching, edge detection or image segmentation
according to different specific applications with motorized
reflectorless total station. CTs in this paper are only one of the
various

photogrammetry

tools.

In

different

kinds

of

applications we can use different target detection strategies on
image. This method will not be limited to close range
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applications as long as the size of the target on image is large
enough to detect. This is one of the reasons why IATS is a
promising research direction.
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Densities and viscosities of aqueous ternary
mixtures of 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol with
ethylenediamine from 303.15 to 343.15 K
Regina V. Entrolizo

Meng-Hui Li*

R&D Center for Membrane Technology and Department of
Chemical Engineering
Chung Yuan Christian University
Chung Li 32023, Taiwan, ROC

Abstract—Densities and viscosities of aqueous ternary
solutions
of
2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol
(AMP)
with
ethylenediamine (EDA) were determined over a wide range of
temperatures (303.15 to 343.15 K) an d compositions. The
obtained experimental data for density and viscosity were
represented as a function of temperature an d amine
concentration using a Redlich-Kister-type an d Vogel–Tammann–
Fulcher equation, respectively. The pre dicted data agree well
with the experimental data suggesting that the applied models
were satisfactory.
Keywords—2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol,
density, viscosity

ethylenediamine,

I. INT RODUCTION
Alkanolamines and their blends have been the focus of
many researches due to significant applications in the natural
gas industry, oil refineries, petroleum chemical plants, and
synthetic ammonia plants for the removal of acidic
components such as CO2 and H2 S from gas streams [1].
Aqueous solutions of amine blends have demonstrated high
efficiency in CO2 absorption tests as a result of combined
strengths of each amine system which lead to considerable
savings in energy requirements and cost [1].
A highly relevant amine classification is the sterically
hindered amines, such as 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol
(AMP), which possess a bulky group attached to the amine
that allows more CO2 to bind per molecule. This steric
hindrance is the key factor to achieve high thermodynamic
capacity, fast absorption rates at high CO2 loadings [2] and
lower regeneration energy requirement [3].
In earlier publications, kinetic data of ethylenediamine
(EDA) was superior than the conventional monoethanolamine
(MEA) solution and suggests that it reacts with CO2 more
rapidly [4, 5]. The study of Kemper et al. [3] shows that
addition of EDA to AMP results in enhanced solvent
performance during absorption of 100% CO2. Diamines are
potential alternatives in CO2 capture due to the added reactive

R&D Center for Membrane Technology and Department of
Chemical Engineering
Chung Yuan Christian University
Chung Li 32023, Taiwan, ROC
mhli@cycu.edu.tw (M.-H. Li)
amine functionality that allows a higher binding capacity and
faster reaction kinetics [6].
The aim of this study is to provide density and viscosity
data for the aqueous ternary AMP/EDA mixtures. The overall
selection of a good solvent requires knowledge of its physical
properties which are applied in the efficient design, simulation,
and operation of acid gas treatment equipment [7]. According
to [8], solution density and viscosity have significant influence
in the mass transfer of CO2 in aqueous solutions and thus are
main essentials in the optimal design of absorption contactors.
The values of these physical properties are often integrated
into calculations of diffusion parameters in process models [9].
These reasons considered, determination of accurate physical
properties that covers a wide range of temperatures and
composition is important. A thorough review of the literature,
however, shows lacking of thermodynamic property data for
the system studied. In this work, properties are measured at 30
wt% total amine concentration in the temperature range
(303.15 to 343.15) K. The dependence of temperature and
concentration of AMP and EDA to these physical properties
are correlated based on the experimental data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Chemicals
2-Amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP, Acros Organics,
99%) and ethylenediamine (EDA, Alfa Aesar, 99%) was
obtained from Acros Organics and Alfa Aesar, respectively,
and used without further purification. A detailed description of
the chemicals used are presented in Table 1. All solutions
were prepared by mass using an analytical balance (Mettler
Toledo, model AL204) having a precision of ±1×10−4 g.
Distilled water of Type 1 reagent-grade (resistivity = 18.3
MΩ∙cm) was deionized using a compact water purification
system (Barnstead Thermodyne Easy Pure LF) before all
sample preparations. The aqueous solutions were degassed via
an ultrasonic cleaner (Branson, Model 3510) prior to property
measurements.
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TABLE I.
Chemical name

Abbreviation

DESCIRP TION OF CHEMICALS USED
CAS no.

Molar mass

Chemical formula

2-Amino-2-methyl-1-propanol

AMP

124-68-5

89.14

C4 H11 NO

Ethylenediamine

EDA

107-15-3

60.1

C2 H8 N2

filled into a diagonally mounted glass capillary (diameter d =
1.6 mm) where a solid steel ball was allowed to roll under the
influence of gravity. At different angles of inclination and set
temperatures, the ball’s rolling time was considered for the
viscosity determination. Before the series of measurements,
calibration using water was done to ascertain the accuracy of
the method used. The calibration is detailed further in [10].
Table 2 shows that measured values agree well to reference
values [12] with an AAD of 0.606%. The estimated
uncertainties for the measurements of time, temperature, and
viscosity were ±0.002 s, ±0.05 K, and ±1.0%, respectively.

B. Density
Densities, ρ, were measured at 5 K intervals, at different
temperatures (303.15 and 343.15 K), using an SVM 3000
density meter (Anton Paar GmbH) that operates through the
principle of an oscillating U-tube as described in [10, 11]. The
estimated uncertainties for temperature and density
measurement were ±0.02 K and ±2×10−4 g∙cm−3 , respectively.
Prior to all density measurements, calibration was performed
using degassed deionised water at the temperature range
considered in this study. Results are presented in Table 2 and
show a good agreement (AAD = 0.003%) between the
measured data and the standard reference values [12]. This
suggests that future measurements are of acceptable accuracy.

All property determination were carried out in three to five
replicate runs and obtained experimental values represent the
mean of three measurements.

C. Viscosity
Viscosity (η) measurements were done using an automated
falling ball microviscometer (Anton Paar GmbH, model
AMVn). The instrument has a built-in Pt-100 temperature
sensor for temperature control and measurements, and
operated based on the principle of falling ball viscometry in
accordance with DIN 53015 and ISO 12058. The sample was
TABLE II.

−3

T (K)

III.

Wagner et al.

a

Wagner et al. a

This work

303.15

0.9957

0.9956

0.797

0.8011

308.15

0.9940

0.9940

0.719

0.7170

313.15

0.9922

0.9922

0.653

0.6527

318.15

0.9902

0.9902

0.596

0.5989

323.15

0.9880

0.9880

0.547

0.5525

328.15

0.9857

0.9857

0.504

0.4963

333.15

0.9832

0.9832

0.466

0.4614

338.15

0.9806

0.9805

0.433

0.4310

343.15

0.9778

0.9778

0.404

0.4045

AAD b

0.003

wt% AMP/
wt% EDA



Reference values taken from [12].



AAD(%)  (100 / n) i 1  exp t ,i -  ref ,i /  exp t ,i , where n is the number of data points.
n

EXPERIMENTAL DENSITIES OF AMP + EDA + WAT ER AT
TEMPERATURES FROM 303.15 TO 343.15 K
−3

ρ (g·cm )

T (K)

0.606
a.

b.

TABLE III.

Viscosity, η (mPa · s)

This work

RESULT S AND DISCUSSION

A. Density
The densities of AMP + EDA + water ternary system were
measured at temperature range from (303.15 to 343.15) K and
the experimental values are reported in Table 3. A decreasing
trend of densities is observed at the addition of EDA as seen in
Figure 1. The lower density values of EDA contributed to the

COMP ARISON OF THERMOPHYSICAL P ROPERTIES OF W ATER
Density, ρ (g·cm )

Chemical structure

0/30

5/25

10/20

20/10

25/5

30/0

303.15

0.9915 0.9921 0.9925 0.9930 0.9933 0.9937 0.9945

308.15

0.9887 0.9893 0.9897 0.9901 0.9905 0.9908 0.9916

313.15

0.9859 0.9864 0.9868 0.9872 0.9875 0.9878 0.9886

318.15

0.9829 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 0.9845 0.9847 0.9855

323.15

0.9798 0.9803 0.9807 0.9810 0.9813 0.9815 0.9823

328.15

0.9766 0.9771 0.9775 0.9778 0.9780 0.9782 0.9789

333.15

0.9734 0.9738 0.9742 0.9745 0.9747 0.9748 0.9755

338.15

0.9700 0.9704 0.9708 0.9711 0.9712 0.9714 0.9720

343.15

0.9666 0.9670 0.9673 0.9676 0.9677 0.9678 0.9684
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AMP + EDA + H2 O

0

-78.0229

0.2089

1

-250.1125

0.9998

-4289.7094

15.7544

-3

Density (gcm )

αi,0

2
a.

0

10

20

30

reduced values recorded for the mixtures. At the same
concentration, the density of the solutions decreased
accompanying an increase in temperature which is deduced as
an effect of thermal expansion of the liquid.
A Redlich-Kister-type equation for the excess molar
volume was applied to correlate the density of liquid mixtures.
For binary mixtures, the equation takes the form:
n



i 0

where A i are adjustable parameters, and i represents an
integer varying from 1 to a number that is justified by the data.
The temperature dependence of Ai was assumed to follow the
relation


Ai ai ,0  ai ,1T 



E
12

E
13

E
23 

V  V V V





E

TABLE IV.

 1 ( xi M i )  ( xi M i i 1 ) 

, where n is the number of
data points.

B. Viscosity
Presented in Table 5 are the determined viscosities for the
ternary AMP/EDA mixtures. The behavior of this system is
graphically shown in Figure 2 as a function of temperature. It
is noticed that added EDA in the system noticeably improves
the viscosity. Low solvent viscosity is desired during CO2
removal since it makes the liquid easier to handle in industrial
applications. It can allow good mass transfer rates and packing
requirements can be optimized, especially at reduced
temperatures [13].




Reference [14] mentioned that viscosity-temperature
dependence for different mixtures can be determined using the
Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher (VTF) type asymptotic exponential
function which can be expressed in the following general form:


T (K)





PARAMETERS OF THE REDLICH -KISTER-TYP E EQUATION FOR
THE DENSITY OF AQUEOUS T ERNARY MIXTURES




η (mPa · s)

0/30

5/25

10/20

15/15

20/10

303.15

2.6373

2.7070

2.7704

2.8209

2.8884

2.9369 3.0006

308.15

2.2665

2.3189

2.3668

2.3962

2.4470

2.4759 2.5190

313.15

1.9655

2.0061

2.0421

2.0605

2.1023

2.1155 2.1444


318.15

1.7183

1.7527

1.7778

1.7913

1.8203

1.8282 1.8478

323.15

1.5155

1.5407

1.5594

1.5699

1.5915

1.5958 1.6091

328.15

1.3465

1.3657

1.3809

1.3869

1.4008

1.4062 1.4143

333.15

1.2091

1.2195

1.2340

1.2376

1.2449

1.2488 1.2541

338.15


1.0867

1.0975

1.1076

1.1090

1.1163

1.1178 1.1226

343.15

0.9839

0.9930

0.9995

1.0015

1.0070

1.0073 1.0099

wt%AMP/
wt%EDA

The excess volume of the liquid mixtures was calculated
by the experimental density data according to (4)

V



TABLE V.
EXPERIMENTAL VISCOSITIES FOR THE AMP/ EDA AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS AT T EMP ERATURES FROM 303.15 TO 343.15 K

Here, ai,0 , ai,1 are empirical constants and T is the absolute
temperature in K. The excess molar volume of the liquid
mixture for ternary systems was given by the following
expression
E

AAD(%)  (100 / n) i 1  exp t ,i -  pred ,i /  exp t ,i
n

0.006

In the equations mentioned above, the optimized values of
the empirical parameters were obtained by fitting (1), (2), (3)
and (4) to the experimental data, using the method of least
squares. The coefficients for use in these equations are
presented in Table 4 and shows an acceptable average absolute
deviation (AAD%) of about 0.006% for a total of 126 data
points.

Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated density results for the aqueous
mass%AMP + mass%EDA solutions as a function of AMP concentration at
various temperatures: , 303.15 K; , 308.15 K; , 313.15 K; , 318.15 K; ,
323.15 K; , 328.15 K; , 333.15 K; , 338.15 K; , 343.15 K. The lines
represent calculated values using a Redlich-Kister-type equation.

V12E  x1 x2  Ai ( x1 - x2 )i 



αi,1

Note that V E is the excess molar volume in cm3∙mol−1 , xi is
the mole fraction of the component i in the mixture, and Mi is
its molar mass. ρ and ρi correspond to the measured densities
in g∙cm−3 of the mixture and pure component, respectively.

ConcentrationAMP (wt%)



AAD (%)

i

0.98

0.96

a

Parameters

System

1.00
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ln

 ln c 



E

R (T  Tc )



In this equation, η is the temperature-dependent viscosity
in mPa∙s, η c is a pre-exponential coefficient, T and Tc are the
actual and critical-limit absolute temperatures of the system
studied. Further, E is the activation energy of the process
considered and R is defined as the universal gas constant. For
Tc = 0 K, (5) reduces to a basic Arrhenius equation of the
expression

E

ln

 ln c 
R(T )



the experimental data on (8) and (9). Results are presented in
Table 6 which
show a good agreement
of
predicted values and

the experimental viscosities of the AMP/EDA/H2 O system as
represented by the low AAD of 0.152% for a total of 63 data
points. Predicted data are illustrated as smooth curves in
Figure 2. The proposed modified VTF equation can be
regarded as acceptable to model the viscosity data gathered in
this study.
TABLE VI.





ln   B1 

B2 B3
 
T T2

a.



B B 

ln
 exp  B1  2  32  
T T 




where T is in K and Bi is assumed to be parameters
dependent on the amine mole fraction in the mixture with the
expression

Bi bi ,0  bi ,1 x1  bi ,2 x12 





Viscosity (mPas)

3.2



Parameters
b i,1

b i,0





a

AAD (%)
b i,2

0

0.511

5.759

467.088

1

−4

3

5

-2.604×10

5

8.315×10

-6.318×10

1.559×10



AAD(%)  (100 / n) i 1  exp t ,i -  pred ,i /  exp t ,i
n

6



-3.029×10

0.152

4.857×107
, where n is the number of
data points.






IV. CONCLUSION
The densities and viscosities of the aqueous mixtures of 2amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP) + ethylenediamine (EDA)
+ water were measured from 303.15 to 343.15 K with the total
amine mass fraction in the solution kept at 30 wt%. It was
observed
that
increasing the EDA
leads to a

 concentration

decrease in both the density and viscosity of the solution. At
the same concentration, a raise in temperature decreases their
values. The proposed models used to predict data were the
Redlich-Kister-type and Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher equation
for density and viscosity, respectively. The results were
satisfactory and are generally acceptable for use in
engineering applications, especially for design and simulations.
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A Modified Preventive Maintenance Model with
Failure Rate Reduction under Warranty Consideration
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of fully-periodic and partially-periodic PM policies using the
algorithm proposed by Pongpech and Murthy [4].

Abstract—For deteriorating and repairable equipments, there
exist some different preventive maintenance (PM) models over a
finite time span with failure rate reduction. Among these failurerate-reduction PM models, it is found that the modified failurerate-reduction PM model has the lowest expected total
maintenance cost, i.e., it has the best optimal PM policy.
Moreover, in the real world, equipment vendors usually provide
a warranty policy for new equipments. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to study how the expected total maintenance cost
changes when applying different warranty policies into the
modified failure-rate-reduction PM model (called the PMwarranty models). The purpose of this research is to explore the
optimal PM-warranty policy for the modified failure-ratereduction PM model with different warranty consideration. The
PM cost is assumed to be variable, which is affected by the age
and the amount of failure rate reduction. Three cases of PMwarranty policies are studied and compared in the users’ point of
view. The first case is no warranty provided during the whole PM
cycles; the second case is no PM in the warranty period and the
third case is having PM in the warranty period. Both the second
and the third cases have PM beyond the warranty period. In this
paper, the algorithm for searching the optimal solution for each
case is presented. Examples with Weibull failure distribution are
given to compare the optimal solution of the three cases. It is
found that the third case (having PM in the warranty period) has
the best optimal PM policy.
Keywords—preventive maintenance
reduction; warranty; finite time period.

I.

model;

failure

For a failure-rate-reduction PM model, it can be found that
a shorter time interval of PM (T) can result in a better
expected total maintenance cost (TC) [6]. In literature, the
“original” optimal policy of a failure-rate-reduction PM model
in the finite time period (L) is obtained by searching the value
of T for any given number of PM (N) over the specified range
[L/N, L/(N+1)) which has the minimal TC as illustrated in Fig.
1. However, the “original” model does limit the possibility of
finding a smaller (better) TC than its optimal solution since the
value of T is limited in the range of [L/N, L/(N+1)) (Pongpech
and Murthy [4]). Cheng et al. [6] presented a “modified” PM
model with failure rate reduction by releasing the constraint of
the searching range of T as illustrated in Fig. 2. Cheng et al. [6]
found that the optimal PM policy of the “modified” PM model
is better than the “original” PM model.
In real situation, equipment vendors usually provide
warranty service for a new equipment. It is worthwhile to
investigate the PM model with different warranty
consideration. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to
develop the optimal PM-warranty policy for the modified
failure-rate-reduction PM model with different warranty
consideration in a finite time span by minimizing the expected
total maintenance cost. In this paper, three cases of PMwarranty models are studied in the equipment owners’ point of
view. The first case is no warranty provided during the whole
PM cycles; the second case is no PM in the warranty period

rate

INTRODUCTION

The preventive maintenance (PM) can slow down the
aging process and restore the system to a younger state for a
deteriorating and repairable system (Pham and Wang [1],
Nakagawa [2]). In real world, a system’s useful life is
normally finite and the replacing new system may not have
exactly the same conditions (such as characteristics,
investment cost, and maintenance expenses) as the old system
[3] while only a few PM models are defined in a finite time
period in the literature. The PM models of the leasing
equipments are the most seen examples for the finite-timeperiod case. Pongpech and Murthy [4] developed a periodic
PM model in a finite time period with failure rate reduction for
the leasing equipments. Cheng and Liu [5] discussed the cases

0 (t )

 = (T )
T


2T





3T

Fig. 1. The illustration of the original PM Model with N = 3.
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The restoration factor for measuring the amount
of restoration after each PM.



δN(T,) The amount of the failure rate reduced after each
PM when given N, which is constant in each
PM and is determined by the restoration
factor  and λ(T); the notation is simplified
as δN(T) when = 1.
Cmr

The minimal repair cost of each random failure.

Cpm(i,N (T,)) The PM cost in the ith PM cycle, which is

function of i and δN(T,).

TC(N,T,) The expected total maintenance cost over the
finite life time interval L, the notation is
simplified as TC(N,T) when  = 1.

Fig. 2. The illustration of the modified PM Model (same as Case 1).

and having the PM after warranty expired; the third case is
having PM in the warranty period and the period after the
warranty expired.

B. The Assumptions
The following are the assumptions for the modified PMwarranty model.

The decision variables of the modified PM-warranty model
include the PM interval (T), the number of PM (N) and the
restoration factor (). In this paper, we first develop the
proposed three PM-warranty models. Next, we present the
algorithm for searching the optimal solution which can include
both fully-periodic and partially-periodic PM policies. Then,
the optimal solutions of the examples with Weibull failure
distribution are illustrated and compared for the three PMwarranty models. Finally, the sensitivity of the parameters to
the decision variables and the expected total maintenance cost
are analyzed.
II.

 The equipment is deteriorating over time with power
law increasing failure rate (IFR) in which Weibull
failure distribution is assumed in this paper, i.e.,


 The system is disposed at specified finite time (L)
without replacing a new one where the disposed system
is assumed to have no salvage market value.

The modified PM-warranty model for the first case (i.e.,
no warranty provided during the whole PM cycles) is
presented as a base model and the modified PM-warranty
model for the second and the third cases (i.e., having warranty)
are then developed and compared with the base model
accordingly.

 The PM interval (T) is limited in the range of (0, L].
 The PM can reduce the equipment’s failure rate to a
younger level. When given N, the amount of the failure
rate reduced (δ) after each PM is assumed to be
constant and is measured by the restoration factor ()
and the maximum possibly reduced amount of failure
rate (λ(T)) as shown in the following equation.

A. Nomenclature
L
The useful life time (finite time period) for the
system or equipment.
The time interval of each PM.

N

The number of PM performed in the finite life
time period (L).

λ(t)

Failure rate function before the 1st PM.



Failure rate function at time t where t is in the i
PM cycle and λ0(t)=λ(t)

(t)

The expected number of failures in time t without
warranty or after warranty period.

π

The time interval between the Nth PM and L, i.e.,
π = L  NT.

w

The length of warranty period, where w < L.

nw

The number of PM performed within the
warranty period.

 N (T , )   (T ) 



 The minimal repair cost (Cmr) of each random failure is
assumed to be constant.

th

λi(t)



where  is the scale parameter and  is the shape
parameter with   1.

THE MODIFIED PM-WARRANTY MODELS

T

 t  1
( ) 
 

 (t ) 

 The cost of each PM (Cpm()) is assumed to be variable
and is defined in the following equation, which is
affected by equipment age (expressed by the number of
PM performed) and the amount of failure rate reduced
after the PM.


C pm (i,  N (T , ))
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where a, b, and c are the coefficients of the PM cost
function which, for each PM, may imply the fixed cost,
the incremental cost, and the variable unit cost of
restoration effect, respectively.

E. Case 2: No PM in the Warranty Period
Since the random failures occurred in the warranty period
are repaired by the vendor, the minimal repair cost is counted
after the warranty period (w). We assume that the first PM is
performed at time T where T > w. The PM model for Case 2 is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Hence, the expected number of random
failures in the period of [w, L], denoted as 2(w, L), is given as

 The times to perform PM and minimal repair are
negligible.
 The minimal repair cost is charged to the vendor if a
random failure is occurred within the warranty period.
 The PM cost is charged to the equipment owner (user)
if the PM is performed in the warranty period.



 2 ( w, L )
w

 The expected total maintenance cost (TC) consists of
the total minimal repair cost and the total PM cost.

N 1


i 0

( i 1)T

iT

N

i 1



Cmr

L

  t  dt  N (T )  L  (( N  1)T / 2)  c / C  
L

w

mr

It can be seen from the above equations that there is only
small difference between Case 1 and Case 2.
F. Case 3: Having PM in the Warranty Period
In Case 3, it is assumed that the PM time interval is
consistent in the entire finite time period (L), i.e., the PM is
performed periodically every T unit of time and is not affected
by the warranty period. Suppose the number of PM performed
within the warranty period is nw where nw = w/T. It can be
seen that nw = 0 if T > w and nw > 0 if T  w. The PM-warranty
model for Case 3 is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The expected number of random failures which are
occurred in the time period [w, L] is derived in (10).



NT

Substituting i(t) of (5) by (4), 1(L) turns into


1 (
L)



L

0



 (t )dt  N  N (T , )  L 


( N  1) 
T
2




Then, the expected total maintenance cost (TC) can be
obtained as
Fig. 3. The illustration of the modified PM-warranty Model for Case 2.

N

TC1 ( N , T , )  C mr  1 ( L )   C pm (i , T , )



C mr



i 1

L
0



 N  a  (( N  1)b / 2) 



i  t dt   N  t dt. 



TC2 ( N , T , ) 
Cmr  2 ( w, L)   C pm (i, T , )

D. Case 1: No Warranty in the Life Time with PM
In the modified PM-warranty model, the PM interval (T),
the number of PM (N) and the restoration factor () are the
decision variables. Case 1 is based on the modified PM model
developed by Cheng et al. [6] (as illustrated in Fig. 2). The
expected number of random failures, 1(L), in the finite time
period is shown in (5).

1 ( L)



NT

The expected total maintenance cost function is shown as
follows.

where iT ≤ t ≤ (i+1)T, 0 ≤ δ ≤ λ(T).



L

i (t ) dt   N (t ) dt

( N  1)T 


w  (t ) dt  N  N (T , )  L  2  .

C. The Failure Rate Function of a PM Model with Failure
Rate Reduction
For a PM model with failure rate reduction, the failure rate
function (also called the hazard rate function) of the ith PM
cycle (as illustrated in Fig. 2) is defined as

i (t ) 
 (t )  i N (T , ), for i 
1, 2,..., N , 

i 1

( i 1)T

iT

L

 The minimal repair cost (Cmr) and the PM cost (Cpm())
are assumed to include the following items: labor of
repair and maintenance, material and parts, and loss of
downtime in production and it is assumed that Cpm() 
Cmr in this paper.



N 1

T


  (t ) dt   



  t  dt  N  (T )  L  (( N  1)T / 2)  c / C mr  

 N  a  (( N  1)b / 2) 
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5) Use Nelder-Mead method to Search the values of TN in
the range of (0, TU] and N in the range of [0, 1] such that
TC(N, TN, N) shown in (7) is minimized;
let C0 = minimal value of TC(N, TN, N).
6) If C0  Cmin then
obtain the optimal solution N* = N-1,
T* = TN*, * = N*, and TC(N*,T*,*);
stop,
else
let N = N+1 and Cmin = C0;
go to Step 4).
Fig. 4. The illustration of the modified PM-warranty Model for Case 3.





 3
( w, L )



( nw 1)T

w

n (t ) dt 
w

N 1



i nw 1

( i 1)T

iT

L

i (t )dt   N (t )dt 
NT

L
( N  1)T 


w  (t )dt  N  N (T , )  L  2 

 ( nw  1)T

 nw N (T , ) 
 w
2







Table I shows the optimal solutions of the examples for
Case 1 (i.e., no warranty); Table II is for Case 2 where no PM
is assumed in the warranty period; Table III is for Case 3
where PM may be performed in the warranty period. It can be
investigated from these tables that the 1st PM restore the
failure rate to zero (i.e., * = 1). It means that the 1st PM of the
optimal policy is a perfect maintenance.

The expected total maintenance cost function for Case 3 is
obtained as
TC3 ( N , T , ) 



B. Numerical Examples
Numerical examples for the three cases of the modified
PM-warranty PM are performed based on the following
conditions: L=5; w = 2; Cmr=1; and Cpm is defined in (3) where
different values are assigned to the coefficients a, b, and c as
shown in Tables I to III. The time between failure of the
equipment is assumed to follow Weibull distribution with
scale parameter  =1 and shape parameter  = 2.5 and 3.

 L
1

  
Cmr   (t )dt   (T )  NL   N ( N  1)  nw (nw  1)T  nw w 
2


 w
( N  1)


N  a 
b  c (T ) 
2



III. THE OPTIMAL PM-WARRANTY POLICIES

It can be noted that the optimal solutions of Case 1 (no
warranty) have larger total maintenance cost (TC(·)) than Case
2 for all the examples. This implies that the optimal policy of
no PM in the warranty period is better than the optimal policy
of no warranty. The inevitable results can verify the proposed
PM-warranty models and their algorithms for optimal
solutions are valid.
It can be seen from Tables II and III that both Case 2 and
Case 3 have the same optimal solutions when  = 2.5. This
means that having PM or not in the warranty period is no
difference for equipment with low risk of failure (i.e. small ).
For the examples of  = 3 and the variable unit cost of
restoration effect (c) is equal to or greater than 0.8, the optimal
solutions for Case 3 has slightly larger TC(·) than Case 2. This
implies that no PM in the warranty period is the best choice
for equipment with high risk of failure and high cost of
restoration. When analyzing the results of different values of ,
we can see that examples with higher value of  usually have
the optimal solutions with smaller number of PM, longer PM
time interval.

The optimal solution for the above PM-warranty models
can be obtained by minimizing the expected total maintenance
cost TC. It requires an algorithm with numerical method to
search for the optimal solution. The algorithm proposed by
Cheng and Liu [5] is applied in this paper since it is suitable
for the modified PM models having more than one decision
variable. The algorithm for Case 1 is presented below. The
algorithms for Cases 2 and 3 are similar to the algorithm for
Case 1 and are omitted.
A. The Algorithm for Searching the Optimal Solutions of
Case 1

In the sensitivity analysis, It is obvious that  has the
highest degree of effect to the TC(·); parameter c has the
second highest degree of effect; parameters a and b have
almost no effect to the TC(·).

1) Let N = 0, TN = L, N = 0.
2) Calculate Cmin = TC0(N, TN, N) using (7). (Note: TC0()
is the expected total maintenance cost of no PM being
performed.)
3) Let N = 1.
4) Calculate TU = L/N.
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IV.

TABLE III.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, three modified PM-warranty models with
failure rate reduction are developed. The optimal solution is
obtained by minimizing the expected total maintenance cost.
The algorithms for searching the optimal solution with more
than one decision variable are also presented. The results of
this study are helpful for making decision of equipment
acquisition and maintenance policy. Thus, It is worth to
further explore the theoretical properties of the proposed
modified PM-warranty models.
TABLE I.

TABLE II.

Parameter N
a b c  2.5 3
1 0 0 1 1
1 0.8 0 1 1
1 1.5 0 1 1
1 0 0.8 1 2
1 0.8 0.8 1 2
1 1.5 0.8 1 2
1 0 1.5 1 2
1 0.8 1.5 1 2
1 1.5 1.5 1 2
1.5 0 0 1 1
1.5 0.8 0 1 1
1.5 1.5 0 1 1
1.5 0 0.8 1 2
1.5 0.8 0.8 1 2
1.5 1.5 0.8 1 2
1.5 0 1.5 1 2
1.5 0.8 1.5 1 2
1.5 1.5 1.5 1 2

THE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS OF THE EXAMPLES FOR CASE 1.

Parameter N
a b c  2.5 3
1 0 0 2 1
1 0.8 0 1 1
1 1.5 0 1 1
1 0 0.8 2 1
1 0.8 0.8 1 1
1 1.5 0.8 1 1
1 0 1.5 1 1
1 0.8 1.5 1 1
1 1.5 1.5 1 1
1.5 0 0 2 1
1.5 0.8 0 1 1
1.5 1.5 0 1 1
1.5 0 0.8 1 1
1.5 0.8 0.8 1 1
1.5 1.5 0.8 1 1
1.5 0 1.5 1 1
1.5 0.8 1.5 1 1
1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1

T


2.5 3 2.5 3 2.5 3
2 3.33 1 1.67 1 1
3 3.33 2 1.67 1 1
3 3.33 2 1.67 1 1
1.68 2.8 1.64 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2 3.33 1 1.67 1 1
3 3.33 2 1.67 1 1
3 3.33 2 1.67 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1

TC
2.5
3
29.62 70.44
31.72 71.24
32.42 71.94
39.61 93.07
40.9 93.87
41.6 94.57
46.25 106.94
47.05 107.74
47.75 108.44
30.62 70.94
32.22 71.74
32.92 72.44
40.6 93.57
41.4 94.37
42.1 95.07
46.75 107.44
47.55 108.24
48.25 108.94

T


2.5 3 2.5 3 2.5 3
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.52 2.8 2.48 2.2 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1
2.1 2.33 2.9 2.67 1 1

T


2.5 3 2.5 3 2.5 3
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.90 2 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.90 2 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.90 2 1 1
3
3 2.00 2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
3
3
2
2 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.52 1.73 2.48 1.54 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.9 2 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.9 2 1 1
2.1 1.5 2.9 2 1 1

TC
2.5
3
25.26 64.00
26.06 64.80
26.76 65.50
34.44 87.75
35.24 90.15
35.94 92.25
40.59 98.75
41.39 101.15
42.09 103.25
25.76 64.50
26.56 65.30
27.26 66.00
34.94 88.75
35.74 91.15
36.44 93.25
41.09 99.75
41.89 102.15
42.59 104.25

nw
2.5 3
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
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the lack of neutral formats as well as content to convey the
CAD information [3-4].

Abstract— In recent years, many researchers have proposed
different solutions and frameworks to integrate CAD and CAPP
concepts. Of the most remarkable solutions are the automatic
feature recognition tools. These tools work with CAD systems
and highly impact the level of integration. CAD files contain
detailed geometric information of the parts, which are not
suitable for using in the downstream applications such as process
planning. To overcome this shortcoming, this paper proposes an
intelligent feature recognition solution to enable a feature
recognition system. This system has the ability to communicate
with various CAD/CAPP systems. The proposed solution is
developed for 3D prismatic parts that are created by using solid
modeling package using B-Rep technique-a famous geometric
modeling technique-as a drawing tool. The system takes a neutral
file in Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format as
input and interprets the information to process planning and
manufacturing information. The B-Rep geometrical information
of the part design is then analyzed by a feature recognition
program which will extract the manufacturing features from the
geometrical information. The feature recognition module uses a
novel idea based on a geometric reasoning approach and it is
implemented by using object oriented design software package.
Moreover, the feature recognition algorithm can recognize a wide
variety of manufacturing features such as step, holes, etc. The
further research to improve the proposed solution for
compatibility with ISO 10303 standard is highly recommended.
Keywords—Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM); CAD;
CAPP; Integration, .IGES data format

The integration of CAD and CAM has received significant
attention through recent years according to the development of
Information Technology capabilities. However, the actual
solutions for integration between CAD and CAM, for the
downstream applications such as process planning, can be
achieved only when the manufacturing information can be
obtained directly from 3D solid model [5-7]. To enable the
collaboration among various CAD & CAPP software packages
in a CIM system, one of the fundamental solutions is to extract
and identify the information in the CAD model file [8-10].
The conventional approach was to conduct feature extraction
by the human planner through examining the part and
recognizing the features designed into the part. In the CIM
paradigm, automated feature recognition can best be applied
by CAD systems capable of generating the product geometry
based on features, thereby making it possible to capture
information about tolerance, surface finish, etc. [11].
However, such CAD systems are not yet mature in feature
recognition and their wide applications in different related
domains cannot be accomplished yet [43]. It is therefore
necessary to propose intelligent feature recognition solutions
to extract features from part geometry.
In this paper, a novel solution for design feature analysis
and extraction of prismatic parts is proposed. This solution
aims to achieve the integration between CAD and CAPP. This
solution consists algorithms which can be applied by the
manufacturing engineers to increase their productivity in
process planning, and selecting manufacturing machines and
tools. This solution is based on Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification (IGES) data format. This fata format is used to
enable a data model of manufacturing features in the proposed
solution. As the IGES is a known and widely used data format,
it insures the application of proposed solution for integration
and sharing of CAD data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s competitive environment of mechanical
manufacturing
enterprises
necessitates
the
digital
manufacturing and computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)
Paradigm [1]. Integration of Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) has been
known to play a key role in achieving digital manufacturing
and computer integrated manufacturing paradigm. Moreover,
researchers believe that this integration is vital to enable
capabilities for responding rapidly to market changes [1,2].
CAD & CAPP systems can help manufacturing enterprises to
reduce design and planning time and also increase consistency
and efficiency [2]. However, the main integration challenge is
investigated to be the CAD data transferring mechanisms to a
downstream Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) system,
in order to fulfil the CIM paradigm. This challenge is due to

II. RELATED RESEARCHES AND STUDIES
A. CAD & CAPP
The conventional partition of design and manufacturing
activities in modern industry is broadly recognized as a key
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object that differs from CSG and construction trees. Belaziz, et
al. [38] proposed a morphological analysis of solid models
based on features and B-Rep transformations that were able to
simplify the shape of an object. It was also a type of B-Rep to
CSG conversion. Indeed, the shape modifiers were elementary
B-Rep operators that did not convey shape information.

contributor to product development costs [11]. Traditional
methods of design usually use low level methods of geometric
representation like wireframe representation, boundary
representation (B-Rep), and Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) representation [12]. Information needed for higher
level applications, such as process planning, could not be
extracted from these methods. One of the significant solutions
to overcome these shortcomings was the feature based design
and manufacturing. The word ‘‘feature’’ signifies different
meaning in different contexts depending on the specific
domain. For example, in design it refers to a web or a notch
section, etc., while in manufacturing it refers to slots, holes,
and pockets, while in inspection it is used as a datum or
reference on a part [17]. Feature based modeling has proven to
be an effective and time saving approach for product design.
Features give a way to handle the design at a higher level of
description than engineering drawings or traditional CAD
descriptions that characterize a designed part in terms of
mathematical surfaces or volumes [12-16].

B. Feature Recognition Information model
IGES is a standard format which has been used to define the
data related to object drawings in solid modeling CAD
systems in B-Rep structure. Object’s geometric and
topological information in IGES format can be represented by
the entry fields that constitute the IGES file [39-40]. The
geometric information are in the form of low level entities
such as lines, planes, circles, and other geometric entities for a
given object (designed part), and the topological information
that defines the relationships between the object’s geometric
parts are represented.
Similar to the most CAD systems, IGES is based on the
concept of entities. Entities could range from simple geometric
objects, such as points, lines, plane, and arcs, to more
sophisticated entities, such as subfigures and dimensions.
Entities in IGES are divided into three categories [41]:
1. Geometric entities such as arcs, lines, and points that
define the object
2. Annotation entities such as dimensions and notes that
aid in the documentation and visualization of the object
3. Structure entities that define the associations between
other entities in IGES file.
Syntactically, IGES descends from a fixed format ‘card
image’. Each input line (no longer called a card) is therefore
limited to 80 characters, of which the last eight characters
form a sequence number. Each line also has a one-character
section character (‘S’, ‘G’, ‘D’, ‘P’ and ‘T’). The IGES
standard defines about 80 entities; however, many of these
have ‘forms’ that expand the total to about 150 entities [42].
An IGES file consists of five sections which must appear in
the following order: Start section. Global section, Directory
Entry (DE) section. Parameter Data (PD) section, and
Terminate section, (as shown in Fig. 1).

Various researches proposed solutions and algorithms for
feature based design and process planning. Of these dominant
researches are syntactic pattern recognition [18-19], volume
decomposition [20-21], expert system and logic [22-23], the
CSG-based approach [24], the graph-based approach [25], and
the neural-network-based approach [26-27]. Zhao, et al. [28]
used a wireframe model to develop a methodology and
algorithm of recognizing machined features by using graph
theory. Two dimension representation was used to generate
closed boundaries of the machined parts from wireframe
models. The method was powerful especially for symmetrical
work pieces such as canonical parts in which all vertices have
degree of three. The elimination of the vertices with degree
greater than three required much more computations due to the
difficulties of determining each edge of the facets. This
methodology did not use 3D solid modeling and any kind of
standard formats for representing the designed part.
Rozenfeld and Kerry [29] tried to present solution for
automated process planning for parametric parts, which at the
same time fulfill the process planning requirements of any
other parts and products in a real industrial environment. The
parts were presented in their CAPP system by parametric
CAD module. In this representation, the parts were
represented by parameters, such as the ones described through
features and their attributes (a hole with its diameter, length,
tolerance, and roughness). However, the types of features
which CAPP system could applied were nor defined.
Lee, et al. [30] addressed a progressive solid model
generation. To reduce the complexity of assembly models,
researchers [31-32] proposed a multi-resolution decomposition
of an initial B-Rep assembly model. Lockett [33] proposed to
recognize specific positive injection molding features. The
proposed method used an already generated Medial Axis
(MA) to find features from idealized models. One recognized
difficulty was the ability to obtain main a wide range of
configurations. Shapiro [34] addressed B-Rep to CSG
conversion as a means to associate a construction tree with a
B-Rep model and Buchele [35] moreover applied it to reverse
engineering configurations. Li, et al. [36-37] introduced a
regularity feature tree used to highlight the symmetry in the

Fig. 1. IGES file structure

Fig. 2 shows a small IGES file. This file contains only two
points (Type 116), two circular arcs (Type 100), and two lines
(Type 110) entities. It represents a slot, with the points at the
centers of the two half-circles that form the ends of the slot,
and the two lines that form the sides.
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III. PROPOSED FEATURE RECOGNITION SOLUTION FOR CAD &
CAPP INTEGRATION

component classifies the geometric features of the designed
part obtained from the data file converter into different feature
groups. The third component maps the extracted features to
process planning point of view.

A. Assumptions
In this paper, the part design is introduced through CAD
software and it is represented as a solid model by using
Boundary Representation (B-Rep) technique as a design tool.
The solid model of the part design consists of small and
different solid primitives combined together to form the
required part design. The CAD software generates and
provides the geometrical information of the part design in the
form of an ASCII file (IGES) format that is used as standard
format. IGES provides the communication procedure for the
proposed solution with the various CAD/CAM systems.

Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed solution

Fig. 2. IGES sample file [42]

B. Solution framework and structure
The proposed solution consists of a feature recognition
program which analyses the B-Rep geometrical information of
the part design. This program then extracts the features from
the geometrical information based on geometric reasoning
approach. This program is an object oriented design software
which is built through C# language. The feature recognition
program is able to recognize following features:
x Slot (through)
x Hole (through)
x Step (through)
These features can lead to required manufacturing information
which are mapped through process planning phase. Fig. 3
shows the structure of the proposed solution. The proposed
solution consists of three main components:
x A data file converter

Fig. 4. Structure developed codes of IGES lines

x An object form feature classifier and

In the first component, all of data lines in IGES format are
called by the developed module which is shown in Fig. 4 and
then all of entities in directory section and parameter section
in IGES format are called respectively. Points, vertices, lines,
faces are extracted in the developed module as well as shown

x A manufacturing features classifier
The first component converts a CAD data in IGES format into
a proposed object oriented data structure. The second
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Feature: STEP THROUGH (shown in Fig. 9)
For every inner edge (e1) of type line in the edge list
If face f2 is a adjacent to face f1
If two common faces(face1 and face 2) of the edge
(e1) orthogonal to each other
And the angle between f2 and f1 is 90
Then faces f1 and f2 form a step
Create a new step T object and add to feature
list
End for

in Fig. 5. In the second phase, when all entitles consisting of
all points, vertices, lines and faces are extracted, the program
starts to run its features recognition module.

Fig. 5. Structure of line entity in developed module

At the end of the phases, the solution has retrieved all circles,
straight lines and composite curves from the CAD data.
Circles, composite curves and straight lines are entities which
form the design features of the part. All the entities are then
sent to the main module with their subsets which consist of all
points, lines, vertices and faces as well as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Header structure of feature recognition in developed module

Fig. 6. The information of the lines, composite curves, circles with their
related points, vertices and faces

Fig. 8. The extracted feature represntations

Proceeding, all lines, composite curves and circle are sent to
the top module with their subsets that including start points,
end points, vertices and faces. Then the solution starts to run
its feature recognition algorithm. In this paper, a novel idea in
feature recognition is fulfilled through a specific mechanism
that starts to search in the entities and finds all candidate
features in the part design. For example, if more than 4 lines
which make a loop are recognized then there will be a
probability of a feature. The header structure of the
mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. After the mechanism has
finished the algorithm execution, all recognized features are
presented as shown in Fig. 8. The proposed solution in this
paper is able to extract a wide variety of applicable
manufacturing features. Each feature has its own algorithm
like:

Fig. 9. The STEP THROUGH feature
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Feature SLOT THROUGH (Fig. 10)
For every two inner edges of type line in the edge list.
If face f2 adjacent to face f1 and face f3 is adjacent to face
f1
If the two edges have a common face(face1)
connected to them and inner edge count of the outer
loop of the face equals two.
And face f2 and face f3 are perpendicular to
the common face(facef1) and parallel to each
other with inner edge count of their outer loops
equal one.
The faces f1, f2 and f3 form a slot.
Create a new slot T object and add to feature
list.
End for

Paradigm In recent years, many researchers have proposed
different solutions and frameworks to integrate CAD and
CAPP domains. Of the most remarkable solutions are the
automatic feature recognition tools. The feature recognition
tools play an important role in connecting the bridge between
CAD and CAPP systems and highly impact the level of
integration. Despite of the proposed researches for feature
recognition, there is a need for efficient solutions especially
considering the variety of CAD geometric files. CAD files
contain detailed geometric information of the parts, which are
not suitable for using in the downstream applications such as
process planning. To overcome this shortcoming, this paper
proposed an intelligent feature recognition solution to enable
an efficient feature recognition system. This system has the
ability to communicate with various CAD/CAPP systems. The
proposed solution is developed for 3D prismatic parts that are
created using B-Rep technique-a famous geometric modeling
technique-as a drawing tool. The system takes a neutral file in
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format as
input and interprets the information to process planning and
manufacturing information. The B-Rep geometrical
information of the part design is then analyzed by a novel
proposed feature recognition algorithm which extracts the
manufacturing features from the geometrical information. The
feature recognition module uses a novel idea based on a
geometric reasoning approach and it is implemented using
object oriented design software package. Moreover, the
feature recognition algorithm is able to recognize a wide
variety of manufacturing features such as steps, slots, holes,
etc. The further research to improve the proposed solution for
compatibility with ISO 10303 (STEP) standard is highly
recommended. Moreover, the integration of the proposed
solution with CNC machining domain is also recommended.

Fig. 10. The SLOT THROUGH feature

Feature HOLE THROUGH (Fig. 11)
For every edge in the list, If edge is a closed loop and is
inner
Then create a new HOLE THROUGH object with the
edge as the circle suface and look for the similar edge in
the list
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A Transferable E-Cash Payment System Based
on a Profitable Model
Fuw-Yi Yang, Su-Hui Chiu, and Chih-Wei Hsu

Abstract—E-Cash payment systems have been widely studied,
and are commonly used for payments in e-commerce. They
facilitate the completion of Internet-based transactions; however,
they have yet to be deployed on a large scale. Bitcoins have
recently been increasingly used in businesses transactions, and
have caught public attention. Researchers believe that the
properties involving verifiability, unforgeability, divisibility,
fungibility, prevention of double spending, transferability, and a
profitable payment model have been crucial to the success of
Bitcoin. However, the Bitcoin payment system also has various
drawbacks. This paper proposes a payment scheme that addresses
these crucial properties, and provides more favorable features for
an e-cash payment system. Finally, the proposed system is similar
to a cash payment system, except that business is transacted over
the Internet, and e-cash is used, instead of cash.
Index Terms—anonymity, decentralized payment processing,
divisibility, double spending, e-cash, e-commerce, fungibility,
transferable e-cash, unlinkability, untraceability.

W

I. INTRODUCTION

ITH the rapid development of network technology,
numerous Internet-based e-commerce services have
become extensively used; these include e-cash payment
systems, e-auction systems, and e-voting. Numerous
applications currently involve e-cash payments, including Easy
Card for public transport [31-32] and i-cash for purchasing
commodities in convenience stores and supermarkets [1, 34].
These payment systems involve storing e-cash on a smart card.
Therefore, as long as e-cash is stored on the card, transactions
can be completed. These applications solve numerous
inconveniences involving conventional money. That smart
phones have a similar central processing unit (CPU) to smart
cards inspired the concept of integrating mobile devices into
e-cash payment systems. ŕhe rapid development of smart
phones has thus contributed to the rapid development of e-cash
payment systems. Therefore, e-cash payment systems are
increasingly used.
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Traditional e-cash payment systems involve three entities:
the bank, consumer, and merchant. The processing of e-cash
can be divided into three stages: the withdrawal stage, payment
stage, and deposit stage. In 1983, Chaum [15] first proposed a
blind-signature-based e-cash payment system. This system was
characterized by anonymity, verifiability, and unforgeability,
and these characteristics have subsequently been adopted in the
security features of e-cash payment schemes [5-6, 9, 14, 16,
19-21, 24-28, 36-39, 45, 51-52, 56-57, 59, 61, 65].
Whether e-cash is transferable or non-transferable is a
crucial criterion in an e-cash payment system. For example, a
bank issues non-transferable e-cash to a consumer (the owner
of e-cash) in the withdrawal stage. In the payment stage, the
consumer pays e-cash to a merchant in return for a commodity.
In the deposit stage, the merchant exchanges e-cash for cash.
The life cycle of non-transferable e-cash payment systems is
short; the progression covers withdrawal, payment, and
deposit. To prevent the consumer from re-spending
already-spent e-cash, the merchant must complete the deposit
stage after receiving the e-cash. Therefore, for each instance of
spent e-cash, the bank must complete the withdrawal and
deposit stages. The bank’s computational burden is substantial
if the payment system is used on a large scale. Therefore, the
literature [7, 12-13, 17, 50, 53] has proposed transferable
e-cash. “Transferable” means that, when the consumer pays
e-cash to the merchant, the merchant can exchange it for cash,
or keep it for later circulation, thereby reducing the bank’s
computational burden.
E-Cash payment systems are classified into two types: online
and off-line. In online payment systems [16, 44, 53, 57, 59, 61],
a trusted third party (TTP) guarantees the freshness of the
e-cash when a payer transfers it to a payee. The TTP is usually
the bank that issues the e-cash. “Fresh e-cash” is e-cash that has
not been spent previously. A bottleneck in online payment
systems may result from determining the freshness of e-cash,
because all traffic is directed to the TTP. In off-line payment
systems [6, 9, 19, 24, 37, 39, 51], no third party participates in
the transactions between the payer and the payee. A payee is
unable to determine whether an e-cash is fresh until depositing
the e-cash in a bank. If the double spending of e-cash occurs,
the bank discloses the identity of the payer. However, the payee
might still bear the financial loss.
In constructing a practical e-cash payment system, several
basic security requirements must be considered [54], some of
which are described in the following:
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x Anonymity: A consumer receives e-cash from a bank after
completing the withdrawal stage. However, inspecting an
e-cash should learn no information about who withdrew the
e-cash. This means that there is no relationship between e-cash
and its owner.
x Verifiability: E-Cash is publicly verifiable.
x Unforgeability: E-cash is generated only by authorized
banks or parties. Unauthorized entities cannot forge e-cash.
x Untraceability: The identity of the payer remains
confidential.
x Unlinkability: It is impossible to determine whether two
payments originated from the same payer.
x Prevention of double spending: E-Cash is essentially
digital information, and is thus reproducible. Therefore, certain
mechanisms must prevent e-cash from being spent repeatedly.
Based on a profitable model, this paper proposes an online
e-cash payment system with transferable e-cash. The proposed
system not only satisfies the mentioned security requirements
but also exhibits other novel advantages, i.e. exchange between
different e-cash denominations, decentralized payment
processing, a profitable payment model, and environmental
friendliness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces relevant information and techniques; Section III
presents the proposed transferable e-cash payment system
based on a profitable model; Sections IV and V provide an
analysis of the performance of the system and security
implications; and lastly, Section VI offers a conclusion.
II. DISCUSSION ON RELATED INFORMATION AND TECHNIQUES
A. E-Cash Payment System
E-Cash payment systems facilitate electronic payments
based on a digital signature. They involve three major entities:
the consumer, bank, and merchant. First, the consumer
exchanges actual money for e-cash. The consumer
subsequently uses the e-cash to conduct commercial online
transactions. E-Cash is usually deposited in hardware devices,
which are also used to complete payments during transactions.
Payment is divided into three stages: the withdrawal stage,
payment stage, and deposit stage. The complete process is
described as follows:
x Withdrawal stage: The consumer registers at the bank,
and saves money in his or her account. The consumer and the
bank interactively execute a set of specific instructions for
withdrawing e-cash. After completing the withdrawal stage, the
consumer receives e-cash, and pays cash to the bank. Finally,
the e-cash is stored in a hardware device, for example, a smart
card, a smart phone, or another storage device.
x Payment stage: To conduct a transaction, the consumer
transfers e-cash to a merchant for payment. After confirming
the legality and freshness, the merchant accepts the e-cash, and
completes the transaction. Otherwise, the merchant aborts the
transaction.
x Deposit stage: To exchange e-cash for cash, the e-cash
owner transfers e-cash to the bank. The bank confirms its
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legality and freshness, and deposits cash into the owner’s bank
account.
B. Bilinear Pairing
In bilinear pairing cryptosystems [4, 8, 10], a mapping
function e: G1uG1ÆG2 plays the main role. The function e
maps the elements of a cyclic additive group G1 into another
cyclic multiplicative group G2. Both groups have the same
order q. The value of q is a prime number that is sufficiently
large to render infeasible solving the elliptic-curve discrete
logarithm in G1 and G2. The mapping function e is considered
bilinear pairing if it exhibits the following characteristics:
x Bilinearity: Let P, P1, and P2 be arbitrary elements of
group G1. In addition, a and b are the arbitrary elements of Zq.
Then e(P1 + P2, P) = e(P1, P)e(P2, P) and e(aP, bP) = e(P, P)ab.
x Non-degeneracy: The elements P and Q in the cyclic
group G1 meet e(P, Q)Į1, where 1 is the identity element of
cyclic group G2.
x Calculability: The elements P and P1 are arbitrary
elements of cyclic group G1, and an effective algorithm exists
to calculate e(P, P1).
C. Identity-Based Digital Signature from Pairings
A TTP selects the cyclic groups G1 and G2 as well as bilinear
mapping e, as stated in Subsection II.B. G1 and G2 have the
same order q. A random number x אR Z*q is selected for the
private key of the TTP, and the public key is Ppub = xP, where P
אR G1. The TTP also selects cryptographic hash functions H1():
{0, 1}*Æ G1 and H2(): {0, 1}*ÆZq for computing a message
digest. Finally, the system parameters {e, G1, G2, H1, H2, P, q}
are released.
Let IDU be a string denoting the identity of a user U. After
registering with the TTP, user U receives a secret key XU = xQU
 אG1 for signature generation, where QU = H1(IDU)  אG1 is the
user’s public key for signature verification.
To sign a message m, signer U executes the following steps:
1. Choose a random number r  אZ*q and compute R = rP א
G1.
2. Compute the message digest, h = H2(m, R).
3. Compute the quantity S = rQU + hXU.
The pair (R, S) is a signature on the message m. Anyone who
receives (IDU, m, R, S), should adhere to the following steps to
verify the validity of the signed message (m, R, S).
1. Compute h = H2(m, R), QU = H1(IDU)  אG1.
2. Compute the quantities A = e(S, P)  אG2 and B = e(QU, R +
hPpub)  אG2. If A = B, this means that signer U has already
generated the signed message (m, R, S). Otherwise, U has not
generated (R, S) as a signature on m.
D. Identity-Based Blind Signature from Pairings
Assume that a user asks a signer to sign message m, but the
signer is prohibited from acquiring any information regarding
the message. Traditional signatures clearly cannot satisfy this
specification. Chaum [15] first proposed a blind signature
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scheme to fulfill this requirement. Blind signature schemes
enable users to blind the messages being signed, and reshape
the outside of signatures so that the signer cannot link the
signatures to the users. It is a useful building block in
applications where anonymity is pivotal, such as e-cash and
voting systems. The following is an identity-based blind
signature scheme.
To request a blind signature on message m, the user and
signer interactively execute the following steps:
1. Signer U chooses a random number rc  אZ*q , computes Rc
= rcP  אG1, and sends Rc to the user.
2. The user selects the random numbers a, b  אZ*q . The user
computes R = aRc + bP and the hash value h = H2(m, R). The
user sends hc = h / a mod q to signer U.
3. After receiving hc, signer U computes the quantity Sc =
rcQU + hcXU, and returns Sc to the user.
4. Akin to the formula blinding Rc in Step 2, the user also
blinds Sc by applying the computation S = aSc + bQU. Therefore,
the user obtains signer U’s blind signature on m, namely (R, S).
Although the pair (R, S) is a blind signature on message m,
the verification process of the blindly signed message is
identical to that of the traditionally signed message. Detailed
steps are as follows:
1. Compute h = H2(m, R), QU = H1(IDU)  אG1.
2. Compute the quantities A = e(S, P)  אG2 and B = e(QU, R +
hPpub)  אG2. If A = B, then the signer U has already generated
the signed message (m, R, S). Otherwise, (R, S) is not a valid
signature on m.
The correctness of the verification is as follows:
S = aSc + bQU = arcQU + ahcXU + bQU = arcQU + hxQU + bQU,
e(S, P) = e(arcQU + hxQU + bQU, P) = e(QU, R + hPpub).
E. Identity-Based Partially Blind Signature from Pairings
It might not be a good idea to blind everything in every
application. In e-cash schemes, a database is required to store
the deposited e-cash (coins) to detect double spending. In
e-cash systems based on the blind signature scheme, the coins
are usually the blind signatures issued by the bank. Therefore,
without an explicit expiry date, the database will grow
unlimitedly. In addition, the banks usually issue coins of
different denominations to enable exact payments. Clearly
inscribing the value of each coin is required.
The partially-blind signature scheme [2, 3, 58] facilitates
solving the aforementioned problems. A scheme based on the
RSA assumption that was introduced in [2] allows the blind
signatures to explicitly contain some information that the two
parties (user and signer) have agreed on. This can include the
expiry date, denominational data, and other useful data. Based
on the hardness of solving discrete logarithms, the scheme in [3]
is secure as long as the issued blind signatures involve
logarithmic numbers. The following is an ID-based,
partially-blind signature scheme.
Assume that user and signer U have agreed on the common
information info. To request a partially-blind signature on
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message m, the user and signer interactively execute the
following steps:
1. Signer U chooses a random number rc  אZ*q , computes
hinfo = H2(info), Rc = rcP  אG1, and sends Rc to the user.
2. The user selects random numbers a, b  אZ*q . He or she
computes R = aRc + bP as well as the hash values h = H2(m, R)
and hinfo = H2(info). The user sends hc = h / a mod q to signer U.
3. Upon receiving hc, signer U computes the quantity Sc =
rc(hinfo + 1)QU + hcXU and sends Sc back to the user.
4. The user computes S = aSc + b(hinfo + 1)QU. Therefore, (R,
S) is signer U’s partially-blind signature on the blind message m
and agreed common information info.
When a receiver receives a partially-blind signed message,
(IDU, info, m, R, S), He or she verifies its validity according to
the following steps.
1. Compute h = H2(m, R), hinfo = H2(info), and QU = H1(IDU)
 אG1.
2. Compute the quantities A = e(S, P)  אG2 and B = e(QU,
(hinfo + 1)R + hPpub)  אG2. If A = B, then the partially-blind
signed message is valid. Otherwise, it is invalid.
The correctness of verification is as follows.
S = aSc + b(hinfo + 1)QU = arc(hinfo + 1)QU + ahcXU + b(hinfo +
1)QU
= (hinfo + 1)(arcQU + bQU) + hxQU
e(S, P) = e((hinfo + 1)(arcQU + bQU) + hxQU, P) = e(QU, (hinfo +
1)R + hPpub)
F. Performance of Signature Schemes
The signature schemes proposed in Subsections II.C, II.D,
and II.E are based on bilinear pairing. For a practical
performance analysis, the following description are based on
the settings of Type A pairings in pairing-based cryptography
[42]. An elliptic curve over the finite field Fp (denoted by E(Fp))
is the set of all points (solutions) of the equation y2 = x3 + x. p is
a 512-bit prime number so that p = 3 mod 4. Therefore E(Fp)
consists of p + 1 points and E(Fp2) consists of (p + 1)2 points. G1
and G2 are subgroups of E(Fp) and E(Fp2) respectively. q is the
order of G1 and G2. q is a 160-bit prime number and divides p +
1, namely |q| = 160 and q | ( p + 1). The security level is
consistent with Level 4 security during years 2013–2015, as
proposed by Lenstra and Verheul [41] and ECRYPT II
recommendations [23]. For the year 2019, |q| will be 192 for the
same security level. Other recommendations about security
levels can be found in [11, 46, 49]. The hash function H1()
maps a message to elements of cyclic group G1. The hash
function H2() can be, for example, one of the cryptographic
hash functions SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, or SHA-512
[47-48]; the bit lengths of the hash values are 224, 256, 384,
and 512, respectively.
For the signature schemes proposed in Subsections II.C, II.D,
and II.E, Table 1 lists the signature sizes, costs of signature
verification, and generation. In determining the computational
costs, the computations of hash function and point addition
were excluded. In addition, SM, PM, and HM denote operations
of scalar multiplication, pairing, and hash to point, respectively.
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The computational costs of pairing were about 3–4 times those
of scalar multiplication [29-30]. Performing SM, PM, and HM on
a hardware platform with a PIV 3-GHZ processor, 512-MB
memory, and a Windows XP operating system showed that the
timings for SM, PM, and HM were 6, 20, and 3 ms [30].
All of the signature schemes generated the same size of
signatures and required almost the same amount of verification
time. However, compared to the digital signature, the timings
of blind signature and partially-blind signature expended about
II.C times in generating signature. Table 1 summarizes the
computational cost and signature sizes of signature schemes.
Table 1. Computational cost and signature sizes of signature schemes

ID-based
digital
signature (Sec. II.C)
ID-based blind signature
(Sec. II.D)
ID-based partially blind
signature (Sec. II.E)

Signature
generation

Signature
verification

Signature
size

3 SM

1 SM + 2 PM + 1 HM

1024 bits

7 SM

1 SM + 2 PM + 1 HM

1024 bits

7 SM

2 SM + 2 PM + 1 HM

1024 bits

G. Communication Channel Provides Key Agreement
This subsection describes a key agreement protocol, called
KAP1. To secure the communications, initiators, and
responders (the communication parties) must compute a shared
session key. Subsequently, both of them use this session key to
encrypt and decrypt the exchanged messages. The following
scheme [55] has been proved to satisfy the security properties:
known session key security, forward secrecy, key compromise
impersonation resilience, and unknown key share resilience
[18]. Let H3():{G2}Æ{0, 1}l be a key derivation function,
where |l| = 160 meets Level 4 security. Assume that the initiator
is user U and responder is user V.
1. The initiator, user U, chooses a random number a  אZ*q .
Compute QV = H1(IDV)  אG1 and TU = aP. User U sends TU to
user V.
2. The responder, user V, chooses a random number b  אZ*q .
Compute QU = H1(IDU)  אG1 and TV = bP. User V sends TV to
user U and computes the shared secret kV = e(bQU, Ppub)e(XV,
TU).
3. U computes the shared secret kU = e(aQV, Ppub)e(XU, TV).
Clearly, the quantities kU and kV are equal, namely kU = e(aQV,
Ppub)e(XU, TV) = e(QV, P)axe(QU, P)bx, kV = e(bQU, Ppub)e(XV, TU)
= e(QU, P)bxe(QV, P)ax. Based on the computational
Diffie-Hellman problem [22], user U and V share a secret
session key, sk = H3(kU) = H3(kV). With this session key, they
exchange information confidentially.
H. Communication Channel Provides Identity Privacy for
Initiator
This subsection describes a key agreement protocol
preserving initiator’s identity privacy, called KAP2. In some
cases, the user who initiates communication might want to keep
her or his identity secret. Cryptography researchers have
published key agreement protocols [35, 40, 43, 60] that provide
user identification and key exchange simultaneously, while
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protecting a user’s personal information. The following
protocol (KAP2) utilizes the advantages of identity-based
cryptosystems [8] to simplify the procedure of the session key
agreement. Assume that the initiator is user U and the responder
is user V.
1. The initiator, user U, chooses a random number k  אZ*q .
Compute QU = H1(IDU)  אG1, QV = H1(IDV)  אG1, KU = kQU, KV
= kQV. Compute session key sk = H3(skU) = H3(e(XU, KV)). User
U sends KU to user V.
2. The responder, user V, computes session key sk = H3(skV)
= H3(e(XV, KU)).
The quantities skU = e(XU, KV) = e(QU, QV)kx and skV = e(XV,
KU) = e(QU, QV)kx are equal. Therefore, user U and V share a
secret session key, sk = H3(skU) = H3(skV). With this session key,
they exchange information confidentially. Knowing the
quantity KU = kQU, user V cannot determine the identity of the
initiator. The proposed key agreement protocol provides
privacy for the initiator.
III. THE PROPOSED TRANSFERABLE E-CASH PAYMENT
SYSTEM BASED ON A PROFITABLE MODEL
Like the traditional e-cash payment system, the proposed
transferable e-cash payment system based on a profitable
model involves three entities: the consumer, merchant, and
bank. However, the bank can play two roles involving issuing
the e-cash, verifying it, or both. The conduct of payment is
divided into three stages: the withdrawal stage, payment stage,
and deposit stage. The withdrawal stage consists of
withdrawing quasi-e-cash and exchanging quasi-e-cash for
e-cash. Figure 1 shows the information flows among the
entities. The flow labeled w-q indicates the process of
withdrawing quasi-e-cash, w-e the process of exchanging
quasi-e-cash for e-cash, p the process of the payment stage, and
d the process of the deposit stage. The processes are detailed in
the following.
w
Consumer

w-e, d

p

Issuing Bank

d

p
Merchant

Verification
Bank

Figure 1. The processing architecture of the proposed payment system

A. Withdrawal Stage
The generation of new e-cash involves two steps:
withdrawing quasi-e-cash and exchanging quasi-e-cash for
e-cash. First, the consumer and issuing bank interactively
generate quasi-e-cash. The quasi-e-cash consists of one
partially-blind signature and one blind signature. The rationale
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for using schemes involving a blind signature lies in the need to
ensure anonymity, untraceability, and unlinkability. When
applying for quasi-e-cash, a customer designates a verification
bank where the quasi-e-cash will be exchanged for e-cash.

5

2) Exchanging quasi-e-cash for e-cash
IDVB is the identity of the verification bank. The consumer
selects the verification bank in the process of withdrawing
quasi-e-cash. The duties of the verification bank are to detect
double spending and verify signatures. Each verification bank
maintains two tables, quasi-e-cash table and e-cash table. Table
1) Withdrawing quasi-e-cash
Figure 2 depicts the message flows of withdrawing 2 is the quasi-e-cash table which is used to determine whether
quasi-e-cash has already been exchanged for e-cash. Table 3 is
quasi-e-cash. The following steps describe the details.
Step 1. A consumer with the identity IDC must communicate the e-cash table; the verification bank maintains this table to
with the issuing bank IDIB. IDC and IDIB follow the key detect double spending and issue signatures (e-cash) to the
agreement protocol (KAP1 described in Subsection II.G) to payee. Figure 3 depicts the message flows of exchanging
establish a communication channel with a key agreement. quasi-e-cash for e-cash. The following steps describe the
Finally, IDC and IDIB agree on a shared session key. With this details.
session key, they can exchange information secretly. Both of
Step 1. Let consumer IDC be the owner of a quasi-e-cash =
them negotiate certain information (e.g., the verification bank, {VPB, VB} and the verification bank be IDVB. To exchange
the amount of e-cash, the denomination of e-cash, and the quasi-e-cash for e-cash, IDC must communicate with the
expiry date). That information related to each issue of e-cash is verification bank IDVB. IDC and IDVB follow the key agreement
called common information and is denoted by info = protocol KAP2 (Subsection II.H) to establish a communication
(denomination, expiry date).
channel. The protocol KAP2 provides privacy protection for
Step 2. Following the procedures stated in Subsection II.D, initiator. Therefore, IDVB receives no information regarding the
the consumer obtains a blind signature VB = (IDIB, IDVB, mc, Rcer, identity of the initiator (consumer IDC). Then, IDC prepares a
Scer). Similarly, the consumer obtains a partially-blind signature request message Request-e-cash = (quasi-e-cash, Next VB) and
VPB = (IDIB, info, m, R, S) using the scheme detailed in sends it to IDVB. It should not be confused with the verification
Subsection II.E. Therefore, the quasi-e-cash = {VPB, VB}. While bank, (i.e., IDVB and Next VB). The IDVB specified in VB is the
the consumer and issuing bank interactively generate these verification bank responsible for exchanging quasi-e-cash for
signatures, the consumer chooses verification bank IDVB, e-cash. The message “Next VB” is the information regarding
selects the random strings m and mc, and performs affine the verification bank where the exchanged e-cash is verified
when the owner spends it.
transformation to obtain the quantities R, S, Rcer, and Scer.
Step 2. When receiving the Request-e-cash, IDVB searches
VPB and VB in the quasi-e-cash table. If either VPB or VB is found
Consumer
Issuing Bank
then IDVB rejects the request and terminates the session.
Otherwise,
IDVB stores (VPB, VB, Timestamp) in a quasi-e-cash
Communication channel provide key agreement
table and verifies the validity of VPB and VB. A successful
Negotiate common information info
verification causes IDVB to add the information, M = {VPB,
Rc, Rccer
Timestamp, Next VB}, and the signing on M. The signature on
Select r, rcer Z
Rc = rP
M, VVB = (RVB, SVB), is a traditional signature as stated in
Rccer = rcerP
Subsection II.C. Subsequently, the e-cash is {M, VVB}. IDVB
Select a, b, a1, b1 Zq;
m, mc {0, 1}l
sends the initiator (requester IDC) e-cash and stores it in the
hc, h1c
R = aRc + bP
e-cash table.
Rcer = a1Rccer + b1P
Step 3. Upon receiving the e-cash sent back by IDVB, IDC
h = H2(m, R)
QIB = H1(IDIB)
verifies whether it is valid. Successful validation completes the
h1 = H2(mc, IDVB, Rcer)
hinfo = H2(info)
hc= h / a mod q
transaction of exchanging quasi-e-cash for e-cash.
Sc = (hinfo + 1)rQIB + hcXIB
h1c = h1 / a1 mod q
Sc, Sccer
An instance of Table 2 is quasi-e-cash1 = {VPB1, VB1} and
Sccer = rcerQIB + h1cXIB
quasi-e-cash2 = {VPB2, VB2}, where VPB1 = (IDIB, info, m1, R1, S1),
VB1 = (IDIB, IDcity, mc1, Rcer1, Scer1), VPB2 = (IDIB, info, m2, R2, S2),
QIB = H1(IDIB)
hinfo = H2(info)
and VB2 = (IDIB, IDcity, mc2, Rcer2, Scer2). The verification bank for
S = aSc + b(hinfo + 1)QIB
these two quasi-e-cash processes is IDcity, as indicated in VB1
Scer = a1Sccer + b1QIB
and VB2. Timestamp1 and Timestamp2 are the timestamps when
e(S, P) e(QIB, hPpub + (hinfo + 1)R)
e(Scer, P) e(QIB, h1Ppub + Rcer)
IDcity verified quasi-e-cash1 and quasi-e-cash2 respectively.
*
q

?
=

?
=

VPB = (IDIB, info, m, R, S)
VB = (IDIB, IDVB, mc, Rcer, Scer)
quasi-e-cash = {VPB, VB}

Partially blind signature

Table 2. quasi-e-cash table
Blind signature

VPB1 = (IDIB, info, m1, R1,

Figure 2. Withdrawing quasi-e-cash

S1)

VPB2 = (IDIB, info, m2, R2,
S2)
...

VB1 = (IDIB, IDcity, mc1, Rcer1,

Scer1)
VB2 = (IDIB, IDcity, mc2, Rcer2,
Scer2)
...
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Likewise, Table 3 demonstrates the contents of e-cash1 =
{M1, Vcity1} and e-cash2 = {M2, Vcity2}, where M1 = (VPB1,
Timestamp11, IDcity), Vcity1 = (Rcity1, Scity1), M2 = (VPB2,
Timestamp21, IDCB), and Vcity2 = (Rcity2, Scity2). Timestamp11 and
Timestamp21 are the timestamps when IDcity signs the messages
M1 and M2 respectively. In this example, Timestamp11 =
Timestamp1 and Timestamp21 = Timestamp2. Subsequently, the
verification bank for e-cash1 is IDcity and IDCB is the verification
bank for e-cash2.
Table 3. e-cash table
Partially blind
signature

Signature of
Verification bank

VPB1
VPB2

Vcity1
Vcity2

...

...

Timestamp

Next VB

Timestamp11
Timestamp21
...

IDcity
IDCB
...

Consumer

executes the KAP2 to establish a communication channel with
IDVB. Then, IDM chooses “Next VB” which is the verification
bank where the e-cash will be verified when IDM spends it. IDM
sends IDVB a request message, Request-verification = (e-cash,
Next VB). Once again, the verification banks IDVB and Next
VB require further description. The verification bank IDVB was
specified by IDC when he or she obtained the e-cash.
Subsequently, IDC wants to transfer the ownership of this
e-cash to IDM. Therefore, IDM chooses “Next VB” to denote the
verification bank of the transfered e-cash.
Consumer

Merchant

Communication channel provide initiator’s identity privacy
e-cash

e-cash = {M, VVB}

Verification Bank

Communication channel provide initiator’s identity privacy

Verification Bank

Merchant

Communication channel provide initiator’s identity privacy

VPB = (IDIB, info, m, R, S)
VB = (IDIB, IDVB, mc, Rcer, Scer)
Request-e-cash
Re
quasi-e-cash = {VPB, VB}

Request-e-cash =
(quasi-e-cash, next VB)

6

Request-verification =
{e-cash, Next VB}

1. VB rejects the request if either VPB or
VB is in quasi-e-cash table or invalid.
2. VB stores VPB and VB in quasi-e-cash
table.
3. M = {VPB, Timestamp, Next VB}
4. VB signs on M, rVB R Zq, RVB = rVBP,
hVB = H2(M, RVB), SVB = rQVB + hXVB,
VVB = (RVB, SVB), e-cash = {M, VVB}.
5. Store e-cash in e-cash table.
e-cash = {M, VVB}
VVB = (RVB, SVB)
hVB = H2(M, RVB)
e(SVB, P) ?= e(QVB,
hVBPpub + RVB)

e-cash = {M, VVB}
e-cash
e-c
VVB = (RVB, SVB)
hVB = H2(M, RVB)
e(SVB, P) ?= e(QVB, hVBPpub + RVB)

1. VB rejects the request if e-cash is in e-cash
table and the timestamp of e-cash is less
than the timestamp recorded in e-cash
table.
2. VB rejects the request if VVB is invalid.
3. M = {VPB, Timestamp, Next VB}
4. VB signs on M, rVB R Zq, RVB = rVBP, hVB =
H2(M, RVB), SVB = rQVB + hXVB, VVB = (RVB,
SVB), e-cash = {M, VVB}.
5. Store e-cash in e-cash table.
e-cash

Figure 3. Exchanging quasi-e-cash for e-cash
Figure 4. Payment stage

B. Payment Stage
When a consumer wishes to purchase an item, he or she first
requests the price. After accepting the quote for the purchase,
the consumer pays for the order using e-cash. Figure 4 shows
the information flow between consumer, merchant, and
verification bank. The process is as follows.
Step 1. Let the consumer IDC be the payer and the merchant
IDM be the payee. To buy something, IDC must communicate
with merchant IDM. In addition, IDC does not want to disclose
her or his identity; IDC runs the KAP2 to establish an
anonymous and secure communication channel with IDM. With
this communication channel, IDC and IDM agree on specific
information (e.g., merchandise and prices). Finally, IDC sends
e-cash to IDM.
Step 2. When receiving e-cash, IDM identifies the
verification bank IDVB which is specified in the e-cash. To
verify the e-cash, IDM must communicate with the verification
bank IDVB. In addition, IDM wants to remain unidentified, IDM

Step 3. When receiving Request-verification, IDVB searches

VPB in the e-cash table. If there are several entries of VPB, the

entry with the most recent Timestamp is chosen. Let last-time
denote the quantity of Timestamp stored in the record of the
searched VPB. In the case of no entry of VPB, last-time = 0. Also,
let this-time denote the quantity of Timestamp specified in M.
This-time is the timestamp when the e-cash has been verified by
a specific verification bank, last-time is the timestamp when the
e-cash has been verified by the current verification bank.
Therefore, IDVB accepts the request of verification if this-time t
last-time. The condition this-time t last-time indicates no
double spending. In addition, IDVB verifies the validity of
e-cash, (i.e., verifies VVB). A successful verification leads IDVB
to update Timestamp, collecting the related information, M =
{VPB, Timestamp, Next VB}, and signing on M. The signature
on M, VVB = (RVB, SVB), is a traditional signature as stated in
Subsection II.C. Subsequently, the e-cash is {M, VVB}. IDVB
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sends the initiator (requester) e-cash and stores it in the e-cash
table.
Step 4. Upon receiving the e-cash sent back by IDVB, IDM
verifies whether it is valid. Successful validation terminates the
transaction of the request verification. Also, IDM sends the
merchandise and information regarding payment completion to
IDC. This completes the payment stage.
Table 4. e-cash table
Partially blind
signature

VPB1
VPB2
VPB1
...

Signature
of
Verification bank

Vcity1
Vcity2
Vcity3
...

Timestamp

Next VB

Timestamp11
Timestamp21
Timestamp13
...

IDcity
IDCB
IDDB
...

Table 4 shows an instance of the e-cash table after
completion of a payment stage. Assume that IDC sends e-cash1
= {M1, Vcity1} to IDM, where M1 = (VPB1, Timestamp11, IDcity),
Vcity1 = (Rcity1, Scity1). By inspecting the contents of M1, IDM
knows that IDcity is the verification bank. IDM chooses IDDB as
the next verification bank, composes Request-verification =
(e-cash1, IDDB), and sends this request message to IDcity.
Because VPB1 is already stored in the e-cash table maintained by
IDcity, last-time = Timestamp11. The information of M1 indicates
that this-time = Timestamp11. Therefore, last-time and this-time
satisfy the condition of no double spending. Then, IDcity verifies
the signature Vcity1, (i.e., computes the hash values hcity1 = H2(M1,
Rcity1) and Qcity = H1(IDcity), bilinear pairings B1 = e(Scity1, P) and
B2 = e(Qcity, hcity1Ppub + Rcity1)). If B1 = B2, then Vcity1 is a valid
signature.
After successfully verifying that no double spending
occurred and the signature is valid, IDcity signs on the message
M3 = (VPB1, Timestamp13, IDDB), where Timestamp13 is the
current timestamp. The signature on M3, Vcity3 = (Rcity3, Scity3), is
a traditional signature as stated in Subsection II.C.
Subsequently, the e-cash is {M3, Vcity3}. IDcity sends the initiator
(requester IDM) the e-cash and stores it in the e-cash table.
C. Deposit Stage
When the consumer or merchant wants to exchange e-cash
for cash, they enter the deposit stage. Figure 5 shows the
information flow between the consumer, verification bank, and
issuing bank. The details of the procedure are as follows.
Step 1. Let consumer IDC be the owner of an amount of
e-cash who wants to exchange it for cash. IDC must
communicate with the verification bank IDVB which is specified
in the e-cash. Thus IDC executes KAP1 to establish a secure
communication channel with IDVB. IDC determines her or his
bank account, deposit account, to store money after completing
deposit stage. Then IDC integrates related information as a
request message, Request-deposit = {e-cash, IDC, deposit
account}. Finally, IDC sends IDVB Request-deposit.
Step 2. When receiving Request-deposit, IDVB verifies the
e-cash almost by the same procedures as described in the
payment stage. IDVB tests for double spending and verifies the
validity of the e-cash. After successful verification, IDVB
identifies the issuing bank IDIB, which is specified in the e-cash.
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The following processing is dependent on whether IDVB is
equal to IDIB.
Case IDVB = IDIB: IDVB sets timestamp = f and Next VB =
IDVB, signs on message M = {VPB, Timestamp, Next VB} and
generates signature VVB = (RVB, SVB). Subsequently, the e-cash is
{M, VVB}. IDVB stores the e-cash in the e-cash table, saves
money in the deposit account, and terminates the deposit stage.
Case IDVB z IDIB: IDVB sets timestamp to the current
moment and Next VB to the issuing bank IDIB, signs on
message M = {VPB, Timestamp, Next VB}. The resulting
signature on M is VVB = (RVB, SVB) and the e-cash is {M, VVB}.
IDVB stores the e-cash in the e-cash table and sends
Request-deposit = {e-cash, IDC, deposit account} to IDIB. Upon
receiving Request-deposit, IDIB executes the aforementioned
procedures, (i.e., Case IDVB = IDIB).
The Timestamp in the e-cash is crucial in detecting double
spending. If Timestamp = f, it implies that the e-cash has been
revoked by the issuing bank. Neither IDVB nor IDIB sends
consumers or merchants e-cash with Timestamp = f. Therefore,
the condition this-time t last-time stated in the payment stage is
sufficient to reject all e-cash that has been revoked.
Consumer

Verification Bank

Communication channel provide key agreement
Request-deposit =
{e-cash, IDC, Bank account}

1. VB verifies e-cash as in
payment stage.
2. Forward request to Issuing
bank.

Verification Bank

Issuing Bank

Communication channel provide key agreement
Request-deposit =
{e-cash, IDC, Bank account}

1. IB plays the role of VB and
verifies e-cash as in payment
stage.
2. IB deposits cash in bank account
of IDC.

Figure 5. Deposit stage

IV. ANALYSIS OF SECURITY
In e-cash security is pivotal because the perceived security
influences people’s willingness to use e-cash. This section
presents a security analysis of the proposed e-cash payment
system. It is demonstrated that the proposed system satisfies the
requirements
regarding
anonymity,
untraceability,
unlinkability, verifiability, unforgeability, exchange between
different denominations, prevention of double spending,
decentralized payment processing, profitable payment model,
and environmental friendliness.
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A. Anonymity
Quasi-e-cash consists of a partially-blind signature VPB and a
blind signature VB, where VPB = (IDIB, info, m, R, S) and VB =
(IDIB, IDVB, mc, Rcer, Scer). It is possible for the issuing bank IDIB
to retrieve the partial information (info, Rc, hc, Sc) of each
signature when generating VPB. However, it is difficult for IDIB
to determine the identity of the signature receiver using this
partial information, because the receiver blinds the message
using two random numbers, a and b, before sending the
message to IDIB to be signed. Then IDIB sends back the
signature Sc. The receiver also uses the two blind factors (a, b)
to blind the signature Sc, (i.e., S = a  Sc + b(H2(info) + 1)QIB). As
discussed in the document [23, 62], there are q pairs of (a, b) to
transform any Sc into S. Therefore, without knowing the exact
quantities of (a, b), IDIB cannot determine the relationship
between IDIB’s signed document and the blinded signature, (i.e.,
(Rc, Sc) and (R, S)). Similar circumstances apply to VB.
While in the exchange quasi-e-cash for e-cash stage, the
verification bank cannot identify the owner of the quasi-e-cash
and e-cash because the communication protocol KAP2 ensures
privacy for the initiator of communication. Similarly, in the
payment stage, the merchant cannot identify the consumer and
the verification bank cannot identify the merchant. Thus, the
proposed transferrable e-cash satisfies the requirements
regarding anonymity.
B. Untraceability and Unlinkability
Assume that consumer IDC withdraws quasi-e-cashi from the
issuing bank IDIB, completes the exchange quasi-e-cash for
e-cash stage to obtain e-cashj, pays e-cashj to the merchant by
completing the payment stage, and the merchant receives the
transferred e-cashk from the verification bank IDVB. In this
scenario, quasi-e-cashi, e-cashj and e-cashk contain the same
information VPB, but do not violate the properties of
untraceability and unlinkability.
Because of the KAP2 protocol, the identity regarding who
initiated the transactions is protected. Thus it is difficult to
derive the identity of the payer and infeasible to determine
whether two payment transactions originated from the same
payer. The proposed payment scheme thus satisfies the
properties of untraceability and unlinkability.
C. Verifiability
E-cash involves a traditional signature on a message, (i.e.,
e-cash = {M, VVB}, M = (VPB, Timestamp, IDnextVB), VVB = (RVB,
SVB)). As the verification bank should publish its verification
information, it is clear that anybody can verify the legality of
e-cash.
D. Unforgeability
E-cash is essentially generated by three signature schemes,
namley traditional signature VVB, blind signature VB, and
partially-blind signature VPB. In the Random Oracle Model and
the hardness of Computational Diffie-Hellman problem, VVB is
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existentially unforgeable under the adaptively chosen message
attack. Through a similar treatment in [64], VB and VPB are also
unforgeable.
E. Exchange between Different Denominations
The properties of transferability, divisibility, and
re-combinability make Bitcoin [5, 45, 52] very successful in
e-cash payment. In Bitcoin transactions, a coin can be divided
into108 Bitcoins and several coins can be combined to form a
new coin. This implies that a coin might represent hundreds of
Bitcoins or as low a value as 10-8 Bitcoins. Thanks to the
partially-blind signature, the proposed e-cash payment system
marks the denomination for each instance of e-cash. Consumers
can withdraw e-cash with different denominations. Every
verification bank has enough e-cash in different denominations.
In executing the payment stage and ensuring payer = payee, the
verification bank can break larger denominations of e-cash into
several smaller denominations of e-cash and combine several
smaller denominations of e-cash to form e-cash. Therefore, the
properties of divisibility and re-combinability are achieved.
F. Prevention of Double Spending
In the exchanging quasi-e-cash for e-cash stage, the
designated verification bank maintains the quasi-e-cash table
to ensure every VPB and VB is exchanged for an e-cash once. A
record of either VPB or VB indicates if the quasi-e-cash has been
spent and is no longer useable. Similarly, in the payment and
deposit stage, the designated verification bank maintains the
e-cash table to prevent e-cash from being spent multiple times.
The quantity last-time is the Timestamp stored in the record of
the e-cash table and this-time is the Timestamp specified in the
e-cash. The condition this-time t last-time indicates the e-cash
was verified by the current verification bank or another
verification bank. Namely, the e-cash has been circulated in the
e-cash payment system. The receiver of e-cash can only specify
one verification bank; the timestamps related to the e-cash have
been serialized. Therefore the condition this-time t last-time is
sufficient to prevent double spending.
G. Decentralized Payment processing
Based on preference, the receiver can choose the issuing
bank to withdraw the quasi-e-cash and the verification bank to
exchange or verify the e-cash. In addition, the issuing bank can
also be the verification bank. Thus, the spread of computation
and communication decreases server requirements.
H. Profitable Payment Model
The popular and widespread credit card system is accepted in
most traditional business transactions. Crucial for the success
of the credit card system is its profitable payment model. TTPs
verify the legality of the credit card and receive a service fee
and other marginal benefits. The proposed e-cash payment
system is similar to the credit card system. The World Bank
Alliance (WBA) plays the role of an e-cash payment system
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organizer. Any member of the WBA can issue and verify e-cash
whereby any issuing bank can specify the denominations of the
e-cash. Thus this e-cash payment system accepts every
currency and is accepted by consumers around the world.
I. Environmental Friendliness
The proposed e-cash payment system saves energy
compared with traditional e-cash payment systems. The reason
is that the computational requirements of issuing new e-cash
are higher than those required for verifying e-cash. The
proposed payment system reuses e-cash based on the concept of
transferability and thus reduces the requirement regarding
computation. The performance analysis (in Section 5) provides
further details.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To enable comparison, the proposed transferable e-cash
payment system based on a profitable model is simply called
transferrable e-cash payment system. In the non-transferrable
e-cash payment system, the consumer receives e-cash by
completing the withdrawal stage. The withdrawal stage
involves generating and verifying a partially-blind signature.
However, in the transferrable e-cash payment system, the
consumer receives e-cash by completing two stages, namely
withdrawing quasi-e-cash and exchanging quasi-e-cash for
e-cash. The comparisons of the computational costs are listed in
Table 5. The cost for the transferrable e-cash payment system is
24 SM + 10 PM. This is much higher than the cost incurred by the
non-transferrable e-cash payment system, which is 9 SM + 2 PM.
The computational costs of the payment stage are 4 SM + 2 PM
and 2 SM + 2 PM for the transferrable and non-transferrable
e-cash payment system, respectively. The cost for the
transferrable system is also higher than that for
non-transferrable system.
However, in the non-transferrable e-cash payment system, a
consumer paying with e-cash x times will complete x times the
number of withdrawal and payment stages. On the other hand,
in the transferrable e-cash payment system, the consumer will
complete the stage of withdrawing quasi-e-cash and
exchanging quasi-e-cash for e-cash once, followed by x times
the number of completing the payment stage. The
computational costs are listed as follows.
Non-transferrable e-cash payment system: x * (11 SM + 4
P M)
Transferable e-cash payment system: x * (4 SM + 2 PM) + 24
SM + 10 PM
If a consumer pays with e-cash more than five times, (x t 5),
the advantage of the transferable e-cash payment system in
saving computation costs is evident. In the long-term (bigger x),
the transferable e-cash payment system requires no more than
half the computational amount of the non-transferrable e-cash
payment system. Let the timings for SM and PM be 6 and 20 ms
[30] and x = 40. The computational costs are listed in the
following.
Non-transferrable e-cash payment system: 968 SM
Transferable e-cash payment system: 481 SM
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Table 5. Computational cost of withdrawal e-cash and payment
Transferable e-cash

Non-transferable e-cash

Compute*

Compute*

Cost#

Cost#

Withdrawal
No
0
9 SM + 2
GVPB+VVPB
stage
PM
Withdrawal
No
No
GVPB +VVPB 9 SM +2 PM
quasi-e-cash
8 SM +2 PM
GVB +VVB
stage
Exchange
3 SM +4 PM
No
No
VVPB +VVB
quasi-e-cash
GVVB +VVVB 4 SM +2 PM
for
e-cash
stage
Payment
2 SM + 2
GVVB +VVVB 4 SM +2 PM
VVPB
stage
PM
Compute*: GVB: generate blind signature, VVB: verify blind signature;
GVPB: generate partially blind signature,
VVPB: verify partially blind signature;
GVVB: generate traditional signature, VVVB: verify traditional signature
Cost#: PM: Pairing, SM: Scalar multiplication

VI. CONCLUSION
This study developed a transferable e-cash payment system
based on a profitable model. The system exhibits the properties
of transferability, anonymity, untraceability, unlinkability,
verifiability, unforgeability, exchange between different
denominations, prevention of double spending, decentralized
payment processing, profitable payment model, and
environmental friendliness. It is similar to an Internet-based
cash payment system, except that e-cash is used rather than cash.
Based on a profitable payment model, the economic incentive
system is attractive to banks and TTPs, because by issuing and
verifying e-cash, they can receive benefits. This aspect is
consistent with the basic concept of capitalism.
The proposed system is based on a modular design. The
schemes involving traditional signatures, blind signatures,
partially-blind signatures, and building communication
channels are all replaceable. Thus, the issuing and verifying
banks can freely choose their preferred cryptosystem. This
feature provides banks with flexibility and confidence
regarding security [63]. It also increases their willingness to
join the payment system.
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(GDL) allow the reactants in the channel of the bipolar plate to
diffuse along the active area (catalyst area) of the membrane.
The GDL also handles the fuel cell moisture control. Bernardi
[8] presented a mathematical model of the solid-polymerelectrolyte fuel cell that identifies operating conditions which
result in a water balance. Vebrugge and Hil [9, 10] developed a
one dimensional model for the proton exchange membrane
(MEA) based on the Nerst-Plank equation. Bernardi and
Verbrugge [11,12] developed the necessary mathematical
framework to simulate a fuel cell electrode bond to a membrane,
later they developed a one dimensional, isothermal model for the
cell.

Abstract— This paper investigates effects of variable gas
diffusion layer (GDL) porosity on proton exchange membrane
(PEM) fuel cell porosity. The half-cell model considers the cathode
side of PEM fuel cell, extending from gas channel to membrane, is
assumed and numerically solved. Eight continuous GDL porosity
functions, are employed which four of them have equal mean
value. The results show, higher GDL mean value porosity and
uniformity of porosity distribution at equal mean value porosity
leads to more oxygen diffusion into the GDL, therefore higher
oxygen consumption in the catalyst layer, and thus increasing
reaction rate at the catalyst layer, more current density is
generated, higher loss of membrane phase potential which leads to
better performance of fuel cell. The resulted polarization curves,
for the GDL porosity models with equal mean value, imply that
the distribution of the pore size is more important parameter than
the total porosity. Effects of GDL length change are examined and
it is shown that decreasing in GDL length at same surface
overpotential value results in oxygen mass fraction and current
density decrease and membrane phase over-potential increase; but
there is an intermediate thickness of GDL, which leads to better
fuel cell performance. Obtained results verified using former
analytical and experimental data.

The hydrophobicity of the diffusion layer may interact with
the amount of water available for hydration at the membrane.
The pores in the electrode full fill by liquid water which
produces a dead zone and reduces the effective area, on the other
hand, the porosity of gas diffusion layer can also change due to
applied compression. It has been recognized that the
performance of the fuel cell can be significantly influenced by
porosity distribution [13-16]. H.K. Lee et al. [17] investigated
the optimum porosity and thickness of gas diffusion layer and
analyzed the variables related to electrode by simulation. The
conditions leading to an optimized diffusion layer in which
parameters were varied, are reported by L.R. Jordan et al. [18].

Keywords—PEM fuel cell; variable porosity; gas diffusion
layer;Guassian function

I. INTRODUCTION

L. Giorgi et al. [19] studied the influence of the diffusion
layer porosity on the effective catalyst activity for the cathodic
oxygen reduction. R. Roshandel et al. [20] investigated the fuel
cell performance by considering the effects of porosity variation
distribution in GDL. The porosity variation in the GDL is
calculated by considering the applied pressure and the amount
of the water generated in the cell. Gurau et al. [21] developed a
one dimensional half-cell model for the porosity of the GDL
nonuniformity and analytical solution of the model is obtained.
The presence of liquid water in GDL and catalyst layer is taken
into account by means of effective porosity in which the gas
diffuser in the model is represented by a series of parallel layers
defined by different porosity and tortuosity coefficient. H.S Chu
et al. [22] investigated the effects of nonuniform porosity across
the GDL on performance of PEM fuel cell, based on half-cell
model by employing four continuous functions of position.

Portable devices have found numerous applications in recent
years. To provide the required power for a portable device
including Li-ion batteries and small fuel cells, different
technologies are available [1, 2]. Fuel cells offer the potential to
replace batteries for such applications. PEM fuel cells are
environmentally friendly power sources for both mobile and
stationary application because of the attributes of high energy
density at low operating temperature, zero emissions and
minimal problems from component corrosion or electrolyte
leakage. Nevertheless, two key issues limiting the widespread
commercialization of fuel cell technology are better
performance and lower cost. PEM fuel cell performance is
limited by polarization. There are different kinds of polarization
which is caused by kinetics of the electrochemical reactions,
internal electronic and ionic resistance, internal currents and
crossover reactants [3, 6]. Optimum performance of the catalyst
layer and electrode influenced by the properties of diffusion
layer [7]. The surface area and porosity of gas diffusion layer

In this study, fuel cell performance is investigated by solved
numerically the half-cell model which proposed by Gurau et al.
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TABLE I.
Model

[21]. The concept of effective porosity that describe the porous
media when the pores are partially filled with liquid water at
thermodynamic and hydrodynamic equilibrium, is employed to
account the presence of liquid water in the gas diffuser and
catalyst layer. The nonuniformity of gas diffusion layer porosity
is taken into account by eight continuous function and different
type of distribution across the GDL, which four of them have
same mean value. Effects of variable porosity of GDL and gas
diffusion layer length change, on fuel cell performance are
investigated in terms of physical parameters.

Gas Diffusion Layer Porosity function

Mean
value

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = −1142.8571x + 0.7

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = 0.4

0.50004

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = 0.57

0.57

1
2
3
4
5
6

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Assumptions
Fig. 1 shows the cathode electrode schematic of a PEM fuel
cell [22]. The following assumptions are made to simplify the
analysis: a) The model is one-dimensional b) The system is
isothermal c) The air is fully saturated with water vapor, prior
entering the fuel cell d) across the gas channel, gas diffuser and
catalyst layer, diffusion is the only mode of transport e) The
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is reversible and first order in
oxygen f) oxygen is transported to the catalyst sites as a gaseous
component

7
8

GDL POROSITY FUNCTION

0.4

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = exp((−7.5 × 106 )x2 − (2.04 × 102 )x − .0357

0.5177

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = −742.8571x + 0.7

0.57

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = exp((−7.5 × 106 )𝑥𝑥 2 − (5.05 × 102 )𝑥𝑥 − .0357)
((−4.6286 × 10
1
) exp (
ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = (
2𝑞𝑞 2
𝑞𝑞√2𝛱𝛱
q = 0.5367

3 )x

2

− .081)

),

ε𝑑𝑑 (x) = exp((−9.9811)𝑋𝑋 2 + (9.7252)𝑥𝑥 − 0.3567)

0.495

0.57
0.57

To take account the presence of liquid water, in this study, the
porosity of GDL will be continuous function of position across
the gas diffusion layer instead of uniform porosity or series
parallel layer defined by different porosity-tortuosity coefficient.
The porosity functions of GDL which considered in this
investigation are described in table 1 and shown in Fig. 2, where
ε𝑑𝑑 is porosity function of the GDL.
B. Governing Equation of Oxygen Mass Fraction
The species are only transported across gas channel, gas
diffuser layers and catalyst layer by diffusion. The transport
equation for the oxygen mass fraction in the gas channel is:

d
dx

dY g 

0  x  Lg
0
 Do2

dx 


Fig. 2. Porosity distribution function of eight considered models

(1)

In this equation 𝜌𝜌 is the density of mixed gases, 𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂2 is the
diffusion coefficient of oxygen, 𝑌𝑌𝑔𝑔 is the oxygen mass fraction
in the gas channel and x is position. While in the gas diffusion
layer the transport equation for oxygen mass function becomes:
d
dx


eff dY d 
0
L g  x  Ld
 Do2 dx  



(2)

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

where 𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜2 is effective diffusion coefficient in porous media
and 𝑌𝑌𝑑𝑑 is oxygen mass fraction in the GDL. The Bruggemantype correction for the effective diffusion coefficient in porous
media, can be applied through this derivation [23]:
Doeff2  dd  x  Do 2

(3)

where τ𝑑𝑑 is tortuosity factor of GDL. Replacing Bruggemantype correction, (2) becomes:
d
dx

dY d 
 d
0
 d  x  Do 2 dx  



L g  x  Ld

(4)

Under assumption that the ORR is irreversible and first order
in oxygen and that electro neutrality in any representive

Fig. 1. Physical model
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elementary volume, the cathode transfer current density can be
expressed as:

J ne FKY c exp   ne F RT  

log 10 PWsat 
2.1794  0.02953 T  273.15  9.1837 
105 T  273.15  1.4454 107 T  273.15
2

(5)

dY c 
J
 cl
0
 cl Do 2 dx   2n F M o 2 


e

Ld  x  Lc

 PWsat PWsat M W
Mi 

1

P
PM N 2


1.5

d  ion d  m 
C 

J
dx 
dx 

(7)

x  Lg

Y g Y d

Do2


dY g
dx



 d  x  Do2
d

x  Lg

 d  x   Do2
d

dY c
dY c

cc Do 2
x  Ld
dx
dx

(11)





(12)


  i  g ,c ,d (14)



P

P  MW M



(22)

x  Lc

cion d c dx 
d m dx


(21)

Conservation of potential and proton current at the
interface between the catalyst layer and the
membrane:

c m

(13)

x  Lc

(23)

Zero potential at the interface between the
membrane and anode:

 0

x  Lm

(24)

The membrane ionic conductivity,σ, can be obtained by the
empirical expression [25]:

where 𝑌𝑌𝑊𝑊 is the water vapor mass fraction, and the subscripts 𝑂𝑂2 ,
𝑊𝑊, 𝑁𝑁2 mean oxygen, water vapor and nitrogen respectively. The
mass fraction of the saturated water vapor is:

YW

No proton leave the catalyst layer at the interface
between the gas diffuser and the catalyst layer :

d c dx 
0
x  Ld

where 𝑃𝑃 is the pressure and 𝑀𝑀 is molecular mass. Gas mixture
molecular is calculated from:

sat
W

(20)

The following boundary conditions are apply:

The density computed from the ideal gas law [23]:

 Y

Y
Y

M 1  i  W  1 Y W  i

Mo
MW 
M N2
2


(19)

where σ is the ionic conductivity of the membrane and Φ𝑚𝑚 is the
membrane phase potential in the membrane.

At the catalyst layer and membrane interface

 PM RT

Ld  x  Lc

d  d m 
0


Lc  x  Lm
dx  dx 

(10)

x  Lc

(18)

(9)

x  Ld

dy dx  0

P2 

(8)

Conservation of oxygen and oxygen flux at the gas
diffuser and catalyst layer:

Y d Y c



dY d
dx

 P1

where ε𝑐𝑐 and τ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the porosity and tortuosity of the ionmer in
the catalyst layer, respectively and Φ𝑐𝑐 is the membrane phase
potential in the catalyst layer. In the membrane, the expression
for the membrane phase potential is:

At the gas channel and gas diffuser interface:




 (17)


C. Governing equation of membrane phase potential:
The average surface over potential across the catalyst layer
as a set parameter, is used to decouple the systems of equation.
In the catalyst layer, the equation becomes:

At the beginning of the gas channel:

x 0

 Yi
Y
1

 i

M
M
M
N2
N2
 o2

Dk ,m T    Dk ,m 0 T 2 T1 

(6)

The boundary conditions are:
Y g Y 0





In addition the diffusion coefficient is a function of
temperature and pressure [24]:

where ε𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 l and τ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are the uniform porosity and tortuosity factor
of catalyst layer, respectively, 𝑌𝑌𝑂𝑂2 is the oxygen mass fraction in
the catalyst layer and 𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜2 is the molecular mass of oxygen.


(16)

Replacing YW which is calculated by (15), (14) becomes:

where 𝐹𝐹 is Faraday constant, 𝐾𝐾 is the reaction rate constant, α is
transfer coefficient and in this study is taken account 0.56, η is
the surface over potential, 𝑅𝑅 is universal gas constant, 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 is
number of electrons participating in reaction and 𝑇𝑇 is the
absolute temperature.In the catalyst layer the oxygen is
consumed and the transport equation becomes:
d
dx

3




(15)

 0.5139  0.126exp  1268 1 303  1 T  

(25)

where λ is the membrane water content at the interface. Under
the assumption, the air is saturated before the cathode inlet, the
water vapor activity will be everywhere equal to one. Under
these conditions, the water produced in the cathode catalyst layer
will be only in the liquid phase, and the membrane is unlikely to

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊

is the water saturation pressure and calculated from
where
the following expression [25]:
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dehydrate at the cathode side. In this case, it can be assumed that
the water content in the ionmer is constant [21]. There are few
empirical models available in the literature describing the water
content in PEM fuel cells [23-25]. In present study, water
content in catalyst layer is take account constant and, in
membrane is estimated by linear profile [21]:


 

a

 c  L m  Lc    x  Lc   c

Lc  x  Lm

B. Parametric Study Results
1) Effects of variable porosities with different mean value
in terms of physical parameters
a) effects on oxygen mass fraction
In this section, oxygen mass fraction profile along the gas
channel and GDL with variable porosity and catalyst layer for
different values of surface over-potential is investigated. Fig. 3
depicts the computational results. At the same surface overpotential, higher average porosity of GDL leads to smaller
oxygen mass fraction in the gas channel, because of larger
porosity of the GDL allows higher oxygen consumption in the
catalyst layer. On the other hand for the case of low porosity,
most of oxygen appears in gas channel but only little amount of
oxygen can transport through the GDL, as the porosity increases,
more oxygen enters the GDL and mass fraction of oxygen
decreases along the gas channel and increases along the GDL.
In this study, mass fraction of oxygen changes continuously with
position based on porosity distribution across the GDL. For
example, for Gaussian function with .57 mean value, more
oxygen transport to GDL rather than other function and this
result to smaller oxygen mass fraction in gas channel and at the
beginning of GDL, where local porosity is smaller than average
porosity, oxygen mass fraction decreases. Across the GDL, as
porosity increased, oxygen mass fraction is increasing too. In
other word, increasing porosity of GDL will enhance diffusion
of oxygen into the GDL and increasing reaction rate at the
catalyst layer. Fig. 3 also shows that at the same porosity of the
GDL, increasing higher surface over-potential causes lower
oxygen mass fraction in gas channel and gas diffusion layer.
This is due to larger surface over-potential corresponds to more
active electrochemical reactions which lead to increase in
oxygen consumption in gas channel and GDL. Because the
catalyst layer is very thin and the electrochemical reaction within
the layer prevails, the variation in the oxygen mass fraction
along the catalyst layer is not all significant for all porosity
function and all over-potential value.

(26)

where λ𝑎𝑎 is anode water content and λ𝑐𝑐 is cathode water content.
Governing equations of current density.
D. Governing equations of current density
In the membrane and catalyst layer, the current density is
expressed by ohm's law for proton migration, the equations are
become [21]:

i cl 
clion c d  dx

Ld  x  Lc

i m  d  m dx

Lc  x  Lm

(27)
(28)

where i is the current density, the subscript cl and m mean
catalyst layer and membrane, respectively, and 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 is the
membrane ionic conductivity at the cathode. Current density is
easily can be calculated without employing boundary
conditions, after obtaining the values of the membrane phase
potential. When the surface overpotential is taken as the
governing parameter of the system [21], the polarization curve
can be subscribed parametrically by the relation between 𝑉𝑉(η)
and 𝐼𝐼(η), where

V  
 V 0     

(29)

where 𝑉𝑉0 is the open circuit voltage.

E. Numerical Approach
In order to solve governing equations, a computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) code was developed based on the finite
difference numerical approach. The central difference scheme is
applied.

b) effects on current density
GDL variable porosities with different mean value have
effect on current density, which can be verified in Fig. 4. As Fig.
4 depicted, current density climbs up in catalyst layer and
reaches to its limitation value at membrane, which increases
with η, because higher surface over potential results in more
active electrochemical reaction and consequently more current
density is generated. Higher porosity value in GDL results in
higher current density, because increasing porosity value leads
to more oxygen consumption and eventually higher current
density is generated.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section is divided into two subsection: model validation
and parametric study result. In the first subsection the computed
data compared with experimental and analytical data, to prove
CFD code. In the second subsection effects of five different
models of the porosity of the GDL with different mean value,
four different models of the porosity of the GDL in which the
mean value are same and at last effect of electrode thickness, on
the PEM fuel cell performance is investigated.

a) effects on membrane phase potential
The profile of membrane phase potential in the membrane
and catalyst layer at different surface over potential are shown
in Fig. 5. As shown in the Fig. 5, the membrane phase potential
is lower for higher porosity value in GDL. The differences
between membrane phase potentials increase due to surface
over-potential increasing, which result in more active
electrochemical reaction and consequently more oxygen
consumption, thus larger current density is generated and this is
result in higher loss of membrane phase potential.

The base case conditions are same as those uses by Gurau et
al. [21]. The reader is referred to their table 1 for the details.
A. Model Validation:
It is essential to compare the computed data with
experimental and analytical data, to prove the validation of the
CFD code. Because we were unable to perform this experiment,
we can compare this study with the experimental condition
reported by H. K. LEE et al. [17] and analytical data reported by
Gurau et al. [21].
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Fig. 5. Effects of porosity distribution with different mean value on membrane
phase potential across catalyst layer and membrane

Fig. 3. Effects of porosity distribution with different mean value on oxygen
mass fraction profile across the gas channel, gas diffusion layer and catalyst
layer

a) Effects on oxygen mass fraction
Oxygen mass fraction profile across the gas channel, GDL with
variable porosity and catalyst layer is shown in Fig. 6. As shown
in Fig. 6, at same surface overpotential, oxygen mass fraction of
exponential and Gaussian functions are higher than two other
functions and porosity constant has the smallest oxygen mass
fraction at the gas channel and GDL. According to these results,
the distribution of the pore size is more important parameter than
the total porosity since the different modes of gas and water
transport regulated by the specific volumes of small and large
pores. For the same reason stated before, increasing surface
overpotential causes lower oxygen mass fraction in gas channel
and gas diffusion layer.

In this study, the Gaussian function has lower membrane
phase potential because of higher porosity value which leads to
higher loss of membrane phase potential and better performance
of PEM fuel cell.
These results are in agreement with the results reported by
Guraue et.al [21] and H. S. Chu et al. [22]. This is implies the
numerical method and CFD code is valid.
2) Effects of variable porosities with equal mean value in
terms of physical parameters
Four different porosity function of GDL with equal mean
value is investigated in this section.

Fig. 6. Effects of different porosity distribution with equal mean value on
oxygen mass fraction profile across the gas channel, gas diffusion layer and
catalyst layer

Fig. 4. Effects of porosity distribution with different mean value on current
density across catalyst layer and membrane
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b) Effects on current density
Effects of variable porosities with equal mean value on
current density is shown in Fig. 7. As depicted in Fig. 7, for the
same surface overpotential, the current density is higher for
constant function and decreases due to increasing in variability
of pore-size distribution, for example the Gaussian function has
the lowest value. This is due to the fact that more uniformity in
porosity distribution leads to larger oxygen transported to
catalyst layer and therefore more oxygen consumes in catalyst
layer and thus larger current density is generated. It can be seen
in Fig. 7, current density generating increase due to increasing
in surface over-potential value. This is because of more active
electrochemical reaction.
a) Effects on membrane phase potential
In this section, membrane phase potential profile across the
catalyst layer and the membrane is investigated. Fig. 8, depicts
computational results. The membrane phase potential is lower
when the porosity distribution is more uniform, which leads to
larger current density, and thus higher loss of membrane phase
potential. This study shows for variable porosity in GDL with
equal mean value, more uniform porosity distribution leads to
better PEM fuel cell performance, but results should compare to
experimental data to find better porosity function
approximation.
b) Effects on polarization curve
The polarization curve for these models, are shown in Fig. 9.
The polarization curve of four models are approximately overlap
at first and second region. Differences between curves increase
due to increasing current density. This implies that the influence
of GDL porosity is negligible at low or medium current density,
while it becomes significant when current density is close to
limiting value. This finding implies that limitation current
density increase due to increasing uniformity of porosity
distribution, because of transporting more oxygen across the gas
channel and GDL to catalyst layer, therefore voltage drop
corresponds to concentration polarization occurs at higher
current density.

Fig. 7. Effects of different porosity distribution with equal mean value on
current density across catalyst layer and membrane

Fig. 8. Effects of different porosity distribution with equal mean value on
membrane phase potential across catalyst layer and membrane

c) Effects on polarization curve
The polarization curve for these models, are shown in Fig. 9.
The polarization curve of four models are approximately overlap
at first and second region. Differences between curves increase
due to increasing current density. This implies that the influence
of GDL porosity is negligible at low or medium current density,
while it becomes significant when current density is close to
limiting value. This finding implies that limitation current
density increase due to increasing uniformity of porosity
distribution, because of transporting more oxygen across the gas
channel and GDL to catalyst layer, therefore voltage drop
corresponds to concentration polarization occurs at higher
current density.
3) Effects of GDL length change with variable porosity in
terms of physical parameters
A comparison of physical parameters of the electrodes with
different thickness and the same catalyst layer in the electrode is
investigated. Since the catalyst layer is the same, the
performance difference is because of different thickness of
GDL. The thickness of GDL is vary as 375, 350,322 (µm). This
study is performed for Gaussian function porosity distribution,
because, according to previous section results, it is shows more
accurate approximation. As shown in Fig. 10, oxygen mass
fraction decrease due to decreasing in GDL length at same η
value. Current density decrease and membrane phase overpotential increase due to decreasing in GDL length at same
surface over-potential value, as depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
The thickness of the diffusion layer has competing tendencies
where, by the improvement in one property, another property
will worsen. A thin layer improves the gas supply and facilitates
the removal product of water, but it has high electronic
resistance and does not give a nonpermeable support for coating
with the catalyst layer during electrode fabrication. Therefore,
permeation of the catalyst layer into the diffusion layer makes
poor ionic contact with the Nafion membrane. On the other
hand, a thick layer reduces the accessibility of gas due to the
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Fig. 9. Polarization curve corresponding to four different porosity distribution
with equal mean value

lengthened path in the layer and has poor gas diffusivity. Hence,
an intermediate thickness enhances the electrode performance
best.

Fig. 11. Effects of GDL length for Gaussian function on current density across
catalyst layer and membrane

The results which argued are validated by comparing with
polarization curve for PEM fuel cell with GDL total porosity
0.57 and variable pore distribution reported by H. K. Lee et al.
[17] and the data reported by Gurau et al. [21].

Fig. 12. Effects of GDL length for Gaussian function on membrane phase
pothential density across catalyst layer and membrane

Fig. 10. Effects of GDL length for Gaussian function on oxygen mass fraction
profile across the gas channel, gas diffusion layer and catalyst layer

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, the influence of variable porosity of GDL on
PEM fuel cell is numerically investigated. Water content of
GDL is taken into account by considering eight porosity
continuous functions. Four functions have equal mean value. In
summary, the following conclusions have been drawn:
 Higher average porosity of GDL leads to more oxygen
diffusion into the GDL, therefore higher oxygen
consumption in the catalyst layer, and thus increasing
reaction rate at the catalyst layer.
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[8]

 The variation in the oxygen mass fraction along the catalyst
layer is not all significant for all porosity function and all
over-potential value, because of thin catalyst layer.

[9]

 Current density rises up in catalyst layer and reaches to its
limitation value at membrane, which increases with η.

[10]

 Higher average porosity of GDL leads to generating higher
current density and higher loss of membrane phase
potential, and thus, better PEM fuel cell performance which
also corresponds to higher surface over-potential.

[11]
[12]

 The distribution of the pore size is more important
parameter than the total porosity since the different modes
of gas and water transport regulated by the specific volumes
of small and large pores.

[13]

 Uniformity in porosity distribution leads to larger oxygen
transported to catalyst layer and therefore more oxygen
consumes in catalyst layer and thus larger current density is
generated. It is leads to lower membrane phase potential.

[14]

[15]

 Decreasing in uniformity of porosity distribution leads to
better approximation of fuel cell performance. This study
shows that, for GDL porosity, Gaussian function has the
maximum potential to display fuel cell performance
compared with experimental work.

[16]

 Oxygen mass fraction decrease due to decreasing in GDL
length at same η value. Current density decrease and
membrane phase over-potential increase due to decreasing
in GDL length at same surface over-potential value, but
there is an intermediate thickness of GDL, which result in
better fuel cell performance.

[17]
[18]
[19]
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nondimensional temperature and radial displacement. These
equations are discreted by means of the generalized differential
quadrature along the disk radius and traced in time by means
of the Newmark time marching scheme. Numerical results are
provided to explore the propagation and reﬂection of thermal
and mechanical waves is a ﬁnite hollow disk.

Abstract—Generalized thermoelasitcity of a disk which is rotating with constant angular velocity is analysed in this research.
To account for the ﬁnite speed of thermal wave propagation,
theory of one relaxation time known as the Lord-Shulman theory
is considered. Two coupled equations, namely, the radial motion
equation and the energy equation of the disk are obtained.
Resulting equations are discreted by means of the generalised
differential quadrature method along the disk radius. The resulting coupled equations are traced in time domain by means of the
Newmark time marching scheme. Numerical results are provided
to examine the propagation of thermal and mechanical waves in
both stationary and rotating disks.

I.

II.

E QUATION OF M OTION

For the case of axisymmetric displacements in polar coordinates, with consideration of the body force induced due to
rotation, the radial equation of motion takes the form [1]
∂σrr
σrr − σθθ
(1)
+
− ρrω 2 = ρü
∂r
r
In the above equation u is the radial displacement, ω is the
constant angular speed of the disk, and σrr and σθθ are
the raidal and tangential stress components. For an isotropic
homogeneous elastic body the components of stress are written
in terms of strains as [2]

I NTRODUCTION

Due to the inﬁnite speed of thermal wave propagation in
conventional Fourier heat transfer, some nonclassical theories
are developed. These theories which are known as the generalized thermoelasticity, or thermoelasticity with second sound
effect, take into account the ﬁnite speed of thermal wave propagation. In the most simple theory, Lord and Shulman modiﬁed
the conventional Fourier law by introducing a relaxation time
and inserting the heat ﬂux rate into the Fourier law [1]. This
theory results in ﬁnite speed of thermal wave propagation.

σrr = 2μεrr + λ(εrr + εθθ ) − β(T − T0 )
σθθ = 2μεθθ + λ(εrr + εθθ ) − β(T − T0 )

(2)

Here, T0 is the reference temperature and T is the temperature
proﬁle. Moreover, λ and β are consistent with the plane stress
conditions and are obtained as
2μ
2μ
λ,
β (3)
λ=
β=
λ + 2μ
λ + 2μ
In the above equation, μ and λ are the Láme constants and β
is thermoelastic parameter deﬁned as β = (3λ + 2μ)α.

Many researches are available on the response of disks and
cylinders subjected to thermal shock within the framework of
coupled or generalized thermoelasticity theories. Bagri and Eslami [2] analysed the thermal and displacement waves propagation in a disk based on the Lord-Shulman theory. Equations of
motion and energy are established and solved via the Laplace
transformation in time domain and ﬁnite elements formulation
in radial direction. Bagri and Eslami also obtained a uniﬁed
generalized thermoelasticity formulation for the cylinders and
spheres made of homogeneous [3] or heterogeneous [4] materials. Hosseini and Abolbashari [5] presented an analytical
solution to study the thermal and mechanical waves in a
cylinder using the theory of coupled thermoelasticity without
energy dissipation based on the Green-Naghdi model. The
governing equations are transferred to the Laplace domain and
solved via a series solution in Laplace domain.

The components of strain in polar coordinates are written
in terms of the radial displacement u as
∂u
u
,
εθθ =
(4)
∂r
r
The radial equation of motion in terms of radial displacement
is obtained when Eqs. (2) and (4) are inserted into Eq. (1).
This equation is obtained as
 2

∂ u 1 ∂u
∂T
u
(2μ + λ)
+
− 2 − ρrω 2 − β
= ρü (5)
2
∂r
r ∂r
r
∂r
εrr =

This study is the modiﬁcation of the previous research of
the second author [2] where the body force induced due to
rotation is taken into account. The resulting equations compatible with the single relaxation time theory of generalized
thermoelasticity, namely radial wave propagation and energy
equations are obtained in one-dimensional polar coordinates
under plane stress conditions. A hollow disk made of an
isotropic and homogeneous body under the action of thermal
shock is considered. The equations are written in terms of the

III.

E NERGY E QUATION

According to the Lord-Shulman theory, the conventional
Fourier diffusion is modiﬁed by introduction of a relaxation
time t0 as follows [1]
∂T
q + t0 q̇ = −K
(6)
∂r
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where q is the heat ﬂux and K is thermal conductivity. The
heat balance for an element of a body relating the radial heat
ﬂux q to the rate of speciﬁc heat inﬂux Q is [6]
1 ∂(rq)
r ∂r
and from the second law of thermodynamics

The second equation is the most general form of the energy
equation based on the Lord-Shulman theory. This equation as
seen is nonlinear in terms of the dimensionless temperature and
radial displacement. For the case when temperature change is
small enough in comparison with the reference temperature
( or according to dimensions presentation of temperature
proﬁle, θ << 1), 1 + θ is approximated by 1. Under such
assumption, the linearised energy equation is achieved and Eq.
(14) simpliﬁes to

(7)

Q̇ = −

(8)

δQ = T dS

The above equation, when is written in rate form, takes the
form


∂S
∂S
∂S
Q̇ = T Ṡ = T
Ṫ
(9)
ε̇rr +
ε̇θθ +
∂εrr
∂εθθ
∂T


∂θ ∂ 2 u
u
∂ 2 u 1 ∂u
−
−
− 2 − Ωr = 0
+
∂r2
r ∂r
r2
∂r
∂t

 2
2
∂ θ
∂ θ 1 ∂θ
∂θ
−
− t0 2
+
∂r2
r ∂r
∂t
∂t
 2

∂ u
∂3u
∂2u
∂u
−C
+ t0
+
+ t0
=0
∂r∂t r∂t
∂r∂t2
r∂t2



which simpliﬁes to

(10)

Q̇ = T β ε̇rr + T β ε̇θθ + cε ρṪ

Equations (6), (7), and (10) are combined together to obtain
the most general form of the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics in a
rotating disk based on the Lord-Shulman theory

 2

∂ T
∂ 
1 ∂T
− (1 + t0 ) β ε̇rr T + β ε̇θθ T
+
K
2
∂r
r ∂r
∂t
∂
(11)
− (1 + t0 )cε ρṪ = 0
∂t
Substitution of strain ﬁeld from Eq. (4) into the above equation
results in





 2
∂ u̇ u̇
∂ u̇ u̇
∂ T
1 ∂T
−
+
−
t
+
+
βT
β
Ṫ
K
0
∂r2
r ∂r
∂r
r
∂r
r


∂ ü ü
− t0 βT
+
− cε ρṪ − t0 cε ρT̈ = 0
(12)
∂r
r
IV.

where in the above equations, the symbol  is dropped out
of the equations for the sake of simplicity. Furthermore, the
coefﬁcient C is produced in the process of transferring the
equation into dimensionless form and indicates the coupling
effect. This coefﬁcient is equal to
2

C=

T0 β
ρcε (λ + 2μ)

(16)

The non-dimensional components of the radial and circumferential stresses also in dimensionless form take the form
λ
2μ ∂u
∂u u
+
+ )−θ
(
σrr =
∂r
r
λ + 2μ
λ + 2μ ∂r
λ
2μ u
∂u u
+
+ )−θ
(17)
σθθ =
(
r
λ + 2μ r
λ + 2μ ∂r

E QUATIONS IN N ON - DIMENSIONAL F ORM

Again note that the symbol  is dropped out of the above
relations for the sake of simplicity.

Equations (5) and (12) are transformed into the dimensionless form with the introduction of the following nondimensional variables [7]
tce
r
t0 ce


t=
,
t0 =
r = ,
l
l
l
σrr
σθθ
T − T0
,
σ
rr =
,
σ
θθ =
θ =
T0
βT0
βT0
(λ + 2μ)u
ql
ρl2 ω 2
u
=
,
q =
,
Ω=
(13)
KT0
lβT0
βT0

V.

S OLUTION M ETHOD

The generalized differential quadrature method is used to
discrete the motion and energy equations along the disk radius.
Applying the generalized differential quadrature method to
Eqs. (17) results in

N 
N


1 (1)
1 (0)
(2)
(1)
Cij + Cij − 2 Cij uj −
Cij θj −
r
r
i
i
j=1
j=1
N


where in the above equation a symbol  indicates the nondimensional parameter. The parameter l indicates the characteristic length deﬁned as l = K(ρcε ce )−1 and
ce is the speed

of elastic wave propagation deﬁned as ce =

(15)

(0)

Cij üj = Ωri

j=1

N 



N
N


1 (1)
(0)
(0)
+ Cij θj −
Cij θ̇j − t0
Cij θ̈j
r
i
j=1
j=1
j=1


N

1 (0)
(1)
Cij + Cij u̇j
−C
r
i
j=1


N

1 (0)
(1)
− Ct0
(18)
Cij + Cij üj = 0
ri
j=1

(λ + 2μ)ρ−1 .

(2)
Cij

With the aid of dimensionless variables (13), Eqs. (5), and
(12) are represented in dimensionless form as

 2
∂ u 1 ∂u
u
∂θ ∂ 2 u
−
− 2 − Ωr = 0
−
+
2
2
∂r
r ∂r
r
∂r
∂t

 2

 2
∂θ ∂ u
∂2θ
∂ θ 1 ∂θ
∂u
∂θ
+
−
Ct
+
−
−
t
0
0
∂r2
r ∂r
∂t ∂r∂t r∂t
∂t
∂t2
 2

3
2
∂ u
∂ u
∂ u
∂u
+
+ t0
− (1 + θ)C
+ t0
= 0 (14)
∂r∂t r∂t
∂r∂t2
r∂t2

(r)

where in the above equations Cij ’s are the weighting coefﬁcients associated with the r−th derivative and N is the number
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of grid points. Furthermore, ri is the position of i−th node
in the generalized differential quadrature method. Distribution
of the points is based on the well-known Chebyshev-GaussLobatto method. For the case when the inner and outer radii
of the disk in nondimensional form are denoted by a and b,
distribution of the points is obtained as


a+b a−b
i−1
ri =
+
cos
,
i = 1, 2, ..., N (19)
2
2
N −1

r = r1 :

j=1

(1)

C0j θj = θin − (1 + 100t)e−100t

r = rN :

N


(1)
CN j

j=1


N

λ
(0)
(0)
CN j θj = 0 (23)
+
C N j uj −
rN (λ + 2μ)
j=1

Various methods are available to apply the boundary conditions to the discreted equations of motion and energy. In
this study, boundary conditions (23) are applied directly to
Eq. (20). After that, the motion and energy equations may be
written as
MẌ + CẊ + KX = F
(24)

(0)

uu
= −Cij
Mij

To complete the approximation, one should approximate the
time derivatives in Eq. (24). Here, the Newmark direct integration scheme based on the constant average acceleration method
(αN = 0.5, βN = 0.25) is employed [8]. Implementation of
the Newmark method to Eq. (24) yields

uθ
Mij
=0
uu
Cij = 0
uθ
Cij
=0

1 (1)
1 (0)
C − 2 Cij
ri ij
ri

j,j+1
 j+1 = F
KX

(1)

uθ
Kij
= −Cij

(1)

θu
Mij
= −Ct0 (Cij +

where

1 (0)
C )
ri ij

(0)

θθ
Mij
= −t0 Cij

(1)

θu
Cij
= −C(Cij +

1 (0)
C )
ri ij

(0)

with

θθ
Cij
= −Cij
θu
Kij

θθ
Kij

Fiu
Fiθ

=0

=

(2)
Cij

(21)

=0

Similar to the governing equations, the generalized differential
quadrature method should be applied to the boundary conditions. As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the nondimensional inner and outer radii of the disk are, respectively, a and
b. The following boundary conditions are used for inner and
outer radii of the disk

r = b : σrr = 0,

θ = θin − (1 + 100t)e
∂θ
=0
∂r

(25)

 j+1 = Kj+1 + a3 Mj+1 + a6 Cj+1
K


j,j+1 = Fj+1 + Mj+1 a3 Xj + a4 Ẋj + a5 Ẍj +
F


(26)
Cj+1 a6 Xj + a7 Ẋj + a8 Ẍj

a1 = αN Δt,
1
a3 =
,
βN Δt2
αN
,
a6 =
βN Δt

1 (1)
+ Cij
ri

= Ωri

r = a : u = 0,

(1)

CN j θj = 0,

j=1

N 


where the elements of mass, damping, stiffness matrices, and
force vector are as follow

(2)

(0)

C1j uj = 0,

j=1

N


The system of equations (18) in a matrix form may be
represented as

  uu


 uu
ü
u̇
C
M uθ
C uθ
M
+
+
M θu M θθ
C θu C θθ
θ̈
θ̇
 uu





Fu
K uθ
K
u
=
(20)
θu
θθ
θ
Fθ
K
K

uu
Kij
= Cij +

N


a2 = (1 − αN )Δt
1
1 − 2βN
a4 =
,
a5 =
βN Δt
2βN
αN − β N
αN − 2βN
a7 =
,
a8 =
Δt
βN
2βN
(27)

Once the solution X is known at tj+1 = (j + 1)Δt, the ﬁrst
and second derivatives of X at tj+1 can be computed from
Ẍj+1 = a3 (Xj+1 − Xj ) − a4 Ẋj − a5 Ẍj

Ẋj+1 = Ẋj + a2 Ẍj + a1 Ẍj+1

−100t

(28)

The resulting equations are solved at each time step using the
information known from the preceding time step solution. At
time t = 0, the initial values of X, Ẋ, and Ẍ are known or
obtained by solving Eq. (24) at time t = 0 and are used to
initiate the time marching procedure. Since the disk is initially
at rest, the initial values of X and Ẋ are assumed to be zero.In
other words, the initial conditions to begin the time marching
are
u(r, 0) = u̇(r, 0) = θ(r, 0) = θ̇(r, 0) = 0
(29)

(22)

The above boundary conditions express a disk subjected to
thermal shock at inner surface, while outer surface is thermally
insulated. Furthermore, the outer surface is free of radial stress
and the inner surface is free of radial deformation. Upon
application of differential quadrature method, Eq. (22) takes
the form
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VI.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

rotating with the nondimensional speed Ω = 0.1 is considered.
Exact solutions for radial and centrifugal stresses are given
by Hetnarski and Eslami [1]. It is seen that, results of this
study match well with the analytical closed form solutions of
Hetnarski and Eslami [1].

A rotating disk made of a homogeneous/isotropic material
whose thermomechanical properties are as λ = 40.4GP a,
μ = 27GP a, α = 23 × 10−6 1/K, ρ = 2707 kg/m3 , K =
204 W/m and cε = 903J/kg is considered. The dimensionless
inside and outside radii of the disk are a = 1 and b = 2.
The case of generalized thermoelasticity of a stationary disk
is solved previously by Bagri and Eslami [2]. In the analysis of
Bagri and Eslami [2], Laplace transformation in time domain
accompanied with the ﬁnite element method in radial domain
is used to obtain the temporal evolution of displacement and
temperature. In the next, at ﬁrst two comparison studies are
presented. Afterwards, numerical results of this study for the
case of generalized thermoelasticity of a rotating disk are
given.

0.05
0
σrr
−0.05

σ(r)

−0.1

A. Comparison Study

q = qin
θ=0

σθθ
−0.25
−0.3
−0.35
1

(30)

u(1.5, t)

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

6 7

1.4

1.5
r

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

1) Wave Front Propagation: In this example a stationary
disk is considered with relaxation time t0 = 4 and coupling
parameter C = 0.0084567. This value is obtained according
to Eq. (16) at reference temperature T0 = 300K. Boundary
conditions are according to Eq. (22), where the intensity
of thermal shock is equal to unity. At four speciﬁc times,
t = 0.2, 0.6, 1.2 and 2.2, propagation of thermal wave, radial
displacement wave, radial stress wave, and tangential stress
wave are provided respectively in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. It is of
worth noting that according to the dimensionless presentation
(15), the speed of displacement wave is equal to
unity, whereas
thermal wave propagates with the speed of 1/t0 = 0.5.
Such expectations are also observed at the ﬁgures, since after
t = 0.2, thermal wave front and displacement wave front travel
through, respectively, Δr = 0.1 and Δr = 0.2. According to
the the thermal wave speed, temperature wave front reaches the
other side of the disk at t = 2, whereas at t = 1 mechanical
wave front is reached to the other side. Therefore, at t = 1.2
mechanical wave is reﬂected back from the other edge of the
disk. As seen from Fig. 5, the radial stress wave travels towards
the outer edge compressive and reﬂects back tensile. This is
expected since the outer edge of the disk is traction free. At
t = 2.2 the thermal wave is also reﬂected back from the

0.4

4 5

1.3

In this section, some parametric studies are conducted to
examine the inﬂuences of rotation parameter on propagation of
displacement, temperature, and stress waves. Thermomechanical properties and geometrical parameters are the same with
those used in the previous section and boundary conditions are
according to Eq. (22).

Bagri and Eslami [2]
P resent

3

1.2

B. Parametric Studies

0.6

−0.1
0 1 2

1.1

Fig. 2. A comparison on uncoupled response of a hollow disk with both
inner and outer edges radial traction free subjected to the rotation parameter
Ω = 0.1.

Intensity of the heat ﬂux is considered as qin = 1. the
non-dimensional relaxation time is set equal to t0 = 0.64
and coupling coefﬁcient is C = 0.1. Temporal evolution of
radial displacement at the middle of the disk (at r = 1.5)
is evaluated and compared with the results of Bagri and
Esalmi [2]. Illustration is provided in Fig. 1. It is seen that
excellent agreement is observed at the onset of comparison
which guarantees the validity and accuracy of the present
method.

0.5

−0.15
−0.2

To assure the validity of the present formulation, two comparisons are done. One for the case of stationary disk and the
other for rotating disk. For the ﬁrst comparison study, consider
a disk with the physical and geometrical properties deﬁned
in the previous section. Mechanical and thermal boundary
conditions are taken from Bagri and Eslami [2] as
r = a : u = 0,
r = b : σrr = 0,

H etnarski and Eslami[1]
P resent

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
t

Fig. 1. Lord-Shulman theory based temporal evolution of radial displacement
at r = 1.5 for coupling coefﬁcient C = 0.1 and relaxation time t0 = 0.64.
For the sake of comparison, results of Fig.10 from reference [2] are read from
graph.

Another comparison study is carried out in Fig. 2 for
the static case of a rotating disk. A hollow disk which is
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boundary. According to the ﬁgure, the temperature wave is
doubled in magnitude after the reﬂection from the outer edge
which is expected since the outer edge is thermally insulated.
Again note that, when 1 < t < 2, the reﬂected mechanical
wave from the outer edge is travelling toward the inner edge.
At t = 2 the mechanical wave front reaches to the inner edge.
At t = 2.2 the mechanical wave front is reﬂected back from the
inner edge. The tensile mechanical wave reﬂects back tensile
since at the inner edge radial displacement is conﬁned.

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
σrr (r, t)

0.4

t = 2.2

0.2
0

1.2

−0.2
1

−0.4

t = 2.2

−0.6

θ(r, t)

0.8

−0.8
1

0.6

1.2 1.3

1.4

1.5
r

1.6

1.7 1.8

1.9

2

Fig. 5. Propagation of radial stress wave in a stationary disk subjected to
thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 4 and coupling parameter
C = 0.0084567 at four certain times.

0.4 t = 0.2
t = 1.2

t = 0.6

1.1

t = 1.2

t = 0.6

t = 0.2

0.2
0.1

0
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−0.2
1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
r

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

−0.1

Fig. 3. Propagation of thermal wave in a stationary disk subjected to thermal
shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 4 and coupling parameter C =
0.0084567 at four certain times.

t = 2.2

σθθ (r, t)

−0.2
−0.3

t = 1.2

t = 0.6
−0.4
t = 0.2
−0.5

1.2

−0.6
1
−0.7
t = 2.2

u(r, t)
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−0.8
1

1.1

1.2

1.3 1.4

0.6

1.5
r

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

Fig. 6. Propagation of tangential stress wave in a stationary disk subjected
to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 4 and coupling parameter
C = 0.0084567 at four certain times.

0.4
t = 1.2
0.2

disks, with the speeds of Ω = 0.5 and 1. For each case, temperature, radial displacement, radial stress, and circumferential
stress waves are provided, in order, in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10. In
this section, the non-dimensional relaxation time is set equal
to t0 = 1 and coupling parameter is C = 0.0084567. From
Fig. 7 it is seen that the inﬂuence of rotating speed is almost
negligible on the magnitude and position of the wave front.
However, as the rotating speed of the disk increases, radial
displacement decreases all over the disk. The magnitude of
induced compressive radial and centrifugal stresses increase in
the disk. Therefore, the magnitude of stresses increase as the
rotating speed of the disk increases. Note that, position of both
thermal and mechanical waves are independent of the rotating
speed of the disk. This is expected since the thermal and

t = 0.6
0
−0.2
1

t = 0.2
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
r

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

Fig. 4. Propagation of radial displacement wave in a stationary disk subjected
to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 4 and coupling parameter
C = 0.0084567 at four certain times.

2) Inﬂuence of rotational speed: The next study aims to
analyse the inﬂuence of rotating speed on propagation of
thermal and mechanical waves. Generalized thermoelasticity
response of a stationary disk is compared with two rotating
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mechanical wave speeds are functions of material properties.
0.5
0
1.2
−0.5
−1

1
σrr (r, 0.5)

Ω = 0, 0.5, 1
θ(r, 0.5)

0.8

−1.5
−2

Ω=0
Ω=1

−2.5

0.6
Ω = 0.5

−3
−3.5

0.4

−4
0.2

−4.5
1

0
1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
r

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
r

2

Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of rotating speed on propagation of radial stress wave in
a rotating disk subjected to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 1
and coupling parameter C = 0.0084567 at t = 0.5.

2

Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of rotating speed on propagation of thermal wave in a
rotating disk subjected to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 1
and coupling parameter C = 0.0084567 at t = 0.5.

0.2
0

Ω = 0.5

0.2
−0.2

Ω=0

0.15
−0.4
σθθ (r, 0.5)

0.1

u(r, 0.5)

0.05
Ω=0

0

Ω=1
−0.6
−0.8
−1

−0.05
−1.2

Ω = 0.5

−0.1

−1.4
−0.15

−0.25
1

−1.6
1

Ω=1

−0.2

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
r

2

Fig. 10. Inﬂuence of rotating speed on propagation of centrifugal stress wave
in a rotating disk subjected to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for t0 = 1
and coupling parameter C = 0.0084567 at t = 0.5.

2

Fig. 8. Inﬂuence of rotating speed on propagation of radial displacement
wave in a rotating disk subjected to thermal shock of magnitude θin = 1 for
t0 = 1 and coupling parameter C = 0.0084567 at t = 0.5.

VII.

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
r

of thermal and mechanical waves under the aforementioned
conditions. Provided numerical results clearly indicates that
temperature travels as a wave motion which is expected in the
Lord-Shulman theory. It is shown that, temperature wave front
is independent of the rotation speed, whereas the magnitude of
stresses and displacement are dependent to rotating speed. As
shown, rotation induces compressive forces under the studied
mechanical conditions.

C ONCLUSION

An investigation is carried out on the generalized thermoelasticity response of a rotating disk made of a homogeneous
and isotropic material under the single relaxation time theory
of Lord and Shulman. Motion and energy equations are obtained for radial wave propagation considering the body force
induced due to rotation. Equations are expressed in dimensionless presentation and discreted in radial direction according to
the generalised differential quadrature. The resulting linear and
coupled time dependent equations are solved using the Newmark method. Examples are given to examine the propagation
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I NTRODUCTION

Stability investigation of thin conical shells have vast applications in different ﬁelds of engineering. With the introduction
of functionally graded materials (FGMs), recent researches
on thermal stability of conical shells are focused on those
made of FGMs. Bhangale et al. [1] applied a semi-analytical
ﬁnite element method to the thermal buckling of conical
shells using the ﬁrst-order shell theory. The shell is divided
into many sub-layers through the thickness direction where
each of them is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous.
Prebuckling deformations of the shell are obtained employing
the linear bending deformation assumptions. Akbari et al.
[2] used the generalized differential quadrature method to
investigate the thermal buckling of FGM conical shell with
arbitrary edge supports. Classical shell theory is used and
Prebuckling deformations of the shell are obtained using the
linear membrane approach. There is no result on the thermal
buckling of joined conical shells in the open literature. The
present study deals with such subject for joined shells made
of FGMs using the ﬁrst order shell theory.
II.

x 2, u 2
α2

, u1
x1
α1

2R1

I.

2

Abstract—Thermal buckling of a joined conical-conical shell
system is investigated in this research. It is assumed that the
shell is made of functionally graded materials (FGMs) whose
thermomechanical properties vary continuously through the
thickness direction. Thickness of both shells are equal. First
order theory of shells is accompanied with the Donnell type
of kinematic assumptions to establish the general equilibrium
equations and associated boundary and continuity conditions with
the aid of virtual displacement principle. The resulting system
of equations are discreted using the semi-analytical generalized
differential quadrature method (GDQM). Considering clamped
and simply supported types of boundary conditions for the
shell ends and intersection continuity conditions, an eigenvalue
problem is established to examine the critical temperature as well
as the associated mode shapes. After proving the efﬁciency and
validity of the present method for the case of single FGM conical
shell, some parametric studies are carried out for joined shells
made of the FGMs.

L2
Fig. 1. Geometric parameters and coordinate system sign of a joined conicalconical closed shell.

of each conical shell are denoted by 0 ≤ xi ≤ Li , i = 1, 2,
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π and −h/2 ≤ z ≤ +h/2, respectively. The adopted
coordinates system (xi , θ, z), geometric characteristics, and
sign convention of the joined shell are depicted in Fig. (1).
Mechanical properties of the FGM shell should be obtained
according to a homogenization technique, e.g. Voigt rule of
mixture. In this study we assume that segments consist of the
same constituents and the properties dispersion is the same for
both segments. Each property of the shell may be expressed
as
P (z, T ) = Pc (T )Vc (z) + Pm (T )Vm (z)

G OVERNING E QUATIONS

(1)

where P describes any properties of the shell and the subscripts m and c represent the properties of metal and ceramic
constituents, respectively, and V indicates the volume fraction.
Following Akbari et al. [3], a power law function may be used
to represent the volume fractions of ceramic and metal through

Consider a joined circular conical-conical shell made of
FGMs of uniform thickness h, end radii R1 , R3 , intersection
radius R2 , slanted lengths L1 and L2 , and vertex half angles
α1 and α2 . Meridional, circumferential, and normal directions
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and the components of change in curvature in the Donnell
sense compatible with the FSDT are [4]

the thickness such that
Vc =

�

1 z
+
2 h

�k

κixx = ϕix,xi

(2)

, Vm = 1 − Vc

where in the above equation, k is the power law index and
dictates the distribution of material properties through the
thickness. Material properties, as seen in Eq. (1), are assumed
to be temperature dependent. Temperature dependency of
the FGM constituents are frequently expressed based on the
Touloukian formula [2] in which higher order dependency to
the temperature is also included. Accordingly, each property
of the metal or ceramic may be written in the form
P (T ) = P0 (P−1 T −1 + 1 + P1 T + P2 T 2 + P3 T 3 )

κixθ
κixz
κiθz

(3)

i
σxx
= Q11 εixx + Q12 εiθθ − (T − T0 ) α
i
σθθ = Q12 εixx + Q22 εiθθ − (T − T0 ) α
i
= Q44 γ iθz
τθz
i
τxz
= Q55 γ ixz
i
τxθ = Q66 γ ixθ

(4)

⎧ i
εxx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ εiθθ
i
γxθ
=
⎪
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ γxz
⎭ ⎪
i
γθz
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬

⎧ i
κxx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ κiθθ
κixθ
+z
⎪
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ κxz
⎭
κiθz
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

Q44 = Q55

(9)

The components of stress resultants are obtained using the
components of stress ﬁeld as
⎫
⎧
⎫
⎧
i
i
⎬ � +h/2 ⎨ σxx
⎬
⎨ Nxx
i
i
Nθθ
σθθ
=
dz,
⎭
⎩ i ⎭
−h/2 ⎩ τ i
Nxθ
xθ
⎧
⎫
⎫
⎧
i
i
⎬ � +h/2 ⎨ σxx
⎬
⎨ Mxx
i
i
Mθθ
σθθ
z
=
dz,
⎩ i ⎭
⎩
i ⎭
−h/2
Mxθ
τxθ
� i � � +h/2 � i �
σxz
Qxz
=
dz
(10)
i
Qiθz
σθz
−h/2

(5)

Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (10) with the simultaneous aid
of Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) generates the stress resultants in terms
of the mid-surface characteristics of the shell as

1 � i �2
w,xi
2
i
v,θ
� i �2
1
cos(αi ) i sin(αi ) i
εiθθ =
+
w +
u + 2 i w,θ
i
i
i
r(x )
r(x )
r(x )
2r (x )
i
u
)
sin(α
1
,θ
i
i
i
γxθ
=
+ v,x
vi +
wi i wi
i −
r(xi )
r(xi )
r(xi ) ,x ,θ
i
i
i
γxz
= w,x
i + ϕx

εixx = ui,xi +

i
w,θ
cos (αi ) i
−
v + ϕiθ
r(xi )
r (xi )

E(z)
ν(z)E(z)
, Q12 =
1 − ν 2 (z)
1 − ν 2 (z)
E(z)
= Q66 =
2(1 + ν(z))

Q11 = Q22 =

where the components of the strain associated with the midsurface of the shell are [4]

i
γθz
=

(8)

where Qij ’s (i, j = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) are the reduced material
stiffness coefﬁcients and are obtained as follow

In the above equation u, v, and w are the meridional, circumferential, and through-the-thickness displacements, respectively. Here, u, v, and w are the meridional, circumferential,
and through-the-thickness displacements of the mid-surface,
respectively. Besides, ϕθ and ϕx are, respectively, the transverse normal rotations about the x and θ axes. Furthermore,
herein and in all the rest, superscript i takes the values of 1 and
2 and is associated with the ith. shell segment. According to
FSDT, the components of strain ﬁeld on an arbitrary point of
the conical shell may be obtained in terms of those belong
to the mid-surface of the shell and change of curvatures.
Consequently, one may write [3]
⎧ i
εxx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ εiθθ
γ ixθ
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
⎩ γ xz
γ iθz

(7)

where in the above equations (),xi and (),θ denote the
derivatives with respect to the meridian and circumferential
� �
directions of the shell, respectively. Furthermore, r xi =
i
Ri +x sin (αi ) stands for the radius of the joined shell at each
point along the length. For the case when material properties
of the shell are linearly elastic, components of stress in terms
of strains are evaluated as

Based on the ﬁrst order shear deformation theory (FSDT) of
shells, components of the displacement on a generic point may
be represented according to the mid-surface characteristics
such that
�
�
�
�
�
�
ui xi , θ, z = ui xi , θ + zϕix xi , θ
�
�
�
�
�
�
v i xi , θ, z = v i xi , θ + zϕiθ xi , θ
�
�
�
�
wi xi , θ, z = wi xi , θ

ϕiθ,θ
sin(αi ) i
+
ϕ
i
r(x )
r(xi ) x
ϕix,θ
sin(αi ) i
=
+ ϕiθ,xi −
ϕ
i
r(x )
r(xi ) θ
=0
=0

κiθθ =

i
= A11 εixx + A12 εiθθ + B11 κixx + B12 κiθθ − N T
Nxx
i
Nθθ = A12 εixx + A22 εiθθ + B12 κixx + B22 κiθθ − N T
i
i
Nxθ
= A66 γxθ
+ B66 κixθ
i
Mxx
= B11 εixx + B12 εiθθ + D11 κixx + D12 κiθθ − M T
i
Mθθ = B12 εixx + B22 εiθθ + D12 κixx + D22 κiθθ − M T
i
i
Mxθ
= B66 γxθ
+ D66 κixθ
i
i
Qθz = A44 γθz
i
Qixz = A55 γxz
(11)

(6)
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In the above equation, the constant coefﬁcients Aij , Bij , and
Dij indicate the stretching, bending-stretching, and bending
stiffnesses, respectively, which are calculated by
 +0.5h
(Aij , Bij , Dij ) =
(Qij , zQij , z 2 Qij )dz
(12)

well as bending moments and curvatures are excluded from
Eqs. (15) and (16). Therefore, the pre-buckling deformations
of shell are obtained via the solution of the following equations
[2]
i
Nxx,x
i +

−0.5h

Besides, N T and M T are the thermal force and thermal
moment resultants, which are given by
 +0.5h
1
NT =
E(z, T )α(z, T )(T − T0 )dz
−0.5h 1 − ν(z, T )
 +0.5h
z
E(z, T )α(z, T )(T − T0 )dz (13)
MT =
−0.5h 1 − ν(z, T )

cos(αi ) i
N =0
r(xi ) θθ

i
δui = 0
Nxx

in which
i
Nxx

=

A11 ui,xi

i
Nθθ
= A12 ui,xi


cos(αi ) i sin(αi ) i
+ A12
w +
u − NT
r(xi )
r(xi )


cos(αi ) i sin(αi ) i
− NT
+ A22
+
w
u
r(xi )
r(xi )
(19)

i
Nxθ,θ
sin(αi ) i
i
)=0
+
(Nxx − Nθθ
i
r(x )
r(xi )
i
Nθθ,θ
sin(αi ) i
cos (αi ) i
i
+ Nxθ,x
Nxθ +
Q =0
i + 2
i
i
r(x )
r(x )
r (xi ) θz
1
sin (αi ) i
cos (αi ) i
Qixz,xi +
Qi +
Q −
N
r (xi ) θz,θ
r (xi ) xz
r (xi ) θθ

1  i i i
i
i
r(x )Nxx w,xi + Nxθ
−
w,θ
i
r(x )
,xi


1
1
i
i
N i wi + Nxθ
−
w,x
=0
i
r(xi ) r(xi ) θθ ,θ
,θ

1
sin (αi )  i
i
i
− Qixz = 0
Mxx,x
Mi +
Mxx − Mθθ
i +
r (xi ) xθ,θ
r (xi )
1
2 sin (αi ) i
i
(15)
Mxθ,x
Mi +
Mxθ − Qiθz = 0
i +
r (xi ) θθ,θ
r (xi )

(20)

Here, a subscript ’0’ indicates the pre-buckling characteristics.
With the aid of the above equation and referring to the basic
strain-displacement relations (19), the lateral deﬂection of the
shell in pre-buckling state takes the form


r(xi )
A22 sin(αi ) i
N T − A12 ui0,xi −
w0i =
u
0
A22 cos(αi )
r(xi )
(21)
Solution of the ﬁrst equilibrium equation (17) in conjunction
with Eq. (20) yields
i
Nxx0
=

C1
r(xi )

(22)

After expanding the above expression in terms of ui0 and w0i
and usage of Eq. (21), a ﬁrst order differential equation in
terms of ui0 is obtained. Under the exact solution of such
equation along with the immovability conditions ui0 (0) =
ui0 (L2 ) = 0 (associated with Eq. (18)) one obtains the axial
compressive force of the shell as

The complete set of boundary conditions for each side of the
shell may be written as

III.



i
Nθθ0
=0

i
Nxx,x
i +

=0
=0

(18)

The linear membrane pre-buckling solution may be used
effectively for moderately long shells, where the effect of edge
zone function near the edges of the shell is not dominant. In
this research, this simple approach is employed to obtain the
pre-buckling deformations. Based on the second of equilibrium
equations (17), the circumferential stress resultant in prebuckling state is equal to zero

Integrating the above expression with respect to z and performing the Green-Guass theorem to relieve the virtual displacement gradients results in the expressions for the nonlinear
equilibrium equations of the FGM conical shell as

i
δϕix
Mxx
i
δϕiθ
Mxθ

(17)

along with the next boundary conditions [2]

The complete set of nonlinear equilibrium equations and the
associated boundary conditions may be obtained with the aid
of static version of virtual displacements. For a conical shell
that is subjected to pure thermal loading, the total energy of
the shell in an equilibrium position takes the form
 Li  2π  +h/2
i
i
δU i =
(σxx
δεixx + σθθ
δεiθθ
0
−h/2
0

i
i
i
i
i
i
+τxθ
δγxθ
+ τxz
δγxz
+ τθz
δγθz
(14)
r(xi )dzdθdxi

i
Nxx
δui = 0
i
Nxθ
δv i = 0

i
i
Qixz + Nxx
w,x
i +

sin(αi ) i
i
(Nxx − Nθθ
)=0
r(xi )


1
i
i
δwi = 0
w
N
r(xi ) xθ ,θ

i
=
Nxx0

(A12 − A22 ) sin(αi )Li
NT
A22 r(xi ) ln (1 + Li sin(αi )/Ri )

IV.

(16)

(23)

S TABILITY EQUATIONS

Linearized stability equations are obtained by the concept
of adjacent equilibrium criterion. According to this criterion,
which is based on the perturbation technique, the components
of displacements on primary equilibrium path are perturbed
inﬁnitesimally to establish an adjacent equilibrium position.

P REBUCKLING SOLUTION , L INEAR MEMBRANE
APPROACH

Linear membrane approach is used to ﬁnd the prebuckling
forces. In this approach, the von-Karman improvements as
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Therefore, displacement components associated with the secondary equilibrium path are
⎧ i
⎫ ⎧
⎫ ⎧
⎫
u (x, θ) ⎪ ⎪ ui0 (x) ⎪ ⎪ ui1 (x, θ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ v0i (x) ⎪
⎨ v1i (x, θ) ⎪
⎨ v i (x, θ) ⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎬
i
i
i
w (x, θ)
w0 (x)
w1 (x, θ)
=
+
(24)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i
i
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
(x,
θ)
(x,
θ)
(x,
θ)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ xi
⎭ ⎩ x0
⎭ ⎩ x1
⎭
ϕθ (x, θ)
ϕiθ0 (x, θ)
ϕiθ1 (x, θ)

and similarly the compatibility of the stress resultants at the
intersection results is
1
2
cos(α1 ) − Q1xz1 sin(α1 ) = Nxx1
cos(α2 ) − Q2xz1 sin(α2 )
Nxx1
1
2
Nxx1
sin(α1 ) + Q1xz1 cos(α1 ) = Nxx1
sin(α2 ) + Q2xz1 cos(α2 )
1
2
Mxx1 = Mxx1
1
2
Nxθ1
= Nxθ1
1
2
Mxθ1 = Mxθ1
(29)

where displacement components with subscript 1 are inﬁnitesimal and nonzero displacements. After substitution of the
above equation into Eq. (11), the incremental values of stress
resultants are obtained. Since the incremental displacements
are small enough, stability equations associated with the equilibrium equations (15) are as follow

V.

The stability equations (25) and boundary conditions (27)
may be expressed in terms of the incremental displacements
u1 , v1 , w1 , ϕx1 and ϕθ1 . To this end, linearized expansion of
stress resultant in terms of displacements from Eq. (11) should
be settled into Eqs. (25) and (27). Referring to the deﬁnition of
normal force and bending moment resultants from Eq. (11) and
the motion equations (15), the following separation of variables
exactly satisﬁes the periodicity conditions of the ﬁeld variables
and is also compatible with the motion equations (11) and
matching conditions (28) and (29).

i
Nxθ1,θ
sin(αi ) i
i
+
(Nxx1 − Nθθ1
)=0
r(xi )
r(xi )
i
Nθθ1,θ
sin(αi ) i
cos (αi ) i
i
+
=0
+ Nxθ1,x
N
Q
i + 2
r(xi )
r(xi ) xθ1
r (xi ) θz1
1
sin (αi ) i
cos (αi ) i
Qixz1,xi +
Qiθz1,θ +
Qxz1 −
N
i
i
r (x )
r (x )
r (xi ) θθ1
�
�
1
i
i
i
i
r(xi )Nxx0
−
w1,x
i + Nxθ0 w1,θ
r(xi )
,xi
�
�
1
1
i
i
N i wi + Nxθ0
−
w1,x
=0
i
r(xi ) r(xi ) θθ0 1,θ
,θ
�
1
sin (αi ) � i
i
i
i
+
Mxx1,x
Mxθ1,θ
Mxx1 − Mθθ1
i +
i
i
r (x )
r (x )
− Qixz1 = 0
1
2 sin (αi ) i
i
Mi
Mxθ1 − Qiθz1 = 0 (25)
+
Mxθ1,x
i +
r (xi ) θθ1,θ
r (xi )
Using (16) the complete set of incremental boundary conditions for each side of the shell take the form
i
Nxx1,x
i +

i
δui1 = 0
Nxx1
i
Nxθ1
δv1i = 0
�
i
i
Qixz1 + Nxx0
w1,x
i +
i
δϕix1 = 0
Mxx1
i
Mxθ δϕiθ1 = 0

ui1 (xi , θ) = sin(nθ)U i (xi )
v1i (xi , θ) = cos(nθ)V i (xi )
w1i (xi , θ) = sin(nθ)W i (xi )
ϕix1 (xi , θ) = sin(nθ)Φix (xi )
ϕiθ1 (xi , θ) = cos(nθ)Φiθ (xi )

(30)

where in the above equation n is the wave number through the
circumferential direction. Substitution of the above equation
into the stability equations (25) results into new ten coupled ordinary differential equations in terms of the unknown throughthe-meridian functions U i (xi ), V i (xi ), W i (xi ), Φix (xi ) and
Φiθ (xi ). The transformed equations and the associated boundary conditions for the i-th. segment are given here (for the sake
of simplicity, the superscript i is dropped out). The stability
equation in axial direction is

�
1
i
i
δw1i = 0
N w
r(xi ) xθ0 1,θ

A12
(sin (α) U,x − nV,x + cos (α) W,x ) +
r (x)
B12
(sin (α) Φx,x − nΦθ,x ) −
B11 Φx,xx +
r (x)
B12 sin (α)
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ ) +
r2 (x)
�
A66 � 2
−n U + n sin (α) V − nr (x) V,x +
r2 (x)
�
B66 � 2
−n Φx + n sin (α) Φθ − nr (x) Φθ,x +
2
r (x)
(A11 − A12 )
sin (α) U,x −
r (x)
A22 sin (α)
(sin (α) U − nV + cos (α) W ) +
r2 (x)
(B11 − B12 ) sin (α)
Φx,x +
r (x)
(B12 − B22 ) sin (α)
(31)
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ ) = 0
r2 (x)

A11 U,xx +

(26)

For the two ends of the conical shell, various types of boundary
conditions may be deﬁned. In this study each of the edges
x1 = 0 and x2 = L2 may be clamped (C) or simply supported
(S).
C : ui1 = v1i = w1i = ϕix1 = ϕiθ1 = 0
i
S : ui1 = v1i = w1i = Mxx1
= ϕiθ1 = 0

S OLUTION P ROCEDURE

(27)

At the intersection of the shell system, the continuity of
displacement components as well as the force and moment
resultants should be satisﬁed. The compatibility of the displacements at the intersection reads
u11 cos(α1 ) − w11 sin(α1 ) = u21 cos(α2 ) − w12 sin(α2 )
u11 sin(α1 ) + w11 cos(α1 ) = u21 sin(α2 ) + w12 cos(α2 )
v11 = v12
ϕ1x1 = ϕ2x1
ϕ1θ1 = ϕ2θ1
(28)
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The stability equation in circumferential direction is

The stability equation of moment resultants about circumferential direction is


A12
A22 
nU,x + 2
nU sin (α) − n2 V + n cos (α) W +
r (x)
r (x)

B12
B22 
nΦx,x + 2
n sin (α) Φx − n2 Φθ +
r (x)
r (x)
A66 sin (α)
(nU − sin (α) V + r (x) V,x ) +
r2 (x)
B66 sin (α)
(nΦx − sin (α) Φθ + r (x) Φθ,x ) +
r2 (x)
A66
B66
(nU,x + r (x) V,xx ) +
(nΦx,x + r (x) Φθ,xx ) +
r (x)
r (x)
A44 cos (α)
(32)
(− cos (α) V + r (x) Φθ + nW ) = 0
r2 (x)

B66
D66
(nU,x + r (x) V,xx ) +
(nΦx,x + r (x) Φθ,xx ) +
r (x)
r (x)

B12
B22 
nU,x + 2
n sin (α) U − n2 V + n cos (α) W +
r (x)
r (x)

D12
D22 
nΦx,x + 2
n sin (α) Φx − n2 Φθ +
r (x)
r (x)
B66 sin (α)
(nU − sin (α) V + r (x) V,x ) +
r2(x)
D66 sin (α)
(nΦx − sin (α) Φθ + r (x) Φθ,x ) −
r2 (x)
A44
(−V cos (α) + r (x) Φθ + nW ) = 0
(35)
r (x)
Similarly, one should interpret the boundary conditions (27)
with the aid of variable change (30). While the transformation
of essential boundary conditions is straightforward, the natural
type of boundary conditions after change of variables (30) take
the following form

The stability equation in transverse direction is
−A12 cos (α)
U,x −
r (x)
A22 cos (α)
(sin (α) U − nV + cos (α) W ) −
r2 (x)
B12
B22 cos (α)
cos (α) Φx,x −
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ ) +
r (x)
r2 (x)
A55 sin (α)
(Φx + W,x ) + κA55 (Φx,x + W,xx ) +
r (x)

A44 
n cos (α) V − nr (x) Φθ − n2 W −
r2 (x)
(A12 − A22 ) sin (α) LN T
(33)
W,xx = 0
A22 ln (1 + L sin (α) /R1 )

Nxx = A11 U,x +
B11 Φx,x +
Nxθ =

A12
(sin (α) U − nV + cos (α) W ) +
r (x)

B12
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ )
r (x)

A66
(nU − sin (α) V + r (x) V,x ) +
r (x)

B66
(nΦx − sin (α) Φθ + r (x) Φθ,x )
r (x)
B12
Mxx = B11 U,x +
(sin (α) U − nV + cos (α) W ) +
r (x)
D12
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ )
D11 Φx,x +
r (x)
B66
(nU − sin (α) V + r (x) V,x ) +
Mxθ =
r (x)
D66
(nΦx − sin (α) Φθ + r (x) Φθ,x )
r (x)
Qxz = A55 (Φx + W,x )
(36)

The stability equation of moment resultants about axial direction is
B12
(sin (α) U,x − nV,x + cos (α) W,x ) +
r (x)
D12
D11 Φ,xx +
(sin (α) Φx,x − nΦθ,x ) −
r (x)
D12 sin (α)
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ ) +
r2 (x)

B66  2
−n U + n sin (α) V − nr (x) V,x +
2
r (x)

D66  2
−n Φx + n sin (α) Φθ − nr (x) Φθ,x +
r2 (x)
(B11 − B12 ) sin (α)
U,x −
r (x)
B22 sin (α)
(sin (α) U − nV + cos (α) W ) +
r2 (x)
(D11 − D12 ) sin (α)
Φx,x +
r (x)
(D12 − D22 ) sin (α)
(sin (α) Φx − nΦθ ) −
r2 (x)
A55 (Φx + W,x ) = 0
(34)
B11 U,xx +

As expected, Eqs. (31) to (35) along with a proper choice
of boundary and matching conditions results in a system of
homogeneous equations. To solve the system of equations as
an eigenvalue problem, the GDQ method is implemented to
transform the ordinary differential equations (31)-(35) into a
new linear algebraic equations. The GDQ method is quietly
well-known and its details are not repeated herein. Meanwhile
one may refer to [5] for more details.
VI.

N UMERICAL R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

1) Comparison studies: In this section, the critical buckling
temperature Tcr (◦ C) of a class of conical shell made of
SU S304 and Al2O3 is evaluated and compared with the
results of Bhangale et al. [1] in Table I. Thermomechanical
properties of both of the constituents are highly temperature
dependent. Temperature-dependent coefﬁcients for SU S304
and Al2 O3 are given in reference [2].
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450

TABLE I.
Tcr [o C] OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT Al2 O3 /SU S304
C − C FGM CONICAL SHELLS . P ROPERTIES OF THE SHELL ARE
L/h = 304.7896.

0.0
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0
15.0
100
1000

α = 15o , R1 /h = 252.5573
Bhangale et al. [1]
Present
151.11
151.2 (−0.07%)
183.25
181.29 (1.07%)
202.89
199.47 (1.69%)
254.20
250.06 (1.63%)
270.86
267.24 (1.34%)
278.18
274.79 (1.22%)
294.95
290.90 (1.37%)
296.35
293.00 (1.13%)

350

ΔTcr

k

ΔTcr

350
300
250
200

250

150

R1 /h = 100
L/h = 200
L1 /L2 = 3
k=1

α1 = 0.001 ◦

α2 = 15 ◦

300

α2 = 30 ◦

200

450
400

α2 = 0.001 ◦

400

100
100

α2 = 45 ◦
R1 /h = L1 /h = 100
α1 = 0.001 ◦
k=1
150

200
L2 /h

250

300

Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of length of second shell on critical buckling temperature
difference of conical shells.

α1 = 15 ◦

600

α1 = 30 ◦

R1 /h = 100
L/h = 250
L1 /L2 = 2/3
α1 = 0.001 ◦
k=1

550

α1 = 45 ◦

500
450

150
−45

−30

−15

0
α2 (◦ )

15

30

45

ΔTcr

400
100
−60

60

α2 = 0.001 ◦

350
300

Fig. 2. Infuluence of semi vertex angle of second shell on critical buckling
temperature difference of conical shells.

α2 = 15 ◦

250

α2 = 30 ◦

200

2) Parametric studies: In this section, a ceramic-metal
FGM conical shell made of SU S304 and Si3 N4 is considered.
Thermomechanical properties of both of the constituents are
highly temperature dependent. Temperature-dependent coefﬁcients for SU S304 and Si3 N4 are available in reference [2].
The critical buckling temperature difference of conical shells
versus α2 for different values of α1 is shown in Fig. 2. It can be
observed that where the two angles of the shell becomes equal,
a sudden drop is occurred in the critical buckling temperature.
The critical buckling temperature difference of conical shells
versus L2 /h for different values of α2 is illustrated in Fig. 3.
It can be observed that critical buckling temperature difference
decreases when L2 /h increases. Inﬂuence of power law index
on critical buckling temperature difference of conical shell for
different values of α2 is illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be observed
that critical buckling temperature difference decreases when
power law index increases. Inﬂuence of edge support on the
mode shape of conical shells are illustrated in Fig. 5.
VII.

α2 = 45 ◦

150
100
0

2

4

k

6

8

10

Fig. 4. Inﬂuence of length of second shell on critical buckling temperature
difference of conical shells.

to a power law expression and temperature dependency is
regarded. Linear membrane Prebuckling approach is used.
These equations are solved via a hybrid Fourier-GDQ method.
It is shown that the critical buckling temperature of conical
shells decreases permanently with the increase in shell length
and power law index. Also, it is illustrated that when the semi
vertex angle of two shells are approaching to a same value,
the critical temperature difference decreases abruptly.
Acknowledgement: This research has been supported by
the Iran National Science Foundation.

C ONCLUSION

Linear thermal buckling of a joined conical shell made of
functionally graded materials is investigated in this study. The
shell is formulated using the Donnell kinematic assumptions
accounting for the von-Karman type of geometrical nonlinearity. Material properties of the shell are obtained according
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Abstract — A pioneer study for dew harvesting from
atmospheric air in the mid highest of the west bank in
Palestine was taking its place for a full year. Four
galvanized iron plates each of 0.5 m2 area were exposed to
ambient air in a setup towards the 4 directions with 30 o
inclination each, available dew was collected each morning
from these plates, amounts of water were measured
against the average temperature and relative humidity for
one year cycle. The northern exposed plate registered the
maximum amount of dew which was 190 ml/m2/night at
average ambient temperature of 13oC, and about 100%
relative humidity, while other plates could produce
between 130 and 153 ml/m2/night. During this study results
were measured during 59 nights. Unfortunately this year
(2014/2015) was different from other years by the limited
unusual dew production nights, the usual producing nights
(below 19oC temperature and above 40% relative
humidity) about 120 nights could produce dew. In
comparison to annual rainfall at Birzeit station (579.6
mm). 27 mm of dew (extra 8%) could be added to this
amount if it is to be collected.

occupation that imposes restrictions and difficulties on using
their underground water. Starting from this point, this research
is a trial to find solutions to reduce the scarcity of water in
Palestine, especially in the West Bank and Gaza strip.
Because of the variety of geographical location and
strategic position of Palestine in the Middle–East, the
existence of many water basins groundwater, rivers, and lakes,
such as Jordan River basin and Tiberias Lake. These
Palestinian water resources are controlled by occupation

Keywords— dew harvesting, relative humidity, ambient
temperature, atmospheric air

I. INTRODUCTION
Water scarcity is one of the main problems to be
challenged by Palestinian society. Because of the increasing in
the rate of the population growth, increasing the demand of
water for several uses in our agriculture, industry, and living
life, and with limited water resources, Palestinians are always
looking for alternative and renewable sources of water.
Another important reason for this scarcity is the Israeli

Figure (1) West Bank Map
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which undermines any possibility for sustainable development
and violates Palestinian’s human right to safe, accessible, and
adequate
drinking
water.
Occupation controls
a
disproportionate amount of the two water systems that are
shares with Palestine. It effectively controls 100% of Jordan
River basin, more than 80% of underground water resources
from the western (mountain) aquifer, and uses 85% of
groundwater resources available in the West Bank for
supplying 25% of occupation water consumption outside the
West Bank. According to the Palestinian Water Authority [1]
the amount of available water reaches to 349.2 million cubic
meter in 2012, about 56.6 mcm bought from the Israeli Water
Company ―Mekorot‖, comprising 28% is supplied for
domestic water sector.
The consumption of more than 500,000 occupation
settlers is about six times higher than the 2.6 million
Palestinians in the West Bank. Moreover, the Palestinian
average water consumption of 73 liter per capita per day
compared to 369 liters per capita per day for the settlers, this
does not reach the minimum consumption level of 100 liters
recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO).
In addition to other many actions of occupation
against the Palestinians, like irregularity in water supply
across the West Bank; particularly in summer months, water
distribution network loses of 30 –50% because of preventing
of repair, no piped water at all in many West Bank villages,
and many Palestinians must buy water, either from Mekorot,
or private suppliers that makes it expensive. All these reasons
motivate Palestinians to look seriously for other water
resources, dew harvesting is one of them, and this is the main
purpose of this research.

Figure (2): Birzeit town located in
Ramallah – Palestine
the purpose of this research. The weather conditions and the
geographical location of Birzeit were got from the Center of
the Palestinian Meteorological Department for all the
collecting data period [2].

II. LOCATION AND WEATHER
According to the distinct location of Palestine in the
east
side
of
the
Mediterranean
Sea
(latitude
31° 53′ 0″ N, longitude 35° 12′ 0″ E), it’s allowed to have
variety of climates, from humid Mediterranean, sub –
Mediterranean, semi – arid, arid, and hyper – arid climate.
Besides the variety in the temperatures and humidity ratios,
that ranging between 2 oC, 99% in winter and 40 oC, 40% in
summer. This diversity related to variety in topographical
areas in Palestine. The central mountains in Palestine (contain
mountains of Nablus, Ramallah, and Jerusalem) especially in
Birzeit University Campus which is located in Birzeit –
Ramallah (latitude 31°58′20″N, longitude 35°11′44″E) of
height about 700 m above the sea level, it was selected as the
location for set up of experiment to collect dew water data for

III. LITTERATURE REVIEW
Atmospheric air contains water in a very small
percentages, these amounts of water vapor depend upon
atmospheric conditions such as pressure, temperature,
location…etc.
Water in air is usually found in the vapor form, if the
temperature is reduced to a certain level, condensation will
occur; droplets of water will be produced, this temperature is
called dew point temperature. Dew forms in cool nights with
clear skies and light winds.
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of production of 1 litter compared to the water price found in
the market, they found out that it is 3% less.
Lekouch et. al,[7], investigated the dew, fog, and rain
as supplementary sources of water in south-western Morocco.
They used a dry land area to collect fog, dew, and rain for one
year, they intended to use the water for alternative or
supplemental sources of water. They built four passive dew
condensers and a passive fog net collector, each of 1m2
surface. During the observation period, 178 dew events
(18.85)mm, corresponding to almost 40% of the yearly rain
contribution (48.7 mm, 31 events). Their cost analysis showed
that with little investment, the population of the arid and semiarid coastal areas of south-western north Africa could make
dew water useful supplementary alternative water resource.
A comparison among dew amounts in different
landscapes in Guangzhou, China was investigated by Youhua
et al [8]. A significant difference between dew amounts in
forests, residential, commercial, and industrial landscapes, and
forests registered the highest amounts, followed by industrial,
commercial, and residential landscapes respectively.
Other methods are used in dew harvesting such as
high-mass system, radioactive collector, irradiative condenser,
inverted pyramid dew condenser, fog-net catchers, she-oak
trees, funnels, and so on. All these types are under test and
research, some of them might be of useful interest [9-12].
Research on dew harvesting has not been started yet
in Occupied Palestine, this is the first trial to investigate such a
subject, so it will be a new door that could be opened for fresh
water production with very low costs, this water production
could help in some cases where the scarcity of water is found
in some villages and areas due to the hard situation that
Palestinians suffer. Dew harvesting is zero energy process,
with no operating cost in order to get the fresh water.

Figure (3): Dew water collector panels that used to
collecting data in this research
Early efforts to condense dew were started by
Greeks. Some of the most famous old practice and humanmade dew harvesting sites include; the stone piles in Ukraine,
dew ponds from southern England and even volcanic stone in
the fields of Lanzarote. More such efforts were made in the
early part of last century, efforts were mostly unsuccessful [3].
Montieth [4] registered peak dew yield on locations
around the world on artificial surfaces. In Jamaica, South
England, inside Occupied Palestine (Israel), and Munich it
was 430 ml/m2 , Germany Baltic coast 370 ml/m2 , Moravia
250 ml/m2 , France Montpellier 220 ml/m2 Moscow 220ml/m2
and Romania 170 ml/m2.
Griga Sharan[5,6] used 3 materials in a prototype to
measure dew, galvanized iron metal sheets (PETB) film, and
aluminum sheet that were tested over a season, he collected
(19.4 l/m2) from PETB, followed by GI (15.6 l/m2) and
aluminum (9 l/m2). Results show the total amount collected
over the season differed to small extent with the orientation of
units, he found out that the west and north oriented units are
the best, east oriented units registered 5% less, while south
oriented unites reported 15% less.
On a large scale dew collectors Sharan et. al.[6],
investigated a very large dew and rain ridge collector in the
Kutch area (Indea). They compared a 850m2 dew condenser
on ground facility that has a ridge and trough architecture,
they compared it with 4 small 1m2 condensers oriented to the
4 directions, a reduction of 42% in dew collection was
registered by the large condenser, they explained that due to
the orientation of the large condenser that was mismatched
about 100o to the right direction. They also calculated the price

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Four galvanized iron plates each of 0.5 m2 were
mounted on a table base of 80 cm height, each plate was
directed towards one direction (North, East, West and South),
and the plates were.mounted on a 30o inclination and ended
with collecting graduated flask for dew collection and
measurement.
Data were collected in each day that dew formed at 8
O’clock in the morning at the beginning of the working day,
measurements started from the beginning of May 2014 and
ended by the end of April 2014, the total is one year, during
this year 59 days could produce dew in different amounts for
each plate. Two major factors were taken into consideration
average ambient temperature and relative humidity; since
these are the most dominant factors affecting dew collection,
other factors such as wind speed and cloud coverage were not
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VI. DISCUSSION

taken into consideration dew to their minor effect according to
Youhua Ye et al. [8]

It is known that dew is a natural phenomenon, and it
is condensation is a natural physical process. In fact the impact
factors for dew amounts are complicated, generally, the
formation of dew is referred to aerodynamic and
thermodynamic, surface meteorological parameters and
surface properties.
Results showed that dew amounts are increased with
increasing relative humidity started at 40% and above, which
was consistent with many other investigations [8], based on a
certain air pressure the air water vapor is related to the dew
point, which is the lowest temperature that water vapor in air
begins to condensate.
Ambient temperature is another kind of impact factor
on dew formation, that dew was highly influenced by
temperature. There is a negative relationship between
temperature and collected dew especially if the temperature is
above the dew point, dew ceased to form at 19 oC and above.
Wind speed is also considered as an impact factor on
dew formation, since the average wind speed in the mid
heights of the west bank are low, 0.1-2 m/s, its effect was
negligible in this study, the differences in maximum and
average amounts may refer to wind directions, that is why the
northern panel recorded the highest dew values, since the wind
direction in this area is mostly from west and south which
effect on the amounts of the dew by carrying water droplets
with moving air.

V. RESULTS
Amounts of dew were collected at the early
mornings, the maximum recorded amount of collected dew
water for the eastern plate was about 130 ml/m2 twice, one
was at ambient temperature of 8.5oC, 98% relative humidity,
and the other was at13oC and 100% relative humidity the
average value for all the period was about 63 mm.
Figure 4 shows dew amounts against both ambient
temperature and relative humidity, while figure 5 shows the
combined effect of temperature and relative humidity on the
amount of dew.
For the western plate, the maximum dew amount was
153 ml/m2 /night at ambient temperature of 13 oC and
humidity ratio of almost 100%, the average amount was about
88 ml, while the northern plate registered up to 190 ml/m 2 at
ambient temperature 13 oC and humidity ratio almost 100with
an average amount of 74 ml. The southern registered a
maximum dew amount of 130 ml/m2 /night at ambient
temperature of 8 oC and humidity ratio almost 100%, with an
average annual amount of 76 ml. doing a simple average for
all these collectors results a 75 ml for annual dew collection.
A linear relation for both variables with dew amount
were correlated, all the equations and average amounts are
tabulated in Table (1)
According to Palestinian meteorological
department Birzeit annual average rainfall is 579.6 mm, if this
amount is to be collected, an addition amount of 27mm dew
could be collected, this means extra 8% of water from dew
could be harvested above annual rain collection.

Table (1): Linear relationships between the dew water amounts, ambient temperature, humidity ratio and their
averages and highest amounts in each direction.
Dew amounts
Dew amounts
Average dew amounts
Highest dew
.vs.
.vs.
during the whole period
water amounts
Direction
Ambient Temperature
Humidity Ratio
[mL/m2]
[mL/m2]
y = - 0.8979 x + 74.801
y = 0.9834 x - 27.541
62.85
130
East
y = - 1.9634 x + 114.37
y = 2.0663 x - 101.05
88.32
153
West
y = - 2.6648 x + 109.52
y = 1.298 x - 44.985
74.24
190
North
y = - 0.6085 x + 83.636
y = 1.2054 x - 35.445
75.59
130
South
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Figure (6): Dew water amounts relationship with ambient
temperature and humidity ratio from the Western panel.

Figure (4): Dew water amounts relationship with ambient
temperature and humidity ratio from the Eastern panel.

Figure (7): Dew water amounts that collected from the
Western panel of dew collector device

Figure (5): Dew water amounts that collected from the Eastern
panel of dew collector device.
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Figure (10): Dew water amounts relationship with ambient
temperature and humidity ratio from the Southern panel

Figure (8): Dew water amounts relationship with ambient
temperature and humidity ratio from the Northern panel.

Figure (9): Dew water amounts that collected from the North
panel of dew collector device

Figure (11): Dew water amounts that collected from the
Southern panel of dew collector device.
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VII. CONCLUSION
A basic idea about dew harvesting in the mid heights
of the west bank of Palestine was taken. It was found that with
humidity over 40% and ambient temperature below 19 oC,
there is a possibility to harvest dew from the galvanized iron
roofs especially for agricultural halls and firms which are
widely spread in Palestine. Large amounts could be collected
in humid nights that could decrease the difficulty of getting
potable water for agricultural and home uses in the rural areas.
Part of Palestine which is the western costal region which is
very humid is prepared for more dew collection. In general the
geographical location of Palestine in the middle-East made it a
suitable location for the dew harvesting.
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Tang and Huang [3] report that air conditioning in commercial
buildings constitutes 30-50% of the cost of running buildings in
China. This picture is repeated in other parts of the world and
can be worse for tropical and sub-tropical regions. In South
Africa, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC),
accounts for 15% of the total energy consumption. Botha [4]
suggests that 30% of this consumption can be saved through
better management of air conditioning systems. In addition,
Chua, Chou, Yang and Yan [5] predict a global rise in building
energy consumption from the current average levels of 20% of
total energy use to levels around 40%. Cited reasons for this
growth are population growth, greater demand for building
services, the need for better comfort levels and longer duration
of time spent by occupants in buildings. Although climate
change is not mentioned, it is expected to be a major contributing
factor. Given this background, it is clear that reducing energy
consumption in HVAC systems will lead to better demand side
management of energy consumption patterns.

Abstract— Displacement ventilation is a low cost ventilation
technique used in distributing conditioned air in Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. This is a
ventilation strategy well suited to significantly reduce building
energy consumption in this age of high energy costs, global
warming and climate change. This is achieved through the
leveraging of natural buoyancy driven flow in the conditioned
space in a way that minimizes energy expenditure in supply and
extraction fans. In addition, the conditioned air is supplied at
higher temperature implying lower energy demand for cooling
units. The global legislative move towards greener buildings
demands the use of sustainable and energy efficient air
conditioning systems of which displacement ventilation makes a
major contribution. One of the challenges in using displacement
ventilation is the stratified temperature distribution in the
conditioned space. The temperature gradients between the ceiling
and the floor can lead to decreased comfort conditions. One
approach to overcome this problem is to use the chilled ceiling.
How does one size the chilled ceiling system in such cases? The
purpose of this paper is to present a detailed design analysis of a
displacement ventilation chamber that includes chilled ceiling.
The chamber utilizes an under floor air supply system into a
conditioned space configured to represent typical office space. The
construction and performance testing of the displacement
ventilation testing chamber is then reported in a subsequent paper.

Displacement ventilation is an HVAC technology that has
been largely neglected in South Africa but has potential to
significantly reduce building energy consumption levels. Other
technologies that can be employed include renewable energy
assisted HVAC (e.g. using solar energy) [6], use of more
efficient HVAC components (e.g. compressors) [7], passive
cooling and cold storage using phase change materials (PCM)
[8]. Displacement ventilation is a ventilation technique in which
conditioned air is supplied to the conditioned space at a lower
velocity and higher temperature when compared to conventional
ventilation techniques. Lower supply velocity translates to lower
fan power and elevated supply temperatures imply lower power
consumption in the chiller. The conditioned air in DV is supplied
into the conditioned space at the lowest level possible and
exhausted at the highest level possible. This is usually done
using under floor air distribution (UFAD) systems [9]. As the
cool air comes into contact with heat sources such as human
bodies, computers etc., heat is transfer to the air which becomes
lighter. Due to buoyancy forces, the warm air rises forming a
thermal plume [10]. Thermal plumes formed in the conditioned
space are therefore the transport vehicles for the heat generated
in the space and also aid in removing contaminated air in order
to maintain required indoor air quality (IAQ). The warm
contaminated air at the ceiling level is exhausted through ceiling
mounted exhaust grilles.

Keywords— HVAC, Displacement ventilation, Chilled ceiling,
Design

I. INTRODUCTION
South Africa is currently experiencing a severe energy
supply crisis characterized by frequent load shedding spells. The
main challenge is low availability of base load plant which has
led the national utility to use gas turbines to cover base load
shortfalls. In addition, this problem arises from a period of
stagnation in new generation capacity growth and limited asset
maintenance. Current efforts to address this problem focus
mainly on generating capacity with minimal consideration of
demand side management technologies. There is need to address
the power consumption of such services as HVAC systems. For
example, commercial buildings consume a significant portion of
the total energy usage in any country. USA data shows that
HVAC systems consume about 50% of building energy
consumption [1]. This represents approximately 20% of national
energy consumption. In Europe building energy consumption is
reported to be 40% of the total energy requirement [2]. Luo,
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wooden panels. Beneath the floor is a plenum 400 mm high. Air
is supplied to the plenum through an air handling unit. The air
then enters the room from the plenum through four 150 mm
diameter type FB Trox Technik floor mounted circular diffusers
as shown in Fig. 2 [13].

Despite the lower power consumption achieved using DV,
the resultant stratified vertical temperature distribution poses
serious challenges to thermal comfort. Investigations by
Webster, Bauman and Reese [11] have shown that the
temperature gradient between 0.1 and 1.7 m from the floor for
UFAD can be as high as 3.8o C depending on the air supply rate,
diffuser swirl and other parameters. The temperature difference
from head to foot for thermal comfort is specified in various
standards such as ASHRAE 55-2010 [12] to be 3o. Therefore if
thermal comfort conditions are violated, there is need to
implement strategies to reduce that temperature gradient. One of
the strategies that have been implemented in reducing the
thermal gradient in the conditioned space is the use of chilled
ceilings.
More work is therefore required to understand the procedure
and process of designing chilled ceiling systems especially for
direct expansion HVAC systems. Most available design
procedures have been developed for chilled water central
systems in which part of the chilled water is passed through
ceiling mounted panels. Unfortunately, this cannot be applied to
direct split systems where the chiller is serving only one room.
Can the same design approaches be used and how effective
would they be?

Fig. 2: Configuration of the testing chamber

The space simulations a typical office which can accommodate
two sitting people. Common office equipment such as computer,
printer and telephone should be accommodated. Other heat
sources include 4 by 36 W lights.
C. Technical Specifications
The key technical requirements for the design are;

II. DESIGN SPECIFICATION
A. Aim of the Design
The purpose of this work is to design a chilled ceiling system
that can be retrofitted into an existing displacement ventilation
testing chamber. The testing chamber operates as a standalone
systems with direct expansion cooling in which the air is
supplied by an air handling unit through floor mounted supply
diffusers and exhaust through ceiling mounted exhaust grills.
B. System Description
The testing chamber into which the chilled ceiling would be
mounted is already available. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of
the chamber in isometric view.

1.

Target indoor conditions are: T = 22.5-26oC with a
relative humidity of 60%

2.

7.5 L/s per person desirable

3.

Reduce temperature gradients to within 3K from 0.1m
above floor level to 1.1 meters above floor level

4.

Provide the required cooling load

5.

Ensure the required indoor air quality is maintained

Air quality requirements should meet the specifications of
ASHRAE 55-2010 [12].
III. DETAIL DESIGN ANALYSIS
A. Description of Design Concept
The configuration of the selection concept for the design is
shown in Fig. 2. The HVAC system would consist of two
independent cooling units, one for ceiling cooling and the other
for conditioning the supply air. The system for conditioning
supply air is already installed which makes it easier to add a
separate ceiling cooling unit without affecting the existing
system.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Configuration of the testing chamber

The room is located on the ground floor of mechanical
engineering workshop with a mezzanine floor above it. Three
walls are internal to the workshop while one external wall faces
south. The inside of the room has a length of 3.9 m, a width of
2.83 m and a height of 2.62 m (floor to ceiling). The room has a
single door on the eastern wall of dimensions 0.04 × 0.84 ×
1.97m and a single window on the southern wall of dimensions
1.94 × 1.80 m which is covered by a 3 mm thick glass. The door
has an undercut of 10 mm. The ceiling in the room is made of

Fig. 3: Configuration of design concept
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The summary of the cooling loads from the load estimate
analysis is given in Table III.

B. Cooling Load Determination
Cooling load calculations were conducted in accordance to
the ASHRAE Fundamentals of HVAC handbook. The rate of
heat transfer across the exterior walls into the conditioned space
is given by:

TABLE III.
Source

(1)

𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑤𝑤 = 𝑈𝑈 𝐴𝐴 (𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 )

where U is the thermal conductance, A is the area through which
heat is flowing, Tad is the external temperature and Tr is the target
room temperature. The flow of the room is considered to be
adiabatic. Cooling load due to the supply air is estimated by:
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑉𝑉̇ 𝜌𝜌 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 (𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 )

(2)

𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑉𝑉̇ 𝜌𝜌 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 − 𝜔𝜔𝑟𝑟 )

(3)

where 𝑉𝑉̇ is the volumetric flow rate, ρ is the air density and Cp is
constant heat capacity and To is the air temperature as it enters
the cooler. For latent heat, the equation 3 was used.

The areas of the walls enclosing the space are given in Table
TABLE I.
Wall

AREAS OF THE ENVELOP WALLS
Window & Door
(m)

North

10.4

-

East

7.4

1.76 (door)

South

10.4

3.53 (window)

West

7.4

-

Ceiling

11.2

-

Material

WALL MATERIAL THERMAL PROPERTIES
Properties
Thermal Resistance
(m2K/W)

Thickness
(m)

Gypsum Plaster

0.0934

0.015

Asbestos Board

0.0820

0.047

Cement Plaster

0.2000

0.01

Brick

0.1600

0.115

Glass

0.0042

0.004

0.0000586

0.003

Perlite Aggregate

0.0280

0.02

Air Space

0.1400

-

Zinc Sheathing

External Wall & Window

240.62

Partition Walls

78.62

Ventilation & Infilatration

233.19

Internal Sources

574.58

Total

1127.01

Therefore, following the guidelines of Tan, Murata, Aoki
and Kurabuchi [14] and the procedure outlined by Novoselac
and Srebric [15], the ratio of the total cooling load extracted by
the DV system (R) works out to be 65% in order to meet the
temperature difference of 2.5o between the ankle and the head
(0.1 m to 1.1 m from the floor). Hence the cooling load to be
carried by the chilled ceiling is the balance which is 35% i.e.
395.45 W.

The thermal properties of the materials from which the walls
are made are given in Table II.
TABLE II.

(W)

C. Ceiling Cooling Load Estimation
The design of separate chilled ceiling for displacement
ventilation is more challenging than a combined ceiling
ceiling/displacement ventilation (CC/DV) system due to the
complex flow regimes involved. If more cooling loading is taken
by the ceiling, more down draft occurs leading to lower comfort
conditions. If less, then there temperature gradient may increase
leaving to the same result. The recommendations of Tan,
Murata, Aoki and Kurabuchi [14] are therefore crucial for an
effective solution.

Properties
Wall Area
(m2)

Design Cooling Loads

The cooling load for the testing chamber is therefore
equivalent to 100 W/m2. For a flow are of 15 L/s, this translates
to P/Q = 75.13 kW/(m3/s). This is outside the recommendations
of Tan, Murata, Aoki and Kurabuchi [14] and hence the flow
rate (Q) needs to be adjusted to bring it compliance since cooling
load (P) is fixed for the design. For a volume of 29 m3 and
cooling load of 100 W/m2, Novoselac and Srebric [15]
recommends 0.04 m3/s which yields P/Q = 28.18 kW/(m3/s)
which is more acceptable. A large P/Q value would results in
high downdraft and higher mixing rate which negates the
benefits of buoyancy driven thermal plumes of removing
contaminants from the space.

where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization, ωo is the absolute
humidity of the air entering the cooler and ωr is the absolute
humidity in the conditioned space. In addition, internal loads
were estimated at 90 W per person, 144 W for the four florescent
light and 162 W for the office equipment.
I.

SUMMARY OF COOLING LOADS

The target ceiling temperature is obtained from the charts of
Keblawi, Ghaddar, Ghali and Jensen [16]. For a DV supply
temperature of 20oC, the ceilings should be maintained at 15oC.
The current systems in the workshop is using R12 refrigerant
therefore this is selected for this system. Another alternative
approach is to select a system that is able to deliver the cooling
load of 395.45 W and modify it for retrofitting. In this case, the
copper tubing is redesigned to meet the required ceiling
geometry.
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The copper tube heat exchanger should extra 395.45 W. For
effective heat transfer between the refrigerant and the copper
ambient air, the refrigerant is set to evaporate at -3oC inside the
tube. This gives a saturation pressure of 178 kPa and hence a
latent heat of vaporization of 160.2 kJ/kg. The mass flow rate of
the refrigerant is then 0.00257 kg/s. For the selected unit, the
copper tube has an internal diameter of 0.011 m. Therefore the
velocity of flow is 0.05 m/s giving a Reynolds number of
2527.07 which is in the turbulent flow regime. The Nussult
number is then 18.2. For this the internal convective heat transfer
coefficient (hi) is 121.64 W/m2-K. For external heat transfer
coefficient (ho) the Prandtl number is 0.71 and the GrashofPrandtl number is obtained as 2022.24. This leads to ho = 16.3
W/m2-K for an outside tube diameter of 0.0127 m. The overall
heat transfer coefficient for is then h = 12.6 W/m2-K.
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Abstract - The triple energy supply challenges characterized by
energy shortage, poor sustainability and climate change can be
addressed in the long term if efforts are put in place today to find
more sustainable energy sources. Of the available sustainable
energy supply sources, only biomass has enough carbon reserves
to substitute fossil sources. This does not discount other
sustainable energy sources in the overall energy mix. Moreover,
biomass as an energy source is carbon neutral hence more
sustainable. Despite this, the adoption of biomass as an energy
source is below potential. It is also important to note that
populations in least developed countries (80% in Sub-Sahara)
depend largely on round wood for cooking and heating. This has
devastating consequences on natural vegetation which has led to
severe deforestation and desertification. This is despite the annual
production and disposal of significant amounts of loose biomass
through agricultural and forestry activities. It is common practice
to burn loose biomass deliberately after harvesting or in accidental
veld fires in the case of forestry. This energy could be harnessed
for cooking and heating. The challenge with the use of loose
biomass lies in its low density and hence low energy content which
can be improved through densification. The aim of this paper is to
determine the optimum densification parameters that can be used
to develop manual briquetting technologies to empower poor
communities to harness the energy available in loose biomass that
they dispose annually. This forms part of a larger project aimed at
developing off grid biomass value chain technologies. Using loose
grass and loose leaves, experimental data revealed an optimum
density of 1250 kg/m3 and a corresponding densification pressure
of 40 MPa In addition, a comparison of the thermal profile of solid
round and round hollow briquettes showed more superior
performance of the round hollow briquette based on recorded
maximum combustion temperature. Briquettes with a hole in the
middle are therefore preferred to solid briquettes.

harvested unsustainably from natural forests leading to
deforestation and desertification. Vegetation loss has negative
effects on global warming and climate change. This is despite
the large amounts of loose biomass that is produced annually
through agricultural and forestry activities and can be harvested
sustainably as a source of energy. Common such loose biomass
sources include maize leaves, stalks and cobs; groundnut leaves,
stalks and shells and natural residues including veld grass and
tree leaves. The potential for use of biomass, especially loose
biomass, as a sustainable energy source remains largely
unexploited [3].

Keywords— Briquetting, Loose biomass, Manual, Optimum
parameters Introduction

Biomass briquetting process if affected by many parameters
that include nature of material, moisture content, temperature,
and pressure [6], [7]. Densification technologies for off-grid
may require different parameters to electrical power systems as
they are largely manually. Manual systems are also preferable to
ensure the overall sustainability and carbon neutrality of the
biomass processing value chain. For example solar drying
technologies are currently being developed to ensure that the
drying process remains off grid and sustainable [8]. There is
therefore a need to understand the manual processing parameters
that affect the performance of loose biomass briquetting in order
to develop effective solutions for off grid rural communities.

The major challenge in harnessing energy from loose
biomass is their low energy density. Recent work by Shuma,
Madyira, Oosthuizen and Makonese [3] revealed that the
calorific values of most loose available in a rural location in the
Limpopo Province of South Africa peaked at 20 MJ/kg for
ground nut shells and eucalyptus saw dust compared to 40 MJ/kg
[4] for common household coal. Other common loose biomass
materials such as yellow thatching grass, sugar cane leaves and
Mopani tree leaves recorded calorific values of about 17 MJ/kg.
One, therefore, requires large volumes of such materials for
cooking or heating during which the combustion occurs quickly
and in an uncontrollable way. In addition, loose biomass is
difficult and expensive to handle or store due to its low density.
There is therefore a need to improve the energy density of loose
biomass to improve its chance of adoption as a source of energy
by communities that are currently relying on round wood for
energy. This can be done through densification by compaction
to produce biomass briquettes. For low income communities,
densification technologies have to be affordable, appropriate and
off grid.

I. INTRODUCTION
Shortage of energy is becoming a major hindrance to the
economic development of many countries. South Africa is
currently in the middle of a severe energy shortage characterized
by almost daily load shedding with severe implications on
industrial and mining output [1]. This can lead to job losses and
social unrest. In addition, the majority of Sub-Saharan
communities (80%) depend on round wood as a source of energy
for cooking and heating [2]. Most of this round wood is
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Thermal profile during combustion were measured using
FLIR infrared thermal imaging camera.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
A. Aim of the Experiments
The aim of the experiments was to determine the variation of
biomass density with compaction pressure, the effect of the
compaction displacement on density and to compare the thermal
profile of solid round briquettes with solid round briquettes with
center holes.

D. Experimental Procedure
To determine the relationship between density and
compaction pressure, equal amounts (by volume) of shredded
grass and leaves were mixed and placed in the mold to the upper
fill level. The piston was placed in the mold and the initial
displacement (compaction) of the biomass recorded. The mold
was then placed in on the press and the loaded in increments of
2 tons while recording the pressure and the displacement. This
data was used to determine the variation of density with
pressure. This was done for both round solid briquettes and
round solid briquettes with central holes.

B. Materials
Loose biomass material used for this investigation was
composed of loose grass and gum tree leaves. These were dry
materials collected in the veld in Johannesburg, South Africa. In
general the grass was found to have higher moisture content
compared to the leaves.

To determine the thermal profile of the various briquettes
produced, the briquettes were first dried in the sun and ignited
with the aid of a fire lighter. Each was allowed to burn for five
minutes, transferred to a cold surface and thermal images taken
to study the maximum temperatures and thermal profiles.

C. Equipment
A special cylindrical mold was developed to compact the
loose biomass. The design of the mold allowed monitoring of
the overall displacement of during compaction. The mold was
made of mild steel with an inside diameter of 100 mm. Provision
was made for inclusion of a cylindrical rod inside to create a
hollow briquette. This was done by using a separate set of piston
and base as shown in Fig 1. The overall length of the mold was
450 mm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Compaction Performance
The performance of the compaction process with varying
compaction pressure is illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows poor
bonding of the loose biomass due to low pressure for a briquette
with a central hole while Fig. 3(b) shows a well formed round
solid briquetted. The shows that elevated pressure results in
significant improvement in briquetted formation.

The mold was then mounted onto a standard hydraulic press
as shown in Fig. 2. The hydraulic press was a 55 ton heavy duty
Calorina Press with a manually operated hydraulic pump as seen
on the top right corner in Fig. 2. It had a pressure gauge allowing
monitoring of compaction pressure.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Biomass compaction mold (a) 3D model (b) Dimensions
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Compaction progression (a) Low pressure with hole (b) High pressure
solid

B. Optimum Pressure
The variation of density with compaction pressure is shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2: 55 ton heavy duty Carolina hydraulic press with biomass compaction
mold
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Fig. 4: Effect of pressure on biomass briquette density

Fig. 6: Combustion behavior of typical loose biomass briquette

It is clear that the curve initially has a steep slope and then,
at around 20 MPa, it begins flattening out. If the trend line is
ignored and only the data points are observed, it can be seen that
from 25 to 48 MPa none of the data points exceed 1250 kg/m3.
This suggests the existence of a limit to the density that can be
achieved through compaction of the biomass and this shows that
the saturation pressure occurs just above 35 MPa.

The typical thermal images of the briquettes 5 minutes into
the combustion are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows typical
profiles for solid round briquettes while Fig. 7(b) shows the
profiles for typical sound hollow briquettes. The temperatures in
the figures are the temperatures at the location of the cursor.
However, the maximum temperatures for each sample were also
recorded. The average maximum temperatures for five samples
of the solid round briquette was found to be 210oC while that for
the hollow solid briquettes was recorded as 280oC. The presence
of a central hole in the hollow round briquette provided
additional surface area for combustion. This therefore resulted
in higher overall briquette body temperature which facilitated
drying and hence produced faster combustion and heat
concentration. Moisture removal (drying) is one of the key
processes during the combustion of biomass [8]. Therefore, the
solid round briquette has lower combustion effectiveness when
compared to the hollow round briquette. This help to explain the
proliferation of round briquettes for domestic cooking.
However, round solid briquettes may burn longer which may be
desirable for space heating and other heating applications.
Furthermore, round solid briquettes possess higher overall
density which saves storage space.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of density with displacement. In
this case different quantities of biomass were used. This was
done to find the effect, is any, of the biomass quantity on the
experiments. Thus data points on the left side of Fig. 5 are for
lower quantities of biomass. The first point to note is that the
final stage of the compaction occurred for about 5 mm of
displacement compared to 80 mm for the first stage. Secondly
the maximum density does not seem to be significantly affected
by the amount of biomass used. Both low and high quantity
biomass test reveal an optimum density of 1250 kg/m3.

(a)

Fig. 5: Effect of displacement and initial biomass quantity on briquette density

C. Thermal Profile
The burning behavior of a typical biomass briquette is shown
in Fig. 6. In this case a single solid round briquette is shown
about two minutes after being ignited in a common domestic
braai (barbeque) stand.

(b)
Fig. 7: Combusting briquette thermal profiles (a) Solid round briquette (b)
Hollow round briquette
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, compaction pressure and compaction
displacement behavior were investigated for loose briquetting
using grass and leaves. In addition, the combustion behavior for
solid round and round hollow briquettes were investigated. Base
on the obtained results, the following conclusions can be made:


The density of loose biomass composed of equal
quantities of leaves and grass depends on pressure



An optimum or saturation density occurs at a pressure
of 35 MPa beyond which no further increase in density
is observed



The optimum density of loose biomass briquettes
composed equal quantities of dray leaves and grass is
1250 kg/m3



Solid round briquette combustions achieved a
maximum temperature of 210oC while the hollow
round briquette achieved 280oC after five minutes of
combustion
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(type B) on the mixing efficiency, filler dispersion quality and
mechanical performance of the epoxy nanocomposites
incorporating MMT and the fly ash-based geopolymer.

Abstract— The effects of mixing approach on compressive
properties, water absorption and morphology of the epoxy
nanocomposites incorporating 0 and 3 wt% fly ash-based
geopolymer were investigated. The mechanical stirrer with two
different type of propeller; four blade (type A) and dissolver (type
B) was used to blend the epoxy with the nanoclay and the fly ashbased geopolymer filler. It was found that the epoxy nanocomposite
prepared using dissolver propeller (type B) performed higher
compressive strength as compared to the one prepared using four
blade propeller (type A). We postulate that this was due to an
improved mixing efficiency and dispersion quality as observed
through Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM)

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The epoxy resin which is based on Digilcydyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA) chemical compound was supplied by
Euro Pharma and employed as the matrix material.
Isophorondiamine (IPDA) was used as curing agent to harden
the nanocomposites, and it was supplied by DrRahmatullah
Sdn. Bhd. The nanoclay used was montmorillonite surface
modified with 35-45 wt.% dimethyl dialkyl (C14-C18) amine,
which was supplied by Sigma Aldrich. The raw fly ash-based
geopolymer filler with sizes range 50-100µm was obtained
from Arab Saudi.

Keywords— epoxy, compressive, montmorillonite, fly ash,
geopolymer, nanocomposites, dissolver strirrer

I. INTRODUCTION
Epoxy resins have been widely employed as matrix
material due to their ease of processing as well as versatility for
numerous applications [1]. Many of researchers reported epoxy
has successfully enhanced mechanical properties when
incorporating with nanoparticles such as montmorillonite
organoclay, nanosilica, carbon nanotubes and nanofibres [2].
However, the structure and properties of nanocomposites are
influenced by processing method to disperse the filler or
nanoparticles in an epoxy matrix. Numerous methods, such as
mechanical stirring, high shear mixing, ultrasonic; ball milling
and solvent mixing have been practiced by many authors in an
attempt to obtain a homogeneous dispersion of nanofiller in the
nanocomposite [3-5]. Among these processes, high speed shear
mixing reported to result in better mechanical properties of the
polymer-based nanocomposites as compared to other
techniques such as ultrasonic mixing [6].

A series of nanocomposite with 3% nanoclay content with
0% and 3% of fly ash based geopolymer were prepared by
mixing and compounding using mechanical stirrer with two
different shear mixing propeller; four blades (type A) and
dissolver strirrer (type B). The mixture then was deggased in a
vacuum chamber to remove entrapped air, which after blended
with the appropriate stoichiometric amount of IPDA hardener.
The nanomodified resin afterwards poured into release coated
silicon mold and cure at room temperature.

III. TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION
A. Compression Testing
The cured resins with dimension 10x10x14 mm3 were
fabricated for the uniaxial compression test using the Instron
test machine. Compression test was conducted on cube
specimen according to ASTM D695 with a crosshead speed
1mm/min.

In this study, epoxy-layered silicate nanocomposites were
developed based on Digilcydyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA),
and contained montmorillonite as the nanofillers with the
addition of 3% optimum fly ash geopolymer filling. The aim of
this work is to study the effect of two different mixing
propeller, which are four blades (type A) and dissolve stirrer
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31.06 Mpa respectively, while the nanocomposites produced
by type B propeller exhibit the values of 48.70 MPa and
51.35 MPa respectively. These suggest that the mixing process
using type B propeller resulted in greater compressive strength
of the epoxy nanocomposites as compared to type A propeller.

B. Water Absorption Test
The water absorption tests were carried out according
to ASTM D570 by total immersion of three specimens in
distilled water at room temperature. At regular intervals, the
specimens were taken out from the water and wiped with filter
paper to remove surface water and weighed with digital scale.
The percentage of water absorption (W %) was calculated
using the following equation:
W (%) = [(W2-W1)/ W1] x 100%

(1)

where W2 is the weight of the sample after immersed in water
and W1 is the initial weight of the sample respectively.

C. FESEM Characterization
The microstructure observation were carried out
using field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM)
Nova NanoSEM-450 working to 5 kV to allow the observation
with more resolution. In order to facilitate the observations
under FESEM microscope, the cross section nanocomposite
samples were previously cut and covered with a thin platinum
layer using pump sputter coater (Quarum Q 150R-S) machine

Fig.1. Compressive stress of fly ash based geopolymer nanocomposites
column graph for two types of propeller stirrer (type A: four blade; type B:
dissolver stirrer).

Table 1 shows the summarized data for values of
compressive stress, strain, yield strength and modulus of
nanocomposites filled fly ash geopolymer. This phenomenon
can be explained by dissimilar propeller type used during preintercalation of montmorillonite and epoxy resin before the
addition of geopolymer filler and curing process, where type B
propeller promotes a good radial flow for drawing the material
to be mixed from the top and the bottom with high turbulence
at high shearing forces to lead pre-intercalation process
efficiently.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Compression Properties
The effectiveness of two mixing methods was
quantified by comparing the values of the compressive
properties for the nanocomposites filled 0% and 3% fly ash
geopolymer as illustrated in Fig. 1. The differences between
the resulting composite properties can be explained by
method of mixing for nanocomposites preparation that
assimilate shear mixing four blades (type A) and dissolver
stirrer (type B).

TABLE I.

VALUES OF COMPRESSIVE STRESS, YIELD STRENGTH AND
COMPRESSIVE MODULUS OF FLY ASH BASED GEOPOLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES
FOR DIFFERENT TYPES PROPELLER STIRRER.
Types of
Propeller
Type A

It is conceivable to observe that type A preparation
promotes the lowest mechanical properties. Type B shows to
be better than type A nanocomposites preparation, promoting
values about 72% ultimate stress and 71% higher of modulus
for nanocomposites with 0% geopolymer filler and 65%
ultimate stress and 77% higher of modulus
for
nanocomposites with 3% geopolymer filler. The high
compressive strength reveals a strong interaction between
polymer chains with the filler due to shear mixing effect from
the mechanical stirrer [7]. The values of compressive stress
achieved by nanocomposites with 0% and 3% geopolymer
filler content mixed by type A propeller are 24.26 Mpa and

Type B

Geopolymer
content(phr)

Compressive
Strength
(Mpa)

Compressive
Strain
(%)

Compressive
Modulus
(Mpa)

0
3
0
3

24.26
31.06
48.70
51.35

0.43
0.80
0.69
0.82

4259
4727
6890
7273
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agglomerate filler (nanoclay and geopolymer particles) and the
resin [10]. However, high shear mixing produced from
dissolver propeller (type B) resulted in greater efficiency of
blending and dispersing, hence contributed to smoother
surface morphology. This more homogenous mixture of
epoxy, MMT and geopolymer particles was believed to
contribute to an increased in compressive strenght. As can be
seen in Fig. 4 (b), the surface of epoxy nanocomposites with
geopolymer filler was smooth with the appearance of good
dispersion of fly ash particles at 1000x magnification. In
contrast, Fig. 4 (a) shows the dispersion of fly ash geopolymer
filler are lumped together at the bottom of left corner for type
A processing technique, due to restricted filler/fiber load
transmission between fly ash and epoxy nanoclay.

B. Water Absorption Properties
Fig. 2 shows the percentage of water uptake by
nanocomposites for two types of processing method type A
and type B. It can be seen that the water absorption increase
with addition of fly ash based geopolymer filler at 3%. The
increase percentage in water absorption is due to hydrophilic
nature of nanoclay and geopolymer filler. However, for type B
processing method using dissolver stirrer, the water uptake
was slightly decrease to 0.09% from 0.10%, 0.12% to 0.10%
for 0% and 3% geopolymer content. It shows the processing
type B is better than type A in dispersion of nanoclay and
geopolymer filler. This phenomenon can be explained by
considering the nanoclay possess excellent moisture barrier
properties because the penetration direction of water molecule
into the polymer structure can be interrupted by their very
large aspect ratio if less agglomeration of the filler. As the
filler content increase, the formations of agglomeration
increase due to difficulties of achieving a homogenous
dispersion [9]. The expected agglomeration of filler in the
composites due to processing method type A has increase the
water absorption of the composite.

A

B

(a)

Fig 2. Water absorption of fly ash based geopolymer nanocomposites column
graph for two types of propeller stirrer (type A: four blade; type B: dissolver
stirrer).

C. Micrograph study
Fig. 3. FESEM micrographs of the nanocomposites with 0% fly ash
geopolymer at 1000x magnification (a) Type A: four blade (b) Type B:
dissolver stirrer

Fig. 3 and 4 shows FESEM micrograph of cross
section morphology for the epoxy nanocomposites with 0%
and 3% fly ash geopolymer filler at different method
processing type A and B. It can be observed that generally,
type A obligate roughness surface which possibly led to lower
compressive stress of the material. This might predominantly
cause by the micro voids which initiate cracks at the interfaces
of nanocomposites, attributed by poor adhesion between the
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characterized using Field Emmision Scanning Electron
Microscopy. It was observed that mixing of nanocomposites
using dissolver propeller (type B) resulted in greater
compressive strength and less water uptake when compared to
four blade propeller (type A) as well as better dispersion of
clay particles and fly ash filler.
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Fig. 4. FESEM micrographs of the nanocomposites with 3% fly ash
geopolymer at 1000x magnification (a) Type A: four blade (b) Type B:
dissolver stirrer

V. SUMMARY
In this study, the influence of mixing technique on epoxy
nanocomposites with 0% and 3% of fly ash geopolymer filler
was studied by means of compressive properties,water
absorption and morphology. Nanocomposites were fabricated
using two different mixing techniques by different propeller;
four blade (type A) and dissolver strirrer (type B). The
compressive properties were measured and cross sections were
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scheme is first validated through a comparison with selected
available benchmark solutions for a square cavity filled with
fluid of Pr=0.71 and 10. The results for a non-rectangular
enclosure resembling flipped L-shape are then discussed in the
following section leading finally to the conclusions.

Abstract— Natural convection of air and water is studied by a
two-dimensional numerical approach in a “flipped” L-shaped
enclosure heated from below and cooled from above. The
dependence of the flow field and Nusselt number on the Rayleigh
(Ra) and Prandtl (Pr) numbers is examined. Steady single or
multi-cell flow is observed for Pr=0.71 at Ra=104, 5x104, 105,
5x105, and 106. For Pr=6, flow field patterns obtained at Ra=104,
5x104, 105 are similar to Pr=0.71, but at higher Ra, the results
exhibit oscillatory behavior with increased number of cells. This
transition from steady to undamped oscillatory flow for Pr=6 at
Ra=5x105 and 106 was not observed for Pr=0.71.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The non-dimensional governing equations for mass, x- and
y-momentum, and energy may be expressed for buoyancydriven incompressible fluids as

Keywords— Natural convection, Rayleigh and Prandtl number,
non-rectangular enclosure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Natural convection of fluid in enclosures is one of the most
extensive research areas in thermo-fluid applications due to its
relevance to, for example, electronic cooling, heat exchangers,
solar energy, and energy storage devices. The configuration
where the horizontal walls are differentially heated with the
bottom wall kept at a higher temperature is referred to as the
Rayleigh-Benard (abbreviated hereafter as RB here) problem.
This cavity is usually assumed to be long in the horizontal
direction to avoid the influence of vertical walls. Simulations
are performed in the literature with different computational
algorithms for several values of aspect ratios of the enclosures
over a wide range of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers. Selected
examples include Ouertatani et al. [1] who used finite volume
formulation and iterative Successive-Over-Relaxation scheme
with multigrid acceleration; Turan et al. [2] who employed the
well-known SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for PressureLinked Equations) algorithm; and Corcione [3] who adopted a
power law scheme for the convection-diffusion formulation by
handling pressure-velocity coupling with SIMPLER algorithm
and examined the effect of thermal boundary conditions.

These non-dimensional equations are obtained by using the
following dimensionless variables:
x=x*/L; y=y*/L; u=u*L/α ; v=v*L/α; t=t*α/L2; p=p*L2/(ρα2);
θ=(T-Tc)/(Th-Tc)
where x*, y* are the coordinates; u*, v* the velocities; t* the
time; p* the pressure; T the temperature; L the width of the
enclosure; 2 the two-dimensional Laplacian; Pr=ν/α, the
Prandtl number; Ra=gβΔTL3/υα, the Rayleigh number which
accounts for the coupling between energy and momentum
balances, g being the gravitational acceleration, β the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid, ΔT the
temperature difference between top and bottom boundaries; 𝜈𝜈
the kinematic viscosity; and α the thermal diffusivity. Similar
to other natural convection models, the present study also
employs the Boussinesq approximation (ρ = ρo [1-β (T-To)])
which treats density as a constant in all equations except the
gravitational force term in the momentum equation. Even
though the computations are performed by using primitive
variables, flow field results are presented in terms of the stream
function Ψ (u=∂Ψ/∂y, v =-∂Ψ/∂x) . For the square enclosure,
the left and right side surfaces are insulated, and uniform and
constant (hot and cold) temperatures are applied at the bottom
and top surfaces, respectively.

Although the applications of horizontal or vertical thermal
gradients in rectangular enclosures have been studied
extensively, the research on convection in non-rectangular
cavities in which non-unidirectional heat fluxes are involved is
scarce in the literature. The objective of the present study is
then to illustrate a number of unique features of the pertinent
flow fields in a non-rectangular enclosure for distinct Prandtl
numbers, including the transition from steady to undamped
oscillatory flow behavior with increasing Ra.
Following this brief introduction, governing equations and
boundary conditions are described in the next section along
with a brief mention of the numerical procedure. The numerical
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TABLE

III. THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The numerical solution procedure including the spatial and
temporal discretization is elaborated in [4, 5] along with a
discussion of the accuracy and suitability of the method for
Ra<106. In short, the governing equations with primitive
variables are solved on a staggered grid by applying the
Godunov scheme to convective terms and centered finite
difference to diffusive terms.
VALIDATION WITH A SQUARE ENCLOSURE
RB convection is considered in a square enclosure with
differentially heated horizontal walls and insulated vertical
walls to examine the performance and accuracy of the method
used in this study. For the initial conditions, the velocities and
temperatures in the computational domain are set to zero.
Average Nusselt numbers on the hot wall for two different Pr
are compared with the literature. Nusselt number is the ratio of
the heat transferred by convection to that of by conduction, or
alternatively defined as the dimensionless temperature gradient.
Quantitative results of average Nusselt number defined on
the hot wall for Pr=0.71 are compared with benchmark
solutions of [1] and [2] in Table 1. The agreement between
the present results and the available literature is noted.
Ouertatani et al. [1] obtained the results with different grid
sizes employing up to fine grids of 256x256 and considered the
initial conditions of steady solution of Ra=103 for the next Ra.
They reported single-cell solution for Ra=104, 105 and 106,
whereas a single-cell is observed here for Ra=104 and 105, but
a single- or double-cell pattern is obtained for Ra=106
depending on the initial conditions (Fig. 1). In double-cell
structure, one cell appears at the bottom rotating clockwise
with the other cell on top rotating anti-clockwise. Different
flow formation with varying initial conditions was examined
by [6] in a rectangular enclosure of aspect ratio of 3 who
indicated that the RB problem was very sensitive to the initial
conditions and the hysteresis phenomenon was important.
Turan et al. [2] studied natural convection in a square enclosure
for both Newtonian and Bingham fluids with the mesh of up to
160x160. The present work used a mesh of 70x70 and
140x140 depending on Ra number.

1. Comparison of NuH for Pr=0.71 at different Ra.
Pr=0.71
Ra

10

Ref. [1]

Ref. [2]

Present

3

1.000

1.000

1.000

4

2.158

2.154

2.159

5

3.910

3.907

3.930

6

6.309

6.363

6.480

10
10
10

For the same enclosure, water with Pr=10 (at temperature
~10o C ) is also considered here for a comparison with [2] as
illustrated in Table 2 in terms of average Nusselt numbers at
various Ra.
TABLE

2. Comparison of NuH for Pr=10 at different Ra.
Pr=10
Ra

Ref. [ 2]

Present Work

1.69

1.69

10

2.2

2.2

5x104

3.28

3.30

5x103
4

5

10

3.91

3.90 (initial Ra=104)

The good agreement noted in Tables 1 and 2 between the
present predictions and those of [1] and [2] provides
confidence about the ability of the current approach in
simulating the RB physics accurately. Again, it is important to
reiterate that the steady state solution for relatively high Ra is
sensitive to the initial conditions. For example, the two-cell
formation occurs for Pr=10 at Ra=105 with stagnant initial
conditions, whereas the single cell occurs with the initial
condition of steady solution of Ra=104. In the two-cell
formation case, cells which rotate in opposite directions are
present side by side for Pr=10. The circulation patterns and
isotherms for both cases are shown in Fig. 2. Turan et al. [2]
obtained single-cell structure and did not mention the effect of
initial conditions. Also, the numerical code is validated in the
previously published work [4] by comparing the results with
those of [7 ] in a cavity with differentially heated sidewalls and
adiabatic horizontal walls.
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(a)

C:\Users\Emel\STDF\kism\June11,2014\Test\pr.71\A1\Ra1m,in5yb,N69,dt2e-6
21-Jul-2015
t=0.4

C:\Users\Emel\STDF\kism\June11,2014\Test\pr.71\A1\Ra1m,in5yb,N69,dt2e-6
21-Jul-2015
t=0.4
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(b)

C:\Users\Emel\STDF\kism\June11,2014\Test\pr.71\A1\ang3.14
25-Jun-2015
t=0.4
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25-Jun-2015
t=0.4
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Figure 1. Streamlines (left) and Isotherms (right) for Pr=0.71 and Ra=106: (a) initial conditions of steady solution for Ra=5x105, (b) stagnant initial conditions.

(a)
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(b)
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21-Jul-2015
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Figure 2. Streamlines (left) and Isotherms (right) for Pr=10 and Ra=105: (a) initial conditions of steady solution for Ra=104, (b) stagnant initial conditions.
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Figures 6 and 7 depict the evolution of heat transfer rates for
Pr=0.71 and 6, respectively. Undamped oscillatory regime is
observed for Ra=5x105 and 106 for Pr=6, while it is simply
steady state for Pr=0.71 for all Rayleigh numbers that are
considered.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR NON-SQUARE FLIPPED LSHAPED GEOMETRY

L1

This study considers a non-square upside-down L-shaped
configuration as depicted in Fig. 3 to examine the influence of
geometry on the behavior of RB convection and flow patterns.
Left and right surfaces (heights of H2 and H1, respectively) are
insulated, the top surface is kept cold, and the remaining
surfaces are kept hot. Results are obtained for Pr=0.71 (air)
and 6 (water at ~30o C) at different Ra.
The predicted flow field is presented in terms of streamlines
in Fig. 4 and isotherms in Fig. 5 at various Ra for Pr=0.71
(left) and Pr=6 (right). A single-cell structure appears at Ra=
104 for both Pr. Isotherms indicate that heat is transferred
primarily by conduction. Increasing Ra to 5x104 results in a
multi-cell structure with one main cell rotating clockwise in
the vertical part of the domain, a weaker second cell rotating
anti-clockwise next to the main cell, and a third and weakest
cell rotating clockwise next to it. When Ra is increased further
to 105, a similar pattern is observed but with an increased
strength. The isotherms are distorted due to movement of the
fluid in opposite directions in each cell. For Rayleigh
numbers discussed thus far, the flow fields for both Pr are
similar to each other. When Ra number is increased to 5x105
and 106, the results for Pr=6 exhibit an oscillatory behavior
and a varying flow field. For Pr=0.71, there are two cells in
the horizontal section, whereas there are three for Pr=6. The
streamlines at four different times shown on the right side in
cases (d) and (e) illustrate the unsteady nature of results for
Pr=6.
(a)

C:\Users\Emel\STDF\kism\June11,2014\Test\pr.71\A1MerdL\ang3.14\Ra10b
27-Feb-2015
t=0.197

TC

H2

TH

H1

L2

Figure 3. A schematic representation of the enclosure.
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24-Jul-2015
t=0.22
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(b)
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(e)
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Figure 4. Streamlines for Pr=0.71 (left) and Pr=6 (right) at: (a) Ra=104, (b) Ra=5x104, (c) Ra=105, (d) Ra=5x105, and (e) Ra=106 .
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(c)
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Figure 5. Isotherms for Pr=0.71 (left) and Pr=6 (right) at: (a) Ra=104, (b) Ra=5x104, (c) Ra=105, (d) Ra=5x105, and (e) Ra=106.
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C:\Users\Emel\STDF\kism\June11,2014\Test\pr.71\A1MerdL\ang3.14\Ra5yb,N69,dt3e-6
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Figure 6. Nu evolution at hot walls for Pr=0.71 and Ra=10 5, 5x105, and 106.

Figure 7. Nu evolution at hot walls for Pr=6 and Ra=10 5, 5x105, and 106.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Rayleigh-Benard convection is simulated at various Rayleigh
numbers for Pr=0.71 and Pr=6 to examine the flow field and
Nusselt number in a flipped L-shaped geometry. Steady
single or multi-cell flow patterns are observed for Pr=0.71 at
Ra=104, 5x104, 105, 5x105, and 106. For Pr=6, flow fields at
Ra=104, 5x104 and 105 are similar to Pr=0.71, but at higher
Rayleigh numbers an oscillatory behavior is observed with an
increased number of cells. This transition from steady to
undamped oscillatory flow for Pr=6 at Ra=5x10 5 and 106 did
not exist for Pr=0.71.
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Abstract - The objective of this study is to introduce different
methodologies and analysis techniques to develop a model that
integrates all subroutine analysis required for the conceptual
design stage of a commercial jet-airliner. A full Boeing 747
development process takes approximately 15,000 hours of wind
tunnel testing, 75,000 technical drawings and 1,500 hours of test
flights [1]. Conceptual design on its own may take from as little as
a week to several years for completion depending on the
aircraft’s size and complexity. However, a proper design plan
requires at least six months studying all aspects associated with
the aircraft design. The purpose of this program is to combine all
design variables into one single package in order to reduce the
number of unknown parameters into a manageable number. This
serves for significant time and budget cuts, and promotes a user
friendly experience to perform analysis design. To complete this
study, a suite of approximations, methods of estimation, process
of iteration, and statistical information of pre-existing models
based on historical data trends were collected and performed in a
large spreadsheet database and in MATLAB. Our hypothesis is
initially supported by the introduction of certain aircraft
requirements and specifications set by the user. In addition, the
introduction of method of iteration generates optimized outputs
between several aircraft characteristics. The program runs on
loop and subroutine analysis that is represented by as specific
discipline of the aircraft. The disciplines for analysis includes
aircraft initial Sizing, undercarriage design, fuselage design,
power plant selection & wing geometry, aerodynamics, stability,
and performance outputs. The program’s accuracy was validated
by comparing specifications of the resultant aircraft with already
successful jet airliners similar in size and performance criteria.
Keywords—Conceptual design, iteration; optimization; Subroutine
Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
Instead of performing large analysis on a variety of aeronautical
disciplines, aircraft designers spend more time to “design”, an
analytical process that involves the creation of geometric description
of what is being built. Aircraft design is, in itself, a very complex
process, with major room for improvements. The most crucial stage
for any aircraft manufacturer during the design process is to satisfy the
requirements set by the customer. Designers are usually confused
about where or how to start the design method. However, it makes
sense that a colossal number of requirements that given to a designer
is a prolonging task that requires years of testing and developing.
The objective here is to develop and investigate a program
architecture that can apply and complete the full process of conceptual
aircraft design by minimizing time and efforts for user’s design
experience The structure and operation of this program is described in
this paper. The program constitutes of ‘User Input’, ‘Design
variables’, and ‘Design output’ commands. User input is a reflection
on customer and user specifications are. Design variables are a
database of combined assumed design variables, empirical formulas
and historical data that are specifically customized specifically to jetairliners. These are obtained from a number of different sources all
that must satisfy certain requirements and in compliances set by air
traffic airworthiness and the FAA. The program provides design

output parameters that determine the aircraft’s geometric
configuration, performance, stability and aerodynamic characteristics.
As designers, we begin by setting up a set of requirements (usually
set by the customer to the designer). We assumed:



Maximum flight range of 7,500 nm.
Cruise Altitude of 36,000 ft.




260 passengers, 10 crew members
Flight Cruise Mach Number of 0.85



Aircraft Mission profile is next defined must, which also must
comply with air traffic airworthiness requirements. Mission profile in
this case must meet the following requirements initially user as shown
in Figure 1below.

Figure 1 - Jet Airliner's mission profile

II. METHODOLOGY & PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE
A. Data Collection
Methods of estimation require a basis of data collections. We
gathered some common features for commercial jet airliners from
Raymer [2] and Jane [3] and summarized them in Table 1.
Table 1 - Initial Data selection for conceptual design
Data collection for commercial jet airliners include
Aircraft Parameter
Wing design
Airfoil Section

Description
Quarter sweep chord ≥ 25 degrees
Horizontal tail to wing ratio = 0.30 – 0.35
Vertical tail to wing ratio = 0.2 -0.25
t/c = 0.10 – 0.15; lift at zero camber

Maximum Take-off
Weight (MTOW)
Wing Loading (W/S)
Thrust Loading (T/W)

> 400,000 lb.
130 – 150 lb./ft2
0.25 – 0.40

We concluded that the choice of engine will be a wing mounted
high by-pass Turbofans. Wing design can be either Cranked or
trapezoidal, with Kruger flaps or slats, and flaps for leading and
trailing edge high lift devices. Landing gears will have 6 or 8 wheels
per main strut, and 2 wheels per nose strut
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unique for different aircraft types. As for our model, jet transports was
our model of focus and should satisfy the requirements set initially by
our mission profile. From Raymer [2], the empty weight ratio for jet
transports is:

B. Program Architecutre
The goal of this process is to design what in some sense, the ‘best’
airplane. A compromise in some sense is always the case with aircraft
design. For example, the best aerodynamic design does not mean it
has the best structural aspects. Some design stages requires analysis to
be carried out several times until convergence or ‘optimization’ is
converged. Figure 2 describes the process begins with design
requirements and objectives needed to proceed with analysis. Each
block represents a loop of empirical relationships and analytical
equations. The above flowchart can be described as having a series of
inter-connected loops and subroutines.

We Wo  AWoC K vs

(3)

Equation (3) is a proven derivation based on historic evaluation and
experiences. Here,

A

and

K vs

are constant values and corresponds

to values of 54 and 579 for jet transports. During flight operation, all
weight lost throughout the mission corresponds to the weight of the
fuel consumed. The mission fuel fraction therefore is

Wf

 W
 1  9
Wo  W0





(4)

Here, W9 is the weight of the aircraft at landing. According to the

mission profile in Figure 1, each flight segment has a corresponding
weight fraction: Wi Wi 1 for i  1...9
Finding

Wi Wi 1 for each flight segment in the mission profile

depends on a few historical values and past experience. For take-off,
climb and landing, weight fractions can be approximates depending on
type of vehicle. For Jet transports, the corresponding weight fractions
are W1 W 0 , W 2 W1 and, W9 W8 and correspond to 0.03, 0.08, and

0.04 respectively. The only two major weight fractions that requires
thorough
analysis
are
during
cruise
flight
segments,
W3 W2 and W6 W5 , and during Loiter, with weigh fraction
of W8

W7 . These are analyzed using Breguet and Loiter Equation (5)

and (6):

VL
ln Wi Wi 1 
CD
L
E
ln Wi Wi 1 
CD
R

III.INITIAL SIZING

 W  W
  5  6
 W4  W5
 0.5548

The starting point of any new aircraft requires an Initial sizing
method. This method is used to determine the overall gross weight of
the aircraft. Using the set of requirements and specifications given, an
initial guess was introduced prior to an iteration analysis. The overall
gross weight is the total weight of the aircraft is expressed as

Here,
and

Wo is

the gross weight,

Wp is

(6)

Where R denotes flight range and E denotes flight endurance. This
expression is built as a function of glide ratio L/D which also becomes
a parameter dependent on iterative calculations. Here V is cruise
velocity and C is the fuel consumption at cruise and loiter respectively
W9  W1  W2  W3  W4 

.....
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Figure 2 - Flowchart representing the program's architecture
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(1)

payload,

W f is

fuel weight

We is the aircraft’s empty weight. Terminologies can differ from

one designer to another. However, general definition terms will be
applied since we’re in a conceptual design phase. Maximum payload
for 262 passengers and 10 crew members along with cargo is
approximately. W P  62,964 lb (Assuming the total weight of carry

on and luggage per passenger is 110 lb. ). Rearrange (1) and express

Wo

in terms of weight fractions.

W
Wo  Wp   f
 Wo

This simplifies to,

Wo 


W
Wo   e

 Wo
Wp


Wo


1  Wf Wo   We Wo 

Figure 3- Iteration & convergence of aircraft’s gross weight

An initial guess was 800,000 lb. uses equation (2) to iterate between

(2)

guessed value and final converged value for gross weight Wo . Figure

3 shows that convergence results in an initial gross weight as

Equation (2) expresses all weights as ratios of Wo . Weight fractions

644,558 lb.

are a function of aircraft’s performance, and each aircraft has it’s
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Aerospace Vehicle Design. Stages include wing geometry, fuselage
design, tail configuration and propulsion

IV. THRUST & WING LOADING – FLIGHT CONSTRAINTS
The user needs to identify appropriate power plant selection and
appropriate wing geometry needed to satisfy requirement for all flight
constraints the aircraft is supposed to manoeuvre.

A. Wing Geometry
The conceptual process for wing design involves the evaluation of
several parameters. These include Airfoil selection, aspect ratio A ,

Table 2 - Flight constraints for flight performances

taper ratio  , sweep angle  , dihedral angle  , wing incidence

Wing & Thrust loading for different flight performances
Constraint
Stall speed
limit
Take-off

Landing

Cruise

Climb
Loiter

Wing Loading

and angle of twist  w . With a wing loading W/S of 136.7 lb./ft 2 and

Thrust Loading

W  1
2
   VS C L max
 S  2
W 
T 
   TOP  CLTO 
 S T O
W 

S  S a C L max
W 
   L
80
 S L
W 

  q AeC Do / 3
 S C

gross weight

---

According to data collection, we chose the initial characteristics for
our wing design. The shape was set as a trapezoidal shape and the
choice of air foil was a NASA Supercritical Airfoil SC (2) 0614 with
an average thickness to chord ratio t/c of 13.5 %, and a generated 2D
lift coefficient of 1.80. The reason for this choice is accompanied by
the fact that it increases and delaying drag divergence Mach number,
the speed at which the formation of shock waves due to

CDo
T 
 G2
Ae
W 
T 
 T   W  T 
      C  T O 
 W T O  W C  WT O  TC 

W 
 q AeC Do
 
 S  Loiter

Wo of 644,558 lb. , the initial wing reference area

2
S ref is 4,715 ft .

C
T W0  aM max

compressibility are in effects. Wing root chord
are calculated using the following expressions.

C Do
T 
 G2
W

Ae
 

---

iw

cr 

2 S ref
b(1   )

and tip chord

ct  cr

(7a);

Where b is the wing span and is equal to

---

cr

b

ct

(7b)

AS ref and  is the

wing taper ratio, a user input variable that ranges between 0.2 – 0.3.
Referring to features and trends of current swept wing airplanes for
aircrafts of similar gross weight range, the taper ratio  = 0.27 is
chosen. Taper ratio has significant effects on induced drag and tip
stalling.
Additionally, a very important user input is the wing’s aspect ratio,
defined as A . A good guess will fall between 7 and 10 and as part of
the iteration method, an initial guess for A is 7. However our method
of iteration generated an iterative value to optimize between wing size
(and predominantly weight) against favored aero dynamical
characteristics generated by the wing. The final value of Aspect ratio
for this design was iterated to be A  8.1 .

Table 2 above indicates all formulas used to investigate thrust
loading T/W and weight loading W/S of the aircraft. Here A is the
aspect ratio; e is the efficiency factor due to the drag polar
coefficient, C Do . In addition, S L and S a are runways’ landing
distance and length respectively, and q is the dynamic pressure at
different altitudes. Finally, G is a constant defined by airworthiness
and withholds different constant values for different flight settings
(flap settings, full gear extension and one engine operative).
Constants a and c are roughly assumed by Raymer to equal to 0.267
and 0.363 respectively for jet transports, and M max is the maximum
Mach number achieved by the aircraft.

Figure 5 - Geometry of trapezoidal wing

Figure 4 - Flight requirements for Wing & Thrust loading

Two other important geometric characteristics to determine are the
wing’s Mean Aerodynamic chord c and quarter chord wing

Selecting the lowest W/S and the highest T/W will be the ideal
choice for thrust required T and wing reference area Sref to proceed
with propulsion selection and wing geometry. The highest T/W = 0.27
and occurs during flight approach, and the lowest W/S occurs near the
stall speed limit at 136.7 lb./ft 2 , both at sea level altitudes.

sweep  c / 4 . The expressions for both variables are:

c





2 1    2
cr
3 (1   )


(1   ) 
 c / 4  tan 1  tan  L.E 
A(1   ) 


V. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
Subroutine analysis for aircraft configuration uses empirical
formulas and raw estimation based on historic data and experience in
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Here,

 L.E

is the wing’s leading edge sweep angle and is a design

parameter set by the designer. Based on trends of current swept
planes, a reasonable assumption for jet transports is  L.E  34.5 .
Equations (8) and (9) calculates

c as 26.83 ft and  c / 4 as 31.62 .

The location Y of the mean aerodynamic chord
centerline of the root chord is expressed as:

Y 

c from

b 1  2 
 39.26 ft.
6 (1   )

the

Finally, based on similar trends, according to Raymer[2] and Wood
the wing’s dihedral angle, wing incidence and angle of twist

[4]

,

 w for

the conceptual phase are 7 , 3 and 1 respectively. A summary of
wing configuration can be viewed in Figure 5.

There are two types: Before proceeding to calculations, few inner
cabin designs must be considered first.
Nose : 3% of fuselage
Cockpit: 4 – 5 % of fuselage
Cabin length
Aft body : 20% of fuselage

the horizontal wing’s area and

wings area. Substituting 4,715 ft. for S ref will give 1,462 ft. 2 and

1,037 ft. 2 for S h and S V respectively.
D. Engine and Propulsion
Engine dimension and power plant were determined using Raymer’s
annotations. This method proposed uses existing empirical data of
equivalent Aircraft’s and are used to scale and size the engine for this
aircraft.
It is important to remember that T/W varies for different flight
conditions but to initially consider the highest T/W, will allow us to
calculate the total thrust required
With a wing loading T/W = 0.27 and gross weight of 644,558 lb. ,
the thrust that must be available to power the aircraft for all flight
constraints is 178,300 lb. For a twin jet, the installed thrust per

Tinstalled = 89,158 lb. However we

Tunistalled  Tinstalled  1.0759

(11)

BW is the product of ‘number of Seats a breast’ x ‘seat width’
FL are the product of ‘Seat pitch’ and the ratio of ‘total number.

 95,920 lb.

The previous engine specifications comply with a few power plant
provided by some aircraft manufacturers. Our closest pick was the
Rolls-Royce Trent 800s.

VI. CENTRE OF GRAVITY
The aircraft’s Centre of gravity location is obtained by:

Here,

and
of seats and number of seats a breast’. Total cabin length and width
were approximately 21.2 ft and 156.4 ft respectively.
Table 3 - Seat arrangement selection for fuselage design

Business
50
20
21
8
5
40
2

must account for certain

thrust losses during flight performance. An estimate of thrust losses is
estimates losses due to engine pressure recovery as 5.4 %, engine air
bleeding loss as 0.66%, nozzle losses as 0.5 % and 1 % power
extraction. The total thrust losses is roughly equivalent to
The uninstalled thrust is equal to

l c  1.538 FL  10.499

First
78
21.5
23
4
6
18
2

the vertical

5.4%  0.66%  0.5%  1%  7.59%

To determine cabin length and volume, we established the following
relationships as a function of seat pitch, seat width, number of rows,
column and aisle width, according to Serghides[5]. Each section of the
cabin follows the following relationships that were derived from
discrete points.
(10)
bc  0.761BW  3.083

Seat pitch (in)
Seat width (in)
Aisle width (in)
Seats a breast
No. Rows a class
Total no. of seats
Emergency exits

S V denotes

2

engine is

B. Fuselage Design






S h denotes

X cg 
Here

X cg is

W X
W
c

cg

the total center of gravity of the aircraft.

weight of each component, and

(12)

c

X cg

Wc Is

the

is the center of gravity for each

component the location of each component’s C.G must be estimated.
components include Payload, fuel tank, installed engines, fuselage,
main wing, horizontal and vertical wings, nose gear and main gear.
Such estimates were based on data and estimates collected from
Roskam[6] and Tulapurkara[7]. The C.G of the aircraft lies at 90.15 ft
from the nose.

Economy
34
17.5
19
9
22
198
4

A typical 3 class arrangement is used, First, business and economy
class. Seat widths and seat arrangements chosen follow trends of
current aircrafts. Based on standards for similar aircrafts, the chosen
parameters are in table 7.1. The seat pitch chosen for this aircraft was
chosen to be slightly more spacious than typical airliner seats. This is
to provide better passenger comfort and good competition in the
aircraft industry.
The total length of the fuselage can finally be estimated. The total
length of the fuselage was found to be

l f  l nose  l cockpit  l cabin  l aft

 0.03l f  8.33  156 .42  0.2l f
 212 .59ft.

Figure 6 - C.G shift locations for different flight cases

C. Tail Configuration
As part of data collection, the horizontal and vertical tail areas can
be estimated using S h S ref  0.31 and S V S ref  0.22 . Here

C.G. must remain within a certain allowable limit to avoid any
difficulties in handling and control. Critical cases occur when C.G
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shifts  15%. The C.G. shifts analyzed fall in that range therefore it’s
safe to say the aircraft will be in balance and won’t topple off.
The location of the wing is determined by taking moments from
the aircraft’s nose. The wing has a leading edge X LE from the nose
and engine location of X LE  6 ft . Applying moments of equilibrium



Here, C l max is the air foil’s coefficient of lift. For an average t/c of

13.5 %, and from NASA’s database [8], this value is 1.80. Substituting

Cl max and 31.62 for

in 1.80 for

c/ 4

into (15) yields a

CL max value of 1.379.

M  0 about the nose of the airplane using all the weights and

Raymer has specified a range for

C Lmax to fall between 1.2 and

1.5. The angle of attack for maximum lift is determined using the
following expression.

distances, this yields an equilibrium equation in terms of X LE . The

resultant moment was resolved and solved for X LE . The location of

the wing leading edge at the root was found to be X L.E  45.21 ft .
The centre of aerodynamics of the wing according to many textbooks
locates this point at about 25% of the MAC. Assuming that X a .c is at

C
Where

the quarter length of MAC, a relationship of X a .c is derived as

0

L

L m ax



C Lmax
  0L   CL m ax
C L

(16)

is the airfoil zero lift angle and for NASA SC 0614

airfoil, this value is  3.9 . The first two terms in equation (16)
represent linearity and with

X a.c  X L.E  0.25c

CLα and CLmax

already determined, the

slope becomes linear up to an angle of 8.236 . This corresponds to

 81.82 ft

a

VII. AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

C Lmax value of 0.936.

The non-linear term in equation (16) is  C

At this stage of design, general estimates are used to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. Now that we’ve built the
skeleton of our aircraft, we can now proceed to aerodynamic
calculations.

L max

a correction

factor and using graphical methods from Raymer, this was selected to
be 3.89 . The angle at maximum lift coefficient after substituting
all values in (16) is  C
 12.13

A. Lift Curve Slope

L max

The lift curve slope dC L

d , or in short CL , has valuable

importance in conceptual design mainly for calculating drag due to
lift, and longitudinal stability analysis. Note that our supercritical
airfoil is cambered hence produces lift even at zero angle of attack.
The maximum lift is obtained before the stall angle of attack. Beyond
that, lift reduces dramatically and the wing is considered to be stalled.
The slope consists of a linear and non-linear terms. The non-linear
term is expressed as

CL non linear  CL max

(13)

Lift curve slope can be estimated using a semi-empirical formula
defined in (9.4). Although this is for subsonic flight, however it’s
reasonably accurate to almost Mach 1.

CL 

Here,

2A
A2  2  tan 2  maxt
1 
2 4
 2 
2

 Sexposed 

 F
  S ref 



(14)

Figure 7 - Lift curve slope for landing & cruise

The lift curve slope was also examined for preferably M=0.2.
Following up the same methods used above, the lift slope, and
maximum stall angle are 4.945 rad 1 and 15.97 O respectively.

 max t is the sweep wing at the location of the chord where

airfoil is thickest and is taken as  27.5 ,  is airfoil efficiency
and is assumed 0.95. F is the fuselage lift factor and is defined

Linearity dismantles at

C. High lift devices

2

as F  1.07(1  d / b) , where, d and b are fuselage’s diameter
and wing span respectively. The expression in equation (14)

The types of high lift devices we consider are leading edge double
slotted flaps and slats and to estimate the increase in coefficient of
lift, we use the relationship

 2  1 M 2

is defined as the Prandtl Meyer Function, a function
of Mach number for subsonic flows. Raymer[2] suggested that the
term S exposed S ref F can be regarded as 0.98 if calculations



 S flapped 
 cos  H.L
C L max  0.9cl max 
 S ref 

 

show that it exceeds a value of 1 which was exactly the case here.
Substituting in the variables into (14) we find that the lift curve
slope is C L

  12.08 O as shown in Figure 7.

(17)

Here, S flapped  2,941 ft 2 is design variable and is the surface area
of high lift device in proportion to Wing reference area. The value of

 6.51 rad 1 .

Sflapped

B. Wing Lift Coefficient of a clean wing

equal to 2,941 ft 2 and cover about 70% of wing’s semi-

 H.L , the sweep angle at
as 15 . Finally, cl max is lift

span and 25% of the chord. In addition,

Lift and drag can be displayed in non-dimensional form; Coefficient
of lift and coefficient of drag L  qSC L and D  qSC D . We are
interested in the lift generated during three flight phases, Cruise,
Take-off and Landing. We estimate the wing’s 3D Coefficient of Lift
using the following relationship:
(15)
CL max  0.9Cl max cos  c 4

the flap’s hinge line is assumed

contribution of the high lift device and approximate values provided
by Raymer[2] in multiples of the ratio c' c are used. c' is the chord
length after total deflection and c' c is assumed to be 1.15. The lift
increments for a double slotted flap and slats respectively are:
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 2,921ft 2
C L max  0.9 1.84 
2
 4651ft


cos15   1.048


 2,921ft 2
C L max  0.9 0.46 
2
 4651ft


cos15   0.262


Therefore, the total lift increment is C L max

restore the forces back to its original state, a process called ‘trimming’
of an aircraft.
 Horizontal tail should ensure that dCmg dCL is a negative
slope for all positions of center of gravity.

 For all values of C L , the pilot should be able to trim the
aircraft and maintain a pitching moment of zero.

 1.310

This is achieved using the elevators or by varying tail incidence.
Following a disturbance, the pilot must adjust his aircraft such that
Forces and moments cancel each other out.
By definition, equilibrium of flight requires the sum of all moments
about C.G to equal zero equilibrium:

M cg 

1
V 2 C M .cg ( ) Sc  0
2

(22)

The pilot wishes to vary lift on both wing and tail and is done so by
varying



and

ih such

that the resultant forces would resolve an

overall moment of zero. An aircraft without tail would yield a
dCmg dCL > 0 thus, considered longitudinally unstable.

Figure 8 - Lift curve slope for high lift devices

D. Drag Polar
Drag polar is the standard presentation format for aerodynamic data
that are used in performance calculation. It’s a measure of the total
drag of the aircraft

C D  C Do  kC L
Where

k  1 Ae Here, C Do is

2

(18)

the parasite drag and is mainly

contributed by the skin friction and pressure drag. Parasite drag can
be broken down into

C Do  C Do c  C Dmisc  C DL&P

(19)

Where suffices c, ‘misc’ and L&P denote drag forces associated with
aircraft’s components, miscellaneous, and Leakage & protuberance
respectively. The drag polar equation is expressed as

C D  0.01528  0.0428CL

2

Figure 10 - Trim plot for various Angle of attack and Tail incidence

(20)

Using the following equation (22) for

Drag Polar shows the drag coefficient induced by lift as demonstrated
in figure 9.

Cmg

we can find the angle of

attack and the lift coefficient at which the aircraft will trim. Other
effects such as thrust from power-plant were taken into consideration.
S
T  ZT
(23)
Cmcg  CL X cg  X acw   Cmw  Cmf   h h CLh X ach  X cg  
Sw
qSwc
Here,

Cmw is wing the pitching moment and is expressed as:


Cm w  1.3Cm oairfoil

Where C mo

airfoil


 A cos2  c/4 
  0.01 
 

 A  2 cos  c/4 


(24)

, is the air-foil pitching moment at zero angle of attack

and from airfoil data, this is about -0.1085 rad. The downwash
angle  is roughly between 10 – 14 degrees.
Figure 9 - Drag polar at various Mach Numbers



d 

C Lh  C Lh   i w 1 
  i h  i w    0 h 
d






Maximum L/D can be obtained by drawing a line tangent to the drag
polar. This is found to be equal to 19.55. This shows that our initial
estimate of 19 was accurate enough.

L / Dmax  1 2 C D0 k

C L  C L   iw 

(21)

Here,

The program iterates between this relationship and the initial
L/D Guess used for the initial sizing stage of the aircraft. The value of
L/D must satisfy both equations in order for the program to run
successfully.

VIII.

(25)
(26)

 0 h is angle of attack at zero lift for horizontal tail at maximum

deflection (30 degrees) and is approximated using the following
relationship:





1 C L 
 0 h   
  0.031 6 rad
 f
 C L  f 

STABILITY & CONTROL

Trim analysis and plot is the most important subroutine analysis for
conceptual design. The following aspects need to be considered for
longitudinal stability: This ideally means that the moment should

Where,

 f is the elevator’s deflection, and where C Lh and C L are

functions of angle of attack, wing incidence i w and tail incidence ih .
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Additionally, the downwash derivative d d is another variable
that is a function of wing’s aspect ratio and taper ratio, provided by a
graphical method in Raymer’s chapter 7. For A=8.1 and taper ratio 
= 0.27, the downwash derivative is approximated to be 0.29.
All analysis requires all angles to be in radians. Wing incidence as
previously estimated is i w

 1 . Subroutine analysis for the aircraft’s

this would be eight times which why the plots figure 15 behave that
way. Maximum velocity

Vmax

is around 856 ft. /s, corresponding to a

Mach speed of 0.89. Furthermore, figure 14 provides data at which
flight speed can the aircraft fly to utilize minimum power. The least
power requirement occurs at high speeds at 36,000 ft.

stability and control focuses on a few parameters that will bring the
aircraft to longitudinal stability during cruise. To satisfy this condition
theoretically the coefficient pitching moment must satisfy two
boundary values of lift coefficient CL that will bring this coefficient to
zero ih

In case of any turbulence, the aircraft’s avionics is automated to return
the aircraft to a tail angle of incidence of -1.655 degrees. The point
indicated at which Cmcg  0 in the trim plot Figure 10 is the trim
state and corresponds to an angle of attack



of 1.664 degrees and

tail incidence ih of -1.655 degrees. In case of any change in flight
speed, these parameters must be recalculated to keep the aircraft
trimmed and bring it back to equilibrium. All three criteria are met
and our analysis validates that the aircraft is considered to be
longitudinally stable.

Figure 13 - Climb rates for different altitudes

IX. PERFORMANCE PLOTS
The designer needs to estimate the performance of his aircraft to
ensure it meets all the requirements and certifications. Various types
of performance analysis are shown in this section. Figure 11 proves
that high lift devices play an effect on stall speed. Flying at low
altitudes is limited by stall speed V S , and by achieving the lowest VS
it’s possible for the aircraft to fly at lower altitudes.

Figure 14 – Power required for steady level flight

Figure 11 – Effects of flaps on stall speed limit

Figure 15 - Power required PReq vs Power available PAv at cruise altitude

Figure 12 – Thrust & drag curves for steady level flight at 36,000 ft.

Figure 13 provides climb angle contours, representing the best rate of
climbs at each altitude. The aircraft should choose those climb rates to
achieve maximum vertical velocity. Figure 12 shows that parasite
drag predominates at high speed, whereas induced drag predominates
at low speed. Drag is also a function of velocity so if the aircraft was
to accelerate up to twice its speed, the parasite drag would become
four times as great. However the power would require to overcome

Figure 16 - Flight endurance at different cruise speeds
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XI. CONCLUSION
The program developed has presented several methods to estimate the
overall performance of the aircraft. It’s capable of handling a variety
of jet transports. If the design requires slightly different configuration,
the program will enable the user to only provide the necessary inputs.
The points above are of major consideration for any future work
performed. Passengers’ safety and comfort are two primary motives
behind flight specifications therefore environmental constraints such
as noise and emissions can be more considered for further design
projects. Future work can also enhance the program to estimate the
constraints of dynamic stability and handling qualities and structural
limits.
This study has successfully used the methods mentioned here and
provided very good agreements with already successfully designed
airliners. Overall, the design of a twin jet airliner met all specifications
and certifications and can successfully proceed to the next phase of
design. Our conceptual design program is a work in progress, and will
not only holds an array of design alternatives and trade studies, but
also will take into consideration evolutionary changes in aircraft
concepts. It is necessary that interactions among all distinct
components be included; improvements and new innovations should
be readily incorporated to the design. Changes must also be integrated
easily into every aspect of the design proposal, and alternative designs
should be studied prior to the appropriate design selection.
Consequently, the overall product must do favor to the buyer, given
that the last thing a designer would want is no consumer to purchase
the aircraft.

Figure 17 - Flight range in (nm) for various cruise speeds
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Figure 18 - Instantaneous rate of turn  at various altitudes

Figure 16 and figure 17 show that the maximum flight endurance
and range are achieved around speed 825 ft./s. ft. Finally, figure 18
determines the flight envelope for this jet airliner showing stall and
structural limits for all altitudes of flight. The velocity at which the
maximum instantaneous turn occurs is called the corner velocity

X. PROGRAM VALIDATION
Our Model was compared favourably with the Boeing 777-200ER,
Airbus 350 and Boeing 787-8. The complete design program was
validated with the Boeing 777-200ER since it showed almost identical
features. Validation showed strong agreements with the available
weight, geometry and performance data as shown in tables 4 and 5.
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
IT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE IN A
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
KRISZTINA FÓRIKA TIBENSZKYNÉ
Institute of Mechatronics & Vehicle Engineering, Óbuda University, Budapest Hungary
forika.krisztina@bgk.uni-obuda.hu
an important role in the various work phases including
preparation, planning and the subsequent implementation and
installation works as well as the controlling and monitoring
tasks. Today in Paks several aspects are dealt with the highest
priority, such as maintaining nuclear safety, operating the
power plant, performing the maintenance tasks and preparing
the scheduled expansion of the plant. To ensure the long-term
operation of any nuclear power plant, adequate controlling and
maintenance must be in place with regular renewal of the
different subcomponents to expand their life time. However, all
of these actions require conscious planning to avoid the
occurrence of extreme costs. Certain equipment and
subsystems require continuous renewal to avoid their wear out
or that they become outdated. On the other hand, some of the
systems may require capacity expansion.

Abstract— The present article aims to define the IT network
architecture and data management applied in a nuclear power
plant system. Based on nuclear science and industry specific
literature and on own research, the present paper sets up a clear
systematization of these network techniques by providing a brief
summary of their essence, while also providing examples of their
application in a monitoring subsystem in a Hungarian Nuclear
Power Plant. The present article also provides an insight into the
different ways of connecting to the Radiation Monitoring System
and integration tools, while highlighting the importance of
ensuring the high quality of such connections. After the
explanation of the challenge of network structures and the duty
of the radiation monitoring system, the author outlines the
importance of using data concentrators and the purpose of
network control technology.
Keywords— NPP, network architecture, Radiation Monitoring
System, structure

This article is structured around examining the architecture
and functions of the information network of the radiation
measuring and information processing system used in nuclear
power plants. The author aims to provide a broad description of
the vast amount of data that is processed and transported by
this system, while the importance of implementing a secure
network architecture is also explained. All nuclear power
plants, including the Paks plant, are subjected to regular
inspections and controls by the UN's relevant professional
organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the
World Association of Nuclear Operators to ensure that the IT
system of such nuclear power plants comply with the
applicable national and international standards.[1] One of the
strategic goals that Paks Atomerőmű Rt (PA Rt.) defined in
2001 was to continue the operation of the existing nuclear
power reactors beyond their design life-time of 30 years. [2]
Environment protection measures for nuclear energy produced
by nuclear power plants involves the controlling of the plant's
radioactive emissions [3,4], i.e., measurements for the volume
and composition of such radiation, as well as the constant
monitoring of neutral and artificial radiation levels. To ensure
this, the original monitoring system went through a
reconstruction process that started in 1998 and was replaced by
two cooperating systems such as the new Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) and the Complementary Radiation Monitoring
System (CRMS) that are hereinafter jointly referred to as
Radiation Measurement and Information Processing System
(RMIPS). The task of the RMIPS is to provide adequate and
reliable data in all operational phases of the nuclear power
plant, i.e., normal operation, breakdown or nuclear incident, to
estimate the environmental impacts and to take appropriate
actions, if necessary.

I. INTRODUCTION
Some of the greatest achievements of the 21st century
energy industry have been to ensure the use of nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes and to provide the means for the safe
application of this energy. The Paks nuclear power plant was
built with four pressurized water reactor units. It started its
phased operation between 1983 and 1987 and continues to
operate in a planned and uninterrupted manner even today. The
plant is powered by four VVER-440/213 nuclear reactors of
Soviet design, each of which are pressurized water reactors
(PWR), where the boiling of the water in the primary coolant
circuit is prevented by the application of high pressure. Today
the total output power of the plant is 1866 MW that was
increased from the original 1760 MW through various
development phases to reach this level. If the envisaged plans
for further power increase are implemented, the total output
power could reach as much as 2000 MW. In 2009, the
Hungarian Parliament gave its consent “in principle” to the
expansion of the Paks nuclear power plant. Then in 2015 a
cooperation agreement was signed between the Russian
company Rosatom and Paksi Atomerőmű Zrt. for the
construction of two new reactor units that could start
commercial operation in 2023. These 2 new reactor units
could, for some time, double the Paks power plant's output
power, and could also cover 80 percent of Hungary's energy
needs. To fulfil the complex tasks needed for the construction
of the nuclear power plant, the cooperation of several different
professional fields is required. The academic disciplines play
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RMIPS is also in charge of providing data on the activity
concentration levels of noble gases, aerosols and iodine for
various locations of different zones. Its tasks also include the
identification of radiation levels emitted by specific
technological systems. RMIPS must be able to measure the
activity concentration of all released waters and the incident
gamma dose rate in airtight spaces. Additional tasks of RMIPS
include the displaying of measurement data on the dosage
measurement IT system monitors and using this data to send
alerts to the field-mounted beacons and sounders. RMIPS's
management system ensures the coordination of the processes
for the concurrent actions related to the protection, testing,
monitoring and controlling functions. If an incident occurs, an
essential task of the system is to rely on the information
technology system to provide data needed to assess the
severity of the primary radiation protection actions.
Simultaneously, RMIPS must also archive the measured data
to support the subsequent elaboration of trends for diagnostic
purposes.

The relevance of RMIPS was highlighted after the third and
most tragic accident in the history of nuclear power plants that
took place in the Soviet Union with the explosion of the 4th
reactor of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Nuclear power
plant accidents provide a lot of opportunity to draw
conclusions and they lead to fundamental changes in setting the
design and operational criteria for nuclear power plants. [5,6]
This leads to the obvious conclusion that the proper
functioning of the Radiation Measurement and Information
Processing System is vital for the safe operation of any nuclear
power plant [7,8]. My research focuses on examining the
structure and the components of the IT network for the
Radiation Measurement and Information Processing System
(RMIPS) and making recommendations for improving the
basic conditions of safe operation. This research topic offers
several subtopics that are worth for individual investigation. In
this paper I choose to deal with examining the structure and the
components of the IT network for the Radiation Measurement
and Information Processing System in light of the planned
expansion of the Paks power plant.

Nuclear measurements are vital components of the safe
and secure operation of the power reactor, as they are
contributing to public safety and also to that of the plant and
personnel over the lifetime of the facility.

II. TASKS OF THE RADIATION MEASUREMENT AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
The network architecture of a nuclear power plant largely
influences the quality of operational and maintenance
functions, which in turn play an essential role in the efficiency
and reliability of that plant. Initial design plans of new nuclear
power plants must include efficient methods and equipment,
while efforts have to be made to create the most optimal link
between theoretical research and practical implementation
relying on the requirements of safety and the most efficient
use of the available resources. First and foremost the
interoperability of the various system safety technologies must
be ensured, while compliance with the NPP operational
reliability standards and the fundamental operational
requirements of nuclear power plants must also be guaranteed.
To focus on the safe and reliable operation of the nuclear
power plant, not only the technological innovations need to be
considered, but the scientific advancements related to the
internal systems and equipment of the power plant should also
be followed to a reasonable extent without jeopardizing the
safe operation of the nuclear power plant. Ensuring the safe
operation and expansion of the nuclear power plant requires
the elaboration of reliable maintenance and implementation
strategies at all functional levels including the design,
implementation, maintenance and operational phases.

The internal IT network of the nuclear power plant must
provide a highly reliable communication platform for the
interaction of all computers, measurement instruments and
peripherals. Essential tasks of the advanced network
communication systems include the proper decoding and
transmitting of regular or corrected electrical signals of
various formats between different devices such as transmitters
and receivers. Selecting the right formats for the electric
signals is highly important due to various reasons such as the
hazardous nature of the environment, the communication
losses pertaining to electronic noises and high-voltage
electrical faults and the significant voltage differences of the
various grounding materials. To check the activity
concentration of various substances such as aerosols with
alpha, beta and gamma radiation, iodine-131 and radioactive
noble gases, the air samples must be taken from the
underground ventilation system of the work area. As a next
step, these samples must be checked by using the measuring
instruments installed at the work platform. Measurement
specific detectors are used for taking the measurements. The
MGP devices are important system components consisting of
a detector unit and a corresponding intelligent LPDU unit.
The LPDU is a data collector receiving data from a
connected detector or multiple detectors and additional
output/input devices necessary for its own operation to carry
out complex processing of the received data, if necessary.

The Radiation Measurement and Information Processing
System (RMIPS) manages the coordination, testing and
controlling of the operation and reliability of all plant
equipment, while it also monitors all of the operational actions
to meet the long-term requirements related to performance,
health care and environment protection. RMIPS relies on
established economical strategies to adopt itself to the
operational experiences on the basis of monitoring how
frequently specific events occur.

The LPDU also ensures local data displaying. The LPDUs and
PLCs employ local devices for processing and displaying the
received data. Table 1 below contains the location and
measuring range of the various measuring instruments.
The test was performed in normal operational mode, where
the measuring units should provide the following
functionalities:

The above information leads to the conclusion that the
management system of RMIPS is responsible for ensuring the
safe, efficient and economic operation and monitoring of the
nuclear power plant.

Functionalities of the measuring units:
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Maintain high quality and continuous connection with
the detector;



Generate measurement results on an ongoing basis;



Manage alarm and status signals;



Monitor the operation of displays and keyboards in all
areas equipped with computer monitors;



Control all relevant inputs and outputs;



Store all events and measurement data in a designated
memory;



Continuously perform self-tests.

(CC) receives the implementation requests from the
Departments Responsible for Operating (DRO). The CNT is
used by the nuclear power plant's Intranet users to obtain up to
date schematic drawings, distribution maps, spectrums, archive
lists, trend graphs and signal lists.
Another task of CNT is to transmit the information and data
received from data collectors, their corresponding data
concentrators as well as PLCs. The most important functions
are concentrated in the reactor block data centres, where the
integration of all data received from the plant technological
information system is performed. The components of CNT are
spread out in the power plant, and the CNT network acts as a
collection point for the data coming from the central data
collection and data processing system. CNT is actually a centre
for the data collectors, i.e., a centre for the plant's entire
technological information system.

TABLE 1.
Measured value
Gamma dose rate
Total
gamma
activity
concentration of water
Beta activity concentration
of aerosols

Detector location
Platform
Automated coolant
circuit
Next
to
the
platform

Iodine
concentration
Noble
gas
concentration

Next
to
the
platform
Ventilation
machinery room

activity
activity

Measuring range
5 μSv/h - 1 Sv/h
1 MBq/m3 – 1 TBq/m3
1 Bq/m3 – 10 MBq/m3
0.01 Bq/m3 – 104
Bq/m3
3.7
Bq/m33.7
MBq/m3
37
kBq/m3–
3700
MBq/m3

Table 1. Location and measuring range of the measurement specific devices

Having examined the available transmission technology
options, the implementation should be realized with fibre optic
lines due to their beneficial features such as electric isolation
and noise immunity. Depending on the specific application, if
it is important to provide high data transmission rates, i.e.,
above 2 Mbit/sec and noise immunity, using fibre optic lines
could be a reasonable solution. However, if shorter distances
have to be bridged, i.e., 10 m to 1 km, using twisted-wire pair
or shielded twisted-wire pair cables is more common as this is
a more cost efficient solution. Experience shows that both of
these technologies are being used in the Paks nuclear power
plant with the objective of placing more emphasis on fibre
optics for the upcoming implementations.

Figure 1. Structure and network architecture of RMIPS

An on-line data acquisition system ensures the programmable
conditioning and conversion of the signals. The converted data
can be used locally or it can be transmitted through the data
transmission system to NPP Cloud to access the nuclear power
plant's energy resources from a cloud. (Figure 1.) Going
forward, this cloud could be used to determine the energy
levels of other non-nuclear energy (NNE) plants and to
integrate with NPP Cloud. It could also be used to quantify the
energy level produced by the national energy sector through
Energy Cloud (E-Cloud) and to perform additional tasks such
as signal analysis, monitoring and failure detection.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS OF THE
RADIATION PROTECTION SYSTEM

The operation of the internal radiation protection system of
Paks nuclear power plant (work area and technological
subsystem) relies on a Radiation Measurement and Information
Processing System (RMIPS). The key functionality of RMIPS
is to provide online radiation status plant data to designated
users such as the radiation protection experts, the Radiation
Protection Department and the organization units in charge of
plant operation. If an incident occurs, an essential task of
RMIPS is to cooperate with the IT system to provide the
necessary information for assessing the severity of the primary
radiation protection actions. RMIPS collects the signals of
external monitoring and data collection tools (EMDC) to
forward them to the internal monitoring and data collection
tools (IMDC). This data is collected by the Computer Network
Technology (CNT) and transmitted to the expert staff of the
Radiation Monitoring Department (RMD). The Control Centre

IV. INTEGRATION OF DATA CONCENTRATORS
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready
for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save
As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by
your conference for the name of your paper. In this newly
created file, highlight all of the contents and import your
prepared text file. You are now ready to style your paper; use
the scroll down window on the left of the MS Word Formatting
toolbar.
Fibre optic cables are used to connect the data
concentrators to the process control network and also to the
LAN components of the radiation control system.
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research has led me to the conclusion that integrating the
various devices and cables of the system is a task being both
important and quite appropriate. The studying of detectors and
LPDU units can result in an understanding of what
components, network elements and protocol sets are required
to be able to transmit the necessary information to the reactor
block level. I also outlined the potential benefits of unifying the
energy resources produced by nuclear and non-nuclear power
plants through a solution that combines these resources into an
energy cloud.

Ongoing radiation measurements are made on the field to
display the measurement data at the operative control points
and the block controller. The Complementary Radiation
Monitoring System (KISER in Hungarian) is able to perform
various tasks such as displaying input data in schematic
drawings and graphs, storing the measured data in designated
databases and comparing the measurement data to activate
beacons and sounders at the reactor blocks.
The LPDUs include an RS485 interface that can be
connected to a bus system to enable their parallel data retrieval.
External devices must be enabled with a MODBUS/JBUS
protocol to allow any of them to read or write an LPDU's
parameter table. The COM port is managed by a
communication server to enable the communication of the
MODBUS protocol. (Figure 2.)

I examined what kinds of network connections, devices and
interfaces are required to achieve the integration of data
received from data concentrators with no loss of data. To be
able to create schematic drawings, the system components and
data collector units must be identified.

The communication server relies on a TCP/IP connection to
access 16 and 32 bit applications, while it also receives data
provided by diagnostic subprograms.
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ABSTRACT Kaolin is a common clay mineral with general formula:
Al2(OH)4Si2O5, discovered at the origin in China. Kaolin is
characterized by high reflectivity, inertness, fine particle size and low
fluid viscosity. Because of these properties, it has many industrial
uses and applications: paper filling and coating, in the production of
ceramics and porcelain as well as in fiberglass, paint and plastic
industry.
The objective of this study was to characterize and to determine the
most impurities existing in our kaolin. For this reason, we took 2
kaolins samples from the mine of Chekfa (KC1 and KC2), situated in
Jijel city of Algeria.
The chemical analysis, show that the KC1 sample is a kaolin of the
first order, and very low (traces) impurities like Fe2O3 and TiO2, and
the whiteness is very high which places it among the kaolin most
sought by various industries. The presence of MnO in KC2, gives a
gray color to the kaolin.
The mineralogical analysis with XRD, show that the most peaks of
KC1 present as kaolinite phases and there are no impurities. The
sample KC2 contains as impurities phases; manganese and organic
matters, therefore a valorization is necessary to eliminate these
impurities.

The quality of this kaolin change with the lodes of extractions, some
lodes give an appearance very white, on the other hand, the others are
characterized by a color, which varied between gray and blackish
color.
The treatment method used for this kaolin is the manual sorting,
where the workers select the good quality of kaolins and they leave
the bad quality.
Kaolin marketed, satisfied generally the following conditions:
To remain white after burning to 1400°C;
To present a maximum diameter of the grains (generally
20μm), doesn't exceed 50 - 63μm;
To contain at least 80% in weight of kaolinite [3]
Kaolin minerals depend on the amount and nature of the mineral
impurities associated to it. Although these methods are quite useful in
removing impurities, they are, at the same time, costly, complicated
and environmentally hazardous [4].
In this study we took 2 kaolin samples from Chekfa mine (KC1 and
KC2), The Chekfa mine is situated at 23 km to the east of Jijel city
[11].
To characterize these samples, XRF and XRD techniques have been
used and then to study the influences of the impurities on the quality
of our kaolin.

Key words: kaolin, impurities, chemical analysis, mineralogical
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Kaolinitic clay is a versatile industrial mineral. The oldest known use
of the clay is as a ceramic raw material. Presently, the clay also finds
application as a coating and filler pigment for paper, as a filler for
paint, rubber, insecticide, formulation of medicine, cosmetics, etc.
The main characteristic, which determines the utility of the clay for
various applications, is its purity. Pure kaolinite (Al 2O3.2SiO2.2H2O)
is white in colour and its chemical composition is 46.54% SiO2,
39.50% Al2O3 and 13.96% H2O [1].
Presence of impurities, particularly iron- and titanium-bearing
materials, imparts color to kaolin. The mined kaolin is usually
associated with various impurities like quartz, anatase, rutile, pyrite,
siderite, feldspar, etc., depending on the origin and depositional
environment [1]. These impurities impair the characteristics of kaolin
and affect its utility for various end applications.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two kaolins samples (labeled KC1 and KC2) have been collected
from Chekfa mine, following criterion of different color, as raw
materials, were accordingly characterized.
The colors are different between KC1 witches is white-gray and KC2
witches is blackish.
II.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF KAOLIN KC1 AND KC2
Our kaolin has been characterized in order to have the necessary
information for this research.

Kaolin generally presents different features in the same deposit. This
deposit has a hydrothermal formation and is close to the repute
thermal sources [2].

II.1.1 DRX Analysis
The nature of the present phases has been subtracted from the
diagrams of diffraction X-rays (XRD) gotten in 30 min. of
acquisition
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The XRD diagrams of the different kaolin are presented in the figure
01 and 02.

The clayey minerals generally include crystalline default. For
example, in the nature, the kaolinites exists under shape going very
well of the crystallized to very disorganized [5].
The XRD powder diagrams indicate the influence of crystalline state
on the form of the diffraction stripes feature of kaolinite: some
intense and fine stripes (peaks) become diffuse, and badly
determined, with increasing of the structural disorder and stacking
default of the kaolinite leaflets.
The physico-chemical properties of kaolinites are strongly dependent
on the nature and the quantity of defaults.
Numerous empiric relations have been established in order to
estimate this crystalline disorder. They are based on the intensity, the
height and the form of diffraction peaks strips (hk0).
When the crystalline disorder increases in the plan (a, b), the
corresponding stripes become larger and their intensities decrease.
They can even constitute some wholes without distinct peaks.

Fig. 1.XRD Diagram of KC1;

The most used cristallinity indices is the one described by Hinckley
[6], sensitive to the defaults set presents in the plan (a, b), he is
defined from the strips peaks (02l) and (11l) (figure 04) while using
the relation:

Where



A and B are respectively, the heights of strips (02l) et (11l).
At : is the height of pic (110) measured from the
continuous bottom existing in the outside of these strips.

Fig. 2. XRD Diagram of KC2;
In the two cases, the most intense stripes are to 2θ = 12.30°, 19.85°
and 24.85°, characteristics at a same time of kaolinite and halloysite.

Fig. 3. X RD Diagram of KGa-2 (K : Kaolinite)

II.2 COMPARISON OF KAOLIN KC1 AND KC2 WITH KGA-2

Fig. 4. Variation form of stripes (001) and (002) of kaolinite with stacking
defaults [7];

II.2.1 Kaolin Cristallinity
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Table 2: Mineralogical composition of KC1, KC2 and the reference KGa-2 in
(%)

Sample
KC1
KC2
KGa-2

II.2.2 Chemical composition

Anatase

-------

15
25
<1

----<2

Organic
matters
<2
<3
---

III. RÉSULTS AND DISCUTION
The silica and alumina are the majority constituent oxides in our
sample.

Table 1: chemical composition of KC1, KC2 and the reference of KGa-2, (%).

KC1
43,58
36,9
-0.09
--0, 62
0, 32
0, 03
15, 18
White

Quartz

The mineralogy of KGa-2 kaolin studied by the XRD, show that
kaolin is essentially constituted of the kaolinite (97%).

Table 1 gives the contents of the different oxides present in the tow
kaolins. We compared KC1 and KC2 with reference kaolin KGa-2,
relatively pure, coming from the state of Georgia (USA). This kaolin
was already the subject of many studies [8,9], its chemical
composition has been determined by ICP [8].

KGa
43.90
38.5
2.02
1.13
0.0065
0.005
0, 00
0, 03
-13, 72
> 85%

83
72
97

Illite

The richest kaolin in kaolinite is KC1 (83%) compared with the KC2
kaolin (72%), at the same time the KC2 kaolin is close to the
composition of KGa-2 kaolin.

Fig. 5: Strip (02) and (11) of XRD specter kaolin (KGa-2)

Elements
SiO2
Al2O3
TiO2
Fe2O3
K2O
Na2O
MnO
MgO
CaO
LOI
Whiteness
/color

Kaolinite

KC2
41,57
38,1
-0, 14
--1, 49
0, 11
0, 21
16, 50
Gray

The SiO2/Al2O3 reports of KC1 is 1.14 instead of 1.1 for the pure
kaolin, This gap suggests the presence of free silica (quartz), on the
other hand for the KC2 is equal to 1.12 which also confirms the
presence of the free silica. , these values indicate that the quality of
our kaolins is varied, the KC2 characterized by a middle quality, the
second KC2 characterized by a weak quality.
We remark that the percentage in impurities is not elevated in relation
with kaolins used in the industry; however a small presence of the
manganese oxide in KC2 made the difference compared with other
kaolin, because this one gives a gray color to ores.
The calculations of Hinckleys indices values that calculated from
these strips are: 0.409 and 0.214 for KC1 and KC2 respectively, and
are different from the value Hinkley indices references of KGa-2 that
equals to: 0.37 [8], which confirms that our samples of kaolin are
badly crystallized.

The KGa-2 kaolin show that the Al2O3/SiO2 report is equal to 0.88,
that the contents in TiO2 and Fe2O3 are relatively important and that
the loss in ignition is 13, 72%. While comparing these results with
the results gotten for the KC1 and KC2, we remark that the
Al2O3/SiO2 reports are near; on the other hand the loss in ignition of
the order of 16% are superior to those gotten with the KGa-2 kaolin.

It is proved that a relation exists between the evolution of the
Hinckley indices of the kaolinite and the increase of the number of
structural defaults from the moment all diagrams are recorded on the
same device and in the same conditions [10].

II-2-2 Mineralogical composition

The rates of the iron oxide are very low (0,09% for KC1 and 0,14%
for KC2), in relation with the kaolins used in the industries of
ceramics 0.6–1% , Paper coating and Paper filler 0,5 to 1 % [11].

Table 2 presents the mineralogical composition of KC1, KC2 and the
reference KGa-2.
The research of minerals composing KC1 and KC2 kaolin is led by
X-rays diffraction. The indexing of the peaks watches that three main
crystalline phases constitute KC1 and KC2 kaolin, the first is
represented by the kaolinite that is extensively present. The second
phase is the Al (OH)3 gibbsite, carrier of alumina, and Finally a third
phase that is carrier of the manganese with elevated ratio in KC2.

As we know, the iron oxide is a harmful element for the kaolin and
can give reddish, brown and brunette for kaolins.
We remark that the impurities percentage is not heighten, however a
small presence of the manganese oxide made a compared difference
with other kaolins, because this one gives a gray and blackish color to
the kaolins.

We don't discover the presence of quartz, certainly; this kaolin is very
little soiled by the free silica. Some peaks remain unidentifiable.

The loss on ignition (LOI) for KC1 and KC2 is superior to 16%, in
relation with KGa-2 kaolin, that due to the existence of structural
water.
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CONCLUSION
Our different kaolins are characterized by several aspects.
According to the chemical and mineralogical analysis, the essential
mineral is always hydrated silica-alumina, under kaolinite or
haloysite form; it is come accompanied except in KC1, by several
impurities: micas and feldspars bring potassium.KC2 contains the
manganese and the organic matters; KC1 is nearly in conformity with
halloysite.
The SiO2/Al2O3 reports of KC1 and KC2 are 1.14 and 1.12
respectivelly instead of 1.1 for the pure kaolin, This gap suggests and
confirms the presence of free silica (quartz), these values indicate
also that the quality of our kaolins is varied the middle quality to the
second poor quality.
It is noted that KC2 contains non negligible contents in Fe2O3, K2O,
CaO and MnO. These impurities present with traces in KC1, It is
coherent with the white-gray color KC1, and the blackish color of
KC2.
After comparison with the KGa-2 kaolin, it is appears that the KC1
and KC2 are not kaolinites (2SiO2,Al2O3,2H2O) but rather a hydrated
form that approaching to the halloysite (2SiO2,Al2O3,4H2O).
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Abstract
A new strategy for enhancing the efficiency of TiO2 dyesensitized solar cells (DSSCs) by doping foreign ion into TiO2
lattice via sol-gel process is reported. DSSCs are based on a
semiconductor (i.e., TiO2), formed between a photo-sensitized
anode and an electrolyte. In order to reach high conversion
efficiency, it is important to increase the electron injection and
optical absorption. One promising solution to increase the
electron injection is to decrease the large band gap of TiO2 by
doping a foreign ion into TiO2 lattice. In the present work, Agdoped TiO2 nanopowders and thin films with different Ag:Ti
ratios are reported. The effect of dopant WT% annealing time,
and TiCl4 solution concentration on photovoltaic performance
of dye-sensitized solar cells were studied. The powders were
synthesized via aqueous sol–gel route, followed by annealing
at 500°C at various times for 1 and 4 hr. X-ray diffraction and
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
analyses revealed that the synthesized samples had uniform
grains in nanometer range. UV–vis absorption showed that Ag
doping introduction enhanced the visible light absorption of
TiO2 nanoparticles by shifting the absorption onset to visible
light region. It was found that, 0.1 WT.% Ag-doped TiO2
DSSC (i.e., DSSC number 9) had the highest power
conversion efficiency of 5.1%, short current density of 13.12
mA/cm2 and open circuit voltage of 788 mV. This can be
related to achievement of a optimum condition balance among
the electron injection, light scattering effect and dye
sensitization. The applied method exhibited superior potential
for synthesis of Ag-doped TiO2 nanopowders and films to
utilize as DSSCs.

of the research has been focusing on development of materials
which would enhance the conversion efficiency, simplify the
production of DSSC and assure their long-lifetime. Titanium
dioxide is an n-type wide band gap semiconductor that absorbs
in the UV region and is transparent for visible light. In a
typical DSSC the dye molecules are adsorbed on the surface
of the TiO2 to assure photoelectric conversion over a broad
spectral range of the solar spectrum. When sunlight radiates
onto the DSSC the electrons in the dye molecules (HOMO
level) absorb photons that become excited and jump to an
unoccupied upper level (LUMO level). The electrons from the
LUMO level are then injected into the TiO2 semiconductor
conduction band and pass through the TiO2 layer to the
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) coated glass and to a
loadFurther, the vacant ‘‘HOMO’’ level is then filled with
electrons supplied by the iodide (I_ ) ions in the electrolyte
while iodide is oxidized to tri-iodide I_3 [3]. Meanwhile the
platinum counter electrode acts as a catalyst for the redox
reaction of the ions in the electrolyte solution and reduces the
tri-iodide back to iodide, 2 for practical application, the
photocatalytic activity of TiO2 needs further improvement [4].
An effective way to improve the TiO2 photoactivity is to
introduce foreign metal ions into TiO2. The sol-gel process is a
most attractive method to introduce foreign metal ions into
TiO2 powders and films [5]. A wide range of metal ions such
as iron [6], nickel [7], cupper [8], manganese [9] and cobalt
[10] have been used as acceptor dopants into TiO2 and the
TiO2 photocatalytic activity was improved to varying extents.
The foreign metal ions, however, usually affect the TiO2
phase transformation behavior and structure while they were
introduced by sol-gel method [11-13]. In this work, using the
sol-gel method we prepared Ag-doped TiO2 films and found
that Ag could also effectively improve the photocatalytic
activity of TiO2 nanopowders and films and using different
TiCl4 concentration solution in preparation of dye sentisized
solar cells.

Keywords: Ag; solar cell; Ag-doped TiO2; TiO2

1. Introduction
In the present age, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have
been regarded as a promising candidate for third solar cells
generation owning to their ease of manufacturing, good power
conversion efficiency and low cost[1]. This class of cell has
reached efficiencies over 12 % recently[2]. The main stream
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2. Experimental

2.4. Preparation of photoanode electrodes

2.1. Preparation of Ag-Doped TiO2 sol

The homemade formulated Ag-doped TiO2 pastes were
coated on ITO substrate with a sheet resistance of 8 Ohm/sq
by spin coating method. The films were annealed at 400°C for
2 h in Ar atmosphere.

Firstly, TiO2 sol was prepared according to the method
reported [13] . Titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) with a
purity of 97 WT.% (Aldrich, UK) was used as a titanium
precursor; analytical grade hydrochloric acid (HCl) 37 WT. %
(Fisher, UK) was used as a catalyst for the peptisation and
deionised water was used as a dispersing media. The water–
acid mixture (in the range of pH = (1–2) was stabilized at a
constant temperature. TTIP was added, forming a white thick
precipitate, which gradually peptised after 2 h to form a clear
sol. The TiO2 sol was prepared with TTIP:HCl:H2O molar
ratio of 1:0.5:351. For preparation of Ag-doped TiO2 sols,
AgNO3 was dissolved in TiO2 sol with various Ag atomic
percentages in the range 0–3%.

The post treated with TiCl4 solution was applied to freshly
annealed TiO2 photoanode electrodes treated with TiCl4 as
reported in the literature[11]. TiO2 photoanode electrodes
were immersed into various solutions of 0.004 and 0.04 M and
stored in an oven at 70°C for 30 min in a closed vessel. After
flushing with distilled water, the photoanode electrodes were
sintered again at 500°C for 30 min.

2.2. Synthesis of Ag-doped TiO2 powders

2.6. Preparation of sensitized electrodes

The obtained sol were then heated at 70 °C for 24 h to
obtain as-synthesized Ag-doped TiO2 powders. Subsequently,
the as-synthesized powders were annealed at 500°C for
various times (1-4 h) under Ar atmosphere to obtained
organic-free crystalline powder. The synthesized condition of
TiO2 powders in terms of mol ratio, temperature and time are
shown in table 1.

The TiO2 electrodes were immersed into a 0.5 mM N-719
dye solution in a mixture of acetonitrile and tertbutyl alcohol
(volume ratio, 1:1) and kept at room temperature for 24 h to
assure complete sensitizer uptake [13].

2.5. TiCl4 treatment

2.7. Preparation of counter electrode
The counter Pt-electrode was deposited on the FTO glass
by coating with a drop of H2PtCl6 solution with repetition of
the heat treatment at 400 °C for 15 min.

Table1. Characterization of the prepared TiO2 powders

2.8. Preparation of the electrolyte
The electrolyte employed was a solution of 0.70 M tetra
butyl ammonium iodide, 0.03 M I2, 0.10 M lithium iodide,
0.20 M guanidinium thiocyanate and 0.50 M 4-tertbutylpyridine in a mixture of acetonitrile and valeronitrile (volume
ratio, 85:15).
2.9. DSSCs assembly
The dye-covered TiO2 electrode and Pt-counter electrode
were assembled into a sandwich type cell and sealed with a
hot-melt gasket of 60 ml thickness made of the Surlyn
Meltonix 1170 (Solaronix). The size of the TiO2 electrodes
used was 0.25 cm2. The aperture of the Surlyn frame was 2
mm larger than that of the TiO2 area and its width was 1 mm.
A drop of the electrolyte was put on the hole in the Surlyn
frame and was introduced into the cell via vacuum backfilling.
The cell was placed in a small vacum chamber to remove
inside air. Exposing it again to pressure causes the electrolyte
to be driven into the cell. The characteristics of the prepared
TiO2 electrodes are shown in table 2.

2.3. Synthesise of Ag-doped TiO2 pastes
A new formulation of TiO2 paste was developed in our lab.
Different nanostructured TiO2 pastes with various crystal
structures were prepared using the synthesized nano
crystalline TiO2 powders and dispersing agents [13].
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phase composition of Ag-doped TiO2 powders depends on
dopant concentration.

2.5. Characterization and measurements
The photoanode electrodes were characterized by X-ray
diffraction diffractometer (XRD) using a Philips X’pert
PW3020, Cu-Ka
and field emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM) using a ZEISS 500. The as-synthesized
powder was also characterized in thermal behavior using
simultaneous
differential
thermal
(SDT)
analysis
TASDTQ600, with a heating rate of 5 C/min in air up to 1,000
C. The thickness of the electrodes was measured with a Tensor
Alpha-step Profiler. The absorption spectrum was analyzed by
Ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy using a 6705
JENWAY spectrometer. The density of the nanostructures was
measured by a Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330 pycnometer
analyzer. Photovoltaic measurements of fabricated solar cells
were carried out using a solar simulator under standard test
conditions (STC i.e., irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 , AM 1.5
spectrum).
3 Results and Discussions
3.1. XRD analysis
The crystal structure and phase composition of the
synthesized powders were studied by XRD analysis and the
results were shown in Fig1. It can be observed that powders 1,
5, 6, and 7 had a mixture of anatase and rutile phases with
dominant peaks at 2h = 25.3 (1 0 1), and 2h = 27.5 (1 1 0),
respectively, whereas Ag-doped films showed a mixture of
anatase, rutile and brookite phases with dominant peaks at 2h
= 25.3 (1 0 1), 2h = 27.5 (1 1 0), and 2h = 25.3 (1 2 0),
respectively. Therefore, introduction of Ag into the TiO2
lattice led to formation of brookite phase. The heat treatment
of Ag-doped TiO2 powders at 500°C resulted in anatase to
brookite phase transformation rather than anatase to rutile
transformation. This might be related to reduction of anatase
crystallite size by introducing Ag into TiO2. The anatase to
rutile phase transformation is known to be a nucleation and
growth process during which rutile nuclei form within the
anatase phase and grow in size. Crystallites should grow to the
critical nuclei size before the transformation can proceed.
Consequently, formation of rutile nuclei retards by Ag
introduction since the initial crystallites have the smaller size
than the critical nuclei size. Furthermore, over the time scales
accessible to molecular dynamics simulations has been
reported that annealing of anatase and amorphous
nanoparticles results in a brookite agglomerate whereas the
final annealed agglomerate transforms to the rutile phase [14].
It has been reported that brookite TiO2 phase exhibits higher
photocatalytic activity than rutile and anatase structures and,
therefore, brookite can be a good candidate for photovoltaic
devices [13].Consequently, the presence of brookite within the
Ag-doped TiO2 powders could improve the photovoltaic
performance of the cells. Moreover, neither silver oxide nor
silver titanates were detected for Ag-doped TiO2 powders due
to low concentration of the dopant. It can be observed that the

Figure 1. XRD pattern of synthesized powders: (a) powder1, (b) powder2, (c)
powder3, (d) powder4, (e) powder 5, (f) powder 6, and (g) powder 7.

With comparing XRD patterns of doped and undoped powders
it can be infered that Ag ions were successfully entered into
TiO2 lattice because the XRD patterns of doped powders were
shifted to lager angles, as shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2. XRD pattern of the first peak of Anatase phase for powders 1 and 2.

3.2. SEM analysis
SEM imaging is a powerful technique for the direct
elucidation of surface morphology and particle size of
nanomaterials. Figure 3 shows FE-SEM images of the
synthesized TiO2 powders annealed at 500°C for 1 and 4 h. It
can be observed that in all cases nanometer TiO2 powders
were obtained. The small grains represent anatase, while large
grains relate to rutile phase. It can be observed that the size of
TiO2 nanoparticles increased with increasing the process time.
Fig 4 show surface morphology of deposited transparent TiO2
electrodes. It is evident that all deposited films had uniform,
homogeneous and porous structure as a result of removal of
the dispersing agent and solvents. As can be observed, the
porosity of doped electrodes was higher than that of undoped
electrode, enhancing dye adsorption. Moreover, the porosity
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of doped films depended on the amount of Ag+ concentration
and decreased with increasing Ag+ atomic percentage.
Porosity is an essential parameter for a high-efficiency DSSC,
because it allows adsorption of sufficiently large number of
dye molecules needed for efficient light harvesting.
(g)
Figure 4. FE-SEM images of surface morphology of electrode1(a), 2(b), 3(c),
4(d), 5(e), 6(f), 7(g).

(a)

(c )

Fig.5 illustrates cross sectional view and surface image of
electrode 2 annealed at 400°C. The thickness of the film can
be controlled by spin coating parameters. These parameters
were tailored to obtain a total thickness of 18.1 µm.

(b)

(d)

Figure 5. Cross sectional view of electrode 2.

3.3. UV-vis analysis
The optical properties of the prepared nanopowders were
studied absorption spectroscopy or reflectance spectroscopy in
the ultraviolet-visible spectral region. it uses light in the
visible (near-UV and near-infrared (NIR)) ranges. The
absorption or reflectance in the visible range directly affects
the perceived color of the chemicals involved. In this region of
the electromagnetic spectrum, molecules undergo electronic
transitions. Optical absorbance spectra of the doped and
undoped TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in Fig 6 . It can be seen
that the UV–vis absorbance of Ag-doped TiO2 significantly
shifts to longer wavelength (i.e., red shift) in comparison with
that of the pure TiO2 due to acceptor nature of Ag within TiO2
structure, which is shown in Table 4. Consequently, Ag
introduction may enhance the visible light absorption property
of the material by shifting the absorption onset to visible
region, thus utilizing the maximum portion of solar light.

(f)

(e)

Figure 3. FE-SEM images of powder 2(a), 3(b), 4(c), 5(e) and 6(f).

(b)

(a)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)
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Figure 7. TGA curve of Ag-doped TiO2 powder. The scan rate was 5°C min-1,
performed in air.

3.5. Photovoltaic performance of DSSCs
Figure 6. Optical absorbance spectra of TiO2 poeders doped with different Ag
atomic percentages: (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.1, and (d) 0.3.

The photocurrent density–voltage (J-V) characteristics of
fabricated monolayer TiO2 DSSCs, with the same thickness
(i.e., 18.2 µm) were illustrated in Fig. 8. In addition, the
corresponding photovoltaic parameters such as short circuit
current (JSC), open circuit voltage (VOC), fill factor (FF),
adsorbed dye and power conversion efficiency (η) were
summarized in Table. 5 to 7. It is apparent that the short
circuit current and power conversion efficiency of the solar
cells changed with Ag atomic percentage, reaching a
maximum at a specific value. Therefore, cell 9 showed the
highest power conversion efficiency of 5.9 % amongst all
fabricated solar cells. The improvement in the photovoltaic
performance of cell 9 can be explained due to enhancement of
JSC .

Table 4. UV–vis absorbance wavelength of synthesized doped and undoped
powders

3.4. Thermal Analysis
Simultaneous differential thermal analysis of 0.1 at.% Agdoped TiO2 powder is shown in Fig. 7. It is evident that the
powder undergoes endothermic dehydration in the temperature
range 20–107°C, which is supported by the corresponding
weight loss in the TGA curve. The exothermic peaks
corresponding to anatase crystallization and the anatase to
rutile phase transformation are not observed due to the gradual
formation of these phases. The TGA curve shows that the
weight loss occurs at two stages, namely, below 107°C and
between 107 and 550°C. In the first region (below 107°C), the
weight loss of 9.9 % is due to the evaporation of physically
adsorbed water from pores. In the second stage (in the range
107–550°C), the weight loss of 7.3 % is due to
dehydroxylation and removal of residual organics. There is no
weight loss at temperatures above 550°C.
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Table 7. Photovoltaic parameters of prepared TiO2 DSSCs doped with
different Ag atomic percentages, annealed at 500°C for 1 h, TiCl4 0.04 M

4 Conclusions
Two effective methods were presented in order to make
abalance among electron injection, light scattering effect and
dye absorption of photoanode electrode of dye-sensitized solar
cells. For this purpose, a systematic study of the DSSCs by
fabrication of nanostructured Ag-doped TiO2 films with
different atomic percentages (i.e., 0.5, 0.1, 0.3 at.%) by sol-gel
process and different TiCl4 solution concentration on the
photovoltaic performance of DSSCs. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis revealed that all samples with Ag:Ti molar ratios
between 0.05-0.3 showed mixtures of anatase and rutile
phases. Moreover, no silver and silver oxide phases were
detected after heat treatment. Simultaneous differential
thermal (SDT) analysis the minimum annealing temperature to
obtain organic-free TiO2 paste was determined at 400°C, being
one of the lowest crystallization temperatures of TiO2
photoanode electrodes for solar cell application. UV–vis
absorption showed that Ag introduction enhanced the visible
light absorption of TiO2 nanoparticles by shifting the
absorption onset to visible light region. Field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) analyses revealed
that the synthesized samples had uniform grains IN nanometer
range. It was found that, 0.1 at.% Ag-doped TiO2 DSSC had
the highest power conversion efficiency of 5.9%, short current
density of 13.12 mA/cm2 and open circuit voltage of 788 mV.

Figure 8. Graph1: Photocurrent density–voltage curves of fabricated TiO2
DSSCs doped with different Ag atomic percentages, annealed at 500°C for 1
h, TiCl4 0.004 M, Graph 2: annealed at 500°C for 4 h, TiCl4 0.004 M, Graph3:
annealed at 500°C for 1 h, TiCl4 0.04 M
Table 5. Photovoltaic parameters of fabricated TiO2 DSSCs doped with
different Ag atomic percentages, annealed at 500°C for 1 h, TiCl4 0.004 M
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